BROADCASTING AND EDUCATION.

So long as the B.B.C. remained a company under the direction of Sir John Reith, the public had the satisfaction of feeling that Sir John exercised, to all practical purposes, an autocratic control over the destinies of the organisation, and was the responsible head on which to shower praise or criticism according to whether listeners approved or disapproved of the type of programmes broadcast. Since the formation of the Corporation, however, the control of the B.B.C. has passed to a Board of Governors which constitute in the mind of the public an impersonal control, which, by virtue of numbers, or perhaps because it is a Government appointed Board, seems to be uninfluenced by considerations of satisfying the tastes of the public.

We cannot help feeling that the idea of utilising broadcasting as a means of education is tending to become an obsession in the minds of the Board of Governors. We should be the last to suggest that education should be neglected in the compilation of the programmes; but, on the other hand, if the present enthusiasm of the Board to uplift and educate the listener is not checked we foresee the definite possibility that the whole aim of broadcasting may be defeated, in that listeners, because they are not entertained and because the introduction of educational matter is pursued at too great a speed to be assimilated, may lose the habit of listening. It would then become a very difficult task indeed to recreate the habit when it was found that the interest in broadcasting was on the wane. We venture to think that Sir John Reith himself realises the mistake which is now being made, but no longer having the autocratic powers which once were his, it is a difficult matter for him now to stem the tide.

At a conference arranged recently between the B.B.C. and the British Institute of Adult Education, Sir John Reith said that "the primary responsibility of the B.B.C. was to entertain their clientele. Whatever they did, therefore, with respect to education, must be subject to that claim." Here, then, is what in our opinion forms the basis of a sound policy on which the B.B.C. should build, and what causes us anxiety is that the present Board of Governors seem far more impatient in the direction of utilising broadcasting for education than meets with public approval or conforms to the policy of Sir John, who prior to the appointment of a Board of Governors so ably conducted the affairs of the broadcasting organisation.
THE operation of changing coils for different wavebands, which seemed primitive enough— as compared with standard electrical practice— before receivers were completely enclosed, has become still more irksome since the so-called American cabinet has been generally adopted. This is partly because access to the sockets in a modern set involves delving into its vitals, and also because coil mountings are more complicated than hitherto, due to the fact that from three to seven contacts often replace the two connections of the simple plug-in inductance. Moreover, inter valve couplings nowadays are generally more fragile, thus requiring careful handling.

The development of a switching scheme to cover numerous wavebands without introducing serious losses is undoubtedly a difficult problem, but the writer feels that we have over-estimated the obstacles in the way of producing an efficient method of quickly and easily switching coils for the two broadcast wavebands to which most amateurs normally confine their attentions. Be this as it may, it was found possible to develop the straightforward receiver to be described in this article without having resort to any artifice other than fairly thorough screening.

"How much signal strength must I sacrifice for the undoubted convenience of switching?" will be the first
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Switch-Over Three.—

The question of the enthusiast whose watchword is efficiency. This matter has been the subject of careful measurements made under practical conditions, and in such a way as to give the fairest basis of comparison with the best type of fixed-waveband receiver having one H.F. stage and an anode bend rectifier, which was chosen as a standard. In terms of H.F. voltage developed across the detector grid circuit for a steady input from a fixed-coupled aerial, the switch-over set shows a loss of about 10 per cent. To the uninitiated this may seem to be appreciable, but, judged from the point of view of audibility, it is quite negligible, and in any case it is offset by slightly unbalancing the H.F. circuit. In fact, the difference between the two receivers was so slight that it was necessary to take a number of readings and to strike an average.

Ignoring the switching connections, the circuit, which is shown in Fig. 1, is the conventional combination of H.F. amplifier, anode bend detector, and a resistance-coupled output valve; an arrangement which has many advantages, being selective enough for all but the most exacting requirements in a "wipe-out" area, and sufficiently sensitive to give loud speaker signals up to the capacity of a super-power valve at distances of from 40 to 50 miles from a main station, 70 miles from 5GB, and 150 miles from 5XX. Average receiving conditions are assumed. The set should not be looked upon as intended for long-distance reception, although after dark many Continental transmissions are received. It is particularly suited for use with a simple eliminator having a single voltage output; there is no possibility of "motor-boating" or low-frequency reaction with a circuit of this kind.

A Straightforward Waveband Change.

When a metal panel is used in conjunction with a circuit embodying a choke-capacity output, a jack offers a convenient point of connection for the loud speaker. It is adopted in this case, the jack being arranged to close the low-tension circuit when it is desired. Strictly speaking, this renders unnecessary the master rheostat \( R_2 \), but as an additional filament control is sometimes useful, and as there is ample panel space for its accommodation, it was therefore retained in this case.

For those who require long-range reception it will be necessary to add another L.F. stage; no difficulty will be experienced in making this addition provided the width of the panel is increased by about 3in. A slight improvement in range is obtained by replacing the present resistance by a transformer; although this form of coupling after an anode bend detector may in the ordinary way lead to difficulties, one feels that it has been rather neglected, and in any case there are no serious pitfalls if the new Mullard P.M.4D rectifying valve is used.

Although the addition of switches tends to complicate the circuit diagram, a few moments' consideration of Fig. 1 will show how the connections of the various coils are changed. One pole of the switch \( S_1 \) joins the aerial to a tapping point on the appropriate input grid coil, while the second changes the grid lead of the H.F. valve \( V_1 \). The three blades of switch \( S_2 \) are connected to detector grid, H.F. plate, and neutralising condenser, the corresponding sets of contacts being joined to the windings of long- and short-wave H.F. transformers \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). The low-potential ends of the various coils are connected together and to either grid bias or H.T. bat-
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teries. Thus only the coils are duplicated, and a
multiplicity of switch contacts is avoided.

It will be seen from the illustrations that the metal
"chassis" on which the apparatus is assembled is
divided into four separate compartments, the lower two
accommodating the long-wave coils, with the short-wave
transformers above them. The tuning condensers and
switches, which are common to the apparatus associated
with each waveband, are mounted on the centre line
drilled to the dimensions given in Fig. 2. The hori-
zontal platform, of the same material, has a flange by
means of which it is secured to the panel; it must be
cut away to clear both variable condensers and switches
in the manner indicated in Fig. 3 (A). Two vertical
screens, of the size shown in Fig. 3 (C) are also re-
quired, the upper one being drilled for mounting by-pass
condensers C, C', and also with a 1/16 in. clearance hole
to pass a wire joined to the grid of V1. The lower
vertical screen is plain, except for a hole to clear a wire
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**Fig. 3.—(A) Layout of components on upper surface of the platform, showing dimensions of cut-outs to accommodate variable condensers and switches. (B) Mounting of components on the underside of platform (C) The upper screen, showing mounting of by-pass condensers; the lower screen is of similar dimensions. (D) Sketch showing assembly of the metal "chassis."**

dividing the two sections in such a way that they are
symmetrically disposed with relation to the coil termi-
nals, so that the wiring is reasonably short and direct.
It will be obvious that both switches must be operated
to change from one waveband to the other; it really
seems unnecessary to link them together mechanically,
but this refinement can easily be added by the con-
structor if he so desires.

The front panel is of 1/16 in. aluminium sheet, cut and
connected to rheostat R1. From the perspective sketch,
Fig. 3 (D), the assembly of these various parts will be
made clear.

In Fig. 3 (A) the mounting and positions of the vari-
ous components on the upper surfaces are shown. The
Ever-ready "O" cells, used as G.B.1 and G.B.2, are
secured by light metal strips, the latter being wedged in
position by a small block of wood. The valve holders
and neutralising condenser are raised, respectively, 1/16 in.
LIST OF PARTS.

2 Variable condensers, log scale, 0.0005 mfd. (Burns dept).
2 Condensers, 2 mfd. (T.C.C.)
1 Condenser, 0.25 mfd. (T.C.C.).
1 Condenser, "Prest", 0.0005 mfd. (Igranic).
2 Condensers, 0.004 mfd., Type 650 (Dubilier).
1 Neutralising condenser (Gambrell).
1 L.F. choke, 30 henries (Sterling).
1 Switch, 2-pole change-over (Utility).
1 Switch, 3-pole change-over (Utility).
1 Rheostat, 50 ohms (Igranic-Pacent).
1 Rheostat, 6 ohms (Igranic-Pacent).
1 Potentiometer (Igranic-Pacent).
3 Valve holders (Wearite).

1 Jack, single circuit open filament control (Edison Bell).
3 Two-way porcelain connectors (Athol).
1 Anode resistance, wire-wound, 250,000 ohms, with holder
   (Mallard).
1 Grid leak, 2 megohms (Dubilier).
1 Grid leak, 0.25 megohms (Dubilier).
2 Ribbed ebbonite forms (Beedl).
2 Puxolin tubes, Tin. dia., 3in. long.
3 "O" size cells (Ever-Ready).
2 Grid leak holders, porcelain (Bulgin).
1 Cabinet (A. B. Clarke, 22, Old Montague St., London, E.1).
Aluminium sheet, wire, screws, nuts, ebbonite rod, etc.

Approximate price, £8 17 6.

In the "List of Parts" included in the description of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components actually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument. Where the designer considers it necessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article itself. In all other cases the constructor may use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations in the size of alternative components he may use.

and 1/8 in. by distance pieces cut from ebbonite tube. The pair of aerial-grid coils are mounted on ebbonite rod supports 1in. long; these are tapped to take a 1/8 in. length of G.B. studding which is passed through the platform. A similar method of mounting is adopted in the case of the short-wave H.F. transformer; the supporting ebbonite rods are slotted to a depth of 1/8 in. at their upper ends to take the coil former, and tapped holes are drilled at the other end for the screws which secure the assembly to the platform. The supporting rods are 1/8 in. long; thus the lower end of the coil former is raised 1/8 in. above the base. As the long-wave intercalve coupling is wound on a ribbed ebbonite former of greater length, it is fitted in a simpler manner by filling in the end with a wooden disc, through which a single screw is passed.

As space in the left-hand (or input) side of the vertical screens is limited, a small economy was effected by filing down the head of the large brass screw which secures the rotating ebbonite barrel of the switch to its framework, thus preventing this screw making contact with the variable condenser end-plate.

It will be observed that porcelain connectors are used instead of terminals, as they are particularly suitable in a receiver where metal is largely used in construction. They should be regarded rather as connecting points for the various battery leads than as terminals in the ordinary sense, as they are somewhat inaccessible. This difficulty may be overcome, however, by fitting in each of the brass insets an ordinary valve leg, which will project through clearance holes drilled in the back of the cabinet. To avoid the need for an extra connector, the leads to L.T. negative, H.T. negative and grid bias positive are taken from a common point.

(Tо be concluded.)

TELEVISION—A PROMISE.

RECENT advertisement announcements in the daily Press have stated that the Baird Televisor is to be exhibited at the forthcoming Radio Exhibition at Olympia in September, while arrangements have been made for holding public demonstrations in an adjoining building. These announcements also point out that from September onwards the "Seeing-in" set will be available on the market for probably as little as £25 and with it moving images may be received at home from a broadcasting station. The Baird Televisor is to be purchasable either as a separate instrument or in combination with a listening-in set so that the possessor may be able to see and hear the performance at the television broadcasting station. If the statement in the announcement that with the perfection obtained, the marketing of the Baird Televisor is now ready to take its place in the commercial field with the prospect of commanding sales commensurate with those of the wireless instrument and the gramophone.

The past week has also seen the publication of the prospectus of Baird International, Ltd., a company having a share capital of £700,000, with Lord Amphilth as chairman. This new company acquires the rights in the Baird inventions and patents held by the Baird Television Development Co., Ltd., a company having a nominal share capital of £125,000. The Baird inventions are stated to embrace (1) Television—to enable vision of living and moving beings, objects and scenes to be transmitted by wireless or land line in a manner similar to that in which sound is transmitted by wireless and telephony; (2) Noctovision—a name applied to the application of infra-red rays to the Televisor to enable vision in total darkness to be demonstrated; (3) Phonovision—the recording of a "television sound wave" in conjunction with music and reproduction from the record on a "Phonovision" screen of the actual moving scene as originally recorded; (4) Facsimile Telegraphy—the sending of pictures by a slowing down of the television equipment; (5) Automatic synchronism—a device whereby the transmitting and receiving apparatus are automatically kept in step. It is claimed that by this device costly synchronising equipment such as synchronous motors or elaborate tuning fork and oscillatory circuits can be completely dispensed with and the apparatus rendered simple for home use in an inexpensive form.

The directors prefer not to state any definite estimate of profits accruing from the sale of television receiving equipments. Success attended the issue of the 1,000,000 "A" shares of the company of 5s. each, offered at a premium of 1s. per share, and the lists were closed at 10.30 a.m. on the day of issue.

By W. I. G. PAGE, B.Sc.

PROBABLY no component exercises more influence in the development of the wireless receiver than the thermionic valve. In the march of progress improvements have followed in rapid succession; for instance, we accept for granted the dull emitter filament with such small consumption that the heavy large-capacity accumulator bugbear has vanished. The screened-grid four-electrode valve has minimised high-frequency oscillation troubles, and the indirectly heated cathode valve has not only overcome the difficulty of A.C. filament supply, but has provided us with such remarkable characteristics that we may safely prophesy its more extended application in the near future. And now the Pentode.

Large Power Output.

We will first describe what the valve does and afterwards how it does it. The Pentode is a five-electrode power-output valve with a high magnification factor, but in which the usual low mutual conductance associated with high magnification valves has been avoided. A triode having a magnification factor of 50, for instance, will seldom have a mutual conductance of over about 0.6 milliamp per volt, whereas it is possible with a Pentode to retain a very high magnification factor with a mutual conductance of between 2 and 3 milliamps per volt, so that the power output of such a valve is large when quite a small signal potential is impressed on its grid; a feature of the valve is its heavy anode current.

One of these valves can replace the two L.F. valves usually employed in a set designed to give adequate loud speaker reproduction, or, alternatively, in a receiver where there is only one L.F. valve its replacement by a Pentode would mean much louder signals, provided always that the input signal potentials did not override the permissible grid swing. The valve in its present form would appear to be able to accommodate as much input potential as an ordinary power valve of the D.E.5 type, but not so much as a super-power valve; its position in a set should always be in the output stage.

We must now trace the evolution of the Pentode from the triode. The latter has one serious shortcoming which prevents the working mutual conductance of a high magnification factor valve being high enough to warrant the use of such a valve in the output stage. The reason is as follows: when an oscillation is impressed on the grid a rise in grid potential will be accompanied by a rise in anode current, but this rise in anode current will cause a drop in potential across the impedance in the external anode circuit (e.g., a choke or resistance which must be present for amplification purposes). A little thought will show that the plate voltage fluctuation, which is in opposite phase with the input grid voltage, will have the effect of reducing the anode current to a figure considerably below that shown in the ordinary static curve. To put it briefly, the plate current in a triode under working conditions is increased by rising grid volts in accordance with the ordinary grid-anode curve (A B C, Fig. 1), but is reduced by the plate volts falling sympathetically as is seen by reference to the anode volts-
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Anode current curve A H (Fig. 2). Hence one reason for the difference between static and working curves.

In Fig. 1 A B C represents the ordinary grid voltage-anode current characteristics of a triode taken under static conditions; as soon as a load is put in the plate circuit (and such load will be inductive with an output valve) the characteristic is represented by such a curve as D E. It will be noted that the curvature is less and that the steepness (i.e., the milliamps per volt or mutual conductance) is also less. If by some means we were able nearly to retain the steepness of the slope of A B C under working conditions, together with a high magnification factor, we should obtain a valve of greater potentialities for low-frequency work.

The Screened Grid Characteristic.

In Fig. 2 A H represents a typical anode volts-anode current curve for a triode. It will be seen that for every volt rise in applied potential there is a rise in anode current, and the relationship between the two is nearly linear, with the result that the greater the plate volts change for a given grid volt change, the greater will be the anode current change tending to reduce the steepness of the grid volts-anode current (mutual conductance) characteristic. Unfortunately this influence is increased more and more as the magnification factor of the valve becomes greater.

This somewhat serious limitation of the three-electrode valve could be overcome were we to have an anode volt-anode current curve such as A F G (Fig. 2), which is for the most part horizontal. Here a change of plate volts between, say, 30 and 150 would cause no change in anode current, and the mutual conductance would be very little altered as compared under static and dynamic conditions.

How are we to obtain this characteristic? The answer is to convert the triode into a tetrode, where the added electrode is between the control grid and the plate (we are not concerned in this article with the tetrode in which the blanket of free electrons—or space charge—around the filament is reduced by an added inner grid). The full explanation as to why the extra electrode, which is kept at a constant high positive potential, flattens the curve out to a nearly horizontal line has been published previously; but, roughly, if we consider that the filament, inner and outer grids form a three-electrode valve and that the outer "screening" grid is a very fine-mesh anode, we can well imagine that the real anode, which is outside the screening grid, cannot produce enough attractive influence on the electrons from the filament to produce any separate current of its own, but that it can well attract electrons from the screening grid.

An Earthed Auxiliary Electrode.

Therefore as the anode volts rise the current rises rapidly (see curve A F, Fig. 2), but as soon as the anode has robbed the screening grid of practically all of its electrons, and since we have stated that it cannot produce any separate current for itself, we find that a further increase in anode potential produces no increase in current (see curve F G, Fig. 2).

If a tetrode could be made to this specification we need worry little further, for we should be able to have a high magnification output valve with high mutual conductance—a thing for which we have striven from the beginning of this article. There are, unfortunately, as every reader knows who has handled the ordinary H.F. screened grid valve, certain secondary effects which limit its use and restrict us to a small portion of the anode volts-anode current characteristic. When a metal surface is subjected to electron bombardment, secondary electrons are liberated; in a triode this usually causes no tangible results, as the electrons find their way back to the anode, but in a four-electrode screened grid valve there are relative conditions of applied voltages when the secondary electrons are attracted to the screening grid and cause a temporary decrease of anode current for a rise of plate volts (so-called negative resistance effect). The kink B C D in the curve A B C D E (Fig. 2) exemplifies this, and represents a theoretical curve for a screened grid valve where only the plate volt swing between D and E is available for linear amplification—not enough for large signal oscillations such as exist in the output stage of a loud speaker receiver. The valve just

Fig. 2.—Anode volts-anode current curves for triode, screened grid tetrode and screened grid Pentode. The curves are imaginary, for where they are horizontal the valve would have an infinite magnification factor and impedance which is, of course, not realised in practice.
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discussed has, therefore, been developed for high-frequency work where plate voltage swings are smaller, and grid swings may be one or two volts; attention has also been paid to the electrostatic shielding powers of the screening-grid which will be unnecessary in an output valve.

To obtain a liberal anode current from the screened grid valve, such as one would require for L.F. amplification, it is desirable to increase the potential on the screening grid, but it is obvious that when the plate voltage swings from maximum to minimum, unless the standing plate potential be excessively high, there will be an instantaneous low value of plate potential which will be below the steady screened grid potential, and both primary and secondary electrons on the plate will be attracted to the screening grid and the current in the latter will rise at the expense of the plate current. This explains the limitations of the screened grid tetrode for L.F. amplification.

Some expedient is required whereby the kink in the curve is avoided, and whereby the screening grid can be kept at a higher steady potential to give greater anode current without the phenomenon occurring whereby the screening grid robs the plate of its current. The remedy is the interposition of an earth-connected third grid to form a five-electrode valve or Pentode. This extra electrode is placed between the screening grid and the anode and allows the electrons by reason of their velocity to pass in the normal direction to the plate, but reversal of direction of primary and secondary electrons to the screening grid, which will undoubtedly be periodically at a higher potential than the plate, will be prevented, since their velocity is much less and is adequately reduced by the zero field around the earthed grid. The curve A F G (Fig. 2) is the ideal characteristic for a Pentode; the electrode connections of which are given in Fig. 3. Messrs. Mullard have designed Pentodes (under the commercial name of Pentones) for 2- and 4-volt accumulators. They will not, however, be available for the experimenter for about two months. Practical tests are being carried out with these valves, and a report will be published in next week’s issue. It is understood that a series of Osram and Marconi Pentodes have now completed their tests, and will be on the market shortly before the Olympia Exhibition. It would appear safe to predict that the remarkable constants obtainable with the five-electrode valve will be incorporated in valves suitable for every position in a receiver.

EARTHING TUBE CONNECTIONS.

One of the most widely used devices for providing the earthing system for an ordinary wireless receiver consists of a perforated copper tube which is driven into the ground, a screw and a washer being situated at the top end of the tube for attachment to the end of the earth wire from the set. Usually such screws are totally inadequate to enable them to obtain a firm grip on the earth wire, which usually consists of several strands of wire as in the case of an aerial wire. Apart from this, such a connection rapidly corrodes, and the resistance of the whole earthing system rises considerably, resulting in a great loss of efficiency in the receiver. The trouble can, however, be overcome by separating the straights of the earthing wire and soldering them to the ring situated at the top of the earthing tube in the manner shown. E. W.

NOVELTIES FROM OUR READERS.

In most cases the breaking of the halyard passing through the pulley of the aerial mast and supporting the aerial wire means that the mast will have to be taken down. Many amateurs have anticipated this trouble by mounting their aerial pole on a pivot in such a manner that it can be easily lowered when required.

If, as often happens, there is a shed of some type at the far end of the garden, this method of fixing the aerial pole is greatly simplified as shown. Two 3-in. bolts of sufficient length to pass through the aerial mast and the corner post of the shed should be obtained, and the first bolt should be placed through the mast and the top of the chosen corner post, and it is on this bolt that the mast pivots. The second bolt passes through the mast close to its lower end, and through the lower part of the corner post. The butt of the mast will be thus raised a few inches from the ground, and to lower it down it is only necessary to withdraw the lower bolt, using the upper bolt as a pivot, as already stated.

W. M. H.
The present-day tendency towards the simplification of receiver design cannot but meet with general approval; the gradual disappearance of a multiplicity of controls has smoothed the path of the beginner, and, be it whispered, even of the expert, who often overlooks the proper regulation of an essential control when faced with a formidable array of knobs.

There is, however, one addition that the writer would prefer to call a refinement rather than a complication: this is a variably coupled and separately tuned aerial circuit. Admittedly, it is anything but popular among amateur constructors, but this is probably due to their failure to operate it correctly; although with a little patience and the right method of procedure, the art is not difficult to acquire. As compared with even the best modern "aperiodic" couplers (the design of which is essentially in the nature of a compromise) the increase of signal strength for a given selectivity will generally be amply appreciable: indeed, the H.F. voltage applied to the first valve may be almost doubled when working on an indifferent aerial, at certain wavelengths. Looking at the matter from another aspect, the separately tuned circuit as a rule offers better selectivity with at least equal signal strength.

A conventional magnetically coupled arrangement is shown in diagram (a), and, as applied to a typical receiver, in the illustration at the head of this article, where aerial and secondary coils are marked L₁, L₂, and their associated tuning condensers, respectively, C₁, C₂. An optional "untuned" coupling is provided by connecting the aerial through terminal A₁ to a tapping point on the secondary coil. Diagram (b) represents the auto-transformer method, which is often convenient when loose coupling is being added to an existing set, as the additional apparatus may be mounted externally. A part of the coil L₂ is common to both aerial and secondary circuits; in general a suitable transfer of energy will take place if the number of these common turns is from one-sixth to one-twelfth of the total in the secondary; the exact position of the tap depends on the selectivity required, and on other factors, and is best ascertained by trial. The aerial loading coil L₁ should not be in inductive relationship with L₂.

The primary condenser should, strictly speaking, be larger than that which tunes the closed circuit, in order to compensate for the effect of the aerial capacity, which is in parallel with it. However, a maximum of 0.0005 mfd will do quite well, and, provided the coil is chosen carefully, it should be possible to cover the majority of the normal broadcast waveband without changing it. A definite recommendation as to size cannot be given, due to variations in aerial capacity, but a 40-turn inductance will generally be about right for the more popular circuit shown in diagram (a).

The Weakest Coupling Generally Best.

Most of the difficulties encountered in operation are due to too-frequent alteration of the relative positions of the two coils, which results in variation of tuning in each circuit. It is best, once a good average coupling has been found, not to change it unless special circumstances require extra selectivity. As a rule, this "best coupling" will be surprisingly weak, the axes of the two coils being nearly at right angles. On no account should it be tightened to the point of that a station may be heard at two settings of the condensers—the "double-humped" tuning effect.

As in operating any receiver with more than one control, the only real way to "search" for signals is to keep all circuits as nearly as possible in tune, following a slight movement of one condenser by a corresponding rotation of the other (or others).

When the set includes a stage of neutralised high-frequency amplification, it is strongly recommended, at any rate until complete mastery of its operation has been attained, that the circuit should be accurately balanced; any attempt to increase sensitivity by partial de-neutralisation is likely to lead to puzzling complications. For instance, conditions may arise under which slight detuning of the aerial circuit actually increases signal strength, due to a decrease in the loading effect. Success with a loose coupler is largely bound up with the elimination of those factors likely to cause uncertainty.
TWO NEW H.T. SUPPLY UNITS

6 DIFFERENT ANODE VOLTAGE TAPPINGS

Philips H.T. Supply Unit Type 3002 for A.C. Mains covers every requirement with its wide range of voltages. As an example of its output it delivers a current of 50 mA at 120 volts. The choke coils and condensers are of heavy construction and absolute freedom from hum is maintained.

Price: Complete with full wave rectifying valve £8.10.0

Incorporating all the facilities of type 3002 for A.C. Mains this unit also provides 12 different values of grid bias variable between 0 and 40 volts. Such a high maximum voltage is more than sufficient even for the most powerful last valve.

Price: Complete with valves £10.10.0

For Car Batteries use Type 366

This rectifier charges easily and efficiently all car batteries. Indispensable in private garages; it may also be used for charging radio L.T. accumulators.

Write for descriptive leaflet giving full particulars.

PHILIPS for Radio

EKCO'S LATEST AND GREATEST—BRAND NEW PERMANENT TRICKLE CHARGER

52'6 RETAIL

CHARGES accumulators safely, silently and soundly from A.C. Mains. Voltages of 100 to 120 or 200 to 250 with frequencies of 40 to 100 cycles in each case. Self-contained with a sturdy step-down transformer constructed of high-insulated windings which supply required voltage and current to a Westinghouse Patent Metal Rectifier, that completely dispenses with the bugbear of valves and their expensive renewal. NO REPLACEMENTS OR MAINTENANCE COSTS ARE NECESSARY. Will last many years without attention. She 6½ inches by 4 inches by 4 inches. Efficiency guaranteed second to none. Will last many years without attention. Slim 6½ inches by 4 inches by 4 inches. Efficiency guaranteed second to none. In metal case with extremely neat bronze-oxydised finish. Charging rate is ½ amp. continuously to 2, 4, or 6v. cells. Charging rate when electricity is 6d. per unit is approximately 80 hours for 6d. Incorporating the “Westinghouse” Metal Rectifier under license. Two models are supplied: T.500 for 200-250v. 40-100 cycles. T.500a for 100-120v. 40-100 cycles.

E.K. COLE LTD “EKCO” WORKS, DEPT. W., LONDON ROAD, LEIGH–ON–SEA.

Give your Gramophone a chance . . .

The faithful reproduction of the wonderful electrical process gramophone recordings can be still further enhanced by the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox—and a good wireless receiver. Substituted for the ordinary soundbox on your gramophone, and connected to the receiver, the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox gives the finest possible reproduction of gramophone records, bringing out new beauties unheard previously. The tonal purity is unequalled even by gramophone attachments costing four times as much as the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox, and surface noise is practically eliminated. Create new interest in your gramophone by fitting this device!

BURNDEPT

ELECTRIC SOUNDBOX
PRICE £1.0.0

OFFICES: Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3
LONDON SHOWROOMS: 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

If you would like Complete Instructions and Circuit Diagrams, together with practical advice on how to get the best out of Gramophone Records, send for Publication No. 127.

ADAPTER: For plugging-in to any receiver. With 9-ft. twin flexible wire. 4/-

GRAMOPHONE VOLUME CONTROL: With 2-ft. twin flexible wire for connecting to Soundbox. 8/6

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
BIGGER WIRELESS SHOW.

This year's National Wireless Exhibition at Olympia, which opens on September 22nd, will contain at least 262 stands, compared with 229 last year.

EVIDENTLY A CONNOISSEUR!

A McMichael portable receiver was stolen by a person unknown from the company's showrooms in the Strand on Wednesday last, June 27th. The number of the missing set is 9817.

THE COUNTRY LISTENER.

"La Radio Agricole," a new French monthly magazine, is to be devoted to interests of country dwellers who use wireless. It is the organ of the Federation Nationale de Radiophonie dans les Campagnes.

OVERHEAD TROLLEY NUISIBLE.

Listeners in Willow Road, Darlington, have addressed a signed protest to the Gas, Water and Electricity Committee in regard to the extraneous noises caused by trackless trolley cars. The B.B.C. has been invited to tender advice.

MORE LISTENERS IN POLAND.

During 1927 the number of receiving licences in Poland grew from 47,000 in January to 86,000 in August, states a report of the Commercial Secretary at Warsaw. It is believed that the figure reached 150,000 at the end of December.

WIRELESS "WHILE YOU WAIT."

A "Railway Broadcasting Company," was recently formed in Budapest for the purpose of providing broadcast receivers in stations waiting rooms. A correspondent states that many waiting rooms are now equipped with loud speakers.

LICENSE-FREE WIRELESS IN CEYLON.

Efforts to encourage the use of portable wireless sets in the plantation centres of Ceylon are being made by the Government, writes a correspondent in Kalatura, Ceylon. Among the steps taken by the authorities is the removal of the import duty on privately-owned wireless sets and any person may now import and possess a receiver for six months, without a licence.

SUPER STATION FOR AUSTRALIA?

A proposal to establish a super-power wireless station at Canberra is under consideration by the Australian Government. Such a station would ensure a ready and reliable means of communicating with the rest of the Empire and would supplement the short-wave beam system.

RECORD SPEECH AMPLIFYING SYSTEM AT HENDON.

No fewer than 28 Marconiophone loudspeakers were used for speech amplifying purposes at last Saturday's R.A.F. dis...

B.I.F. 1929.

The British Industries Fair for 1929 will contain a 40 per cent, increase in the number of stands as compared with this year's Fair. Wireless firms were well represented at the 1928 Fair, and it is expected that there will be no diminution in their numbers in 1929. The Fair will be held in February.

HOPE FOR THE HOLIDAY MAKER.

Holiday-makers who have left their wireless sets at home may still have an opportunity to listen to the programmes if they choose one of the resorts to be visited by the steam yacht Otlo. The Otlo, which has been charted by the Daily Mail, is touring the coast of the British Isles with a cargo which includes two loud speakers and a powerful broadcast receiver. At the various ports of call the Otlo will entertain holiday-makers with selections from the B.B.C. programmes.

SELECTIVITY TAKES SECOND PLACE IN U.S.

Receiving sets and components valued at £250,000 were on view at the fourth annual convention of the Radio Manufacturers' Association of America, recently held in Chicago. The design of sets showed a tendency to concentrate on good reproduction of the whole musical scale, less attention being paid to selectivity, which has become of secondary importance in view of the careful reallocation of broadcast wavelengths by the Federal Radio Commission.

GERMANY'S EQUAL-WAVE STATIONS.

Berlin listeners are still speculating as to the probable site of the projected equal-wave broadcasting station which is to replace the well-known station in Magdeburg Square. It has been found that the Lichtenburg district, an eastern suburb of Berlin, is unsuitable for technical reasons. Three equal-wave broadcasting stations are to operate in the Berlin area, but judging from the recent failure of Birmingham and 5AB to work on the same wavelength without heterodyning, the experiment is not a promising one.
RADIO REFERENDUM IN SWEDEN.

Sweden, who now heads the world in regard to the number of wireless licences issued, viz., 57,8 per 1,000 inhabitants, is about to build two new broadcasting stations. One will be erected outside Stockholm with a power of up to 50 kW, and the other at Horeby, in the southern province of Scania, with a strength of 10 kW.

Recently the Broadcasting Bureau of the Swedish Telegraph Board asked registered radio listeners to write down their ideas about the radio programmes sent out. The result has been that 140,000 radio users have expressed their views to the bureau, which is now carefully sorting out the replies.

STATE. We are indebted to the High Commissioner of the Irish Free State for the following information:

Under the Free State Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1926, no person may keep or have in his possession any apparatus for wireless telegraphy without a wireless licence, the fee for which is 10s. per annum. In the case of a person bringing a wireless set into the country, the licence should be taken out at the Money Order Post Office nearest to the address at which the apparatus is to be kept.

As regards Customs duty, if the owner of the wireless set is a resident of the Irish Free State the instrument will be admitted only on payment of a duty at the rate of 5½ per cent, ad valorem.

THE TRANSMITTER ON THE "ÉLECTRA." A recent photograph, taken in the wireless cabin of Senator Marconi's yacht.

CAPT. COURTNEY'S OPINION.

The machine with which Captain F. T. Courtney is attempting his "both ways" Atlantic flight, a Napier-Dornier-Wal flying boat, is equipped with Marconi wireless transmitting and receiving apparatus to enable the flyers to keep in touch with ships and with shore stations throughout the flight.

The object of the flight is to demonstrate the practicability of transatlantic air services carried out by flying boats, and for the operation of such services on a commercial basis. Captain Court-

TAKING A PORTABLE TO SOUTHERN IRELAND.

The tourist with a portable set needs to be armed with information concerning the importation of wireless sets in foreign countries. The current regulations in the nearer European countries were dealt with in our issue of June 20th, but no mention was made of the Customs conditions obtaining in the Irish Free State. We are indebted to the High Commissioner of the Irish Free State for the following information:

Under the Free State Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1926, no person may keep or have in his possession any apparatus for wireless telegraphy without a wireless licence, the fee for which is 10s. per annum. In the case of a person bringing a wireless set into the country, the licence should be taken out at the Money Order Post Office nearest to the address at which the apparatus is to be kept.

As regards Customs duty, if the owner of the wireless set is a resident of the Irish Free State the instrument will be admitted only on payment of a duty at the rate of 5½ per cent, ad valorem.

Wireless at Paris Aero Show.

British wireless apparatus for aircraft is represented at the Aero Show now open in Paris by a Marconi type ADS and 12 set fitted in a single seater fighter on the Bristol Aeroplane Company's stand, and a Marconi type ADSb set on the stand of a French exhibitor, Marabini Aviation.

The ADS and 12 set requires no trailing aerial, the whole of the aerial system being permanently attached to, and insulated from, the wings and fuselage of the aeroplane. The apparatus is extremely compact and the remote control arrangements provided enable it to be mounted anywhere in the machine without interfering with the ability of the pilot to operate and adjust the apparatus when flying.

The Marconi type telephone equipment is familiar to most people and is standard in Airways machines; many other sets in use these are now in use by military, and naval aircraft of the world.

Major Fitzmaurice on Aircraft-Wireless.

The importance of wireless in transatlantic flight endeavours was recently emphasised by Major Fitzmaurice, who accompanied the German aviators in their flight across the Atlantic in the "Bremen."

That the "Bremen" carried no wireless was the one weak point in the organisation of the flight," said Major Fitzmaurice in a recent interview. "As we now realise, we had a wireless set on board upon our estimated arrival in the neighbourhood of Newfoundland we could have been given almost an exact position by direction finding stations along the coast, have been informed of the precise direction and velocity of the wind over the sea, and would have made our landing easily with our objective accomplished."

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES AND QUERIES.

Reports Wanted on Sheffield Tests.

Mr. E. S. Elliott (G3LT), 13, Merlin Way, Firth Park, Sheffield, is carrying out tests in connection with the alteration of skip in conjunction with reduction in power input and will be glad of reports from listeners within a range of twelve miles and between 150 to 200 miles from his station. Tests are carried out on 23 and 45 metres on Sunday mornings from 11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.

On the Ultra Short Waves.

A licence for transmission on 5, 10, 21, 23 and 32 metres, as well as the longer waves, is now held by Mr. A. M. Houston Fergus (TBA), of La Cotte, La Moye, Jersey, C.I.

The strenuous efforts which American amateurs are making to vindicate short waves of the order of 5 and 10 metres are being carefully watched, and there is a growing band of British amateurs who are determined that the spoils shall not all go across the Atlantic.

New Call-signs and Stations Identified.

2LV (Ex SAA) V. G. Wallis, White House, Hulse-
cote, Gloucester, transmits on 150-200 metres and will welcome reports and cooperation.

SAYO R. Beckett, 2a, Harthorn St, Bilton, Staffs.

6WT De R. Weston, Albright, Broadlands House, Churston, Devon.

6MO (Ex 2AV) A. E. Apps, 226, High St, Chatham, transmits on 120 metres and welcomes reports.

5LT E. S. Elliott, 13, Merlin Way, Firth Park, Sheffield, transmits on 23 and 45 metres.
Some Unusual Features Explained. By N. P. VINCER-MINTER

The fact that the straightforward type of receiver, enabling a fair number of European broadcasting stations to be received with good strength and quality without the need for complicated tuning arrangements, is still held in high favor by wireless enthusiasts, is readily shown by the large number of enquiries received concerning the "New All-Wave Four" receiver published in a recent issue of this journal. 1

An explanation is required concerning the two protective resistances marked R, and R, in various diagrams appearing in the original article.

Assuming for the moment that the resistance R (Fig. 1) is not there, we have a plain, straightforward arrangement. Now if we remove the welder plug from its socket in order to effect a change in grid bias at a time when the H.T. and L.T. are switched on, or, in other words, if we "break" the grid circuit at such a time, it is obvious that the effect will be that all bias is removed from the grid, and the plate current, therefore, increases rapidly, and a strain is thrown on the emissive properties of the valve filament. This process need not be repeated many times before the efficiency of the valve is seriously undermined, and yet how often does the average wireless man trouble to safeguard his valves by switching off the H.T. supply every time he makes a change in grid bias? This process of breaking the grid circuit is as equally destructive to the efficiency of the valve as is the repeated temporary connection of the valve filament across a battery of higher voltage than specified by the makers, such as, for instance, the repeated application of a two-volt valve across a three-volt source of supply.

All risk of breaking the grid circuit, and all the trouble of switching off the filament can be avoided by putting a simple 5-megohm leak R in the position shown in Fig. 1. It will be at once seen that if the grid bias plug is lifted, the grid circuit will still be continued through R, and that the anode current will not rise. Obviously, by employing another resistance, the same safeguard may be used in conjunction with the penultimate valve.

It would seem that the only disadvantage is that some section of the grid battery in Fig. 1 is continuously short-circuited by the 5-megohm resistance. Now, supposing that the resistances were connected across the whole of the customary 164-volt grid battery, Ohm's law tells us that the current flow will be only three-thousandths part of one milliampere, or, in other words, three microamperes. If we have two valves, as in the case of the "New All-Wave Four," the current would be six microamperes. This current is so small that for all practicable purposes it might not be there at all, and the life of the grid battery will be found equal to the life which it will have if stored upon a shelf. Actually, of course, the current will be lower than six microamperes, as the resistances do not shunt the whole of the battery. It should not be forgotten that since no grid current will be flowing, there are no volts dropped across the resistance R in Fig. 1, and this applies no matter how high we make the resistance.

It will be noticed that a 4:1 ratio transformer is used

---

Notes on the New All-Wave Four.—

instead of the 2.7:1 instrument by the same makers. The 2.7:1 instrument has, of course, a primary of greater inductance than the one used, and undoubtedly the lower musical tones would be more greatly emphasised if we employed it. On the surface it would appear, therefore, that we are deliberately throwing away good quality. This is not so, however, for it must be remembered that this receiver is extremely selective. In other words, the tuning is sharp, and the result is that side bands are apt to be affected. Now the result of using sharply tuned circuits and tending to cut side bands is to boost unduly the lower musical notes at the expense of the upper ones. This brings about a sense of lifelessness in music and woolliness of speech.

The presence of the shunting condenser \( C_s \), which is virtually in parallel with the anode resistance of the detector, causes an increased loss of the high notes and musical harmonic amplification. Needless to say, the condenser is necessary to give efficient rectification, but its value must be kept as small as possible.

The partially suppressed higher notes can be restored by using a transformer of low primary inductance.

Provision for Gramophone Pick-up.

It will be noted that the gramophone pick-up terminals are connected across the grid filament path of the first L.F. amplifier instead of being inserted in the grid circuit of the detector valve as is more customary. Connecting the terminals in the position in which they are arranged in the "New All-Wave Four" not only gives us the small advantage that grid bias is already correctly adjusted (for, of course, the valve is already an amplifier), but gives in addition the advantage that we shall get far better reproduction due to the absence of overload of the last valve. There is a certain school of thought who might raise objections that insufficient amplification is obtainable by this method of connection. This is quite wrong, however, since it must be remembered that \( V_s \) in conjunction with the transformer gives us a seventy-fold amplification, and is, therefore, sufficient to cause even an insensitive pickup to load the final valve slightly (unless the volume control on the pick-up is brought into use), and everybody will admit that the majority of the pick-ups at present on the market are far from being insensitive.

**Distortion Revealed by the Milliammeter.**

The connection \( A_n \) is for use on the local station. The best value for \( C_s \) will usually be found to be 0.0001 mfd. Since this condenser is of the "clip-in" type, it is easily removed, and, therefore, as it is, electrically speaking, hanging on to the grid of the detector valve, many may care to unclip it when searching for really distant stations, although the writer assures them that careful work with a valve volt meter indicates that this is unnecessary. The condenser can be seen in the photograph illustrating the back of the receiver, mounted just behind the H.F. transformer.

The milliammeter in the plate circuit of the last valve is, of course, for the purpose of indicating distortion due to overloading of the last valve, and will, therefore, be of equal use irrespective of whether wireless reception or gramophone reproduction is being carried out. The telephone terminals are for the purpose of enabling a search to be made for distant stations on the telephones without disconnecting the loud speaker. Since they are in series, which is the proper position for them, they should be short-circuited when not in use. However, even if telephones are left permanently connected to them, no appreciable diminution will be heard in the volume obtained from the loud speaker.

With regard to what is sometimes known as the anode feed scheme, and sometimes as the L.F. stabilising scheme, which is represented in the original receiver by the resistances \( R_s \), \( R_{10} \), and \( R_{11} \), and by the condensers \( C_s \), \( C_{10} \), and \( C_{11} \), it is impossible to deal with this briefly, and it was for this reason that a complete article was published concerning this, giving full details of the system on page 439 of our April 25th issue. Readers who hope to understand this system must, therefore, refer back to this article.
All Times are reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

**Saturday, July 7th.**

**Radio World**

**From Abroad**


**JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio LI) (246 metres) :** 1.5 kW.—1.0, Symphonic Concert: Lisieux (Cantinio), Les Valses des Augustins (Laurin), L'Enfant Prodigue (Delays). 2.0, Concert by famous French Musicians; Sasset, Die Zehnschläger (Dahml), Fanfass on Schubert's Works (arr. Urbach); Fox-Trot, I've Got the Girl; Simple Ave (Tosti); Fox-Trot, Piano Solo; 'A P'ta pas (Sindall); Marcia (Sindall); Waltz, Gold and Silver from The Merry Widow (Lehar); Fox-Trot, Two Little Bluebirds; Waltz, Fascination; and Hymn to Victory; Melodies (Sindall); Fox-Trot, What Does It Matter? 3.00, A. P. Andersen, Talk: The Silk Industry in Denmark. 4.00, Weather Report from Copenhagen, Denmark. 6.30, News and Weather, followed by news from the Royal Cinema, Amsterdam. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.

**KALUNDBORG (1,183 metres) :** 7 kW.—Programme also for Copenhagen (327 metres). 7.30 a.m., Physical Education, Copenhagen. 8.00, Weather Report (Kalundborg only). 8.30, Classical Music; Sasset, Die Zehnschläger (Dahml); Fanfass on Schubert's Works (arr. Urbach); Fox-Trot, I've Got the Girl; Simple Ave (Tosti); Fox-Trot, Piano Solo; 'A P'ta pas (Sindall); Marcia (Sindall); Waltz, Gold and Silver from The Merry Widow (Lehar); Fox-Trot, Two Little Bluebirds; Waltz, Fascination; and Hymn to Victory; Melodies (Sindall); Fox-Trot, What Does It Matter? 6.00, A. P. Andersen, Talk: The Silk Industry in Denmark. 2.30, Weather Report from Copenhagen, Denmark. 7.00, News and Weather, followed by news from the Royal Cinema, Amsterdam. 6.30, News and Weather, followed by news from the Royal Cinema, Amsterdam. 7.00, News and Weather, followed by news from the Royal Cinema, Amsterdam.
Programmes from abroad.

7.20, See Cologne. 7.45, Talk: The Westphalian Intellectual Circle, from Muenster. 8.15 to 11.00 a.m., see Cologne.

LEIPZIG (350.8 metres) ; 4 kW.—10.00 a.m., Cotton Prices and American Metal Report. 10.55 a.m., Weather Report and Announcements. 11.00 a.m., Programme Announcements. 11.25 a.m., What the Post brings. 11.40 a.m., Programme of the Cake Trade Report. 12 Noon, Musical Selections. 12.15, Wireless Notes. 12.25, News. 1.00, Time and Announcements. 1.15, Concert. Weather and Time. 1.30, Concert of Popular Airs and Melodies. 1.45, News and Sports Reports. 3.00, Programme from Vox-Bona. 3.15 a.m. (Sunday), Close Down.

LILLE, Call PT 324 (204 metres) ; 0.5 kW.—12.30 a.m., Concert: Récital de Viole (Flaut), Valéry (Guitare); The Merry Widow (Lehar), Toleiro (Gheini). 1.30 a.m., German and Portuguese Landscape Selections. 1.45 a.m., Talk on Taxation. 2.00 a.m., Romance from the Works of Professor A. Fournier, accompanied by the Composer. 2.30 a.m., Educational Programme. 3.00 a.m., Talk: The Elements of Geology; M. Michel Faget, The Origin of Religions; M. Paul Perin, Political Economy. 10.00 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.

PARTS (Little Paris) (384.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.—8.45 a.m., Gramophone Selections, Talk, News and Announcements. 8.50 a.m., Concert: Overture to Robert Bruce (Rossini); Sylvia (Delibes); Symphony Orchestra: (a) Prelude to the overtures of l'Ange, and (b) Overture to the scene of Dalila. 8.55 a.m., In the News. 9.30 a.m., Weather. 9.45 a.m., Concert: La Gitanilla. 10.30 a.m., Dance Music.

MADRID (Union Radio), Call EA 770 (370 metres) ; 0.5 kW.—7.20 a.m., Operetta Selections, Weather and Sports Reports. 8.10 a.m., Programme of the day. 9.20 a.m. (approx.), Opening of the Entry of the Gods into Valhalla, from RHINEN (Wagner). 10.00 a.m. and Close Down.

STUTTGART (370.7 metres) ; 4 kW.—6.00 a.m., Talk on Beef; 7.00 a.m., Weather, Weather and Sports Reports. 8.30 a.m., Programme from FRANKFURT (Bach). 9.00 a.m., Talk: Hermann Oeser, relayed from FRANKFUR (Bach). 11.00 a.m., Baseball Reports. 1.30 p.m., Programme by the Iberian Orchestra, relayed from the Wiesbaden University, New York. 3.00 a.m., Organ Recital by Robert Berentzen, from Rochester. 4.00 p.m., Dance Music from the Cafe-Restaurant Wilhelmsburg. 12.00 Midnight, Close Down.

TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (301 metres) ; 1 kW.—5.00 a.m., Concert by SEBASTIAN, 6.00 a.m., Concert: I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 7.00 a.m., Concert: an I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 8.00 a.m., Concert: I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 9.00 a.m., Concert: I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 10.00 a.m., Concert: I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 11.00 a.m., Concert: I Mims, held at the Conservatory. 12.00 Midnight, Close Down.
All times are listed in British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

COLOGNE (390 metres) 4kW—Programme also for Langenberg (468.8 metres), 90 metres (900 metres) by wireless, and Munster (260 metres), 8.0 to 10.30 a.m. Catholic Mass; and for Berlin, 11.00 to 11.30 a.m. (approx.)—Talk, on the "Christian Co-Operation of Workers" by Dr. Mayer, at the Chancery of the Church of Our Lady in Cologne. 12.05, Literary Programme. 12.30, Wireless Literature; and by wireless, the "Lectures of Radio" by Professor Assmann, 1.00, Choral Songs of the Diocese of Cologne, followed by News, Sports Notes, Concert and Dance Music. 12.30 Midnight. (approx.) Close Down.

CORK (6CX (400 metres) 1.5 kV—8.30 to 11.00 a.m. Programme by the Cork Corporation with Violin, Piano forte and Vocal Solos and Recital of Alexander Kallmeker (approx.). Close Down.

DUBLIN (2KN (210.1 metres) 1.5 kV—8.30 to 11.00 a.m. "On the Rhine" by the Centre of Dublin; 11.00 a.m. by wireless, the Choral Society for the Education of the Children in Dublin; 12.00 a.m. (approx.) (Monday). Close Down.

EDINBURGH (629.6 metres) 4 kV—8.45 a.m. Relay of Piano Concert of the Royal Scottish Musical Union. 8.50 a.m. Transmission for Workers relayed from Foggart. 9.00 a.m., Radio News and Weather: 9.15, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 11.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.

BRUSSELS (650.6 metres) 1.5 kV—8.45 a.m. Relay of "Das Tanzkonzert" with Piano solo and Vocal Music. 9.00 a.m. By wireless, the Report of the First European Radio Congress. 9.45, Radio News and Weather: 9.45, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 11.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres) 4 kV—Programme for Workers, 8.00 to 10.30 a.m. "Das Tanzkonzert" with Piano solo and Vocal Music. 8.30 a.m. Transmission of the Royal Scottish Musical Union. 9.00 a.m. By wireless, the Report of the First European Radio Congress. 9.45, Radio News and Weather: 9.45, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 11.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.

HELSENBERG (1,071 metres) 10 kV—10.00 a.m. "Das Tanzkonzert" with Piano solo and Vocal Music. 10.00 a.m. By wireless, the Report of the First European Radio Congress. 10.45, Radio News and Weather: 10.45, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 12.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.

JUZGEN (640.8 metres) —Programme on 1,870 metres of the "Das Tanzkonzert" with Piano solo and Vocal Music. 8.00 a.m. By wireless, the Report of the First European Radio Congress. 8.45, Radio News and Weather: 8.45, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 11.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.

JUZGEN (640.8 metres) —Programme on 1,870 metres of the "Das Tanzkonzert" with Piano solo and Vocal Music. 8.00 a.m. By wireless, the Report of the First European Radio Congress. 8.45, Radio News and Weather: 8.45, a.m., Radio News and Weather followed by Selections of Music. 11.00 a.m. (approx.) Close Down.
Programmes from Abroad.

MADRID (Radio L.L.) (370 and 393 metres) ; 1 kW., Concert of Dance Music arranged by Les Establishment Radio L.L. 8.0, Instrumental and Vocal Concert. 19.30 (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Radio L.L.) (370 and 433 metres) ; 1 kW., Concert of Dance Music arranged by Les Establishment Radio L.L. 8.0, Instrumental and Vocal Concert. 19.30 (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Petit Parisien) (454.8 metres) ; 0.5 kW., Gramophone Record followed by Talk and News Bulletin. 9.30, A Symphony Half-Hour under the direction of M. Eugene Bigot, Selections from Pars Conservatory Concert, followed by continuation of Symphony Concert, including March from "The Damnation of Faust" (Fauré). 10.45 (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Radio-Paris) (1.750 metres) ; 0.5 kW., Choir, 15.00, Noon, Religious Address and Sacred Concert arranged by "La Vie Catholique" followed by Chief Religious Minister and News Bulletin. 12.15, Orchestral Concert by the Albert Locatelli Orchestra with Bühler in his repertoire. 4.50, Dance Music Programme by the Grand Vatel Orchestra, News in the Interval. 8.15, Instrumental and Vocal Concert. 4.45, Time Signal and History Talk. 9.0, "Gianni Schicchi," Opera (Faschi) in the Intervals, Sport News and New. 11.45 (approx.), Close Down.

MOLALA (1.560 metres) ; 30 kW., Programme also for B.C.C. (330 metres) Oslo (446 metres), Gothenburg (486 metres), Stockholm (120.5 metres), and Sundsvall (454.6 metres).—Opening 11.00 a.m., Programme in honour of Count Zeppelin, Part I. Talk on Count Zeppelin and his Creations, by Major D. Julius Ernst, followed by Concert. 18.30, Weather Report and News Bulletin. 11.10, Programme Announcements for the Day. 3.30, Zeppelin Flight, 12.00 Noon, Arrival of Flying Ship. 7.00, Local Sports Announcements. 7.30, Programme in Honour of Count Zeppelin, Talk on Count Zeppelin, by Achim von Winsfeld, followed by Various Announcements and News Bulletin. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

MUNICH (583.3 metres) ; 4 kW., Programme relayed by Augsberg (506 metres), Kaiserslautern (914.1 metres), Nuremberg (760 metres), and Regensburg (11.10 a.m., Divine Service relayed from a Church. 18.35, Weather Forecast, Stock Exchange Quotations, and Commercial Service relayed from the Betekoppel: Address by the Pastor, the Rev. August Berg, followed by Talk, 12.15, Musical Selections in the interval at 9.15, News and Weather. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW,—10.00 a.m., Concert of Sacred Music. 4.45, Children's Corner. 8.0, Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 9.0, News Bulletin, followed by Talks. 9.45, Report of the Harbour Authorities of Naples. 9.50, Vocal and Instrumental. 1.00, Selections from the Works of Mozart, Donizetti, Aubert, Rossini, and Ricci. 10.55, Calendar and Programme Announcements. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

OSLO (461.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—Programme relayed also for B.C.C. (330 metres) Oslo (446 metres), Gothenburg (486 metres), Stockholm (120.5 metres), and Sundsvall (454.6 metres)., Norplexi (434.8 metres), Norotoni (411 metres), and Rinna (484 metres). 10.00 a.m., Programme in honour of Count Zeppelin, Talk on Count Zeppelin and his Creations, by Major D. Julius Ernst, followed by Concert. 18.30, Weather Report and News Bulletin. 11.10, Programme Announcements for the Day. 3.30, Zeppelin Flight, 12.00 Noon, Arrival of Flying Ship. 7.00, Local Sports Announcements. 7.30, Programme in Honour of Count Zeppelin, Talk on Count Zeppelin, by Achim von Winsfeld, followed by Various Announcements and News Bulletin. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (465 metres) ; 0.5 kW.—Programme relayed at intervals by the following, FPTT (1.527 metres), Leading Tower (2.530 metres), Lion Tower (476 metres), Marselles (434 metres), Grenoble (441 metres), Toulon (770 metres), Lille (337 metres), Reims (291 metres), Limoges (525 metres). 8.00 a.m., News Bulletin, 6.00 a.m., Time Signal, and Weather Forecast. 1.30, Orchestral Concert (Jeansouille, Cavalliera Rusticana, Selection from "Le Secret" by Mauro). 8.0, Le Journal Journal in French. 8.30, Astronomy Talk by M. Georges Morel. 8.45, Sports Notes. 9.0, Concert and News Bulletin of the Association Générale des Adjuditaires de T.S.F. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Radio L.L.), Call FL (2.560 metres) ; 5 kW.—8.45 a.m., Time Signal on 25.5 metres. 10.58 a.m., Sports News. 2000. 6.00 p.m., Le Journal Paris par T.S.F., read by its permanent contributors, Talks on Health, News Bulletin, Sports News, and World of Sport, etc, by D. Pierre Vachet, Detective Ashbehe, M. René Cassis, Marc Francenet, André Planaud, Jean H. Desvoisins, etc. 11.00 a.m., Weather Forecast. 8.45, Concert by the Marien Naturarte. 8.30, Time Signal on 25.5 metres. 11.15, Time Signal on 25.0 metres.

SCHENKERTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.90 and 31.4 metres) ; 39 kW.—3.30, Protestant Divine Service from St. George's Parish Church, Schenkertady. 12.10, Religious Talk by the Rev. George F. Bambach, Rector. 10.30, Concert by the Balla Singers, relayed from New York. 11.00, Stetson Parade, American Legion Band from Boston, Mas. 12.00 Midnight, Pianoforte Concert from New York. 12.35 a.m. (Monday), Baseball Scores relayed from New York. 12.30 a.m. (Sunday), Baseball Scores relayed from New York. 10.30, Opera. 8.0, Political Talk: Our Government, by D. Lawrence, Editor of the "United States Daily."
NEWEY "FOUR-POINT" CONDENSER.

The Newey condenser, though unconventional in appearance, has many advantages to offer over the ordinary type, not the least being its extraordinarily low minimum. In the condenser submitted for test this was found to be only 3.6 micro-mfd., the maximum being 0.000295 mfd. (nominal capacity 0.0003 mfd.).

Both sets of square vanes are pivoted and rotated by means of toothed sectors driven by a common pinion on the main spindle. The sectors are of moulded bakelite, and both sets of vanes are therefore insulated, a feature which renders the condenser adaptable to every type of circuit. Backlash in the gearing is effectively overcome by hairpin springs attached to each segment.

DAVEX ELIMINATOR.

In the Midland counties some difficulty is often expressed in tuning out 5GB when listening to ether stations on medium wavelengths, or even to 5XX on long waves. The Davex wave trap has been produced by the St. Mary's Motor Company, Market Harborough, with the object of eliminating interference from 5GB, and has proved itself entirely satisfactory in the Birmingham area. The unit consists of a cylindrical coil wound with enamelled wire and tuned to the 5GB wavelength by means of a compression type mica condenser. Three terminals are provided for connecting the eliminator in the aerial lead to the set; the third terminal includes only half the total turns in the aerial circuit and gives improved selectivity. The price of the unit is 10s.

DUBILIER ANTI-INTERFERENCE UNIT.

When it has been proved that noise from electrical machinery is being picked up on the aerial and is not due to inadequate screening of the receiver, the only remedy is to stop the interference at its source. Thus the Dubilier C.R.1 unit sets out to do. It consists of a system of smoothing condensers and resistances, and is applicable to both A.C. and D.C. motors and their switch gear. Five terminals are provided—one for connecting to the frame of the machine and the other two pairs for joining across the armatures and brushes (in the case of D.C. motors) and the terminals of the starting rheostat. The unit is suitable for motors up to 240 volts D.C. and powers up to 1 kW., and is of substantial design. The moulded case measures 4½in. x 4½in. x 2½in., and the terminals and connections are protected by a circular moulded cover.
Wireless World Laboratory Tests.—

up by a short-wave receiver working in an adjacent room. The improvement was more marked in the case of the commutator noise, but the sparking in the starter was also noticeably reduced. In any case, the starter noises occur only at wide intervals.

The price of the unit, which is made by the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1926), Ltd., Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3, is 30s.

OLDHAM H.T. UNITS.

In addition to the existing 2,500 mA hour type H.T. accumulators, Mears, Oldham and Son, Ltd., Denton, Manchester, have now entered the market with a larger size (type L.H.T.L.), having a capacity of 5,500 milliamperes-hours.

Intermediate amplifier unit and oscillator cells for the "Liberty" 8-valve Superhet, which now covers 10 to 3,000 metres.

The construction is interesting in that a separate glass container is used for each cell. Each 10-volt unit consists of five such cells, connected together with black sealing compound to form a solid block measuring 8in. x 21/2in. x 8in. The connecting bridges between cells are burnt on to the plate lugs, and it is therefore impracticable to separate the cells. The necessity for doing this does not exist, however, since each bridge piece is drilled to take wander plugs of standard diameter; the H.T. voltage can therefore be adjusted in steps of 2 volts. A pair of wander plugs with short connecting lead is supplied with each unit. The price of the new 10-volt unit is 8s., and carrying rates for 40 and 60-volt batteries are available at 6s. 4d. and 7s. respectively.

A NEW "LIBERTY" SUPERHET

The "Liberty" Supersonic units have been in production now for several years and have proved highly efficient, both from the point of view of signal strength and selectivity. A test report on one of the earlier types of unit was given in this journal on November 24th, 1926, and at that date remarkably good results were obtained.

The Radi-Arc Electrical Co., Ltd., Bennett Street, Chiswick, London, W.4, have always made the superheterodyne receiver one of their special studies, and the results of recent work is embodied in the latest set of units, which now cover a wave range of 10 to 3,000 metres. The price of the new kit, which includes the intermediate amplifier unit and oscillator cells with holder for 10-200, 250-800 and 750-3,000 metres, is £5 10s. 6d. The blue prints supplied with the kit give details of additional parts required and the instructions are brief and to the point, so that the home constructor should have no difficulty in putting together the complete 8-valve receiver.

AUTOMATIC TUNER.

The "Tunometer," which was described in our sister journal, Experi-mental Wireless, about two years ago (May, 1926), has now appeared in new guise under the auspices of the Automatic Radio Manufacturing Company, Gosford Road, Bexley, Suffolk. The principle of construction remains the same, and the makers are to be congratulated on the ingenuity displayed in winding the heavy gauge tinmed wire in spiral grooves cut in the ebonite disc formers. By means of a new device known as a calibrator the turns in circuit can be adjusted exactly to the wave-length of each of several broadcasting stations, and by means of a system of switches individual stations can be selected at will. The device should work well in the country under favourable conditions of selectivity, but, as the fundamental circuit is the reaetor detector with L.F. amplifiers, it is doubtful whether full use could be made of the station-selecting properties of the tuner when situated close to a broadcasting station.

TRADE NOTES.

Changes of Address.

Brandes, Ltd., to Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent, from Slough, Bucks.

London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd., (sales, orders and accounts department) to Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10 (Telephone: Walthamstow 2531), from Playhouse Yard.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.


A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Tunstall Road, Croydon. Illustrated 16-page catalogue and price list of Hellesen dry cells and batteries.

Philips Lamps, Ltd., 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Illustrated leaflet of H.T. supply units for A.C. and D.C.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Victoria Road, Acton, London, W.3. Illustrated folder with complete details for constructing the Toreador III receiver.

Component parts of the tuner developed by the Automatic Radio Manufacturing Company.

Oldham 10-volt H.T. unit; capacity 5,500 mA hours.
PORTABLE SETS IN EDINBURGH FIELD DAY.

On Saturday next, July 7th, members and friends of the Edinburgh and District Radio Society will meet in the grounds of Clermont, Cumbernauld, for open-air tests with portable receivers.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. I. Robertson, 10, Richmond Terrace, Edinburgh.

A MYSTERY RUN.

In the near future, Slade Radio (Birmingham) will hold a "Mystery Run" and Field Day. Plans will be discussed at the Society’s meeting on July 12th.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. H. Clews, 52, St. Thomas Road, Edmond, Birmingham.

BATTERY RESISTANCE.

"Quality in Reproduction" was the subject of an interesting lecture demonstration given recently by Mr. F. D. Milner, 66BRT, at the headquarters of the Tottenham Wireless Society, 10, Bruce Grove. To illustrate his remarks, Mr. Milner had a carefully designed three-valve receiver which was chocked coupled to a moving coil loud speaker. A Tunnar charger across the output terminals of which a 6-volt accumulator was floated supplied the field current. The receiver incorporated the anode feed system, and Mr. Milner showed how this successfully prevented low frequency oscillation.

The lecturer explained the causes of "motor-boating." This is primarily caused by a high resistance in the H.T. battery circuit. With modern sets, a considerable demand is made upon the source of H.T. Even with heavy duty H.T. dry batteries, the trouble is experienced, and also with poorly designed H.T. eliminators. Mr. Milner demonstrated the cause by inserting a high resistance in the middle of his bank of H.T. accumulators. "Motor-boating" was immediately heard in the speaker.

The meeting concluded with a demonstration of broadcast reception.

Hon. Secretary: Mr. F. E. R. Neale, 10, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.17.

OPEN COMPETITION.

Recently the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society, in conjunction with two groups from Muswell Hill Radio Society and the very valuable assistance of a field transmitter sent by Col. Vigers, D.R.E., M.C., commanding 11th Divisional Wireless, held a most interesting direction-finding test in the neighbourhood of Rickmansworth.

The transmitter, consisting of an A Mark 1* portable transmitter, was under the very able charge of Cpl. C. A. Webb. Its portability may be judged by the fact that the station can be transmitting three minutes after arrival. Its weight is about 15lbs., and can, if necessary, be carried in packs by four men. The high tension supply of 1,000 volts is obtained from a Markle generator run from a 6-volt accumulator. The vertical aerial is fixed into the ground by means of a bayonet. The reception by groups which were located at a distance of about 11 miles from the station was found to be quite satisfactory. Operations commenced at 10.15; the winning group arrived at the transmitter at 3.30 and consisted of Mr. F. G. Ingleton, L. Hartley, F. C. Levy, all of the Muswell Hill Radio Society, followed only one minute later by Messrs. Zvaenergher, Bird, and Aspen, of the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society. The triangle of the former group was also better, and the first prize was, therefore, allotted to them. The second prize was given to Messrs. Bremner, Ramsden, and Roth. These were presented by Mrs. Hammond.

HUNTING A CONCEALED TRANSMITTER.

Members of one of the direction-finding parties which endeavoured to locate a hidden transmitter in the Rickmansworth district on a recent field day organised by the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society. A development of the same scheme is to be attempted on July 15th, when a mobile transmitter will be used.

On Sunday, July 12th, a novelty will be introduced by having a mobile transmitter, with semi-mobile receiving groups. Any member of any radio society is heartily welcome to send representatives of not more than three per group.

Full particulars of the scheme will be sent on application to the Hon. Secretary, Lt-Col.

HOUNSLOW CALLING.

Members of the Hounslow Wireless Society photographed during a recent field day, when telephone transmission tests were carried out on Hounslow Heath.
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Variable High Resistances (No. 284,770.)

Application date: November 3rd, 1926.

A flexible or telescopic tube B is mounted on a suitably fixed arm between terminals T, T', the latter being slidable and provided with an indicator or pointer P. The tube is preferably of rubber and filled with distilled water. As the tube is stretched lengthwise it contracts laterally, so that, assuming the volume of water remains constant within the range of operation, the resistance will vary as the square of the length of tube in circuit. The tube may be twisted or otherwise distorted, or a rigid telescopic tube may be used, in which case a chamfer is provided to accommodate any liquid displaced. A similar construction may be used in making low-resistance elements by substituting a suitable solution for the distilled water.

Patent issued to J. L. Baird and Television, Ltd.

Multiple-unit Valve Sets (No. 274,901.)

Convention date (Germany): July 26th, 1926.

According to the inventor, the standard coupling connections between valves of the ordinary three-electrode type cannot readily be adapted to multiple-unit valves of the well-known Loewe type. This is mainly due to the fact that the inter-stage couplings in the Loewe valves are mounted inside the bulb, and are therefore definitely fixed and invariable. The difficulty can, however, be overcome by inserting a small coupling condenser C between the grids of two multiple-unit stages as shown.

The figure illustrates a receiver comprising a two-stage H.F. amplifier connected to a three-stage tube enclosing a detector and two low-frequency amplifying stages. The condenser C acts as a kind of return coupling between the grid circuits of the two multiple-unit valves.

Battery Chargers (No. 284,306.)

Convention date (Belgium): January 29th, 1927.

Relates to an arrangement whereby full-wave rectification can be utilised for a low charging voltage and half-wave rectification for a higher charging voltage. As shown in the figure, when the battery B is connected across the terminals P N rectified current corresponding to one half-wave of the supply will flow from the positive terminal P through the battery, and then through a variable resistance R and secondary coil S to the anode A of the rectifier, and so back through the filament F to P. The next half-wave flows from P through the battery, then through variable resistance R, and coil S, to the anode A, of the rectifier, and back as before to the terminal P.

For a higher charging voltage the battery is connected across terminals P, N, and only alternate half-cycles of the supply are utilised, the circuit being from P through the battery, terminal N, junction point M, through coil S, resistances R, and R in series, coil S, anode A, and so back through the filament to the positive battery terminal.

Patent issued to the N. V. Philips' Gloeilamp Co.

Method of creating coupling between Loewe multiple valves (No. 274,901.)
News from All Quarters: By Our Special Correspondent.

Better Studios.—Is 5GB Experimental?—London's Regional Station.—An Auditions Problem.—Noisy Loud Speakers.—Entertainment or Education?

"Double-decker" Studios.

Even the most grazing critics are ready to agree that, in lighting upon the lounge of the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne, the B.B.C. engineers found a ready-made "studio" which was almost acoustically perfect. Since that happy choice they have found nothing to equal it, and no amount of draping or artificial echo effect at Savoy Hill has yielded results comparable with the transmissions from Eastbourne. Next winter, however, if my information is correct, the "Eastbourne effect" may again be secured by means of the "double-decker" studio.

Improved Acoustics.

The first of these studios will be erected at Manchester and will consist of a lower floor and a gallery. The performance will be given on the lower floor while the audience looks and listens from above. Not only will this arrangement give more floor space than is at present available to artists, but it will also furnish the advantage of a lofty ceiling and possibly a concave sound board.

 Talks from the Scullery.

Manchester's example will undoubtedly be followed by other stations and it is fairly certain that the London double-decker, which will probably follow next, will be provided with a domed roof.

It is worth mentioning, by the way, that further London studios will not be erected at Savoy Hill. The headquarters staff is beginning to suffer very badly from growing pains, and I shall not be surprised when the B.B.C. announces its intention to seek more commodious premises. Every corner of the present building has been utilised. One of the talks studios is a converted scullery!

The "Saveloy."

Talking of the scullery reminds me of the "Saveloy," a happy "house wag" which the B.B.C. staff have published (privately) for their own edification. Like most house organs, the "Saveloy" is of a rather intimate character, and many of its quips and saillies are lost upon the rude outsider. The editor deserves congratulation for a delicious piece of foresight. He has omitted to give this first issue a date or a number: thereby he avoids committing himself in regard to future issues, if any!  We are happy to announce that 5GB Experimental for the time being will continue under the name "Brevities Experimental," for two reasons. The main reason is that the station is not only to be used by the B.B.C. but is also to be used by other organisations. For example, there are the Saturday night readings from the works of famous authors. This series succeeded a series of early evening dance programmes. The dance music was put on at the early hour simply to discover whether listeners approved of this style of entertainment at that particular time.

Is 5GB Experimental?

The Savoy Hill post-bag is apparently a poor guide to the difference of opinion existing in various parts of the country.

Test Programmes.

The station will continue under the name "Brevities Experimental" for two reasons. The main reason is that the programmes from 5GB are as experimental as the apparatus. For example, there is the Saturday night reading series. This series succeeded a series of early evening dance programmes. The dance music was put on at the early hour simply to discover whether listeners approved of this style of entertainment at that particular time. Little enthusiasm was aroused, so the programme department decided on another experiment, i.e., the readings. I believe this item will shortly be dropped.

Experimental Apparatus.

The second reason why 5GB is still experimental is, of course, that the apparatus embodies the principle of low-power modulation and is not in duplicate, as in the other stations of the B.B.C.

The London Regional Station.

The B.B.C. Governors will soon be considering the tenders submitted for the construction of the station buildings at Brookman's Park. I understand that a remarkable divergence in price is revealed by some of the contractors' estimates. The usual reservation was included in the invitation for tenders, viz., that the Corporation did not bind itself to accept the lowest tender, but it is a safe prophecy that the work will go to a contractor well-known firm whose tender was some thousands of pounds lower than that of its closest competitor.

Sweden Hears 2LO via America.

A listener in Vetlanda, Sweden, found himself in a sort of mental whirl the other evening, when he was attempting to pick up Stuttgart. The German station had announced its intention of relaying 2XAS, Schenectady, with the idea of getting details of the East to West Atlantic flight.
The Swedish 'listener thought he had tuned in Stuttgart, but was surprised to hear the announcement, "dance music from the Hotel Cecil, London." He verified his conditioner settings. Yes, he was tuned in to Stuttgart.

Subsequently he discovered that Stuttgart had indeed been relaying Schenectady, but at the same time Schenectady had been relaying London!

A Lucky Musician.

The newspapers recently gave us the personal story of a broken musician, Mr. Kenneth Park, who, while playing his 'cello outside the Albert Hall, was patronised by no less a celebrity than the great Kreisler, who was about to give a performance in the Hall.

Now, I hear, the B.B.C. has given Mr. Park an audition, and it is likely that his name will shortly figure in the programme from 2LO and 5AX.

A Formidable Waiting List.

The number of auditions given at Savoy Hill has been recently growing at a rather alarming rate, with the result that on the waiting list there are now 200 prospective artists, all of whom have passed the audition test. How to find room in the programmes for all these performers is a serious problem.

Unfortunately few, if any, of these artists can be numbered in the "star" class; there is no waiting list for stars! What the Programme Department sighs for most is a few clever humorists.

Tidy the Poor Passer-by.

Contrary to the traditional notion, quite a remarkable percentage of the community seem only too anxious to prove that it is more blessed to give than to receive. And since the advent of broadcasting, a new school has sprung into being which adheres to the maxim that it is still more blessed if you can manage to receive and to give simultaneously.

These, of course, are the owners of loud speakers who place their instructions on the window-sill on summer evenings, presumably in the belief that the passer-by is dying for music, and would certainly be at home listening if his plaguey business did not take him out of doors.

Ear-stoppers or Head-holes?

A few days ago I heard the music of the Aldershot Tattoo all the way down a suburban street. When I left the effective zone of one loud speaker it was only to come under the benign influence of the next. This unsolicited entertainment continued for over a quarter of an hour.

Fortunately I had no aversion for the Aldershot music, but, if it had been otherwise, I wonder what remedy would have been available! Shall we find it necessary in a year or two to carry ear-stoppers or will municipalities provide small holes at intervals along the thoroughfares wherein, ostrich-like, we can thrust our heads and win momentary oblivion?

De Groot this Evening.

De Groot will take part in 2LO's variety programme this evening (Wednesday).

Listeners will also hear Harry Graham giving some hints to lyric writers, while another feature of the programme will be the appearance of the Irish Players in "The Woofing of Julia Elizabeth," by James Stephens.

Three Days' Running Commentary on Balloon Race.

We in Britain have not yet enjoyed a running commentary on a balloon race, such as that staged by the American National Broadcasting Company on Saturday last, June 20th. The event was the International Balloon Race, starting from Detroit.

Special weather reports and news bulletins concerning the race were transmitted from the principal stations throughout the country. I understand that each balloon was equipped with a receiving set, so that the navigators were able, for the first time in balloon history, to forecast the weather of their rivals besides obtaining invaluable information regarding the weather ahead.

At the time of writing, it is stated that broadcast reports may be heard until Monday, July 2nd, "if any of the balloons are still aloft." If this was the running commentary must have been the longest in the history of broadcasting.

The Music of Spain.

Spanish items in the broadcasting programmes draw a singularly large number of appreciations. The works of De Falla, Granados and Albeniz being most popular. Another Spanish composer, poet, and critic, Pedro Morales, is visiting Savoy Hill on July 20 to conduct a programme of music of his country. The soloists are Brossa and Bertrude Johnson.

An "Atmospheric" Disturbance.

5GB listeners will have an "atmospheric disturbance" on July 11, set up by Harold Simpson. It is entitled "Something in the Air," and is the work of a well-known revue writer whose past contributions have included the "Nine O'clock Revue," the "Little Revue," and "Dover Street to Dixie."

Three Months Hard for Pirate.

The Soviet Government allows short shift to transgressors under the wireless laws, according to a letter I have received from a friend in Holland. It appears that the maximum penalty for "clandestine listening" is three years' imprisonment.

The other day an unhappy young man in Petrograd was sentenced to three months' hard labour for listening without a licence, the leniency of his judge being due to his extreme youth. The authorities estimate that the number of "pirates" in Petrograd amounts to 15 per cent. of the total of listeners. After such a sentence, however, I imagine this number will rapidly decrease.
Two-volt Screened Grid Valve for Standard Holders.

The P.M. screened grid valve differs very little in appearance from the ordinary three-electrode valve, and the four-pin base fits into any standard valve holder. The bakelite-shrouded terminal on the top of the bulb is connected to the anode and the outer screen grid is joined to what would normally be the anode pin in the base. Filament and working grid connections are taken to the remaining three pins in the usual way.

The M-shaped filament F is carried on two independent supports, separated by a glass bead insulator. Surrounding the filament is the inner or working grid G which has a comparatively open mesh. The screen completely envelopes the inner grid and filament and comprises a flanged metal base, a closely wound grid supported on four vertical corner wires, and a rectangular top plate. The anode consists of two flat plates electrically connected and mounted on each side of the screen grid. The anode assembly is supported on the flanged base of the screen, the insulation again consisting of glass beads.

The valve is well "gettered," and a mica disc is fitted to the top of the anode support for the purpose of throwing a shadow on the glass surrounding the top terminal when the magnesium is flashed; this is necessary in the interests of insulation. Very little magnesium gets below the flange of the screen grid, and its position is clearly defined. When mounting the valve its position should be adjusted until the partition between the two adjacent compartments of the screening box coincides with the flange.

Generally speaking the electrode construction is sufficiently robust for normal use, but care should be exercised, as it is probable that the anode could be slightly displaced by an accidental jar.

As is customary in the case of screened grid valves, the characteristics taken were of the anode volts, anode current variety, each curve representing a fixed value of grid bias. It is interesting to note that between A and B, where the slope is generally negative, the curves of the specimen tested are practically horizontal. For anode potentials between 10 and 60, therefore, the valve has practically infinite amplification factor and A.C. resistance. The correct working portion of the curve is, however, from 60 to 140 volts H.T., and over this range the average amplification factor and A.C. resistance work out at 85 and 204,000 ohms respectively. These figures are quite good, but the amplification factor of the particular valve in question is less than the maker's rating. The instruction slip gives the maximum anode voltage as 150, and on test we found that the anode current became erratic above this value.

An attempt was made to measure the residual anode-grid capacity by a direct method giving readings down to 0.5 micro-mfd., but without result. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the anode to grid capacity is less than this value.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE "CONTROL" ROOM.

Sir,—May I express my hearty agreement with every word of Mr. G. B. Hargreaves' letter in the June 20th issue? Since we are assured by the highest B.B.C. authorities that the transmission is always perfect, and that it is only the miserable volume of our receivers which is to blame, I have only one suggestion to offer.

It seems unfair that the genius who is responsible for this perfection should remain anonymous, since he does the major part of the work (as we know to our cost). I therefore suggest that the manufacturer should be named in addition to the name of the conductor, that of the "improver" so that we may know to whom we are indebted for the perfected renderings of the works produced.

Ewell, Surrey.
June 21st, 1928.

M. H. ATKINSON.

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Keylock's letter in your issue of June 20th, the following may be of interest.

The reproducer used by the H.M.V. Co. in the test they told me about was their present standard device for the ordinary gramophone; it was not their electrical pick-up. I am advised that neither the H.M.V. nor the Brunswick electrical pick-up is sold as a separate unit (this may not be correct).

I think Mr. Keylock's trouble must be that he has got an actually defective pick-up, since as far as reproduction is concerned I think I get better results from records than from wireless, or, at any rate, I get consistently good results from the former, whilst the latter varies a great deal and is on the average, I think, inferior.

That Mr. Keylock may have a defective pick-up is not improbable in the light of my limited experience with these devices. The following condensed history may be of interest and may encourage Mr. Keylock to try again.

PICK-UP MADE BY A. Co.—Chattered badly. Returned to makers, who said there was nothing wrong with it, kept it some time, and sent another back. This was good but destroys records. Volume control fairly good.

PICK-UP MADE BY B. Co.—This had its own as to what notes should be heard, and suppressed these it did not approve of. We disagreed and parted company. No volume control supplied.

PICK-UP MADE BY C. Co.—This was an expensive instrument and was fairly good. No volume control supplied.

PICK-UP MADE BY D. Co.—This was the most extraordinary of all. There was a complete absence of low notes. Makers said that the instrument must have been damaged since leaving their works. Was in sealed carton when bought. Disposed of before writing makers, so I suggested, in view of their remark, that they sent me another against my deposit and if better than my present pick-up I would keep it. Did not reply to my letter. Volume control good.

PICK-UP MADE BY A. Co.—This was similar to the first one mentioned, and obtained for a friend. On loud passages it was fairly good, but the softer ones it left out altogether. A most curious effect. Makers said they never had complaints about their apparatus and could not understand it. Replaced with another pick-up, which was satisfactory. A new type of volume control was supplied with this: potentiometer arrangement, whereas the old type was a series resistance. For some obscure reason the potentiometer arrangement proved a complete failure as an excessive amount of needle scratch came through when it was used. The control was altered to the series arrangement when the excessive scratch disappeared, though the control obtained was very poor. (Incidentally, the best volume control I have tried is the Clavonat.)

Now, in the light of the above experiences, I do not think Mr. Keylock should be discouraged. I think he will ultimately get a pick-up which will give decent reproduction, and he will then be able to enjoy his gramophone records whilst they last.

By the way, all the pick-ups mentioned were by well-known British makers, and none was a cheap imported article.

C. H. S.
Wolverhampton.
June 23rd, 1928.

THE EVERYMAN PORTABLE.

Sir,—Here, at approximately thirty miles from the coast, and in the evening, I can run a small loud speaker off the Wireless World Everyman Portable using the frame only, and hear speech quite comfortably sitting about sixteen feet from the loud speaker.

A Ferranti A.F.4 transformer and a large size 4½ volt I.T. battery are the only alterations made, otherwise the set is the same as described.

It has travelled over three hundred miles at the bottom of a sidecar and doesn't seem any the worse for the jolting it has received.

On the East Coast, about one hundred and twenty miles from Devonport, the tuning was much sharper, but 56B still came in on the headphones using the frame, and by connecting up with thirty feet of H.T. wire for an aerial loud speaker strength was obtained.

The accompanying photograph illustrates the set in operation by the roadside.

F. WILSON.
Bedford.
June 21st, 1928.
READERS' PROBLEMS


The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must be strictly enforced, in the interests of readers themselves. A selection of queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases of greater length than would be possible in a letter.

Indoor Aerials.

As it is not possible for me to erect an outside aerial, I should be obliged for your advice as to the best indoor arrangement, bearing in mind the fact that I wish to receive distant stations.

E. E. S.

From time to time elaborate spiral and zig-zag indoor aerials are put forward, but it is more than doubtful that these confer any real benefit, and we doubt if you could do better than run three parallel wires, spaced by at least five feet if possible, under the ceiling of one of the upper rooms of your house, or in the loft, if possible. You may possibly be able to obtain a greater length by running the wires along an upper corridor or passage-way. If possible, the conductors should be spaced from walls and ceilings. One end of each wire is left free, the other ends being joined together and connected to the down lead, which may be a single wire.

Testing Connections.

Is there any simple and easy way of testing connections which are suspected of having developed a high resistance (without using expensive measuring instruments)? I ask this because I have come to the conclusion that the poor results I am obtaining are very probably due to a fault of this kind, and my receiver is so constructed that there is considerable difficulty in dismantling it.

P. G. W.

It is possible to check your connections for resistance with the help of an inexpensive ammeter reading up to some 1 or 2 amps, an L.T. battery, and a rheostat of 5 or 6 ohms. These should be set up in the circuit shown in Fig. 1, the test leads should be joined together, and the rheostat should be adjusted until a convenient reading of, say, 1 amp. is indicated on the meter. Now apply the test leads across the connection under suspicion, and if the reading shows an appreciable decrease you may assume that there is a fault.

A simple arrangement of this sort will indicate a resistance of an ohm or two quite clearly.

Fig. 1.—For locating imperfect joints; a simple testing circuit.

RULES.

(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."

(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.

(4) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.

(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructive sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

Poor Reaction Control.

My detector L.F. receiver includes capacity-controlled reaction, which works quite satisfactorily on the normal broadcast wave-length, but it is a failure as far as waves between 1,000 and 2,000 metres are concerned. At no point of the long-wave scale can control be called good, and at some wavelengths the receiver oscillates uncontrollably. Can you suggest any remedy?

H. R. D.

We suspect that choke resonance is responsible for your trouble, and would suggest that you try the effect of connecting a high resistance of from 100,000 ohms to 250,000 across this component. You might also observe the effect of reducing the number of turns in your long-wave reaction coil, and also see if the connection of a second choke in series does any improvement.

If none of our suggestions provide a complete cure, we think you would be well advised to try the throttle method of controlling reaction.

An A.C. Valve Problem.

Is it permissible in the construction of an A.C. valve receiver, to use the low-voltage winding of the power transformer to supply both the heating elements of the valve and also the filament of the rectifying valve which provides high tension?

J. R. R.

We do not care for this plan, and would recommend you not to adopt it. The filament of the H.T. rectifying valve will be at a high positive potential, and if your circuit is one in which the heater is connected to the cathode in any way, a short-circuit will be introduced across the H.T. supply.
A Coincidence.
I have recently abandoned a dry cell H.T. battery in favour of accumulators, and am surprised (and annoyed) to find that the receiver is not so selective as before. Would it improve matters if I were to put the battery in an earthed metal box?

W. C. K.

We think it is purely a coincidence that the falling-off in selectivity of your receiver has become apparent after replacing the dry battery with accumulators; this change should have no effect as far as this quality is concerned.

At your distance from the nearest broadcasting station (we see it is about thirty miles) direct pick-up will be almost negligible, and in any case the increased bulk of the accumulator battery should make no difference, as it is at low-potential (from the "H.F." point of view).

A Quick Change-over.
In an H.F. amplifier with a screened grid valve, is it possible to change over the tuned-anode coils by means of a double-pole double-throw switch, in such a way that the coil not required is automatically short-circuited? If so, will you please give me the connections?

C. M.

The switching arrangement you require can certainly be performed with a D.P.D.T. switch in the manner shown in Fig. 2, from which you will see that one

coupling, although the later designs are mechanically more robust.

A Corrected L.F. Amplifier.
My A.U. valve receiver, on the lines of that described in "The Wireless World" for March 21st, is more than satisfactory for distant reception, but quite on my local transmission is disappointing. I should describe it as "thin" and lacking in the lower tones. The station is less than four miles away, and, to reduce signals sufficiently, it is necessary to detune the circuits. Can you tell me the probable cause of my trouble?

P. R. W.

It must be realised that the receiver in question comprises a "corrected" L.F. stage, arranged to compensate for the attenuation of the higher audible frequencies which inevitably takes place in an efficient H.F. amplifier. By operating the set in a detuned condition, you are, in effect, removing this attenuation, and the L.F. amplifier will not provide sufficient amplification of the lower frequencies.

In other words, correction is no longer required. We suggest that you should try the set with a very short indoor aerial, and check the correctness of our diagnosis by listening to the tuning note at present transmitted by B.B.C. stations; the noise will probably be lowered very noticeably when the two circuits are brought into exact tune.

Anno Domini?
I find that my receiver, which originally oscillated with the reaction and aerial coils making an angle of 45 degrees, is now quite insensitive until the coupling is increased to maximum. Can you suggest a reason for this? The general performance of the set seems to have fallen off very considerably.

T. H.

The effect you describe might be attributable to a number of causes, but we suggest the most likely one is a run-down H.T. battery, or possible loss of emission of the detector valve filament. In cases of this kind we can do little but suggest point to point tests, following a check of the battery voltages.

A Palliative.
My neutralised receiver gave a good deal of trouble on account of H.F. instability until I accidentally discovered that the fault was cured by omitting the single bias cell connected to the first valve, and joining together the leads. The receiver now appears to be working well; do you think that it is satisfactory to operate it in this manner?

It seems that such stability as you have now attained is partly due to damping by grid current in the H.F. valve. We ourselves would not really be satisfied with such an arrangement, and think you would be well advised to look to the construction of your H.F. transformer, paying particular attention to the neutralising winding and the connections.

You should also assure yourself that the relative positions of the coils are as specified in the design, you have for screening is adequate.

Frame Aerial.
I am constructing a four-pole aerial, and wish to place windings in series or parallel, or short wave reception. Show me how this may be done in mind of the fact that I wish to keep the centre tapping symmetrical on both ranges.

D. R. S.

The connections you require are given in Fig. 3. A four-pole change-over switch will be required. This should be of a type

in which the insulation has good dielectric properties, and with a reasonably low self-capacity.

Testing an L.F. Transformer.
The windings of my L.F. transformer seem to be continuous when tested by the "phones and battery" method, but I am inclined to think, in spite of this that a partial failure is responsible for intermittent crackling noises in my loud speaker. Will you tell me how a more conclusive test may be made?

C. S. G.

If there is an intermittent connection in your transformer, it will probably be found in the primary winding, and to test this we suggest that this should be left in position in the anode circuit of the valve, while a pair of telephones should be joined to the secondary terminals after removing the original connections. The remaining windings in the set should be withdrawn and the aerial disconnected. Now listen carefully, and if there are any crackling noises audible in the telephones, it is probable that the transformer is at fault. Several values should be tried, and you should assure yourself that there is no faulty or doubtful connection.

You can make a further check by joining the phones and a battery in series across each winding in turn, listening carefully for some minutes, although it should be pointed out that intermittence of the kind sometimes encountered in transformer windings is dependent to a certain extent on the applied voltage.

JULY 4th, 1928.

Wireless World

Fig. 2.—Connections of a switch for changing tuned anode coils. The idle winding is short-circuited.

The "New All-Wave Four."
I am thinking of modifying my original "All-Wave Four" receiver to conform with the new arrangement. Would it be necessary to revind the H.F. transformers?

C. R. L.

No, the original coils would do quite well; indeed, there is little to choose between them in point of efficiency, particularly as regards the short-wave
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LAKER STEEL MAST

For this very small outlay you can install an efficient and handsome LAKER STEEL MAST in preference to an untidy wooden pole. The mast is complete with all fittings as illustrated. There are no extras to buy, nor holes to dig as the mast rests on a solid metal foot.  

LAKER Masts are made from best British Tubular Steel and they are a distinct ornament in your garden. They can be erected in a few minutes and occupy a small ground space. Always remember that an efficient aerial is the most important factor for good radio reception, so do not handicap yourself by having an inefficient aerial, as this will prevent the full effect of the broadcasting station being heard.

Steel masts are a protection against lightning and to avoid wind damage, static and other atmospheric disturbances. We manufacture several types of steel masts, which are sent out painted with rustproof paint, for packing and erection, viz.:

"Lake" Junior Masts, 25 ft., 15s.; 30 ft., 18s. 6d. (carriage 1s. 6d.)

"Laker" Popular Masts, 20 ft., 10s.; 30 ft., 22s. 6d. (carriage 1s. 6d.)

"Laker" Standard Masts (2 tubing), 35 ft., 42s.; 40 ft., 50s. (carriage 3s. extra)

We use varying thickness of tubing according to height. The higher the mast, the thicker the tube. Masts above 30 ft. require being made from tubing 2 in. in diameter. Tall masts of thinner tubing are very difficult to raise and are unsuitable when erecting new. By using a 35 or 40 ft. steel mast the manufacturer of aerials will be able to quote you the diameter of the tubing, which is 3 in.

Laker Steel Masts have a reputation extending over several years, and we are suppliers to H.M. Government, The Marconi Co., and to Colonial stations throughout the Empire.

Send your order to-day to
JOHN & JAMES LAKER CO., Ltd., ENGINEERS, KENT HOUSE RD., BECKENHAM, KENT.

MADE IN ENGLAND.
Colts, Transformers, Etc.—Cont.
BERCLIF Colts for all "Wireless World" Receivers, dozens of types in regular production; any type quoted for.
BERCLIF Colts for A.C. Valve Receiver, as specified, 20/- pair; interchangeable long and short wave, 79/3 set.
BERCLIF Colts for D.C. Mains Three, as specified, interchangeable; 83/6 set.
BERCLIF Colts for Super Seven, 3 L.F. transformers, complete, 50/-; copper box, 17/6.
BERCLIF Colts for Everyman Four, still the standard of excellence: 53/- pair.
BERCLIF Colts for Cascade H.P. Amplifier: 10/- each.
BERCLIF Colts for Screened Valve Everyman: 35/- pair.
BERCLIF Colts for Standard Four: 77/9 set of 4.
BERCLIF Colts for All-Wave Four: 42/6 pair.
BERCLIF Colts for Selection Four: 51/6 set of 4.
BERCLIF Colts for all Modern Circuits.
BERCLIF Colts for Unapproached Quality and Reputation
BERCLIF Colts for all Special Purposes: above is only a selection, we quote to your requirements.
BERCLIF, the six year old trade mark of the makers of the best coils, the people who never let you down; send for our free list before you decide.
Recalled supplies anywhere.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Ltd., Smethwick Text: Smedmitch 781.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
JULY 4th, 1925.

BERCLIF STANDARD COILS at 79/- the set.
(As specified for the NEW ALL-WAVE FOUR.)
BERCLIF COILS FOR ALL "WIRELESS WORLD" RECEIVERS. First in the Field; first in Quality: First in Results. Lists post free. See small advertisements weekly for details and new coils.

SOLD WITHIN AN HOUR!

"The FERRANTI was sold within an hour of the publishing of the paper, and I have had to refuse several offers since. This speaks worlds for 'The Wireless World.'"

D. H. TETLEY.
1, Palace Gate.
Kensington, W.8.

Later:
"I have had most satisfactory results every time I have used your posters for advertisements."
"OF PROVED EFFICIENCY"

**MOVING-COIL LOUDSPEAKERS**

Permanent Magnet Models. Require no accumulator.

£6 - 5 - 0

**WRITE FOR NEW LISTS**

Electric Magnet Models, to suit Requirements.

£3 - 10 - 0

£4 - 7 - 0

The Wireless Press and Public agree that components manufactured by BAKER'S "SELHURST" RADIO GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS.

Free Advice. Immediate Delivery. Guaranteed to be the best obtainable.

If you require advice, write to the Query Department, BAKER'S "SELHURST" RADIO Office: 89, Selhurst Rd., S. Norwood. S.E.25.

Works (always open): 42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Crawley Station. (20 minutes from Victoria or London Bridge). Telephone: GRODYN 1648.

All parts can be obtained on Deferred Terms from the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER'S "SELHURST" RADIO.
TANNOY
A.C. MAINS
H.T. SUPPLY UNIT

Cheaper than a !

dry battery

TANNOY

H.T. SUPPLY UNIT

costless than a large capacity dry battery.

THREE OF IT—ONE SMALL OUTLAY—THAT'S ALL.

No voltage. No trouble. No ex-tractive replacement. Components also supplied.

Send for full details.

Tubemakers Manufacturing Co.,

Tubemakers Rd., West Kensington, S.W.2.

Phone: Stratford 6721.

The World's Finest H.F. Choke
Specially recommended for all receivers with 2 or more stages of H.F. because the Climax bimetallic method of winding gives no field effects.

The only effective H.F. choke for both long and short wave work.

High self inductance.

Low self capacity.

One bolt fitting.

Ideal as anode or reaction choke in any circuit.

TRADERS CATALOGUE.

Cabinets, Ebonite, Components, Speakers.

Keen prices, quick service. 

Send for illustrated list on Bona-Fide Traders only. Dept. W.W.

Perseus Radio, Burton-on-Trent.

The Little Cells that satisfy.

Eton Primary H.F. Battery, Pt. Poumut Cells.

S1 and S2 Cass Cells. All complete.

1-cell 6-cell 12-cell 30-cell

P1 6d. 3 £ 5 £

S2 4d.

Send label, stamp or postcard for booklet giving full particulars to—

LEW MARCH BATTERY CO.

66, St. Mary's Road, LEYTON, E.10.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker or headphones repaired and dispatched within 48 hours—TWO MONTHS GUARANTEE with each repair. 4/6 Post Free.

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.


EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS

10 THE WIRELESS ENGINEER.

Month.

2s. 6d.

net.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

JULY 4th, 1920.

THE WIRELESS WORLD'S

MOVING COIL SPEAKER

DEVELOPED TO PERFECTION and used for DEMONSTRATION purposes at the BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR by the M.L. Magneto Co.

6 Volt Winding Complete Kit $6—15—0

110-220 Volts Complete Kit $7—0—0

not including Raffle Board.

Farin Advance of all other Speakers Precision Construction Perfect Finish

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"ZAMPA"

Moving Coil LOUD SPEAKER

The "Zampa" is an entirely British instrument, scientifically and soundly constructed, unequalled in its quality of reproduction.

Most economical to use as it only consumes 5 amp. at 6 volts. The Moving Coil is wound to 1,500 ohms. Overall measurements are: Height 9", Width 8", Depth 9". Remember the "Zampa" is a complete assembled unit. It gives absolutely natural, lean and crisp reproduction and is sold at the following low prices:

- To work on 6 volt accumulators or
- To work on D.C. Mains

- Obtained through all Dealers.

If any difficulty locally, write to Sole Manufacturers:

MIC WIRELESS CO.,
White Horse Place, Market Street,
WELLINGBOROUGH.

London Trade Sales Office:
35, Crown House, King'sway, W.C.3.

D.F.M. SCREENED A.C. MAINS TRANSFORMER

37/6

with circuit diagram.

- Output: 220-240 V.A.C., 60-100 V.D.C. (for accumulator or dry batteries).
- Size: 6" x 8" x 3".
- Price: 6/-

D.F.M. RADIO, 14, Lea Rd., Putney, S.W.15

Phone: Putney 500.

D.F.M. SCREENED A.C. MAINS TRANSFORMER

for making your own Full Wave Rectifier, possible with only L.T. winding for heating A.C. Pot.

A.C. output: 220-240 v., 60-100 v.D.C. (for accumulator or dry batteries).

D.F.M. RADIO, 14, Lea Rd., Putney, S.W.15

Phone: Putney 500.

Utility

Valuable Assets to your own Set.

No components are more accurate and reliable than those moderately priced as "Utility." They are guaranteed against defect and show an unvarying standard of quality. Refuse substitutes—if your local dealer does not stock "Utility" you may have a catalogue by return post.

"Utility"

MICRO-DIAL

W.181

This new Micro-Dial is mechanically similar to our plain model (W.160) but is equipped with aluminium dial and hard-line hands which simplifies reading in either a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction (the latter is a necessity when the dial is used with S.F. Condensers). Price 7/6.

"Utility"

LOGARITHMIC CONDENSERS

By providing very light thimble condenser with walls only 3/16 inch thick we have minimized the solid dielectric of this condenser. Its action is perfectly rapid and smooth—it has a ball-bearing spindle and a one bolt fixing. Can be supplied with either Brass or Aluminium Vane in three capacities, with or without Vernier, at prices from 7/6 up.

"Utility" Components also include No-Capacity Change-over Switches, Low Loss Condensers, Neutrondye Condensers, etc.

WILKINS&WRIGHT LTD

HOLYHEAD, BIRMINGHAM
BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4, N.W.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
EXCHANGE.

(27) Requires Position in Wireless trade, 10 years' experience, 5 years' overhauls, parts, and speciality selling, all convergent modern radio practice, could manage shop, sales or production. - 115, Laycock Mansions, L. D. RG 5/25.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

Step by Step Wireless, a complete course of the theory of electricity in relation to the practical design and construction of apparatus, circuits, etc., with extracts from a designer's notebook giving up-to-date practical solutions; includes 304 text pages, for first 4 weeks. - Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E. Eng. Dept. W.R. H. M., Hampstead-on-Thames. 0195.


"Cutting the Most out of Radio," by H. G. T. Gurney, an entirely new and practical guide to receiving apparatus, all about the art, eliminating components for reception and transmission, something really new and worth while for everybody, including the advanced research worker; includes a guide to literature, a complete catalog of component kits, and a complete catalogue of all English and American manufacturers. 0195.

Situations Wanted. — Contd.

ADVERTISER (27) requires Position in Wireless trade, 10 years' experience, 5 years' overhauls, parts, and specialty selling, all convergent modern radio practice, could manage shop, sales or production. - 115, Laycock Mansions, L. D. RG 5/25.

BIZINES & PROPERTY FOR SALE.

ELECTRICAL and Wireless Business for Sale in Channel Islands, established five years, good condition, and reason for disposing of same; full particulars on application. - Box 709, 0/0 The Wireless World. 0253.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

PUBLIC Schoolboy (19) requires Temporary or Permanent Situation, in suitable capacity, first class P.M.G. certify. proficiency in W.T. etc. - Apply Hill, "Upton," Greenacres, Heswall. 0253.

WIRELESS Engineer requires Situation, South London or suburban town, well experienced with all parts of the trade, and also experienced with apparatus and service experience. - London district. Box 7094, 0/0 The Wireless World. 0253.

ADVERTISER (23), thorough technical knowledge, amateur transmitter, requires situation, unable to take charge of small business. - Box 7095, 0/0 The Wireless World. 0253.

YOUNG Man, age 22, good education, first class P.M.G., three years mariner operator, experience all parts of the trade, and also experienced, wishes to start in any position, salary not so important as prospects. - W. 8, 14, Morrlak, Northampton. 0253.

YOUNG MAN, expert knowledge of wireless, requires situation research or testing, willing to go abroad; small salary with good prospects. - Box 7088, 0/0 The Wireless World. 0253.

KERN Young Man (23), full expert knowledge wireless, design, construction, overhaul, three years experience, and also experienced, wishes to start in any position, moderate salaries. - H. 105, Philip Lane, Tottenham. 0253.

ACUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.

H.T. ACCUMULATORS 60 volts, 60 amp. 1100/240 22/6 Emerged Complete as illustrated.

DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volts. 6 amp. 30/36 hours.

The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and British Accumulator, Elitely, 60 volts, 6 amp. 30/36 hours. The Elite absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery lasts a lifetime. Write for the complete catalogue.

SOLD ON APPEARANCE.


ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.

ACUMULATORS 60 volts, 60 amp. 1100/240 22/6 Emerged Complete as illustrated.

DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volts. 6 amp. 30/36 hours.

The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and British Accumulator, Elitely, 60 volts, 6 amp. 30/36 hours. The Elite absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery lasts a lifetime. Write for the complete catalogue.

SOLD ON APPEARANCE.


THE VALVEHOLDER THAT IS PERFECT!!

WORLD PATENT INTERRUPTED MESH SUSPENSION.

No Links.

No Springs.

No Rubber. Seed.

THE PERFECT EBOITONE

In Four Qualities, Matt, Semi-Polished, Mahogany Hand-Polished.

In Dark mahogany only.

Price: 8/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/6.

For details, write to

H. B. POTTER & CO. LTD. Station Buildings, ROCHDALE.

Phone: 1485.

The Valveholder that is Perfect!!


Inside Insulation.

Outside Trip Sensor.

In Four Qualities, Matt, Semi-Polished, Mahogany Hand-Polished.

Now Only

£2 3s. 6d.

Each Post Free.
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**Building the 1928 Solodynes.**

**3-VALVE MODEL**

3-VALVE MODEL

We claim outstanding advantages for the special "Cydon" 3 Valve Amplitude. Greater selectivity, easier tuning, better control, fewer adjustments, and lower prices to buy. Built as one unit on automatic chassis. Price £4 12 6, or complete with screen £6 10 0.

**IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AVAILABLE.**

**SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD., Cydon Works, SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX.**

Phone: Enfield 3071-2.

"The Wireless World" EVERYMAN FOUR 32-page BOOKLET. By W. JAMES

This booklet contains full constructional details for a remarkably efficient "Two-Control Receiver" for short waves. The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive, and has a high degree of selectivity. The set is easily built and very simple in operation.

Price 1/2 post free.

**Built-in 7 inch speaker.**

**3-VALVE MODEL**

We claim outstanding advantages for the special "Cydon" 3 Valve Amplitude. Greater selectivity, easier tuning, better control, fewer adjustments, and lower prices to buy. Built as one unit on automatic chassis. Price £4 12 6, or complete with screen £6 10 0.

**IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AVAILABLE.**

**SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD., Cydon Works, SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX.**

Phone: Enfield 3071-2."
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If it concerns Variable Air Spaced Condensers

Say CYLDON

FOR ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY.

Write for our FREE Booklet "Concerning Variable Condensers" Post Free on Request.

CYLDON WORKS, ENFIELD

Unrivalled for H.F. Transformers, Special Aerial Coils, etc., etc.

Send for Price List to the actual Manufacturers.

VARTA ACCUMULATOR


CROSSOR VALVES

There's a Crossor Valve to suit every socket in your Receiver.

Advis. A. C. Crossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.5

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper for transmission in the United Kingdom.
This big Oldham H.T. puts life into your set

POWER and yet more power! This is the key of good reception. Faulty H.T. means loss of power, distortion, huskiness and a hundred and one ills.

Give your set the power it deserves. Build up your H.T. with these New Oldham 10-Volt Blocks, capacity 5500 m/a. You will be amazed at the improvement they will make. Neat, compact, with sturdy plates made under the Oldham Special Activation Process, they give a smooth, even flow of current day after day which will bring back all those distant stations and give you back your early enthusiasm for your set. Ask your Dealer to show you these wonderful Oldham 10-Volt Blocks.

PRICE 8' - EACH

Capacity 5500 milliamps. Complete with two plugs and length of connecting cable.

OLDHAM & SON LTD., Denton, Manchester. Telephone: Denton 121.
London Depot: 49, Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.I. Telephone: Terminus 4446.
Glasgow: 15, Robertson Street, C.S. Telephone: Central 4015.

Insist on its being a DUBILIER MANSBRIDGE CONDENSER

Supreme in performance because, like all Dubilier products, its efficiency is steadfast—the original Dubilier Mansbridge Condenser Type BB

Price:

- Type BB
- Capacity 5500 milliamps
- Complete with two plugs and length of connecting cable
- Neat, compact, with sturdy plates made under the Oldham Special Activation Process
- They give a smooth, even flow of current day after day which will bring back all those distant stations and give you back your early enthusiasm for your set

Ask your Dealer to show you these wonderful Oldham 10-Volt Blocks.
I'M talking of radio valves. Mullard P.M. Radio Valves with the wonderful P.M. Filament. The wife and the children think the same, and you know kids, as a rule, have very keen ears .... It was a long time ago, shortly after people first started talking about these Mullard P.M. Filament valves, that I bought one as a try-out, since all valves they said were pretty much of a much-ness. Well, believe me! The improvement that Mullard valve made in my set plainly showed that there was only one thing to do—fit Mullard all through .... I wouldn't be without them now and so many others think the same, it kind of gets you interested in the reason why.

Anyway, the secret of the whole business lies in the Mullard P.M. Filament. First of all it has a greater emission surface, in other words that's more of it. The remarkable length and thickness of the Mullard P.M. Filament is really amazing, and it results in a greater flow of electrons from the filament to the specially constructed plate. This increased flow is perfectly controlled by a grid designed in keeping with the Mullard Matched Electrode System of valve construction.

There are many other interesting points about this filament. It operates at such low temperature that there is no question of the filament losing its original nature, it remains tough. Why! ... You can tie it in a knot long after a thousand hours of life, and again its low current consumption (.075 amps) is very, very easy on the L.T. Accumulator.

I'd advise you to put a Mullard P.M. Valve in every valve holder on your set. However, try a couple and you'll realise the truth of what I've told you. They are the easiest valves to buy—every radio dealer in the country sells MULLARD.
GLAZITE COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE

GLAZITE coloured connecting wire is famous for the smart finish its bright colours give. But appearance is not the only reason for its popularity. Unravel an end and you will see why it is used by all the leading experts. The finest quality covering, heavy tinning and double cotton covering, ensures maximum efficiency.

All genuine GLAZITE bears the LEW label. Insist upon seeing it. Obtainable in black, white, red, blue, yellow, green, from all good Radio dealers.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY & SMITHS LTD.
Church Road, Leyton, E.10

GLAZITE)
BRITISH MADE REGD
COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE

different in every way

DX

Here is the transformer that marks an epoch! There have been transformers before that have been good; they have been expensive. There have been transformers before that have been cheap; they have not always been good. There has never before been a transformer so good and yet so inexpensive as the D.X.; it is one which we can thoroughly recommend if you want reproduction of really high quality. We do not wish to worry you with curves and scientific data, we want you to listen to a D.X. transformer in action; that's all we ask.

Write to us also for literature on the famous D.X. Coils.

Phone: Clissold 3579

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
"WIRELESS WORLD" says:—

"A special cabinet for moving coil loud-speaker construction is available from Peto Scott Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, London, E.C.1, of reasonable front panel size, yet not too deep to create marked 'box' resonance. It is well finished, the panels and edges being suitably framed with beading. The interior provides sufficient space for including the output stage, together with a mains rectifier for energising the field magnet."

These handsome cabinets are well made and beautifully finished in Golden Oak, Dark Oak and Mahogany. Every one is a fine example of the cabinet maker's art and by reason of its fine appearance is fit to take its place in the most elegantly furnished room. Complete with Baffle Board

Cash Price £4-10-0 or 12 monthly payments of 8/3

The Wonderful Tone MAGNOVOX 17/6 DOWN

Rice Kellogg Coil Driven Loud Speaker supplied on same terms

R.K. Loud Speaker and Cabinet, as illustrated, with Baffle Board. Cash Price £14-9-0, or 12 monthly payments of £2.58. or 12 monthly payments of 22/3.

Send for List No. 21, which contains full details of Coil Driven Loud Speakers, Cabinets, Amplifiers, and particulars of our Easy Terms.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.


A new L.F. Coupling

Just look at this curve. It is the amplification-frequency curve of a three stage amplifier embodying the Igranic Dual Impedance Coupling Unit—the latest and most perfect low frequency coupling produced. The curve shows absolutely distortionless amplification between 30 and 10,000 cycles—practically the whole audible range. Nothing could be nearer perfection than this.

The Igranic
dual impedance coupling unit

Price 30/-

Particulars of the principle of this new coupling will be sent on a request for List No. U261.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
The Langham Selective Turntable

You can double the pleasure and the convenience of your Portable Radio Set by standing it on this Turntable. A light touch of the finger swings your set into the exact alignment for the station you want to hear. Naturally this cuts out the stations you don't want to hear and your Turntable is therefore as good as an extra selective control. It is solidly made—you can stand on it—it is attractively finished in grained gold, and the ball-bearing movement gives all the necessary freedom without allowing the set to swing too easily.

Price 8/6 each of all good dealers or C.O.D. from Langham Radio, Rosslyn House, 96, Regent Street, W.1. Telephone: Gerrard 9076.

Enjoy Perfect Radio Out-of-doors

See our Stand No. 1 at the National Radio Exhibition. Olympia, Sept. 22-29.

"GODWINEX" Portable Sets are strongly made, compact and to carry as a suitcase, and perfectly simple to operate. They will give you a wide range of perfect loud-speaker reception wherever you are. Their highly polished piano finish makes them equally suitable for drawing-room use. Supplied in Oak or Mahogany. Illustrated in the single-Valve "GODWINEX" Portable with built-in Conn Loud-speaker.
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THE NEW
STRAIGHT LINE
4 TERMINAL
TRANSFORMER

Whilst our Straight Line Super Transformer still ranks foremost among present day Transformers, there is a certain section of wireless enthusiasts who do not show much interest in the numerous applications of our existing 6-Terminal model. They know that for efficiency and reliability it is unsurpassed, but they want it only as a Transformer. To satisfy this need we have produced a new 4-Terminal model on exactly the same lines and possessing precisely the same characteristics as our Straight Line Super Transformer.

The National Physical Laboratory Curves of both are identical—that is your best, nay more, that is your only real guarantee.

Our Straight Line Super Transformer (25/-)—more popular to-day than ever—will, of course, be continued.

amazing device
Keeps it
silently, automatically
charged

In theory it's a trickle-charger—but not in nasty habits! It's so silent you can even listen in while charging. And there's no valve—yet no creeping of electrolyte. As for overloads—it smiles! Just fit it—then let it keep your L.T. accumulator always fully charged (off A.C. mains), automatically, from that day on. Ask your dealer now.

LOOK AT THE PRICE

37/6
COMPLETE

FULLER'S
BALKITE

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD.
GROVE ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX.

SCIENCE SAYS
that it is a trickle-charger with electrolytic rectifier, using special electrolyte (that's the secret) and unattackable tantalum electrodes. A true transformer is fitted. Charging rate, 0-6 amps, for 4 v., and 0-4 amps, for 6v. Tested exhaustively for five years.
Cossor Valves bring in distant stations with amazing ease and volume. They bring you melody from seven countries on the famous Cossor "Melody Maker"—strong, clear music which delights the ear. Add more stations to your log and make a big improvement to your Set. Use Cossor Valves.

Get this Book FREE!
Please send me a copy of your 48-page Book "How to get the best from your Cossor Melody Maker."

Address ____________________________


Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
AN ELECTRICITY SUPPLY RAMP.

A FEW days ago we received from the Secretary of the Institution of Electrical Engineers a copy of the regulations in regard to radio apparatus connected to electric supply mains, which have just been issued by that body in the form of a supplement to the Ninth Edition of the Institution's Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings.

These Regulations, we are told, have been prepared by a Sub-Committee on which the Radio Manufacturers' Association and other interested bodies were represented.

Another Notice to Consumers.

Almost at the same time we receive from a reader a copy of a circular notice issued by the Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd., informing its consumers that "no authorisation has been given for the use of its lighting or power circuits in connection with wireless sets."

"In the event of the Corporation desiring to change the supply to any premises from direct current to alternating current, it will not pay the cost of making any necessary changes to wireless sets so connected."

In our issue of April 18th, in referring to the subject of mains units and electric supply, we commented on the action of the Bangor (North Wales) Electric Supply Corporation, which had made a decision to the same effect, and we said that it seemed to us that the Bangor Corporation had decided on the pursuit of a policy which it had no legal authority to enforce. On enquiry of the Electricity Commission, it was explained to us then that it is customary for a supply company to make good any such changes in consumers' electrical equipment as may be rendered necessary with a change in the nature of the supply.

An Ordinary Domestic Use.

We feel that users of mains units for wireless receivers are entitled to ask by what authority electric supply corporations are issuing such notices to consumers. As we understand it, an electric supply corporation is not entitled to pick and choose between its consumers, and is under an obligation to give a satisfactory service, and supply electricity for all ordinary domestic purposes. The use of the mains for supplying wireless sets has now become quite definitely an ordinary domestic purpose. There are thousands of such equipments already installed, and their manufacture forms quite an important section of the wireless industry. The Institution of Electrical Engineers, has, as we see, gone to the trouble of drafting up special regulations to guide manufacturers in the precautions and general regulations which they think it necessary to recommend for the design of such sets and their installation.

Is it a Ramp?

How, then, in the face of all this, can an electric supply corporation adopt the ridiculous attitude of suggesting that their authority is necessary before such installations shall be connected to their supply mains? It would seem to us that it is little less than a ramp on their part in the endeavour to slide out of the obligations to which they would be put if the supply is changed from D.C. to A.C. We have the opinion of the Electricity Commission to support us in our belief that it not a question of choice, but of obligation, for electricity supply corporations to replace or make what alterations are necessary to electrical apparatus used by the consumer if the corporation decides to change over from direct to alternating current, provided, of course, that prompt notice is given to the corporation by the consumer as to what apparatus he has in use as soon as notice that a change is likely to come about is given him by the supply company.
The Principles Underlying the Use of a High Resistance Pentode Valve in the Output Stage (Part 1).

By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.

resistance has a small magnification factor. Thus, when using the triode as a power valve, we are faced with a condition where low internal resistance is accompanied by low amplification factor. In the pentode the feed current is comparatively large. For a given signal voltage applied to the control grid, the change in anode current is several times greater than that in the triode.

The pentode is to all intents and purposes a screened...
The Output Stage and the Pentode.—

The valve with an additional earthed screen between the screening grid and the anode. This screen eliminates the negative resistance portion found in the 6L6G type, and increases the electron flow to the anode, by preventing emission of secondary electrons from the anode back to the auxiliary grid. Moreover, in the 6L6G the screen current increases at the expense of the anode current. These remarks are illustrated by the screened grid valve curves of Fig. 1. Moreover, like the screened grid valve, it has high "m" and "p" values. But the ratio of magnification factor to internal resistance is much higher than that for a triode, as the following examples will clearly show.

The internal resistance of an LS5A is about 2,700 ohms, and its magnification factor 2.2. On the other hand, the corresponding data for an LS5B are respectively 25,000 ohms and 20. The ratio \( m \) in the first case is \( \frac{2.2}{2.700} \) \( \approx 0.8 \), and in the second \( \frac{20}{25,000} \approx 0.8 \) \mu{A}. Thus the ratio for a triode of the LS5 class seems to be more or less constant.\(^1\) Now this ratio is extremely important. The reader has dropped across it before under the guise of "mutual conductance." It is usually designated by the letter \( g \). Symbolically we have \( m = g \) or \( m = gp \). If the reader will only adopt the auto-suggestion scheme here, and say to himself \( m = gp \), \( m = gp \), etc., he will soon know all there is to be known about the business.

I fail to see why one should go on talking about "mutual" conductance. "Conductance" by itself is to my mind quite sufficient, and I intend therefore to give the "mutual" part of the title its notice to quit.

The Pentode and the Moving Coil Loud Speaker.

The conductance of a valve is the change in anode current when the grid voltage is increased or decreased by 1 volt. Turning to Fig. 2, we have curves showing the relation between anode current and grid voltage, for various anode potentials. These are in reality conductance curves. If for any given value of anode voltage, say, we draw a horizontal line equal to one volt, an equivalent vertical line is the change in anode current for a change in grid volts of unity. Thus the change in anode current per grid volt is 1.8 milliamperes, and this is the "conductance." The value we have just found applies to the pentode, and is much higher than that for a triode. Examples of the latter were cited above, when for the LS5 class of valve we obtained a value of 800, this being microamperes. Converting to milliamperes, this becomes 0.8, which is about half that found for the pentode.

---

\(^1\) It varies according to the valve design.
The Output Stage and the Pentode.—

both 150 volts. This is quite high, and is comparable with triodes of the LS5A class. The internal resistance is 33,000 ohms, which is high for a power valve, but this is immaterial, since it is clear from Fig. 3 that for a grid swing of ±7.5 volts the change in anode current amounts to 26 (±13) milliamperes. Such a current variation is ample for average loud speaker purposes. Taking the case of a coil-drive loud speaker, we can assume its maximum impedance to be 4,000 ohms. This is small compared with the internal resistance of the valve, i.e., 33,000 ohms. Since the coil impedance is negligible compared with the internal valve resistance, the presence of the coil does not affect the variation in anode current due to the signals on the grid. Thus the valve performance is portrayed by the curves of Fig. 2. For example, suppose the screening grid and the H.T. are both 150 volts, and the grid swing on each side of the bias point is 7.5 volts, then from Fig. 3 it is clear that the maximum current change in the coil will be 13 mA. Another method of finding the current through the coil is by aid of the conductance. This, as I said before, is the change in anode current per volt change on the grid. For our pentode \( g = 1.73 \) mA per volt. But the grid swing is 7.5 volts, so that the maximum coil current (A.C.) is \( \Delta i = 1.73 \times 7.5 = 13 \) millamps, which is the value from Fig. 3. The reader should bear this in mind, because if the grid swing and the conductance are known the coil current can immediately be determined. He should remember, however, that this method of computing the coil current is only permissible when the valve resistance is large compared with the coil impedance. It is not true in the case of an ordinary reed-drive speaker of 2,000 ohms nominal resistance, because its impedance at the higher audio-frequencies is comparable with the internal valve resistance.

A second series of curves for the pentode is given in Fig. 4. These correspond with the screened grid curves of Fig. 1. The influence of the earthed grid between screen and anode is shown in Fig. 4. Note that there are no kinks in the curves when the anode voltage is less than that on the screen. Compare Fig. 1.

The Mullard pentode power output valve. The four-volt type illustrated above (P.M.24) has a filament consumption of 0.15 amp. The max. anode potential is 150 volts at which the makers claim that a total grid swing of about 21 volts (±10.5) can be accommodated and that the mutual conductance is 2.3 mA per volt.

Fig. 4.—Anode volts—anode current curves for the P.M.22. Note that there are no kinks in the curves when the anode voltage is less than that on the screen. Compare Fig. 1.

Fig. 5.—Grid volts—screen current curves for different anode voltages. The screen current rises slightly as the anode voltage falls but the effect is not marked.
The Output Stage and the Pentode.

Anode is at

Moreover, the smaller comparative voltage of various appearance.

JULY 11th, 1928.

The Output Stage and the Pentode.

Anode is to modify the electronic phenomena so that there is no negative resistance portion as shown at AB of Fig. 1. To the left of the line DE the anode is at a lower potential than the screen, but the screen does not drain away the anode current as in Fig. 1. Moreover, the anode current is substantially unaffected. The screen current is illustrated in Fig. 5, from which it is clear that at the lower anode voltages it is a much smaller proportion of the total electron emission than in the case of Fig. 1.

A further interesting feature of the pentode is the comparative closeness of the curves of Fig. 2 for any particular value of screen potential. Although the anode voltage is varied from 150 to 60, there is a comparatively small change in anode current. This is quite distinct from the triode where the separation of the lines is appreciable. In practice this is important, since it means that for the pentode, although the anode voltage varies considerably, the anode current is maintained. The argument may be crystallised by saying that the pentode has not only a high internal resistance $r$ but a companionately high magnification factor $m$. The closeness of the curves depends upon a high value of $r$.

As a side issue, curves have been taken with the screen and anode connected together, thereby converting the valve into a form of triode. The results are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. The equivalent values are $m=5.4$, $g=1.86$ mA per volt, $r=2900$ ohms. Note that $g$ is substantially the same as that when the pentode is used in the normal manner.

(To be continued.)

A NOVEL BATTERY LEAD.

The existence of a large number of battery leads stragglmg down from the back of the receiver to the various batteries usually situated on the floor presents a very untidy appearance.

It is a very simple matter, however, to remedy this without going to the expense of buying special battery cords. All that is needed is a mohair bootlace. If the metal tabs of the lace are cut off, it will be found that we have a flexible mohair tube of such a diameter that several ordinary single flexible leads can be threaded through it as shown in the drawing. On the whole, the arrangement presents a singularly neat appearance.

D. C.

A tidy multiple battery lead.
SPECIAL precautions must be taken in fitting the condensers, and it is essential that the vanes should be insulated from the metal panel in order to avoid a short-circuit of the grid bias batteries. As the Burnd eat condensers actually used in the receiver as described and illustrated are fitted with a spindle of insulating material the addition of a bush is not necessary as with ordinary patterns.

In the matter of the cabinet, it should be pointed out that, as the panel is not of standard dimensions, a specially made container must either be made or purchased. That illustrated is a simple affair with a fixed back, made to the writer’s specification, and measuring 14 in. by 14 in. by 8 \(\frac{1}{2}\) in. deep inside. The panel is screwed to fillets fitted to top, bottom, and sides, with two runners arranged to act as supports to each end of the horizontal platform. If ready access to the interior of the receiver is required, it would be preferable to fit a horizontal central batten across the back to carry two hinged doors.

It is considered unnecessary to describe in detail the short-wave coils, as they are of a kind used in a number of Wireless World receivers. The aerial-grid inductance consists of a single layer winding with 70 turns of 27/42 Litz, having a tapping at the 12th turn from the earthed end for connection to aerial, while the H.F. coupling is a standard “Everyman Four” transformer, preferably modified by disposing the terminal screws in the manner to be shown in the practical wiring plan.

The transformer should be mounted with primary and neutralising windings nearest to the base; it must not be inverted longitudinally with any sharp instrument, and then bent to the form of a widely-opened “V” in order that they may fit snugly over the ribs. One of the strips should be fitted with a No. 8 or 10 B.A. screw at each end for anchoring the ends of the winding, and also to serve as junction points for external connections. If no special attempt is made to wind the turns closely it will be found that they occupy a winding length of about \(\frac{3}{8}\) in., which is correct.

![Fig. 4.—Construction of the sectionally-wound long-wave coils, showing relative positions of the various windings.](image)
Switch-over Three.—

The neutralising winding, also having 50 turns of No. 38 D.C.C., is wound immediately over the primary, from which it is separated by six more Paxolin strips, again 1/2 in. thick, one of which carries two screws for the ends of the coil. The ultimate connections of all these terminal points is shown in Fig. 4, the lettering of which corresponds with that in Figs. 1 and 5.

In wiring the receiver it is recommended that as many leads as possible should be put on before mounting the coils in position, care being taken, however, that no wires cross the position they are to occupy. Moreover, it is suggested that the leads between the switch and H.F. transformer should be soldered to the switch contacts before the coils are finally secured. If the less accessible connections are put on first the set will be found no more difficult to wire than one built on more conventional lines. Components are so arranged that only two high potential H.F. leads (those joined to the grid of V, and plate of V,) pass through the screening partitions.

The practical wiring plan is given in Fig. 5, which is drawn in such a way that the components are shown in as nearly as possible their actual relative positions without unduly complicating matters. The various connections to the screen (and consequently to negative L.T., negative H.T., and G.B. positive) are indicated by the letter “S.” It will be observed that the frame of the jack is in metallic contact with the panel, although a small ebonite packing disc was used to compensate for its lack of thickness as compared with ordinary panel material.

For the high-frequency amplifying stage it is intended that an “H.F.” valve of some 20,000 to 30,000 ohms should be used in the socket marked V,. For V, the detector, an “R.C.” valve of some 50,000 to 70,000 ohms is suitable, although one of lower impedance gives good results but less sensitivity; it is quite adequate for work at short range, but its use will necessitate the addition of a third cell to the bias battery G.B.2. A power valve, or preferably, one of the “super-power” variety, should be used as V, in the output stage.

![Fig. 5.—The practical wiring plan. Connections to the screen are marked S. Lettering corresponds with that in Figs. 1 and 4.](image-url)
Switch-over Three.—

rise to a little trouble. As the neutralising condenser is not duplicated it is necessary that the same capacity should balance both medium and long-wave sides of the receiver. In practice it was found the same setting held good, as was intended, on changing over. If for any reason it fails to do so, it should be observed whether an increased or decreased neutralising capacity is required to give stability on the long waves. If the former, two or three turns should be added to the neutralising winding; if the latter, a similar number of turns should be removed. A still easier way out of the difficulty (which, it should be emphasised, is unlikely to arise) is to fit separate neutralising condensers for each circuit; to do this the grid of $V_1$ should be joined directly to the left-hand blade of the switch $S_1$ instead of through the balancing capacity. The individual condensers are now interposed in the leads joining the coil terminal points marked N.C. and the switch contacts.

As the operation of the controls is essentially similar to that of any modern receiver, it need not be described. Except for the points already discussed, no special pitfalls are likely to be encountered. Experiments may be tried with different aerial tappings on the coils $L_1$, $L_2$, particularly if requirements in the way of selectivity are exceptional, or if the dimensions of the aerial differ widely from the usual standard.

When dealing with possible sources of trouble, the writer should have drawn attention to the need for avoiding possible short-circuits when fitting filament resistances to a metal panel. In this matter, our choice of suitable components is strictly limited, but no trouble will be experienced with Igranic rheostats, provided the precaution is taken of drilling an oversize hole through both indicating disc and panel to preclude the possibility of accidental contact between spindle and metalwork. The same applies, of course, to the potentiometer.

Finally, a suggestion may be offered as to simplifying the building of the metal "chassis." Instead of making the horizontal platform in one piece, with apertures cut out for the variable condensers, the form of construction shown in Fig. 6 may be found more convenient. As will be seen, the vertical screen is a single sheet of metal, while the platform is made in two parts, supported at their outer extremities by metal brackets, and at their inner ends by flanges screwed to the vertical screen. The width of these platforms should be just sufficient to afford a clearance for the variable condensers; if necessary, they may be set slightly above or below the centre line, in order that allowance need not be made for a projecting spindle extension.

**Queen's Park Wireless Club.**

Among interesting events in recent programmes from the Park Radio Society there have been a demonstration by the Celticus Loud Speaker Co. and a talk by Mr. Riddle on short-wave reception. In the loud speaker demonstration gramophone records were reproduced with a seven-valve amplifier, which gave excellent tone and volume on two large cone-type loud speakers.

The Club is at present engaged on the construction of an amplifier. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. R. Batho, 37, Evercook Street, Queen's Park, W. 10.

**"All Wave Four" Demonstrated.**

The Wireless World "All Wave Four" receiver was demonstrated by Mr. Reuben Heaton at the last meeting of the 6th Radio, Birmingham, with excellent results. The society's I.F. eliminator was employed. An interesting feature of the evening was a test of a number of loud speakers concealed behind a screen, members voting on the respective merits of the different instruments. The results were, in many cases, very enlightening. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Clewes, 52, St. Thomas Road, Erdington, Birmingham.

**Meter Economy.**

"Getting the most from your meters" was the subject of an entertaining talk given by Mr. H. A. Mytton at the last meeting of the Tottenham Wireless Society. White voltmeters are usually supplied in two ranges, one suitable for I.R.T. readings and the other for I.H., milliammeters, said Mr. Brown, were not available in multirange varieties, and the demands upon one's purse often preclude the luxury of several instruments. The speaker advised the purchase in the first place of a really good meter having a low scale. This could be brought up to any required reading by the use of external shunts. Shunt resistances could be easily made from old filament resistances when made the resistance should be embedded in sealing wax.

On Saturday, June 30th, a party of members visited Croydon Aerodrome, where they were able to study the arrangements for the arrival and dispersal of 'planes. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. E. R. Seale, 10, Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N. 17.

**Tracking an Oscillator.**

Something new in field days was attempted by the Bradford Radio Society on Saturday, July 6th, when four parties of members, each provided with a small portable receiver and microphone, endeavoured to track a wily oscillator, who was known to be concealed in an area of approximately two miles square. No party was successful in running him to earth, although Mr. Carter's party came within a hundred yards of the offender.

Some amusing incidents occurred. Accidental short circuits considerably over-heated several valves, while one member, forgetting that his telephone leads were attached to the set, gave chase to a rabbit!

Owing to the success of this event, another oscillator hunt will probably be held in September.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. A. Cowling, 1145, Leeds Road, Bradford.

**A Visit to Trafford Park.**

A visit to the wireless Department of Messrs. Metropolitan Vickers, Trafford Park, Manchester, on June 16th was an attractive feature in the programme of the Wigan and District Technical College Radio Society. Forty members of the society were conducted over the shops by Mr. N. E. Hinton, the chief engineer, and three assistants. The greater part of the work in hand was concentrated on sets working entirely of the mains and employing valves with separately heated cathodes. The entire process of manufacture of coils, condensers, and other components was carefully examined, and not the least interesting part of the afternoon was a visit to the testing laboratory. By the kindness of the directors, the party was entertained to luncheon.

On Saturday last, July 7th, the Society held a test of portable sets at Livingston Pike. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. M. M. Baig, B.Sc., Library Street, Wigan.
USEFUL DATA CHARTS. (No. 1.)
A New Series of Abacs for Solving Practical Problems.

By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

MULTIPLICATION, division, and similar exercises in arithmetic are fatiguing operations, and attention has been drawn by an unknown poet to their vexatious nature and to the disturbance of mental equilibrium produced by fractions in particular. In many cases, however, where the same type of sum has to be done over and over again the answer can be found very simply by merely laying a straight-edge across three lines and reading off the number required.

The abac (Latin abacus) was originally a framework carrying a number of parallel wires on which beads were strung, and was used to teach arithmetic to the children of ancient Rome; children in this country used a similar device till quite recently. The introduction of the modern abac in 1884 was due to M. d'Ocagne, a French engineer, and his methods were taken up with enthusiasm by engineers throughout the world.

What is an Abac?
A simple abac is made by drawing three parallel uniform scales. If we put a ruler across the diagram we see that the height of the intercept on the centre line reckoned upwards from the line of zeros is half the sum of the intercepts on the outside lines; that is, \( a + b = 2c \); thus, along the dotted line \( 1 + 3 = 2 \times 2 \). If we reverse the (a) line we get \( -a + b = 2c \), i.e., \(-1 + 3 = 2 \times 2 \). Again, by reversing the middle line the equation solved becomes \( a + b = -2c \), or \( 1 + 3 = -2(-2) \).

Multiplication and Division.
If we draw logarithmic scales in which the equidistant divisions represent 1, 10, 100, and so on, we have an abac for multiplication. For when we want to multiply together such powers of 10 as \( 10^1 \) and \( 10^2 \) we add the indices and obtain \( 10^3 \). Thus we find that \( a \times b = c^2 \), or \( 10^1 \times 10^2 = 10^3 \), the square of \( 10^2 \). Again, if we are given the equation \( a \times 10b = c^2 \), we move the b scale up by one space; the dotted line then shows that \( 10^1 \times 10 \times 10^2 = 10^3 \) the square of \( 10^2 \).

The abac which is given this week does not require a ruler; we simply read kilocycles on one scale and microhertz on the other. Each double scale is produced by taking two logarithmic scales and fitting them together with one reversed. The rule is that kilocycles \( \times \) metres = 300,000, and if this product is made correct at any one point it will be correct at all other points.

Most people think in cycles at low frequency, metres at high frequency. Thus, while we may be familiar with a tuning note, of a frequency of 1,000 cycles or 1 kilocycle, few would recognise it as a 300,000-metre wave. Similarly, a 5-metre wave is easier to think of than its equivalent of 60,000 kilocycles, though in time we shall no doubt come to use megacycles (millions of cycles) for these high frequencies.
Comparative Tests Without Special Apparatus. By "RADIOPHARE."

Many of our difficulties with the operation of wireless receivers are due to the fact that high- and low-frequency voltages cannot be measured by ordinary instruments. It is now generally recognised that a D.C. voltmeter is almost essential; but, after all, it only shows that our set is being supplied with the energy necessary to put it into a condition for performing its function, and gives no indication of how the signal is surviving the successive processes of H.F. amplification, detection, and L.F. magnification. For this, we have to rely on that notoriously unreliable organ, the human ear. Admittedly it is the final arbiter—there is sometimes a tendency to forget this—but it does not retain its impressions, and, when trying the effect of an experimental alteration, it is almost impossible definitely to decide whether the change is for better or worse unless a quick comparison is possible, and in any case the variation in intensity has to be considerable for it to be appreciable.

At this point one may ask if a gain in signal strength which is not sufficiently great to be at once audible is worth worrying about. In the long run, it probably is, but this is hardly the point; the excellence or otherwise of even the simplest wireless receiver depends on many details, and although an improvement at any one point may fail to produce noticeably louder signals, the sum of several such gains will be perceptible.

As suggested above, quantitative measurements can only be made with the help of special apparatus to which the average amateur has not access; however, this need not deter him, as very useful comparative data can be obtained with the help of ordinary instruments.

When endeavouring to improve the sensitivity of a receiver, attention will mainly be concentrated on its high-frequency amplifying side, and fortunately it is quite an easy matter to obtain visual indication of an increase or decrease of its output, assuming the transmission to be constant. All that is required is a milliammeter, which is inserted in series with the detector valve anode in the position shown at A in the diagram; a gain in signal strength is shown by an increased change in current as compared with that flowing when no signal voltage is applied. If the valve is functioning as an anode bend rectifier, this change will be in an upward direction, a decrease in current taking place with the leaky grid condenser method of detection; this method is less convenient.

Several precautions should be taken to avoid the possibility of misleading results; and in particular it is essential that L.T., H.T., and grid bias voltages should remain constant while comparisons are being made. Above all, one must beware of incidental reaction effects. When the detector valve is of the high-impedance type, with a high value of anode resistance, the ordinary milliammeter will be insufficiently sensitive to give a clear reading, but this difficulty may be overcome by the temporary substitution of a smaller resistance, and, if necessary, of a valve having a lower impedance, with an increased negative bias if it is to rectify on the lower bend.

The comparative measurement of audio-frequency voltages after rectification is more difficult, because modulation is always varying. However, the tuning note is constant enough to be a useful help. To get an indication of the rectified output from the detector, the milliammeter is transferred to point B (or C) in the anode of the 1st L.F. valve, the bias of which is increased to about twice its previous value in order to convert it from an amplifier to a rectifier. Any increase in anode current over the steady value will be a measure of the low-frequency voltage applied to the grid.
Philips Transformer gives even amplification over the whole range of music and speech frequencies, because between 200 and 10,000 cycles amplification is absolutely constant and at even as low as 50 cycles it is well over half of the maximum. Intermediate and high frequency oscillations are not amplified, because beyond 10,000 cycles amplification rapidly diminishes to zero. The size is convenient and compact because special new materials are used for both core and windings to give the right results while keeping the size within the smallest limits. Consequently Philips Transformer ensures very rich tone and faithful reproduction, prevents distortion and maintains purity, takes little space on the mounting board and is easily fitted, even to existing sets. The ratio is 3—1. Dimensions: Base $3\frac{3}{8}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''$. Height 2''.

PHILIPS for Radio


Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
CONSIDER THESE FACTS

Four terminals and a special switch allow all connections between main supply, charger, accumulator and receiver to be left permanently connected. The switch at the “in” position cuts off mains supply, connecting accumulator with valves; at the “out” position valve supply is disconnected and accumulator placed on charge. It is impossible for accumulators to be overcharged, and they cannot discharge back if mains supply fails.

CHARGER INCORPORATING L.T. COUPLER
54/-

CHARGER WITHOUT L.T. COUPLER
47/6

High Tension Units for A.C. MAINS.

(Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.)

W1. Incorporating 200 volt 100 M.A. Rectifier. 4 tappings; 3 continuously variable; 1 power.
W2. Incorporating 400 volt 200 M.A. Rectifier. 4 tappings; 3 continuously variable; 1 at 200 v.; 1 at 400 v.

Rectifier Units with Transformer Equipment, including Blue Print.
SEND FOR ART FOLDER.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Phone: CENTRAL 9661.

MENTION OF "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers.

PYE ANTI-CAPACITY VALVE-HOLDER.

The minimum of insulating material has been used in the construction of these valve holders yet their strength is remarkable. Being of the rigid type, they can be used effectively for H.F. or L.F. stages but there is no reason why they should not be used for the detector stage if mounted on sponge rubber.

The anti-capacity valve holder made by Messrs. W. G. Pye, Grant Works, Cambridge.

Fitted with soldering tags only, the price is 8d., and with square undercut terminals of the type fitted to Pye chokes and transformers, 10d.

TRIX THREE-BASE.

For the time being the low-frequency side of modern receivers has reached a state of stability and a resistance-coupled stage followed by transformer coupling is now almost universal practice. Messrs. Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., 8/9, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1, have taken advantage of this state of affairs to produce a three-valve unit for L.F. amplification which can be incorporated in every type of receiver and greatly simplifies construction. With the exception of the R.L.-Varley general purpose transformer, "Trix" components are used throughout and the whole unit is produced for the reasonable figure of 4s. There is no limit to the number of valves or types of H.F. coupling which may be connected in front of the unit, a fact which should appeal to the prospective experimenter.

The first valve is, of course, the detector. Direct connection is made to the grid so that anode bend or leaky grid rectification can be used at will by the addition of suitable components before the detector. The detector valve holder is of the anti-microphonic type, the two L.F. valves being mounted in rigid holders. Following the detector is the compact Trix R.C. unit with a radio-frequency choke for capacity controlled reaction. The latter feature makes the "Three-base" suitable for incorporation in sets of the Mullard Master Three and Cossor Melody Maker type.

Battery connections are made through a multiple cable and a flash lamp fuse is included in the H.T. negative lead.

The output terminals are connected directly to the anode circuit of the last valve.

A brief test showed the amplifier to be stable and extremely good quality was obtained, there being no limit in the choice of suitable valves and battery voltages.

BULGIN BASEBOARD NEUTRALISING CONDENSER.

A novel point of construction in this condenser is the single bearing in the base which supports the moving vanes. This bearing is of large diameter and carries a wide shoulder which effectively prevents side play, an important point in view of the fact that considerable leverage is possible with the long extension handle. A fibre friction washer fitted underneath the shoulder ensures smooth action and the requisite tension is applied by a forked spring which is also used to pick up contact with the moving vanes.

The rated maximum capacity is 65 micro-mfds. and the measurements on the specimen submitted for test showed the maximum to be 63 micro-mfds., with a minimum of 2.5 micro-mfds. The price of this condenser, which is made by Messrs. A. F. Bulgin & Co., 9/11, Cursitor Street, London, E.C.4, is 5s., and there are two others with maxima of 35 and 50 micro-mfds. each priced at 4s. 9d.

The construction and finish are in every way excellent.
Weston Radio Tester.

This tester has been developed by the Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd., 15, Gt. Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1., with the object of combining in a single instrument the means of measuring all the direct currents and voltages in a wireless receiver. The nucleus of the instrument is a sensitive Weston meter with a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt, a value which ensures accuracy when measuring the voltages given by dry cell H.T. batteries or battery eliminators. By means of a rotary selector switch, shunts and series resistances are automatically connected to the meter to give the following ranges:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.T.</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid bias</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>0:0004 amp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>0:004 amp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first function of the tester, therefore, is that of a multi-range volt-ammeter; but this is only one of the many parts played by this versatile instru-

ment. Probably the most important use to which it may be put is that of observing the D.C. characteristics of a valve under actual receiving conditions. For this purpose three valve holders are fitted to the instrument panel. The valve to be tested is inserted in the left-hand socket and connection to the receiver is made through plugs and leads to the empty valve holder in the set. Two alternative sockets are provided on the tester in order that the polarity of the L.T. leads may be correctly applied to the meter. With this arrangement the actual voltage across the filament pins may be measured while the valve is taking current, and, in addition, the filament current, anode current, grid voltage and H.T. voltage may each be measured in turn. The makers point out, however, that the H.T. voltage will be reduced by the volt-drop in the external coupling circuit. This reduction will, in general, be less than 1 per cent. for H.T. or L.F. transformers, but in the case of resistance coupling is indefinite and it becomes necessary to make a direct reading of the H.T. voltage by connecting the battery to the special terminals provided on the instrument. The same caution is necessary when interpreting the grid bias voltage, the volt-drop in this case being due to the current taken by the measuring instrument itself. However, there are no corrections necessary to the anode current readings and it is possible with this arrangement to adjust the grid bias of a L.F. valve to its correct value by observing the movements of the needle while signals are being received.

A switch marked "Grid Test" is provided for the purpose of disconnecting the G.B. battery and connecting the grid of the valve direct to L.T.+. If no change takes place in the anode current, a discharge in the grid circuit or run down G.B. battery is indicated, but if every thing is in order a considerable increase in anode current will result. In making this test the H.T. volts must be reduced below the maximum recommended by valve makers and the key should not be depressed for more than a few seconds.

In the 519A model complete characteristic curves may be taken by connecting the L.T., H.T., G.B. batteries from the receiver to special terminals provided for the purpose, and a preliminary test can be made to find whether the grid or plate is touching the filament. In the 519 model these terminals are omitted and the tests are restricted to measurements on valves operating under receiving conditions, but the meter can still be used for battery tests and for the imnumerable continuity tests to which a multi-range meter can be applied. The price of the 519A model is £15 15s., and the model 519 without terminals for taking valve characteristics is £13 10s.

A New "Devicon" Condenser.

The Radio Devices Co., Newdigate Street, Nottingham, have revised the design of their well-known "Devicon" condenser, and now offer it to the public in two capacities (0.0005 and 0.0005 mfd.) at the extremely reasonable prices of 4s., 9d. and 5s. The condenser vanes and end-plates are now constructed of hard rolled aluminium, which is dipped to give a pleasing matt finish. The 0.0005 mfd. model submitted for test had a maximum capacity of 0.00048 mfd. and a minimum of 41 micro-mfd. The plates are designed to give a straight line frequency tuning law.

The bearings are substantial, and an adjustable friction band is fitted to the spindle where it projects from the bottom end-plate. The insulation throughout consists of best quality ebonite bushes and washers, located in the metal end plates.

I Granic Three Valve Short-Wave Set.

In connection with the review of the receiver which appeared in the issue of June 27th, it should be noted that the extra coils which sell at 35s. each are for short waves (69-120 metres); additional coils for normal broadcast wavelengths (250-520 metres) and long waves (1,000-2,000 metres) are priced at 45s. each. Also the prices quoted for complete receivers include Marconi royalties.

Catalogues Received.


LAST INSTALMENT: THE LICENCE!
A Bristol "pirate" pleaded that he was still paying for his set by instalments, and had hoped to take out a licence when the payments were concluded.

A DISSATISFIED ALDERMAN.
"The programmes are unsuitable, and the transmission is very unsatisfactory."—Alderman H. Robson, of Bournemouth, referring to a wireless installation in the Corporation Café.

It is understood that the B.B.C. is progressing as well as can be expected in the circumstances.

SIAMESE PRINCE AND THE SHORT WAVES.
The Crown Prince of Siam is well-known as a short-wave enthusiast. Recently he inspected the short-wave equipment at SLO, Melbourne. On his return to Siam he issued instructions in his capacity of Minister of Communications that the Siamese Naval Radio Department should listen for SLO and render official reports.

ANOTHER USE FOR THE LOUD SPEAKER.
In an effort to induce more careful driving on the French roads, the police of Beauvais have equipped a car with amplifying equipment and a loud speaker. Reckless motorists in the Beauvais district run the risk, therefore, of being deafened by stern warnings from the police car which is now touring the neighbourhood.

RADIO-TELEPHONY IN AERIAL DRILL.
The brilliant display of air drill carried out at Hendon on Saturday, June 30th, by No. 56 Squadron was repeated on Friday and Saturday last at the R.A.F. Display at Blackpool.
Each machine in the Squadron was equipped with a short-wave receiver, while the leader's machine also carried a transmitter. During the flight various spectacular evolutions were carried out on the leader's word of command, the stunts including looping the loop, flying in line, and re-forming squadron.

BRITISH WIRELESS ON ITALIAN AIRSHIP.
Readers who have followed the course of events in the rescue of General Nobile and the crew of the Italian airship "Italia" will be interested to learn that the explorers' wireless receiver was a Baird short-wave set (Mark IV).

TELEPHONY MESSAGES FOR FISHERMEN.
The well-known wireless station at Scherpenheuvel (Holland) now issues a daily telephony message for the benefit of the Dutch fishing-boats at work in the North Sea, writes the Hague correspondent of the "Daily Mail."
The messages are sent out on a wavelength of 1,875 metres every day except Sunday at 5.45 p.m.

RADIO WHOLESALERS UNITE.
To further the interests of the wholesale radio trade, the Radio Wholesalers' Federation has been formed with offices at 35, Sicilian House, Sicilian Avenue, London, W.C.1.

WIRELESS AND CABLE COMBINE.
At the time of going to press we understand that the Imperial Wireless and Cables Conference has decided to recommend the formation of a Corporation embracing all wireless and cable communications within the Empire.
The Government would be represented on the Corporation, which would include the Marconi associated companies, the Eastern Telegraph Company, the Pacific Cable Board, and the beam and

TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT WIRELESS. A glimpse in the cockpit of Captain Courtney's Dornier Nagler flying boat in which he is attempting a Transatlantic flight to and from America. The photograph, taken looking towards the rear of the machine, shows the Marconi A.B. receiver and transmitter and the A.D direction finder.
WIRELESS WORLD

CAPTAIN COURTNEY'S FLYING BOAT. The Dornier Napier photographed at Pisa. The call sign of the aeroplane is the same as its identification sign, G-CAJL.

The defendant, against whom the charge was brought at the instance of the Saxmundham postmaster, was absent, but in a letter to the magistrates he explained that he had been away three months at sea and had not used the receiver prior to going away. On his return the set was found to be out of order.

A representative of the post office stated that he had tested the set and admitted that he failed to pick up Daventry or any other station. The magistrates decided to dismiss the case on a payment of Court fees of 4s., and refused to allow prosecuting witness's expenses.

90-METRE TESTS FROM NAIROBI.

The station recently opened by the British East African Broadcasting Co. at Nairobi, Kenya Colony, will broadcast a series of experimental programmes extending over a period of about three months, beginning on Sunday next, July 15th. These transmissions will take place daily from 5.30 to 8.30 p.m. (B.S.T.). The Nairobi station has an aerial power of approximately 4kW, and works on a wavelength of 90 metres. The call sign is 7LO. Reports of reception in Britain will be welcomed by the station directors.

NEW AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES

Two new broadcasting organisations have been formed in Australia. One is the Dominions Broadcasting Pty., Ltd., registered in Melbourne with a capital of £200,000, to acquire the businesses carried on by the Broadcasting Co. of Australia Pty., Ltd., and the Associated Radio Co. of Australia, Ltd. The other is the New South Wales Broadcasting Co. Ltd. (Sydney), with a capital of £100,000. This concern will acquire the licences of 2FC and 2BL, of Broadcasters (Sydney), Ltd.

AMERICAN AIRCRAFT ANTENNE.

A new form of aerial for aircraft has been developed by the U.S. Bureau of Standards to replace the trailing form of antennas which has been in use for many years. The new aerial consists of a metal rod extending vertically from the cockpit, having a total length of 10ft. Its chief advantage is that it practically eliminates the directional errors which were inseparable from the use of a suspended wire.

CANADA- U.S. BEAM SERVICE.

The Canadian Government last week issued a licence to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Canada for the establishment of a beam service between Montreal and New York. A contract has been entered into with the Radio Corporation of America.

WIRELESS WITH THE WHALING FleETS.

Wireless has been so valuable to whaling and sealing fleets that the Southern Whaling and Sealing Co., Ltd., are making important additions to the existing Marconi installations of their fleet for the coming season.

The Southern Empress is the new floating factory ship for the South Shetlands, and will be accompanied by three whale catchers. They will be equipped with telephone sets and direction finders, by means of which they will find their way back to the factory ship in fog or snowstorms, which normally cause considerable delay in whale catching.

The “Southern King” is attached to the South Georgia headquarters, carrying out the materials, stores, and men for the season, and returning with oil.

The “Southern King” and “Southern Empress” carry more equipment than the rest of the fleet because of their different duties. In addition to the telephone equipment, short-wave transmitters are installed, which, if necessary, they will keep in touch with two or three ships in communication with British Post Office stations from the Antarctic, thus placing them in practically direct communication with the owners. Quenched spark transmitters for working with other ships and with local coastal stations during the voyage are installed, and also the latest type of wireless direction finders. Advantage has been taken of the high amplification factor of the new improved grid valves to incorporate two of them in the direction finder. The result has been to increase the selectivity and sensitivity of the amplifier in a remarkable manner. The fixed frame aerial system is used with this amplifier. They can be installed at any convenient place in the ship, and not necessarily in close proximity to each other.

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.

From Our Parliamentary Correspondent.

Renewal Date of Wireless Licences.

In the House of Commons last week Major Carver enquired of the Postmaster-General how many broadcasting licences had now been issued and whether, seeing that broadcasting licences now lasted for one year from the first day of the month in which they were issued, so as to facilitate the Post Office arrangements and for the public convenience, the renewal of broadcasting licences could be effected automatically on the first day of each year, as was the case with other licences. Viscount Walmor said that the number of wireless receiving licences in force was just over two and a half millions. There would be considerable congestion at the Post Offices if this large number of licences was renewable on the first of January, and he did not consider that it would be in the interest either of the public or of the Post Office to alter the present arrangement.

Abolition of Spark Transmission.

In reply to a question by Mr. Hore-Belisha regarding the use of spark transmission, Lord Walmor said that the International Radiotelegraph Regulations drawn up at the Washington Conference last year provided for a gradual reduction in the use of the spark system. Under these Regulations, all new land stations might be established on the spark system, and the use of spark transmitters by land stations was to be discontinued entirely by the end of 1934. The Regulations permitted the use of spark transmitters on ships, although after the end of 1929 no new spark transmitter might be installed of higher power than 300 watts, and after the end of 1939 no spark transmitter of higher power than 300 watts might be fitted on a ship.

The new Regulations would be applied in this country, and a start had already been made in the work of converting the British coast stations from the spark system to a different system.
SATURDAY, JULY 14th.

All Times are reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

BRUSSELS 509.5 metres) : 1.5 kW...6.0, Dance Music from the St. Sauveur Palais de Danse. 8.0, Song of Songs. 8.45, Ten Concert: Marc-Aurèle Duval: "Die Weisheit des Pinzons" (Saint-Saëns). Flute Solo: Pan et lesoiseaux (Mouquet), Barcarolle tesqueues (Gaubert), Petites muscles (Schmitl), Air de Ballet from Second ballet pittoresques (Massenet): "Cello Solo Chausson: Etude en rondeau. 9.0, Song of Songs: Allegro for des Voltes (Debussy). 9.30, Radio-Chronique. 9.30, Literary Selections. 9.30, Talk on Topical Events. 9.30, Concert related to the Astra RADAR News. 10.00, (approx.), Close Down.

BUDAPEST (555.5 metres) : 20 kW...5.0, Literary Talk, by Prof. J. Molyes. 6.45, Hungarian Songs (Fr. E. Komloshy, and Selection of Trigiane Music. 7.0, H. C. Tabory, Talk: What we saw in America. 7.45, Studio Performance of "Livy Programma, des Moszamos-Huszka); Talk on the Comic Element in Piano Music. 7.30, Prof. Kinde; Point, Talk: Goethe and Present Day Creative Art. 8.00, Programme from Vienna. 8.30, Programme from Prague. 9.00, News and Weather Report. 9.00, News and Weather Report. 9.15, Concert from Vienna. 9.30, Programme from Prague. 10.00, Programme from Vienna. 10.30, Programme from Prague. 11.00, Programme from Prague. 11.30, Programme from Prague. 12.00, Programme from Prague. 12.30, Programme from Prague. 13.00, Programme from Prague. 13.30, Programme from Prague. 14.00, Programme from Prague. 14.30, Programme from Prague. 15.00, Programme from Prague. 15.30, Programme from Prague. 16.00, Programme from Prague. 16.30, Programme from Prague. 17.00, Programme from Prague. 17.30, Programme from Prague. 18.00, Programme from Prague. 18.30, Programme from Prague. 19.00, Programme from Prague. 19.30, Programme from Prague. 20.00, Programme from Prague. 20.30, Programme from Prague. 21.00, Programme from Prague. 21.30, Programme from Prague. 22.00, Programme from Prague. 22.30, Programme from Prague. 23.00, Programme from Prague. 23.30, Programme from Prague. 24.00, Programme from Prague.
SATURDAY, JULY 14TH.

Report, News, Market Prices, and Time Signal. 8.2, Song Recital: Songs (Grieg), (a) Margaret's Cradle (Schubert), (b) Las Cantaritas (Lassus).-9.20, Market Report.-9.30, Orchestral Concert: Overture to Robert le Diable (Gounod), (Auber), Indian Lament (Dvorak).-9.60, Variety Shows: K. Schultze, (a) Haircut; (b) Charade (Metz); (c) Selection from Mome (Metz).-9.15, Talk: See and Hear.-9.30, Orchestral Concert: Selections from Medea (Graunke), Liebesfluss (Kuhlau), (Humperdinck).-9.50, Operetta: Le Galopin (Eiffel Tower) (500 metres), Grenoble (410 metres).-10.00, LESSE, Lille (250 metres), Limoges (300 metres).-10.15, C. Eiffel Tower (750 metres), Romans (380 metres).-10.30, Report, New from the Colonies.-10.45, Announcements.-10.55, Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call EPT (455 metres); 0.5 kW.—Programme relayed at Intervals by the Eiffel Tower Radio Station, from Lille (250 metres), Grenoble (410 metres).-1.00, Talk: The South.-1.15, Report, followed by Dance Music from the Colisee de Paris.-1.30, Close Down.

PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call PT (2850 metres); 5 kW.—8.00, Weather Report.-8.15, Concert: Mlle. Suzanne Guiller, Song: La Mariee du Seigneur (Rameau); Selections from Le Diable Baillant, (Chopin).-8.30, Selection from Les Mamelles de Tiresias (Gounod).-8.45, Talk: Selection from the Daily News.-8.50, Educational Programme, Talk: Selection.-8.55, Legal Programme, Talk: Selection.-9.00, Announcement.-9.15, The Origins of Religion, by M. Paul Ferrer; and—Political Economy.-10.00, Programme relayed by the Boudicca Station.-10.15, Close Down.

LILLE (Call PT), 284 metres; 0.5 kW.—11.30, Comedies.-12.00, Concert: Songs from the Northern France. 9.0, Culinary Talk by Mme. de Vigny, followed by La Delaunay. Comedy in One Act (Max Mémran).-12.15, Comedy du Nord.-12.30, Report, arranged by the Wireless World.
All Times are Reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.
Programmes from Abroad.

- The Anaciges of the Radio-Club de Lille. 1.55, Market Prices of Motor Oils followed by Programme of Talks and News. 2.00, Programme of Orchestral Music relayed from the Colombe de Paris. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2850 metres) 5 kW, 4.00 a.m., Time Signal on 2,960 metres. 6.40, Le Journal Parle par T.S.F., read by its prominent contributors. Talk by the Directors of the Races, according to the "Paris Sport," etc. by Dr. Pierre Vachet, Detective Asbliche, MM. René Carda, Alphonse Mieusement, Surchamps, Bertrand Dupeyrot, and others. 8.10, Words by Maurice Cases and his orchestra. 8.50, Time Signal on 2,600 metres. 11.28, Time Signal on 2,500 metres.

PARIS (Radio L.L.), (270 and 60 metres) 1 kW, 5.00 a.m., Time Signal, followed by Baseball Scores. 11.30 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 12.00 Midnight, Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.), (Monthly).

MILOTA (1,380 metres) 50 kW—Programme also for Stockholm (404.5 metres), Göteborg (461.5 metres), Malmö (380 metres), and Malmó (416.5 metres). 11.00 a.m., Divin Service and Sermon relayed from a Church. 12.35, Weather Forecast. 12.55, Time Signal. 1.35, Telephone Signal. 7.00 (approx.), Concert 7.30—Opening of the Thirteenth Temperance Congress, by Musical Selections. In the interval at 9.15, News Bulletin and Weather Report. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

MUNICH (530.7 metres) 4 kW, Programme relayed by Augsburg (566 metres), Kaiserlautern (394.1 metres), and Munich (241.9 metres). 10.10 a.m., Relay of Chimes from the Town Hall in Munich. 11.00 a.m., Programme relayed by Opera in three Acts. Text by M. Willner and Robert Dobbsky. Music by Franz Lehár, followed by Last News Bulletin and Concert Relay. 3.50, Sports Notes. 6.00, Sports Notes. 9.30, Sports Notes. 10.00, Infomercial. 10.30, Telephone, News Bulletin and Firemen's Safe. 11.00, News Bulletin and Weather Report. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

NAPLES, Call INA (553.3 metres) 1.5 kW, 4.00 a.m., Programme relayed by Naples (553.3 metres), Rome (1491.5 metres), and Italian Stations. 4.42, Radio News and Report and Programme for Children. 6.00, Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 8.30, Time Signal. 8.50, Wireless News. 8.40, Time Signal, followed by Report of the Harbour Authorities of Naples. 8.50, Vocal and Instrumental Concert with Elvira Alfano (Soprano), and Raff Aulicino (Baritone). 10.00, Sports Notes. 11.00, Sports Notes. 11.30 a.m., followed by Programme Announcements for the following day. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

OSLO (401.5 metres) 1.5 kW, Programme relayed by Oslo (401.5 metres), Molde (511 metres), Kristiansand (300 metres), and Bjørn (414 metres). 10.30 a.m. (approx.), Chimes followed by Last News Bulletin. 8.00, Time Signal and Musical Selections. 9.30 (approx.), News Bulletin and Topical Talks. 10.30, Telephone, Music relayed from the Hotel Bristol, Oslo. 12 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) 0.6 kW, 6.00 a.m., Programmes relayed by the following Stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres), Eiffel Tower (2,500 metres), Grenoble (116 metres), Lille (154 metres), Marseilles (110 metres), Nantes (533 metres), and Paris (1490.5 metres). 8.00 a.m., Time Signal and First News Bulletin. 10.35 a.m., International Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 11.00, Programme relayed by L'Association Générale des Auditeurs de I.S.F. 6.0, Le Radio-Journal de France, News Bulletin.
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5.30, Sports Notes. 9.00, Recital of Organ Music by George Gounod. 11.00, Programme of Dance Music relayed from the Colombe de Paris. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2850 metres) 5 kW, 5.00 a.m., Time Signal on 2,960 metres. 6.40, Le Journal Parle par T.S.F., read by its prominent contributors. Talk by the Directors of the Races, according to the "Paris Sport," etc. by Dr. Pierre Vachet, Detective Asbliche, MM. René Carda, Alphonse Mieusement, Surchamps, Bertrand Dupeyrot, and others. 8.10, Words by Maurice Cases and his orchestra. 8.50, Time Signal on 2,600 metres. 11.28, Time Signal on 2,500 metres.

PARIS (Radio L.L.), (270 and 60 metres) 1 kW, 5.00 a.m., Time Signal, followed by Baseball Scores. 11.30 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 12.00 Midnight, Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.), (Monthly).

MILOTA (1,380 metres) 50 kW—Programme also for Stockholm (404.5 metres), Göteborg (461.5 metres), Malmö (380 metres), and Malmó (416.5 metres). 11.00 a.m., Divin Service and Sermon relayed from a Church. 12.35, Weather Forecast. 12.55, Time Signal. 1.35, Telephone Signal. 7.00 (approx.), Concert 7.30—Opening of the Thirteenth Temperance Congress, by Musical Selections. In the interval at 9.15, News Bulletin and Weather Report. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

MUNICH (530.7 metres) 4 kW, Programme relayed by Augsburg (566 metres), Kaiserlautern (394.1 metres), and Munich (241.9 metres). 10.10 a.m., Relay of Chimes from the Town Hall in Munich. 11.00 a.m., Programme relayed by Opera in three Acts. Text by M. Willner and Robert Dobbsky. Music by Franz Lehár, followed by Last News Bulletin and Concert Relay. 3.50, Sports Notes. 6.00, Sports Notes. 9.30, Sports Notes. 10.00, Infomercial. 10.30, Telephone, News Bulletin and Firemen's Safe. 11.00, News Bulletin and Weather Report. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

NAPLES, Call INA (553.3 metres) 1.5 kW, 4.00 a.m., Programme relayed by Naples (553.3 metres), Rome (1491.5 metres), and Italian Stations. 4.42, Radio News and Report and Programme for Children. 6.00, Vocal and Instrumental Concert. 8.30, Time Signal. 8.50, Wireless News. 8.40, Time Signal, followed by Report of the Harbour Authorities of Naples. 8.50, Vocal and Instrumental Concert with Elvira Alfano (Soprano), and Raff Aulicino (Baritone). 10.00, Sports Notes. 11.00, Sports Notes. 11.30 a.m., followed by Programme Announcements for the following day. 11.00 (approx.), Close Down.

OSLO (401.5 metres) 1.5 kW, Programme relayed by Oslo (401.5 metres), Molde (511 metres), Kristiansand (300 metres), and Bjørn (414 metres). 10.30 a.m. (approx.), Chimes followed by Last News Bulletin. 8.00, Time Signal and Musical Selections. 9.30 (approx.), News Bulletin and Topical Talks. 10.30, Telephone, Music relayed from the Hotel Bristol, Oslo. 12 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) 0.6 kW, 6.00 a.m., Programmes relayed by the following Stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres), Eiffel Tower (2,500 metres), Grenoble (116 metres), Lille (154 metres), Marseilles (110 metres), Nantes (533 metres), and Paris (1490.5 metres). 8.00 a.m., Time Signal and First News Bulletin. 10.35 a.m., International Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 11.00, Programme relayed by L'Association Générale des Auditeurs de I.S.F. 6.0, Le Radio-Journal de France, News Bulletin.
Some Recent Additions to the Radio Section.

By R. P. G. DENMAN, M.A., A.M.I.E.E.

THE publicity created by the recent Royal Opening of the New Science Museum Building at South Kensington, and the substitution of a fine new entrance for the old, furtive, tortuous passage in Exhibition Road, have naturally had the effect of attracting large numbers of new visitors. On Easter Monday no fewer than sixteen thousand were admitted, and there is little doubt that three million mark will be reached this year. It is thought that the following notes on a few of the recent additions to the Electrical Communication Section will be of interest to readers of this journal, and especially to those who may be making a visit to the Museum during the next few months. Special reference will be made to some interesting models and objects which, by reason of their slightly greater complexity, might be passed over by visitors anxious to see as much as possible in a short time.

It may not be out of place to point out here that, unlike museums devoted to the Fine Arts, the importance of the objects in a Scientific Museum can seldom be estimated by their superficial attraction. For instance, at the time of writing a small and insignificant-looking object has been received, consisting of a pair of telephone receivers roughly mounted on either side of a common tuning-fork. The casual visitor might easily pass rapidly from this object to those which follow, namely, a replica of the preliminary stages of the Rugby Transmitter (where a power of 1,000 kW. is controlled by a tuning-fork), and the original B.B.C. Harmonic Drive apparatus installed at Aberdeen in 1926. But neither of these outstanding achievements in frequency control would have been developed in this form had not the Eccles valve-maintained fork preceded them, just as it precedes them in this collection.

It will be remembered that some years ago Dr. Eccles exhibited some three-dimensional models of valve...
At the Science Museum.—

characteristics. They were the first of their kind, and subsequently other models were made on the same plan in Holland and in America. It was decided that the Museum should construct a number of these models, and the work was carried out last summer. The valves chosen for illustration were the LS5, LS5A, and LS5B, together with a typical "soft" valve, the NR2A. The LS5 characteristic (Fig. 1) was constructed for the "ideal" case, and shows the theoretical relation between the anode current, anode voltage, and grid voltage, as given by the well-known Langmuir equation, but modified by the effects of saturation and secondary emission, as will be explained later.

Anode current is plotted vertically. Viewed from the front, i.e., facing the grid voltage scale, the model represents the well-known series of anode current-grid voltage curves, and the lines drawn from left to right across the surface represent these curves for a few of the infinite number which can be drawn. Viewed from

the right-hand side, the lines drawn at right angles to these represent the anode current-anode voltage curves at constant grid voltage. The steep sloping surface on the left of the model is, of course, the normal working part of the characteristics. It is bounded below by the bottom bend and above by the saturation plateau.

The two succeeding models (Figs. 2 and 3) show the observed anode current characteristics for LS5B and LS5A valves, having amplification factors of about 20 and 2 respectively. Since all the models are constructed to the same scale, these amplification factors manifest themselves as the tangent of the angle formed between the cliff-like surface and the front edge of the model (i.e., $\mu = \frac{\theta}{\theta_y}$).

It will be noted that when the anode voltage is above a certain value (actually about 25 volts in this case), and the grid voltage exceeds that of the anode, the anode current declines, as at the point marked (a) in the photographs. This effect is due to the copious liberation of secondary electrons from the anode by the impact of primary electrons drawn from the filament, and to their subsequent recapture by the more positive grid. This phenomenon is observed in all valves if the full characteristics are taken instead of the small portion which is normally used.

The grid current surface for an LS5A valve was obtained simultaneously with the anode current surface, and is given in Fig. 4.

The anode current characteristic of the NR2A, a soft valve containing helium gas, are shown in Fig. 5. The most notable feature of the soft valve is, of course, the sudden rise of current when the grid or anode voltage reaches the ionisation value. This gives rise to "discontinuities" in the curves, so that the flat slope of the hard valve gives place to a vertical drop, or precipice, as shown to the left of the letter "f" in Fig. 5. This model was built up in horizontal layers corresponding to the constant current contours which were actually plotted. The hard valve models were constructed in vertical sections from the familiar anode current-grid voltage curves at various anode potentials. All the models were made in wood and were then painted. The grid current characteristics of the NR2A valve were also plotted, but they are not shown here.

A model of great
At the Science Museum.—

Interest and fascination has recently been designed and presented by the Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited. It is a combination of a high-quality carbon microphone with a cathode-ray oscillograph, adapted for the visual inspection of acoustic wave-forms. Matters are so arranged that the wave-form produced by a 2 ft. organ pipe blown by compressed air and directed towards the microphone may be viewed on the screen of the oscillograph, and in comparison with this approximately sinusoidal wave-form one may then try the effect produced by singing or whistling into the microphone. The schematic diagram of the model is given in Fig. 6, from which it will be seen that the amplified potential of the wave-form to be studied is applied to the two plates AA of the oscillograph, and the time-base produced by the oscillating Neon tube arrangement is fed to the plates BB. In order that the frequency of recurrence of this time-base oscillation shall be synchronised as far as possible with the frequency of the wave-form under observation, a proportion of the output from the amplifier is fed to the oscillator. It is then no longer necessary that the latter frequency should be adjusted so as to be an exact multiple of the oscillator frequency, for this is automatically kept in step over the range of perhaps a semitone or so. In this way the designer has been able to reduce the number of controls on the model to one only, the L.T. switch, leaving the other hand of the observer free to manipulate the compressed air for the organ pipe.

It has, unfortunately, been found impossible to exhibit this working model in the Main Gallery, owing to the heavy cost of the tubes. It is kept in the adjoining Demonstration Room, where it may usually be seen in operation on application being made to the attendant.

Two ingenious models of electrical circuits are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The first is Mr. R. C. Clinker’s well-known model of an oscillating valve circuit con-
follows: Upon the motor being started suddenly, the main string commences to move. The weighted pulley cannot, however, start immediately (owing to its "inductance"). Its lag causes the spring to be drawn downwards (i.e., charges the condenser), displacing the upper and lower floating pulleys to left and right respectively. This action applies an accelerating torque to the weighted pulley, and also increases the speed of the string to a maximum by opening the air valve. During this time the mass gains speed, and the spring returns to the centre. When this happens, the weighted pulley has a greater peripheral speed than the small driving pulley, whose speed has been further lessened by the upward motion of the spring. Consequently the latter overshoots the central point, and in doing so shuts off the air and stops the driving pulley altogether. It then returns to the centre, again starting the string, and the operation is repeated, i.e., continuous oscillation is set up. The string moves forward in a series of jerks, and the weighted pulley exhibits an oscillatory motion superposed on a unidirectional one.

The detailed action of the equivalent electrical circuit and the disturbances pass along the system to the other end, where the terminal conditions which may be applied to the final lath determine the nature of the waves throughout the system.

If the end lath is clamped, or free, each wave is totally reflected, and by its encounter with the newly advancing waves produces the nodes and loops of a stationary system. Complete or partial reflection always occurs wherever there is an abrupt change in the impedance of a mechanical, electrical, or acoustic transmission channel, as, for example, at the junction of overhead and underground telephone lines, or in a poorly designed loudspeaker, gramophone, or similar apparatus.

At the receiving end of the system, distortionless reception without reflection of energy can only be attained if the receiving apparatus is "tuned" to the characteristic impedance of the line. In the model this is secured by loading the final lath with a spring and with two air-damping vanes. When these are properly adjusted the waves are progressive—i.e., the disturbances pass continuously from the driving end to the receiving end, although there is, of course, no material motion in this direction other than the slight compression and extension of the spiral springs.

Interesting Valve Models.

Since the mechanical resistance to the motion of the laths is small compared with their inertia reactance, the model forms a close analogy with the behaviour of a loaded telephone line, the amplitude of motion of the laths representing the amplitude of the current at any instant in any part of the line. It should be pointed out that whereas in the electrical analogy it is customary to assume constant voltage amplitude, in the model it is

Fig. 8.—Vinycomb's Wave Motion Machine. A simple harmonic motion of constant amplitude is imparted at one end so that the nodes and loops produced by reflected waves can be studied.

is fairly well known and will not be given here. It should be noted that no clear mechanical representation of the grid circuit is to be sought for in the model. In respect of the anode circuit, however, the analogy is very close.

The second model, illustrated in Fig. 8, is known as Vinycomb's Wave Motion Machine, after its designer, Mr. T. B. Vinycomb, of the Woolwich Polytechnic. It consists of a number of wooden laths supported on two long spiral springs. An approximately simple harmonic motion of constant amplitude is imparted to the end lath the maximum amplitude of displacement which is constant, for the drive is obtained from a rotating crank and connecting rod. Mr. Vinycomb has pointed out that this merely alters the scale of the response in a manner which varies slowly with frequency compared with the motion under constant force amplitude.

Progress in valve design is rapid, but an endeavour is made to keep pace in the Museum with the major developments. In addition to all the important valves of the past, visitors will find the Loewe, the screened grid valve, and the cooled anode transmitting valve con-

Fig. 9.—Model of the aerial system at the Hodium beam station.
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veniently sliced open for their inspection. Quite recently Messrs. Siemens and Halske have kindly sent over from Germany a series showing the early work of Schottky on four-electrode valves.

The Marconi Company have made very many important contributions, and some years ago they transferred to the Museum the whole of their private collection, including many of Senator Marconi’s earliest instruments. To this they have recently added models of the aerial systems at Berne and at the Bodmin Beam Station (Fig. 9), which were constructed for exhibition at the Volta Centenary Exhibition at Como last year and created much interest.

The Museum Demonstration Receiving Set is now well known and need not be described here. The special purpose of this set—to give (as far as possible under somewhat awkward acoustic conditions) regular demonstrations of what is at present to be understood by “good quality” transmission and reception—has been correctly interpreted by the majority of visitors, for whose convenience it was found necessary to publish the schematic diagram of the set (see Fig. 10). About one thousand of these diagrams have been sold, and it is therefore much to be hoped that the self-imposed limitations of its designers have been generally understood, for without modification the set is, of course, unsuitable for anything beyond very local reception.

General interest appears at last to have been aroused in the advantages of electrical reproduction from gramophone records. This new branch of gramophone technique is dealt with in Gallery XLIII, where demonstrations are given on most days with the H.M.V. electrical reproducing equipment, a description of which appeared recently in this journal.

To conclude, the author would always be interested to hear from readers in all countries who might be good enough to acquaint him of possible acquisitions of historical or modern importance. Objects illustrating inventions which mark a definite step in the progress of electrical communication are chiefly intended, and with few exceptions objects of subsidiary interest, such as documents, and so on, are not suitable for exhibition.

Like the subjects with which it is concerned, this Museum is international in scope. If the publication of this article should ultimately bring about the arrival of new exhibits from France, Germany, Sweden, America, or Japan, foreign visitors to the Museum no less than British will reap the benefit.

Short Waves from Denmark.

Signals on 94.24 metres, including picture transmissions, are being sent out regularly throughout July by ED72RL Radiolytteren, Raadhuisplads 55, Copenhagen V. The transmissions occur every Monday and Friday, beginning at 11 p.m. and continuing until 1 a.m.

A Hamlet in London.

The Sixth London Area Hamfest is to be held at Pinoli’s Restaurant, Wardour Street, W., on Tuesday next, July 17th, at 7 p.m. Tickets, price five shillings, can be obtained from Mr. J. Clarke, Chairman of the Social Committee, R.S.G.B., 107, Friern Barnet Road, London, N.11.

It is hoped that among those present will be representatives from several foreign countries, and the committee issues the assurance that all present will thoroughly enjoy the evening.

TRANSMITTERS’ NOTES

New Call-signs and Stations Identified.

G5OF H. Silver, 3G, Churchmore Rd, Streatham Vale, S.W.16. (Change of address).
G5OT H. V. Scott, 41, Hawkins St, Londonwerry, transmits on 42 metres.
2ABH M. Theofraste, Westminster, Chipping Campden, Glo., will be glad to report on any wavelength at any time during the week.
2AHU R. T. Pursey, Barnet, 2, Northdown Way, Cliftonville, Margate.
2AXH W. F. C. Greenhill, 9, Benson St, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.
EB470 Ad., van de Kerkove, Lasne, Brabant, Belgium, transmits on 42 metres and wishes to get into touch with British amateurs during the day time.

Heard in South Australia.

Mr. R. M. Anthony (OASC), 3, High Street, Unley Park, South Australia, sends us, through Mr. A. H. Gilbert, of Wimbledon, a list of British amateurs heard on the 25 metres band during March and April last:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2ES</td>
<td>R5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2BM</td>
<td>R4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AW</td>
<td>R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AO</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AD</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2AJ</td>
<td>R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2UW</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 uncertainties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further details of reception will be gladly furnished on request.

Latvia.

We understand that the forwarding agent for Latvia is M. Murkin, Tvaika 34, Riga.
Broadcasting from the Menin Gate.

One of the most interesting events in the early part of next month will be the relay from Ypres of the Menin Gate Memorial Service of the British Legion on Wednesday, August 8th. The technical arrangements for the relay will be practically similar to those used at the opening of the Menin Gate on Sunday, July 24th, last year. All British stations will relay the service, and I understand that the transmission will be tapped by the Belgian broadcasting authorities.

The Service.

The service, which begins at 11.30 a.m., concluding about noon, will consist of hymns and prayers, an address by the Archbishop of York, the sounding of the Last Post and the Réveillé, and the singing of the national anthems of Belgium, Britain, and France.

Last year, it will be recalled, the transmission was nearly perfect, except during a portion of King Albert's speech, when line disturbance caused an unfortunate break. This year every effort is being made by the British and Belgian engineers to ensure a perfect transmission.

With the B.B.C. at Clapham.

A certain amount of surprise appears to have followed the announcement, made in these columns a fortnight ago, that the B.B.C. staff at Clapham now numbers 76. Does the B.B.C. actually employ 76 engineers on research? asks more than one querist. The answer is, of course, in the negative. The above-mentioned number includes typists, clerical assistants, and, last but not least, a jobbing gardener whose main task is to keep the weeds under control in the extensive grounds. By the way, many perspiring amateur gardeners might appreciate a talk on weeds by the B.B.C. Weed Controller. What about it, Savoy Hill?

FUTURE FEATURES.

London and Daventry.

July 15th.—Bach's Church Cantata, "Behold Salvation Cometh Now."

July 16th.—Musical Comedy Programme.

July 17th.—A Military Band Concert.

July 18th.—"Hamlet," by William Shakespeare.

July 19th.—Charlott's Hour.

July 20th.—Supplementary Feature.

July 21st.—Light Orchestral Concert.

Daventry Experimental (5GB).

July 15th.—Albert Sandler and His Orchestra.

July 16th.—Symphony Concert.

July 17th.—Variety Programme.

July 18th.—A Military Band Concert.

July 19th.—An Orchestral Concert.

July 20th.—Ballad Concert.

July 21st.—Variety Programme.

Cardiff.

July 15th.—National Orchestra of Wales and Vocalists.

July 17th.—An Eye-Witness account of the England v. Wales Tennis Match, by Peter Freeman.

Manchester.

July 16th.—An Animals' Carnival.

July 21st.—An Eye-Witness account of the first day's play in the Second England v. West Indies Test Match, played at Old Trafford.

Newcastle.

July 17th.—Launch of "H.M.S. York" by H.R.H. the Duchess of York, relayed to London and Daventry.

Glasgow.

July 19th.—Ladies' Night.

July 16th.—A Programme of Folk Music.

What Would the Censor Say?

An organisation of the dimensions of the B.B.C. naturally employs a large collection of "supernumeraries," which suggests that there might be less interesting topics for a winter talks series than "Savoy Hill Secrets" by "The Lady with a Duster."

Mr. Baldwin to Broadcast.

The Prime Minister's speech at the assembly of the National Savings Association will be relayed to 2LO from the Hotel Majestic, Harrogate, on July 20th at 9.15 p.m.

For Listeners in India.

Principally for the benefit of listeners in India, S.S.W. is to begin a special early evening transmission on alternative Fridays, commencing on Friday next, July 13th. Hitherto the Chelmsford station has opened its evening transmission at 7 p.m., but on the evenings mentioned a start will be made at 6 p.m. (H.S.T.), with a break between 6.30 and 7.

An Industrious Playwright.

Cecil Lewis, who recently travelled to the peaceful Italian lakes to carry out his ambitious task of writing eight or nine radio plays, will return to London towards the end of this month with the first fruits of his labours. No fewer than three of these plays will be broadcast within nine days of each other. "Impressions in June," an adaptation of a German play by Max Moll, will be broadcast from 2LO on July 25th, while "Good Breeding," an original play by Cecil Lewis, is to be produced at 2LO on August 1st. He has also written a comedy sketch, "Chez Cupid," which will be included in London's variety programme on July 28th.

Gracie Fields to Broadcast.

One of the catches of the season in B.B.C. variety programmes is Gracie Fields, who will make her broadcast...
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debate on Wednesday next, July 18th, from 210 and 5XX.

The famous comedianne originally made her name in Manchester, and her subsequent success has supported popular dictum that what Lancashire thinks today, etc.

Fewer Talks.

The last of the school talks for the present session was given last week, and the series will not be resumed until the autumn. Another indication that the holiday season is upon us will be the cessation of the 7.25 p.m. talks series early in August. Thereafter, until September, the listener will be able to avail himself of self-contained talks of an informal nature, not belonging to a series. One of these will be given by Mr. Norman Angell on "Newspapers and Public Opinion" there will also be a talk on "Detective Novels."

The half-hour talk on Tuesdays from Daventry will also be dropped after July 17th.

Farewell to the Colours.

Three household terms in America have just faded out of existence. They were the "Blue Network," the "Red Network," and the "Pacific Coast Network," describing the three big groups of stations linked together under the National Broadcasting Company. To save confusion, programmes in future are simply to be labelled as emanating from stations associated with the N.B.C.

The "O.B." VAN. The B.B.C.'s newest vehicle photographed at Hendon on the occasion of the R.A.F. display. This van, which received first exclusive mention in these columns, embodies a control room and miniature "studio." It is used exclusively for outside broadcasts.

General Nuisance and His Army.

Tommy Handley is now regarded as the "star" radio comedian. His recent revue, "Immamm," evolved more letters from listeners than any previous revue in the last two years. Considering that the letter bag generally gets little patronage during the summer months, this is a very high tribute indeed.

"Tommy's" next revue, under the title of "Handley's Manoeuvres," will be presented from 5GB on August 3rd, and 2LO and other stations on August 4th. The author will take the part of General Nuisance, P.T.O., A.S.S., R.S.V.P., and the cast will include girl guides, boy scouts, and V.A.D. nurses. Other members of the party will be the Very Orderly Officer (John Armstrong), the Regimental Vets (Jean Allister and Miriam Ferris), and the Batly Batman (Philip Wade).

Where Was the Whistle?

Rare resourcefulness was shown by an official at 2RN, the Dublin station, a few days ago. A dramatic sketch was in progress, and towards the climax it was necessary that the shrill tones of a police whistle should ring out. Unfortunately, it was discovered at the last moment that the whistle was missing. There was a frantic search, growing more frantic as the play proceeded. When, however, the tension had reached its maximum, a member of the staff came rushing in brandishing a police whistle followed by its owner, a passing "lady," who seemed quite honoured at being invited into the studio to hear his whistle broadcast over Southern Ireland!
THE CONTROL ROOM.

Sir.—I would like to associate myself with every word your correspondent Mr. G. B. Hargreaves, in his letter appearing in your June 20th issue, says on the subject of the artificial "control of modulation by the B.B.C. in their musical transmissions. As it stands, the gramophone electrically reproduced through a really good amplifier and loud speaker system seems able to give a truer musical result than is possible from a B.B.C. transmission of the same thing, simply because in the case of the gramophone one finds recorded the full contrasts between forte and piano, with a result that is alive as compared with the deadness or flatness of the "controlled" and mutilated B.B.C. transmission.

It would seem almost axiomatic that, the optimum mean modulation adjustment for a given musical transmission having been ascertained, that adjustment should be left severely alone during the performance of the piece.

Beaconsfield, Bucks.

C. G. BANISTER.

June 25th, 1928.

RECEPTION OF SSW.

Sir.—Referring to paragraphs on SSW, page 562 of your valuable paper of May 23rd, I don’t think your correspondent of Ahwaz has solved the problem yet. I think he should look for the solution at his end. It appears to me from a number of the home papers that SSW is not getting the credit it deserves. Anyone who can get SSW seems to put the blame on that excellent station straight away.

I have only a two-valve set and can get SSW’s programme at L.S. strength any time they are broadcasting after sundown here; every word is as clear and distinct as if the speaker were in the same room as myself. There is not much difference in the quality between SSW and PCSS, but I give the former first place every time.

C. B. LEELEY.

Lahore, India.

June 9th, 1928.

MOVING COIL REPRODUCTION.

Sir.—I was very interested to read Mr. Cole’s letter in your issue of June 27th.

I have been working on a M.C. speaker for some seven months, and must admit that as far as wireless reception is concerned I am still not satisfied with the results. I have used both high and low resistance coils, cones of various sizes, and a variety of amplifier arrangements.

When I first got the speaker running I was extremely pleased, but soon became critical, and I find that the longer one uses this type of speaker the less tolerant one becomes of any defects.

Volume.—I have never obtained decent results unless the volume has been very considerable. Anyone hearing the speaker for the first time considers the volume too great, but one soon gets used to it. I think there is no doubt that the output volume must be comparable with the original input in order to obtain realistic reproduction.

Cone.—I have not found any very marked difference between a high and low resistance coil. I think the high resistance type is rather more efficient, but it is very difficult to make any quantitative tests worth much. The best results have been obtained, I believe, with a coil having about 2,000 turns of 46 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire on a 2 in. former. This operates in a 5/64in. gap. There is a very little clearance, as may be imagined, and I would not advise anyone to attempt to reproduce this coil, as the margin is too small. This winding, fed from a choke, is very efficient. However, generally speaking, I think the winding of the moving coil is of secondary importance as compared with the amplifier, at any rate as far as quality is concerned.

Cone.—I have found nothing better than the Bristol board, which is usually recommended. As to diameter, I have found that a cone about 8in. diameter is better than one fin. in diameter. This is a point where the experts do not agree. Captain Round states that 6in. is as big as it is advisable to go, whereas Mr. MacLachlan recommends a larger one. I do not find that the freedom of support is very critical. Most of my cones have been more free to move than is usual on commercial examples.

Amplifier.—I really think this is the key to the whole matter. The maximum H.T. available in my case is about 200 volts off D.C. mains. I am definitely not stating that the best results are obtained from a push-pull arrangement using L.S. 5A valves (two in all). I have tried D.E. 5A, but they are not so good. The valves are fed from a Ferranti transformer, through leaks (to prevent interoscillation). The output is obtained from a 25-1 Ferranti (unless a high resistance coil is being used). The push-pull scheme seems to bring out the lower notes, although I am beginning to find that one has to go further back, and that the output stage is not the only one to bother about. The detector seems to have a marked effect on the performance, and I am just tackling this point now.

It is really remarkable how one can go on improving the performance of the amplifier, and how this leads to discovering notes, of which one was previously quite unconscious. An excellent test is the dance music. There is a drum or some such instrumon which booms away more or less continuously, and which only begins to be really audible as one gets the amplifier working decently. If the average experimenter is not much more skilled than I am (an unfair self-guessing, perhaps), and he perseveres with his amplifier, he will be astonished to discover what a large percentage of the music he has not been hearing.

One hears of people obtaining excellent results by the use of one D.E. 5A as an output valve. The only conclusion I can come to is either that there is something very wrong with my equipment or that anyone who is satisfied with D.E. 5A results has never heard a speaker working anything like well.

It would be most interesting if someone who has had experience with a M.C. speaker working off a really high grade amplifier, and using high H.T. voltages, etc., would give his experience of the results which can be obtained from a D.E. 5A output. I refer to quality of reproduction rather than volume.

Wolverhampton.

C. H. S.

June 30th, 1928.

Sir.—Your correspondent Mr. Cole has found that volume can be satisfactorily controlled by varying the magnetising current to the pot magnet of his coil-driven loud speaker.

This method is certainly simple, effective, and worthy of some attention on the part of constructors. The writer uses a 6-volt pot winding consisting of two equal coils which may be put either in series or in parallel by means of a small switch attached to the speaker. This arrangement, together with an external resistance of about 12 ohms, enables a magnetising force varying from about 600 amp. turns to 3,000 amp. turns to be used.

The addition of an extra valve in parallel in the output stage produces a negligible increase in volume compared with that.
due to an increase in magnetising force from 600 to 3,000 amp.
turns.

The writer has made the same comparison as Mr. Cole be-
tween the high and low resistance types, but using the same
size gap for the coil and the same coil in each case. The impressions
made upon the writer were: (a) that the low resistance type of
instrument gave the most pleasing musical balance with
excellent definition; (b) that the high resistance type gave a
slightly greater response over the middle frequencies and a
lesser response in the base attended there at some lack of
clear definition; (c) that nine out of ten people would not
distinguish any noticeable difference between the two types;
d) that better definition results in the case of the high resis-
tance type when a 1:1 output transformer is used in place of a
choke filter output.

The writer is now using a low resistance type of instrument
having a gap for the moving coil of 451,000th of an inch.
This gap was originally made 251,000th, but it appeared that
the magnetising force available was producing saturation in the
pot magnet, and therefore it was less advantageous to retain
such a small gap than to have a little more room available for
the moving coil. Various writers in The Wireless World have
mentioned the advantages of the low resistance type from the
point of view of construction and of operation at a distance from
the amplifier.

Now a few words about reception. Is there anyone using a
well-designed coil-driven speaker and near enough to 2LO for
practically perfect detection who has not been annoyed by
faults and defects in the transmissions resulting from the so-
called "defective acoustics of the studios, and of silence
'cabinets, from which announcements are made, etc.? And
who has not suspected the receiver or speaker until ex-
perience and discrimination leads one to more accurately assign
the blame?

Finally, with all due acknowledgment to the B.B.C. for the
noticeable efforts being made by them, may it be hoped that the
occasions for complaint may become more and more rare.

Trusting this letter does not trespass too greatly on your
valuable space.

WALTER OLIVER.

Cambridge, N.I.
July 2nd, 1928.

Sir,—I should like to make a few comments on a letter
written to you by Mr. Lionel Cole on the subject of "Moving
Coil Reproduction." In my humble opinion he has obtained
exactly the results one would expect, but has not drawn the
correct conclusions from the experiments. It would seem to
me that No. 1 speaker was a really good instrument, but that
No. 2 was hopelessly inefficient.

The fault of experiment No. 1 was simply that the speaker
was delivering too much volume, and a judicious "tuning down"
of the receiver would have produced results comparable with
speaker No. 2, assuming, of course, that the tone qualities
of the two speakers were equal and the receiver constant.

It is well known that when the volume of a speaker is re-
duced the bass fades much more rapidly than the treble, so
reducing this to an absurdity, a point would be reached where
only the treble remained. The "slight accentuation," men-
tioned by Mr. Cole, of the treble is only a question of amount
of reduction. By reducing the field strength he has rendered
speaker No. 2 still less efficient. Personally, I should prefer
to keep the magnetic field strength as high as is reasonably
possible, and control volume by a valve as near the aerial end
of the set as possible. It is purely of no importance, from the
tone point of view, whether the gap is small or large, or the
coil high resistance or low with transformer. These points only
decide the efficiency of the instrument. I hope others will
come forward with their views.

A. F. B.
Blackheath.
June 27th, 1928.

IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGN STATIONS.

Sir,—May I question Mr. Southern's "axiom"? (Letter on
"Identification of Foreign Stations," The Wireless World,
June 27th.) He writes:—"I suppose it may be taken as an
axiom that a listener wishes to know what station he is hear-
ing?" But why? Listeners to foreign stations may be divided
into two main categories: (a) those who wish for entertain-
tainment, (b) those with a scientific or semi-scientific interest in distant re-
ception (range, fading, etc.).

(a) For entertainment purposes, we want to know, for ex-
ample, that condenser settings of 27½, 49½, will usually bring
the music at 8 p.m. on a clear day (when the vaunted "alter-
 natives" offered by the B.B.C. are a choice of religious pro-
gramma). For pure "entertainment," what more is required?
It does not matter whether it is "Petit Parisien" or "Vox-
haus.
(b) In the case of those interested in distant reception, per se,
we may assume that some sort of notebook or written record
will be kept (without which little more is gained than the ability
to boast: "I got Timbuctoo on a crystal"). From notes of
the condenser settings for a few (English) stations a rough
calibration curve for the receiver can be plotted, from which a
fairly accurate estimate of the frequency of the unknown station
may be made; a rough estimate of the signal strength, and a
reference to a list of stations arranged in order of frequency,
giving power and distance from the receiver, will usually leave
little doubt of the identity. Without much knowledge of
foreign languages, one can usually tell if the announcer's words
are in one of the groups French-Italian-Spanish or German-
Dutch-Flemish, if confirmation is required. I further suggest
that if any serious work is undertaken, or if the listener has
been given a receiver, some form of wavemeter is almost a
necessity, and can be constructed very cheaply (a very simple
wavemeter, say, £1, heterodyne £3). Descriptions of many have
appeared in The Wireless World. This should give readings
within about 1 per cent., in itself sufficient to identify almost
all stations.

I suggest that category (a) in search of entertainment out
number (b) (who can, as suggested above, locate their station by
its frequency if they have sufficient technical knowledge for
their observations to be of much use), and why should the un
willing or the non-user suffer interruption of their programme to satisfy the
curiosity of a minority?

C. R. COSENS.
Cambridge.
June 28th, 1928.

MUSIC RECEIVER.

Sir,—"W. M. G.'s" enquiry for a receiver that will repro-
duce music only is, I am afraid, at present, asking for the
impossible. If anyone can invent a receiver that will receive
music, but which utterly refuses to reproduce the human voice,
he will make a colossal fortune; he can market it at an exorbitant
price, and even so 90 per cent. of listeners will buy it.

But he can hope for no help in his researches from the B.B.C.
Cambridge.
C. R. COSENS.
June 28th, 1928.

HOSPITAL INSTALLATIONS.

Sir,—As we have close on 50 receivers working entirely and
successfully off the mains in hospitals in London and district, we
are in full accord with the letter of the Marconiophone Com-
pany in your issue of June 27th, when they expressed the view
that mains-operated installations are the only satisfactory solu-
tion.

We differ, however, from the Marconiophone Company when
they suggest that a visit to the set once a week should be neces-
sary. Most emphatically we would say that we have not found
it so. On the contrary, every hospital set of ours has operated
for a period of at least six months without any attention what-
ever except the moving of a switch on the wall, the set being
locally locked up, and in most instances we ourselves hold the keys.
One has not had to be unlocked for two years. Of another, that
has already been in operation two and a quarter years, the
door has only once been opened, and that only for a slight
delay in cutting down volume.

As regards automatic control, we have found no call for this:
but we are all ready to fit time switches should these be re-
quired.

W. E. H. HUMPHRYS.
London, W.I. (Managing Director, Read & Morris, Ltd.)
June 28th, 1928.

A. 37
An Indoor Aerial Tip.
It is necessary for me temporarily to operate my receiver on a short indoor aerial only about 15 ft. long. The set comprises H.F. amplifier, detector, and two L.F. stages, and has given exceptionally good results on a full-size aerial. Can you offer any suggestions as to how I can get the best out of it under present conditions?
W. F. T.

Your receiver probably includes the usual feature of an "aperiodic" aerial coupling, which will be designed to give a good compromise between selectivity and maximum signal strength on an aerial of normal characteristics. With the short length of wire you are at present using it is more than likely that the coupling to the H.F. grid circuit is exceptionally weak, and we suggest that you should try the effect of joining the aerial directly to the grid of the H.F. valve. In all probability this alteration will give a very considerably increased range.

... Synonyms
What is the difference between the expressions "amplification factor," "magnification factor," and "voltage factor" as applied to a valve?
H. L.

There is no difference between these expressions as commonly used. They merely represent different ways of saying the same thing.

... A Short-wave Attachment.
My receiver is of a compound type, the first H.F. stage having an ordinary three-electrode valve with neutralised transformer coupling, followed by a screened grid valve. If you consider the idea to be practicable, I should like to make up a superheterodyne unit for reception of the short waves, using the present first valve as a signal-frequency detector (anode lead) and the second H.F. stage as an I.F. amplifier. Will you give me a circuit diagram of the attachment?
C. J.

It should be possible to get the arrangement you propose to work quite well, and we give the circuit of a suitable unit in Fig. 1. It might be made in such a way that it can easily be connected to the set by a connector strip device, or in any other convenient manner.

Fig. 1.—An oscillator unit for converting an existing "2 H.F." set into a short-wave superheterodyne.

RULES
(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."
(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.
(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.
(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.
(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructive sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

The valve functions as an oscillator: L₁ is the aerial-grid coil, and L₄ and L₅ are plate and grid inductances. L₀ is the pick-up coil.

... Trouble with a Relay.
When a relay is inserted in the anode circuit of a valve, how is it possible to prevent the steady anode current which flows when no signals are coming in from closing its contacts? I find that it is possible to keep the relay contacts open only by overloading the grid so heavily that the increased current due to a signal is insufficient for its operation.
W. V.

It seems very probable that you have made no provision for sufficiently fine adjustment of grid voltage, and we recommend that you should use a potentialmeter in conjunction with a tapped dry cell battery. Coarse adjustment will be made on the latter, intermediate voltages between the 1½ volt "steps" being obtained by operation of the potentiometer, the slides of which should be set so that the contacts are on the point of closing when no signal is being received.

The most satisfactory arrangement is that of "unbiasing" the relay by a current in opposition to the steady anode current. Alternatively the valve should form one link of a bridge.

... Lost Emission?
A difficulty has arisen with regard to the first L.F. amplifier of my four-valve receiver, for which a negative bias of 1½ volts is recommended. I find, however, that results are distinctly better if the bias is omitted altogether. Do you think that this indicates that something is wrong, and if so, can you make any suggestions?
R. J. S.

Unless your valve is of the special type in which grid current starts low, you can assume with confidence that the L.F. amplifier is not working properly without negative bias. We think it probable that the valve is actually receiving an anode voltage very much less than is required; assuming other valves in the set to be functioning normally, this is probably due to an extremely high resistance in its anode circuit. Alternatively, the valve may have lost its emission.
There is only One Type of Receiver that will get ALL STATIONS, that's a "SUPER HET," and the Super Het that will do this is "THE LIBERTY."

**SUPERSONIC UNITS (KITS) 10'3,000 METRES.**

Will receive ANY station including AMERICAN and AUSTRALIAN on loud speaker.

Suitable for Table or Portable Receivers.

NOTE. 2 Controls only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>AERIAL</th>
<th>OSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LONG WAVE STATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Paris</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daventry</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metz</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliszko-berg</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warsaw</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverstrum</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leningrad</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM WAVE STATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerke</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Actual Log of Super HET No. 1921.**

**Technical Tests and Reports.**

"WIRELESS WORLD," November 24th, 1926.

The Makers claim of range and selectivity are in no way exaggerated. (See further report, July 4th, 1928.)

"LIVERPOOL POST," October 28th, 1926.

A "Liberty" 8 valve Super-Heterodyne Receiver was then tuned in, on which, without aerial or earth, the New York dance bands were heard as plainly as those of London.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS," September 5th, 1925.

We were particularly struck with the ease with which stations may be tuned in. With each Receiver is given a calibration card, by setting the condenser dial to these settings, the receiving of various stations is mere child's play.

"MODERN WIRELESS," Elstree, October, 1926.

Excellent loud speaker reception on a number of stations was obtained in daylight on a small frame aerial, among these were Birmingham, Bournemouth, Manchester, London, Cardiff and Nottingham. Gave excellent results and can be recommended.


The result was satisfactory. We counted 31 stations actually logged at loud speaker strength.

"THE BROADCASTER," September, 1926.

This test was successful and we were able to tune in about a score of stations apart from those in England. Though in fair proximity to London station, this was easily tuned out and Manchester came in at loud speaker strength.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
NOTES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is:

12 words or less, 1/-; and for every additional word, 1/6; 24 words 2/-; more than 48 words, 1/12 per word.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a copy stands in advance, and in the absence of fresh instructions the entire series is repeated from the previous issue: 3 consecutive insertions, 2/6; 5 consecutive, 10/-; 10 consecutive, 32/-.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous to which day and on SUNDAY evening at the Branch Offices, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry, Goldsmiths' Bursar and the Royal Exchange, Birmingham, 550, Deansgate, Manchester).

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular issue may be automatically inserted in the following week unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in for payment for advertisements should be made payable to M. & C. Co. and crossed "The Wireless World." No Orders accepted for less than 10s. Postal Orders must be made payable to the "Wireless World." Only the number will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed "Advertiser, The Wireless World," Four Horse House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who reply to advertisements that are warned against sending remittance through the post are requested in all such cases that the Deposit System is recommended, and the reply should be closely marked "Deposit Department." No Deposit System.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our Deposit System, the money being deposited with "The Wireless World," and all orders sent in the normal course, and if it be thought necessary to remit the amount to the seller, but if, not, we return the remittance to the depositor. Calls are paid by the buyer, but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no new arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or damage himself, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions over £1, a small fee (£1 in charge on transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2s; over £50, 5.). All deposit orders are dealt with at Four Horse House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money orders should be made payable to M. & C. Co. Limited.

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED APPARATUS.

We have made an arrangement with the Patentee whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed receiver not licensed under the Home-Construction and Supply of Apparatus Act, 1928, may license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to above.

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for his advertisement, will, in every case make use of a Box No., and should add to the price which he actually offers, the amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, i.e., in the case of Marconi receivers the amount should be calculated at 1/6 per valve holder. If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount due in respect of royalties, which amount will be shown on the receipt of the purchaser.

SPECIAL NOTE.

Readers who reply to these advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to wait the silence as an indication that the goods advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each one by post.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

Read and Morris Ltd., for mains sets and components, the mains pioneers: in 1924, 22 London hospitals are equipped with 100 Morris mains sets, using no batteries; some of these sets have not required attention of any kind for over two years—just a switch on the wall, giving half-tone tone, with no batteries. Sets supplied over 500 pairs pigeons and loudspeakers. Improvements in mains sets made in a government hospital 600 miles from the nearest town, by Morris mains sold in 1921, and still operating well.

Read and Morris Ltd., 2½-valve sets for D.C. mains, 1½-vatro for A.C. mains, 4½ for A.C. mains, 7½/10, or. D.C. mains, £4; or. D.C. mains, £4; for hybrid transmitters, £2½; for hybrid receiving valves, £1½.

Read and Morris Ltd.—Why we accumulate 5½- or A.C. mains! The London 1½-vatro unit is a complete automatic, negligible cost, always ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1½ amperes at 2, 4 or 6 volts, and operates any set.

Read and Morris Ltd., under the design and construction of 2½-valve sets, made for the individual and group results. It will pay you to ask for these sets because buying else will.

Read and Morris Ltd., have second-hand sets purchased by the London "Wireless World." Telephone City 0191.

ELECTRAPHONICS.

To see the new Showrooms! We save you Pounds.

ELECTRAPHONICS 218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

Telephone City 0191.

"Use ETON and avoid eaten CELLS.

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. Porous Pot Cells. 5½ and 2½ A.C. Cells. All complete.

1-cell 2-cell 12-cell 30-cell
P1 6½d. 3½d. 15/-
S1 2½d. 9½d. 10/-
S2 4½d. 2½d. 3½d.
Send 1½d. stamp for booklet giving full particulars.

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
46 St. Mary's Road, LENTON, E.10.

Traders Catalogue.

Cabinets, Ebonite, Components, Speakers.

Dear Sirs, or kind alarm, send for illustrated list.

Peruse Radio, Broadstairs.

TANNAY.

A.G. and D.C.

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS.

A cheaper dry battery!

Contrast with a large capacity dry battery.

THINK OF IT—ONE SMALL OUTPUT—THAT'S ALL.

No trouble. No apparatus.

Components also supplied from 3½d. 7½d. Send for full details.

Telephones: MANUFACTURING CO.
TANNAY ED. WORCESTER 88 & 87

THE W.M. DAVEX

ELIMINATOR

A neat wave trap switch for 5XX and SGB. Efficient for all sets.

ST. MARY'S MOTOR CO.
Market Harborough.

CELESTION

The Very Soul of Music

Write to Dept. C

THE CELESTION RADIO CO.
Hampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames.

Showrooms:
33/35, VILLIERS ST., LONDON, W.C.
Associated: CELESTION CO., PARIS.

COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

EVERYMAN Coils. Four. Three. "W.V." Five. 15;
each wound with D.C. wire instead of Litz, 1/3;—
Jennings.

2 H. E., Everyman, 3 with bases, 39/6; high wave.

SELECTOR Four, 2 with bases, 27/75;—
Jennings.

IPTZ Wire (genuine), 27/42, 70 turns, 4 ½ lbs.; tubes.

EVERYMAN Coil Elitone Bases. 1/6 each; screens.

TONAFLEX, unnamed. 1/6,—
Hainer, 11, Burm. Rd., Wimbledon.

NEW All-wave Four Coils, complete set (4), with
base, 20/6; guaranteed to specification; other
costs for W.W. sets at moderate prices.—Langfitt.

SUPER Seven Internationals—electrolyte wired, in
copper boxes as specified, 25/15;—insulated
variable transformers, in small copper cases, 15/6;—
separate T.F. transformers, in small copper cases, 25/6;
21/6.—Morley, 18, Grampian Hill Rd., Catford.
**IN A CLASS BY ITSELF**

The GOODMAN "SENIOR" MODEL
Complete Kit from £5 - 10 - 0

Goodman Moving Coil Loudspeaker Components are in a class by themselves. Our aim to give you really high-class efficient products, rather than a cheap and unsatisfactory article, has justified itself by the remarkable popularity of all our Loudspeaker Components. Particulars of other multi-systems, e.g. £5-10, are on application. Write for illustrated lists.

**PERFECT TERMINALS**

The unique advantages of the Belling-Lee patented terminal:
- Insulated Non-rusting engraved top.
- Highly finished screw-action insulated nut.
- Non-threaded stem and cross-hole.
- Specially made to grip spade or pin terminal or flex.
- Shielded metal clamping faces.
- Highly finished insulated collar.
- Metal parts nickel-plated.
- Transverse slot with clamping nut eliminating soldering. Guaranteed.

**PRICES.** Type "B" - Standard large insulated model. Polished black bakelite, 9d. each.
Type "M" - As type "B" but smaller, and with only the engraved top insulated, 6d. each.
Type "R" - Cheap competitive insulated terminal with rotating name, 3d. each. Made with 33 diff. engravings.

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

JULY 11TH, 1928

**COLLS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.**—Contd.

B and J.—All "Wireless World" colls from stock.
B and J.—Everyman coils; 30/- pair.
B and J.—Everyman coils, phono type, B.H.C., 36/-; F.N. 36/-; 9d. pair; your coil costs 7/-
B and J.—Regional and Standard Four, 77/- set; Selection Four, 42/- set; Everyman 60/- set.
B and J.—C.O. corked up to usual money back guarantee, see also display advertisement at head of mile-Bell House columns.
B and J. WIRELESS Co. (for) "Wireless World" Receivers, details of types in regular production; any type quoted.

**ERCLIF COILS FOR A.C. VALVE RECEIVER, as specified: 26/- pair; interchangeable long and short wave, 73/- set.

**ERCLIF COILS FOR D.C. MAINS THREE, as specified, interchangeable: 83/- set.

**ERCLIF COILS FOR SUPER SEVEN, 3 I.F. transformers, complete, 50/-; copper box, 17/-6.

**ERCLIF COILS for Everyman, still the standard of excellence: 33/- pair.

**ERCLIF COILS for Cascade I.F. Amplifier: 10/- each.

**ERCLIF COILS for Screened Valve Everyman: 35/- set.

**ERCLIF COILS for Standard Four: 77/- set of 4

**ERCLIF COILS for All-Wave Four: 42/- pair.


**ERCLIF COILS for Selection Four: 51/- set of 4.

**ERCLIF COILS for all Modern Circuits.

**ERCLIF COILS for Unapproached Quality and Reputation.

**ERCLIF COILS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES: above is only a selection from our requirements. Can supply to your requirements.

**ERCLIF, the six-year-old trade mark of the makers of the best coils, the people who never let you down; send for our free list before you decide. trade supplied anywhere—Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd., Smethwick Tel.: Smethwick 741.

**DYNAMOS, ETC.**


M.J. Anode Concentrator, type, £2, or 2 volts, 12v. volts, delivers 20 milliamperes at 120 volts, cost £12 15/-, excellent result; ours, expect first offer £26. Box 7153, c/o The Wireless World.

**GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS, ETC.**

OEWIE Pick-up, 13/6, new.—Hamer, 11, Bursa St., Paddington.

Two Brown Pick-ups for Sale: £2 10/- each; as new: cost £4.—Brown, 2, Woodland Terrace, Inwood.

**LOUD-SPEAKERS.**

GOODMAN'S can give prompt delivery of Moving Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with highest possible grade workmanship. List MC1 on request.—Goodman, 22, Farrington St., E.C.4 [0089]

Baker's Bellhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give the best results, and they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.

**PEERLESS JUNIOR RHEOSTAT.**

There is a "Peerless" Junior Rheostat. No rheostat will give you easier or finer control. A definite OFF position makes short circuiting impossible. The current of two valves can be safely carried. The single and double unit mounting, in size 1½, 1¾, high. Resistances 3, 6, 10 or 15 or 20 ohms.

From all good dealers or direct:—

THE BEDFORD ELECTRIC & RADIO CO., LTD.
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

**FOR EVERY TYPE OF VALVE.**

Please mention "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
A WONDERFUL MOVING COIL NEW LOUD-SPEAKER

THE new Radielle High-resistance Moving-Coil Loud-Speaker of the new Radielle VS. 814, 1214, and 1414 series is designed to give the user a continuously variable performance at all times. It is based on the established principle of the E.I. Moving Coil, and is available in three models: 1414, 1214, and 1414. The 1414 is the best model for use in home entertainment systems, while the 1214 is the best model for use in public address systems. The 1414 is the best model for use in professional recording studios.

**Radielle**


**Phone:** Hum. 6394.

**Prices:**
- For use with a 40-watt amplifier: £15.0.0
- For use with a 100-watt amplifier: £16.5.0
- £15.0.0 to £16.5.0 complete with microphone and amplifier.

**THE NEW ALL-WAVE FOUR**

The exception for BERCLIF STANDARD COILS

following their use and specification for this wonderful new receiver, being met by greatly increased production. Meanwhile please order as early as possible to assure us in maintaining good service. TRADE SUPPLIED QUICK DELIVERY.

**BERCLIF STANDARD COILS at 79/- the set.** (As specified for the NEW ALL-WAVE FOUR.)

**BERCLIF COILS FOR ALL “WIRELESS” RECEIVERS.** First in the field; first in quality; first in design; first in success. Berclif receivers are the most successful in the market. They give the best possible results.

**Trio**

**Valves.—Cont.**

P 1. British Valves, 1929 type, 5/6 each; Power D, 5/6, every valve, 5/6, and 10/6. 10/6 each.

**COMPONENTS ETC., FOR SALE.**

BELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give the user a continuously variable performance at all times. It is based on the established principle of the Belling-LEE Moving Coil, and is available in three models: 1414, 1214, and 1414. The 1414 is the best model for use in home entertainment systems, while the 1214 is the best model for use in public address systems. The 1414 is the best model for use in professional recording studios.

**Trio**

**Even the most careful make mistakes but not with THIS model!**

One of the excellent features to be found in the Trio EX-2 Reg. Dipole Valve Holder is the Red indicating anode socket which enhances correct connections and makes testing impossible. A thorough- ly efficient component of the Trio valves.

**Trio Switches**

A switch that gives the good quality of clean performance that gives trouble-free operation. The Trio EX-2 Reg. Dipole Valve Holder is the best choice for all types of electronic equipment.

**Trio Transistors**

A transister that gives the best quality of clean performance that gives trouble-free operation. The Trio EX-2 Reg. Dipole Valve Holder is the best choice for all types of electronic equipment.

**Trio Supplies**

The Trio EX-2 Reg. Dipole Valve Holder is the best choice for all types of electronic equipment.

**Trio Telephones**

A telephone that gives the best quality of clean performance that gives trouble-free operation. The Trio EX-2 Reg. Dipole Valve Holder is the best choice for all types of electronic equipment.

**Mention of “The Wireless World.” when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.**
"OF PROVED EFFICIENCY" MOVING-COIL LOUDSPEAKERS

Permanet Magnet Models. Require no accumulator.

£6.5-0

WRITE FOR NEW LISTS

Electro Magnet Models to suit Requirements.

£3.10-0

and £4.7-0

The Wireless Press and Public agree that components manufactured by BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO give the best possible results.

SERVICE Immediate Delivery.

QUALITY Acknowledged to be the best obtainable.

If you require advice, write to the Query Department

BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO.

REPAIRS.

-will accept claimed on Deferrared Terms from the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

INSTITUTE on GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO.

FORWARDED by the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

PAID UPON DELIVERY.

Shipping Orders may be placed by telephone.

REPAIRS.

-will accept claimed on Deferrared Terms from the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

INSTITUTE on GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO.

FORWARDED by the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

SHIPPING ORDERS MAY BE PLACED BY TELEPHONE.
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FORWARDED by the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

SHIPPING ORDERS MAY BE PLACED BY TELEPHONE.
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INSTITUTE on GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO.

FORWARDED by the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

SHIPPING ORDERS MAY BE PLACED BY TELEPHONE.

REPAIRS.

-will accept claimed on Deferrared Terms from the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

INSTITUTE on GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER’S "SELHURST" RADIO.

FORWARDED by the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.

SHIPPING ORDERS MAY BE PLACED BY TELEPHONE.
THE WIRELESS WORLD

May not be reprinted without permission of the publisher.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

INSIST UPON SEEING AN

EPOCH

MOVING COIL SPEAKER

ASSEMBLY

BEFORE PURCHASING A KIT.

The latest model is the last word in perfection.

£3-10-0

ALMOST COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED

(Final assembly is a simple half an hour's job)

Send for leaflet explaining
Points of Superiority
over all other makes.

FROM ALL DEALERS AND FROM

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,

PERTINAX PANELS

Super Bakelite Board

PRICES

UNBREAKABLE

MAD EABLE

Made to be following colours—natural brown, black rush and honey-

brown, Natural brown, 4d. per sq. in. Order your supply to-day.

Bakelite Brown, 2/6 per sq. in. Order your supply to-day.

Natural Col. Nat. Cal. 7x14 7x16 7x20 7x24 7x28 7x32 7x36 7x40 8x20 8x24 8x28 8x32 8x36 8x40 8x44 15/4 15/8 16/4 16/8 16/12 16/16 16/20 16/24 16/28 16/32 16/36 16/40 16/44 B.1/4 Thick. B.1/2 Thick.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

STEP by step Wireless, a complete course of the theory and practice of electricity in connection with the design and construction of wireless apparatus, written in popular language and illustrated with practical diagrams, Leathes and Warden, 2s. 6d. net, and Leathes, 3s. 6d. each.

"THE A.B.C. of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude L. Lyons, M.I.E.E., 10s. 6d., contains 250 pages, 200 black and white diagrams, and 500 lines of text. Mr. Lyons, the acknowledged authority on crystal receiver construction, deals in his book with the principles of superheterodyne reception, and gives his special method of wiring. The book is illustrated with 60 diagrams, and is a compendium of all that is known about superhet designs.

COILS and SPRINGS

Composed of the best materials, these coils are used in all our transmitters, and are manufactured under the personal supervision of Mr. Lyons. The coils are made in various sizes and shapes, and are marked with the initials of the manufacturer. The coils are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of coil required.

ELECTRIC LAMPS

These lamps are made in various sizes, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. They are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of lamp required.

MADE EABLE

COILS and SPRINGS

Composed of the best materials, these coils are used in all our transmitters, and are manufactured under the personal supervision of Mr. Lyons. The coils are made in various sizes and shapes, and are marked with the initials of the manufacturer. The coils are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of coil required.

ELECTRIC LAMPS

These lamps are made in various sizes, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. They are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of lamp required.

MADE EABLE

COILS and SPRINGS

Composed of the best materials, these coils are used in all our transmitters, and are manufactured under the personal supervision of Mr. Lyons. The coils are made in various sizes and shapes, and are marked with the initials of the manufacturer. The coils are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of coil required.

ELECTRIC LAMPS

These lamps are made in various sizes, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. They are supplied with connecting wires, and are guaranteed to be free from defects. Orders should be placed with the dealers, and all orders should be accompanied with a specimen of the type of lamp required.
**REPAIRS**

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker or head-phones repaired and dispatched within 48 hours—Twelve Months' Guarantee with each repair. 4/- Post free.

**Transformer Repair Co., Dept. W., 214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, B.W.10**

---

**B.T.H. B11 Valve**

From stock 22/6 each

*FOR YOUR MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.*

6 volt, 15 amp., H.T. volts 200, a.m.p. factor 3.5. Anecho. A.C. Res. 2,500 ohms, H.T. C.C. 1,400.


**Dept. W. N.1, Grafton St., Tottenham Court Road, W.1**

---

**CONTROL**

Far off in the distance sounds the warning note of the silent expert. Its tone is the signalman's warning, his orders. It gives the signalman's orders, his orders, his orders, his orders. CONTROL is everything. A SIFAM Radio Meter is CONTROL. Learn the importance of SIFAM Control in Radio.

---

**SIFAM**

For the Best in Precise Specifications. Guaranteed.

**RADIO METERS**

Test for "Terminating Distortions." Free from W.7.

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD., Bush House, Aldersgate, W.C.2

---

**VAR-LAC**

**Multi-way Battery Cable**

is sold by the yard

Seven different coloured leads under one water, acid and flame proof covering. No matter how far your batteries may be from your set, VAR-LAC will reach them. Scrap those untidy wires and use VAR-LAC Battery Cable. FOR WEATHER, CONVENIENCE AND EFFICIENCY Supplied in any length. If your dealer is out of stock write direct. 1/3 per yard.

**FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC CORDS LTD., QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDX.**

---

**Books on Wireless**

Write for complete list to


---

**Accumulators "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.**

H.T. Accumulators 60 volts 3 amp. hour type, 62 Semi-oil Submerged Complete as Illustrated. Price DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volts, 6 amp. hours 22/6 30/-

The World's Best, High Tension Accumulator and Constant British Manufacture. The Unique Semi-oil Submerged, inset of the world absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery last a lifetime. Write for list.

**SOLD ON APPROVAL SYSTEM.**

**Index to Advertisements.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Advertisements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Williams &amp; Moffat, Ltd., Ladypool Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>British Electrical Engineering Industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Various manufacturers and suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Various manufacturers and suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Various manufacturers and suppliers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Various manufacturers and suppliers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Regal Range of Resistances!**

There is a "CLAROSTAT" for every resistance purpose, each the last word in neatness and efficiency. Made in the following types:

- **POWER Clarostat.**
- **GRID LEAK Clarostat.**
- **VOLUME CONTROL Clarostat.**
- **TABLE TYPE Clarostat.**

From your Dealers. Literature FREE from:

CLAUDIA LYNCH, 76, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

**The Wireless World Everyman Four**

32-page BOOKLET. By W. JAMES

This booklet contains full constructional details for a remarkably efficient "Two-Control" Receiver, for long or short waves. The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive, and has a high degree of selectivity. The set is easily built and very simple in operation.

Price 1/2 post free.

FOREIGN PROGRAMMES

The Wireless World

AND

RADIO REVIEW

The Paper for Every Wireless Amateur

Wednesday, June 18th, 1928

THE VALVE WITH THE WONDROUL P.M. FILAMENT

Improves any radio receiver, consumes only 0.075 amp. filament current and gives long and faithful service.

Mullard

THE MASTER VALVE

'Whiteline' for Safety

THE WHITELINE VALVE HOLDER

PRICE 2/3

Bowyer-Lowe

RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

IF IT'S T.C.C.

THAT IS ALL YOU NEED KNOW OF A CONDENSER

THE "D.C.5."

No. 464. Vol. XXIII. No. 3.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper for transmission in the United Kingdom.
amazing
device
Keeps it
silently, automatically
charged

In theory it's a trickle-charger—but not in nasty habits! It's so silent you can even listen in while charging. And there's no valve—yet no creeping of electrolyte. As for overloads—it smiles! Just fit it—then let it keep your L.T. accumulator always fully charged (off A.C. mains), automatically, from that day on. Ask your dealer now.

LOOK AT THE PRICE

37/6

COMPLETE

FULLER'S
'BALKITE'

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD.
GROVE ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX.

Choose Lotus components for good connections

A contact made with a Lotus Jack, Switch or Plug is perfect. Very careful attention is paid to the detail in these components. They have nickel silver springs and pure silver contacts and are made of the finest bakelite mouldings. They occupy less than $1/2$" behind the panel and the fan-tailed spring ends make wiring easy to plan. Any set you make or buy will be more sound, neat and reliable for the inclusion of Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs.

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Remote Control and the Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holder.

GARNETT, WHITELEY AND COMPANY LIMITED
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
There's one good point about buying "Mullard"

—it is Security. The position they hold to-day is unassailable. They have achieved it by quality of production and by intelligently fostering the popular development of radio.

Now, I look at it this way. These people wouldn't take the risk of selling anything which would weaken their reputation, and apart from this it is obvious that their manufacturing and research organisation is second to none. In short, I make the name MULLARD a guarantee for all my radio purchases.

The wonderful Mullard P.M. Filament remains the fundamental basis of Mullard Valve construction and the secret of the improvement effected by Mullard P.M. Radio Valves in any receiver. The qualities of this filament are understandable—length and strength of filament, greater emission surface, low current consumption. The improvement is apparent the moment they are fitted into the valve holders.

Radio dealers are gradually increasing their range of Mullard products, the latest addition being the Mullard "Permacore" Transformer. It pays to keep an eye on new Mullard products.
In the Argentine (land of the "Pampas")

On the great cattle ranges the "Brown" Loud Speaker is treasured beyond price, it brings laughter and song to lonely lives. In the cities too it is known and valued, for the Argentines are a musical people; the best

only satisfies their taste.

All the world over the "Brown" sets and maintains the standard of Loud Speaker reproduction. Wherever perfection is required, there is a "Brown."

They listen to the

Brown

The Loud Speaker on which the sun never sets.

Advt. S. G Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue, North Acton, London, W.3

---

Mains Transformers and Chokes

Parmeko Mains Components are built for the home constructor. They give him assurance of complete success because they are specially designed for their work. Robust, efficient and reliable ... Parmeko products are chosen by the constructor every time because Parmeko gives him exactly what he wants.

Eliminators and all components for building Eliminators of all outputs for all purposes, and all Valves.

We supply complete or for construction:
Full and half Wave Valve Eliminators.
Full Wave Rhythm Eliminators.
Full or half Metal Rectifier Eliminators.
Transmitter High Voltage Eliminators.

Mains Transformers made exactly to your requirements at standard prices. Moving Coil 3 winding Transformers up to 600-0-600.

All kinds of Smoothing Chokes.

---

PARMEKO DOUBLE CHOKE—
Inductance — — — — — 80 henries
Current-carrying capacity of windings, 50 milliams
Resistance — — — — — 475 ohms
Price — — 25-

PARMEKO TRANSFORMER—
The output of the filament winding, 5½ volts 2 amperes.
The output of the H.T. winding, 120 x 176 volts, 50 milliams.
The recommended Rectifying Valve, 1½ or similar.

Price — — 30-

PARTRIDGE & MEE, LTD.,
12, Belvoir Street, LEICESTER.

---

PERTRIX

—that is the name of the battery that gives 50% better service than any of its competitors. There is no salt-ammoniac in a "Pertrix" Battery, and that means longer and better service. Why this should be is fully explained in our new free list. Put the words "P3 Please" on a P.O. and post it straight away to:

A.F.A. Accumulators Ltd., Pertrix Dept., 120, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1

"P3 Please"
We do the rest.

---

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
IN H.F. and L.F. stages, especially transformer coupled and as a detector, the new S.P. 16/G (Green Spot) with its excellent characteristics will recognisably improve any set. The low filament consumption makes it particularly suitable for the popular portables. Observe the characteristics of the S.P. 16/G Valve and try one at the earliest opportunity.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

In the last stage an S.P. 18/RR power valve should of course be used.
THE EVER POPULAR
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
that are incorporated in the world's most famous Radio Receivers.

TELSEN
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Radio's Choice
For bass value.
For maximum volume.
For perfect reproduction.
For use in any circuit.
For better Radio reception.

"ACE" 8/6
Balanced 5-1 and 3-1.
Specially designed for Portable sets and where space and light weight are desired.
As fitted in specification of the EVERMAN PORTABLE TWO TRANSFORMERS.

"RADIOGRAND"
12/6 Radio
5-1 & 3-1.
The above illustrates our standard model for which we have been experiencing an extraordinary demand. The high degree of efficiency renders this component worthy of inclusion in the best sets where pure distortionless reproduction is the aim. Receiver manufacturers and home constructors alike can utilize Telsen L.F. Transformers with the greatest confidence. They are entirely British made by specialists.

YOUR DEALER WILL BE PLEASED TO
SUPPLY ON 14 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
Every Instrument guaranteed 23 months.
IF UNABLE TO OBTAIN WRITE:
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Head Office and Works:
207, ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM
Phone: Central 9565. Telegrams: Evert, Bham.

LOEWE RADIO
GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
Hear your gramophone records through your loud-speaker at any strength you like... clearer, more lifelike, without a trace of distortion.

The Loewe Pick-up. No alteration to gramophone or set. Your dealer.

THE LOEWE RADIO (4, 6, 11)
4, Fountainey Road, Tottenham, London, N.15.

Always remember this when choosing a VARIABLE CONDENSER

The Condenser you choose should have ample rigid bearings, accurately spaced Vanes, and not be unnecessarily bulky. A large condenser will probably force you to crowd other components, thus leading to interference and oscillation. The mass of metal in such a condenser will, if it is anywhere near the coil, absorb energy and lead to damping and flat tuning. A study of all J.B. Condensers reveals a wonderful compactness in design such as is found in no other condensers. The high standard of excellence of J.B. Condensers must be your guide. Always remember to specify J.B.

CHOSSEN FOR THE
COSSOR
"MELODY MAKER"

The Cossor Melody Maker is a remarkably fine circuit, its service depends upon the use of the very best components. The designers specify J.B. Anti-phon Valve Holders. They effectively damp all vibration and shocks and eliminate capacity between valve legs. The parts are so strongly made and assembled that they cannot be damaged; tags and terminals are fitted, and the price low—1/3.

WB
ANTI-PHONIC
VALVE HOLDER

Send for particulars of the range of Whiteley-Boneham Speakers. 47/6 to 84.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

JACKSON BROS.
B.POLAND ST-OXFORD ST
London - W.
GERRARD 7416
For 2d a week—
Your L.T. Battery always fully charged!

That's the total cost if you have A.C. supply and the BURNDEPT L.T. Battery Charger! There are no upkeep costs—no acid—no valves—no hum. No attention of any kind is necessary. The indicator-fuse lamp shows whether the battery is being properly charged. Ask your radio dealer to show you this BURNDEPT L.T. Battery Charger TO-DAY—then buy one, and cut down your wireless expenses.

Universal type, for A.C. mains, 100-110 or 200-240 volts, 40-100 cycles; charges 2-, 4- or 6-volt accumulators. Charges at half-amper. Conforms to new regulations of I.E.E. sub-committee.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL: An optional device which disconnects the Charger and connects the H.T. eliminator (if any) and vice versa when the set is switched on or off, is supplied at 2½/- extra.

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS: This Charger may be used to excite the fields of 6-volt 5-ampere Magnavox, and B.T.H. Rice-Kellogg moving coil loud speakers without additional smoothing. The results are excellent.

BURNDEPT

NEW L.T. BATTERY CHARGER.
(Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.)

BURNDEPT Receivers are supplied on Hire-purchase Terms: Write for particulars.

Offices: Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3.
London Showrooms: 15, Bedford St., STRAND, W.C.2.

PRICE: 49½'

Specified for the Cossor "Melody Maker"

HARBROS
EASYFIX
SILK FLEX
Will not kink, snap, nor short
When you are making "room to room" extensions for your set, do you want a twin flex that is neat and tidy, harmonious to its surroundings, easily fixed, and when alterations are necessary, easily unfixed? Do you want a twin flex that does not damage walls or panels by use of nails and staples, and do you want a twin flex of the LOWEST SELF-CAPACITY? Then you must use "HARBROS" Patent Easyfix Silk Flex, the only flex that embodies all your wants, and "HARBROS" Pins.

4d. per yd.; 3/9 per doz. yds. Pins 2d. per doz.
If your dealer is out of stock, send direct to us.
Traders please write for samples and showcards.

Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex

"No place unreached"
by The Wireless World

55, High Street,
Maldon,
Essex.

"... When sending advertisements to your paper, I did not expect to receive replies from the Continent, but apparently there is no place which your excellent journal does not reach, judging by the replies I have received."

(Signed) H. A. Knightsbridge.

Full particulars of advertising rates will be sent on request to ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

SECOND EDITION

PRICE
2/6 net.

By Post
2/8

"WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKERS," by N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., now in its second edition, revised throughout by the author, describes in a simple manner the major principles of the design of modern loud-speakers and some associated circuits. Clearly written and fully illustrated by numerous diagrams and photographic reproductions, the volume will be of use and value to all constructors and experimenters desirous of investigating this vital aspect of wireless reception.
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PROGRESS.

Looking back on the sequence of receiver designs which have been created since the start of broadcasting, we see how the modern receiver has been developed, and readily observe each of the important steps which have been made and are now accepted as everyday practice. Over this time one remembers those periods of little progress when, while fully appreciating the failings of the apparatus to hand, it appeared that finality had almost been reached. From the point of view of the amateur whose interest lies upon progress, it appeared that, early in the present year, the field of radio development had been exploited to the full. The acceptance of this idea led to the speculation that a thinning in the ranks of the radio enthusiasts would come about, and that the building of apparatus for the hobby interest which is derived would decline. Reception appeared to be tolerably good within the limitations of the apparatus to hand, and no immediate progress could be predicted.

Contrary to this point of view, new and far-reaching developments of considerable interest to the amateur have been created, and rather than a situation of lack of development coming about, the enthusiast is almost faced with difficulty in keeping up to date owing to far-reaching effects of the developments of the past few months. During this time we have witnessed the arrival of the moving-coil loud speaker, setting an entirely new standard in the quality of reproduction of broadcast reception. As a result of its introduction, a better understanding of the functioning of circuits and apparatus has resulted, so that in the operation of valves the amateur reasons in terms of impedance and grid-voltage swing, a marked advancement from the days when the effects of incorrectly operating a valve caused no observable change in the results. In an endeavour to maintain quality, a careful examination of valve characteristic curves has become essential, and correspondence reveals that a large number of readers have applied themselves to gaining an understanding of the full significance of valve characteristics.

Next, the anode feed scheme for avoiding back-coupling in multi-valve receivers has become a recognised practice. Attention to wiring methods by way of suitably running leads in pairs to avoid stray inductive capacity and resistance coupling is now of importance, and the conditions have been carefully analysed.

Each of these developments as they arose were considered to be of first importance, and investigation work was undertaken so that the reader might be well acquainted with the advantages which they offered.

The Revolutionary Pentode.

The multi-electrode valve, in its first form as the screened grid H.F. valve and more recently as the pentode, will, when it becomes available, result in a drastic modification of our present circuits, and many new receiver designs may be forthcoming of remarkable performance compared with our present-day standard.

In addition to pure radio development, foundations for a new field of experiment have been definitely laid in the direction of picture transmission. Apparatus is now available which has proved itself by demonstration to fulfil the purpose for which it has been designed, and its appearance shortly on the market will add to the pleasure of experimental work. Many promises have been made that television transmissions will be undertaken in the early autumn, and it is commonly thought that apparatus will be available for the reception of moving pictures as an adjunct to the broadcast receiver. A technical explanation of a successful system is not yet available for the enlightenment of readers, and neither can the sparse information to hand afford an opportunity for serious and interesting experiment.
A Batteryless Receiver for D.C. Mains.

By A. L. M. Sowerby, M.Sc.

During the last two years or so there has been a tendency to make more and more use of the public supply mains for providing the energy necessary to drive a wireless receiver. Up till very recently this use of the mains had been restricted almost entirely to the provision of high-tension current, the accumulator still being retained for lighting the filaments of the valves.

Where A.C. mains are available, it is now possible to do away not only with the H.T. battery, but with the accumulator as well by employing valves with indirectly heated cathodes, using a transformer to step down the supply voltage to the four volts or so which the heaters of these valves are designed to take. The valve makers have not yet offered us a similar solution to the problem of filament heating from D.C. mains, so that if we wish to dispense with the filament accumulator and heat our valves from such mains we must perforce make use of valves of the ordinary type.

The D.C. Mains Problem.

In attempting to do this two difficulties at once crop up. To begin with, valvefilaments are rated for two, four, or six volts, while the mains generally provide a voltage of from two hundred to two hundred and fifty. It is therefore necessary to pass the filament current through external resistances of some kind in order that, at the current required, the unwanted volts shall be dropped across these resistances. The problem is not difficult, of course, for a knowledge of Ohm's law provides all the necessary information, but we are faced with the fact that we have to draw far more power (in watts, calculated by multiplying mains voltage by current flowing) from the mains than we can make use of in the valve filaments. The excess of power drawn from the mains over the amount actually required is expended in heating these resistances, and we have therefore to provide means for dissipating this heat so that it cannot damage the receiver, and, to add insult to injury, these superfluous watts account for the bulk of the cost of running the set.

The second difficulty is to be found in the fact that the mains do not provide a steady voltage, but one that is continually and rapidly varying at an audible frequency, with the result that a very loud hum is produced in the loud speaker. Nor is it possible, without employing very large and very expensive chokes, to smooth the filament supply sufficiently to remove this hum, for the comparatively large value of current that is required would result in the saturation of the core of any choke normally used for wireless purposes.

Field Winding as Choke-Resistance.

It occurred to the writer that the necessary monster choke might be found in the field magnet of a moving-coil speaker, and that this might, therefore, be pressed into service for smoothing the filament current. Admittedly, the designer of the loud speaker intended the iron to be somewhere near saturation, in order to make the magnetic flux across the gap as great as possible, but fortunately for our present intentions this aim is not achieved except in field magnets wound for low voltages, as will be seen from an examination of the figures for the ampere turns obtained that have already been published in this journal. Furthermore, it will be found on reference to the table on page 386 in the article mentioned that the usual dimensions of a loud speaker magnet enable us to provide a winding which will pass a current of 0.1 ampere with a potential difference of 150 volts across its windings; the coil in question is the last but one in the table, and consists of 19,000 turns of 34 S.C.C. copper wire, giving a resistance of 1,500 ohms.

The introduction of this field winding into the filament circuit involves two limitations; the valves we choose must have their filaments connected in series and not in parallel, and they must all be of the 0.1 ampere type. Whether they are designed for two, four, or six volts does not, of course, matter in the least. If we are willing to accept these limitations, we shall find that the field winding not only acts as a choke to reduce ripple, but, in addition, takes the place of the resistances suggested above as necessary to cut down the voltage of the mains to that required by the valves. In serving this dual purpose it is, incidentally, energised, and if provided with the usual moving coil and paper
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cone will still fulfil with undiminished excellence its normal rôle of loud speaker.

The adoption of this device has rendered possible the design of the receiver which is the subject of this article, and in which no concessions whatever have been made in design on account of the use of mains feed to the filaments. It cannot, however, be too strongly emphasised that any attempt to use this receiver without either a loud speaker magnet of somewhere near the correct winding, or else a very heavily built and robust choke of similar characteristics in series with the filaments will inevitably lead to complete failure. Even with this winding in use there is a small residue of hum, audible during the intervals of the programme, though not sufficiently so to be a source of annoyance to any normal listener. Without it the hum rises to a roar which must be heard to be appreciated. Any who may wish to use an "all-mains" set operated by direct current with other types of speaker are referred to the description of a receiver using a crystal rectifier which appeared recently in these pages.¹

Range and Selectivity.

The receiver which has been evolved in conformity with the limitation as to valves already mentioned is summarised in the circuit diagram which accompanies this article. It will be observed that a single stage of high-frequency amplification, employing a screened-grid valve, has been incorporated, and that this is used in conjunction with an anode-bend rectifier. Such an arrangement, in the absence of reaction, does not give the utmost range; but the receiver is capable, when used with a normal aerial, of picking up at good strength all stations whose programmes are sufficiently free from interference to provide acceptable entertainment.

The selectivity is approximately that normally associated with two tuned circuits, being neither so high that tuning can only be accomplished by an expert, nor so low that the local station monopolises the entire tuning range. Those who live in the immediate neighbourhood of a powerful transmitter, or who have found by experience that they need three tuned circuits to give them the selectivity that they require, will be well advised to add a loose-coupler as part of the receiver. The Wireless World selectivity unit,² for example, might readily be incorporated, and in adding such an extra circuit there need be no fear of enhancing the difficulties inseparable from the "all-mains" construction.

The Screened Grid H.F. Coupling.

The high-frequency stage was designed round the valve. The only available screened valve to operate on a filament current of 0.1 amperes is the Cossor 210-type screened valve, and this was accordingly used. This has an exceedingly high anode impedance, of the order of one to two megohms, so that the tuned anode circuit had to be adopted. In spite of the fact that the amplification factor is also very high, the useful amplification attained with such a valve is quite small unless a really efficient coil, of very low high-frequency resistance, is used to couple it to the succeeding stage. In consequence, it was decided to use in this position a coil wound with Litzendraht, even in face of the fact that such a coil tunes sharply enough to introduce some loss of the side bands carrying the high notes. Both this coil and that in the aerial circuit are, therefore, standard "Everyman Four" aerial-grid transformers, the primary on the coil used as interplate coupling being ignored when the high-frequency stage is in use.

The voltage for the screening grid of the valve is provided in a manner not usually adopted for this purpose. In place of a potential divider to break down the normal 750 volts at which the anode current is supplied to the 80 volts or so which the screening grid requires, a series resistance of the grid leak pattern is employed. This arrangement is perfectly satisfactory when once the right value has been found for this series resistance, but as

valves vary in their characteristics it will be necessary for each user to find by experiment the exact value required in his particular case. The figure given for this resistance must therefore be regarded not as a definite part of the design of the receiver, but as a starting point for a few minutes' experimenting.

On account of this series resistance, and of the impracticability owing to the series connection of the filaments of varying the filament current in the H.F. valve in a convenient manner, neither of these two factors is available for volume control. This is, therefore, provided by the variation of the potential of the inner grid. When this grid is negative to the extent of half a volt or so, the amplification, provided that the screening-grid voltage is normal, will be a maximum. It is reduced when required by making the grid negative beyond this point, and so raising the impedance of the valve to such high values that the amplification yielded becomes useless.

Optional H.F. Stage.

It is not intended that the volume control shall be used when receiving the local station; instead, the aerial and earth leads are moved to a second pair of terminals connected to the primary wound over the coil immediately preceding the detector. By this means it is possible to use one tuned circuit only for reception of the local station, and to avoid here, where quality is most important, the loss of side bands that inevitably accompanies the use of more than one tuned circuit of high efficiency. The one tuned circuit that remains is quite sufficiently damped by the presence of the aerial and of the H.F. valve, which is left running, to take all reasonable care of the side bands.

The detector valve is, as has been mentioned, intended to be used as an anode detector, although the presence of the grid condenser and leak would perhaps suggest otherwise on first glancing at the circuit diagram. There is, however, a sufficient degree of low-frequency amplification to make the use of the valve as a grid detector quite permissible, while the resistance in its plate circuit automatically adjusts the effective high-tension voltage to suit either mode of use without the need for touching any connection.

There are no features of special interest in connection with the L.F. stage, which is of quite conventional design. In view of the fact that the limitation of filament current to 0.1 ampere prevents the use of output valves with which liberties in the way of excessive high-tension voltages can be taken, it has been thought advisable to provide two output valves in order that the temptation to obtain a little extra strength at the cost of overloading may be reduced.

In the circuit diagram, and in the receiver itself, the two valves for the output stage are connected on the push-pull system, and this mode of connection is to be recommended when either the usual high-resistance
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**LIST OF PARTS.**

1. Vacuum anode resistance, 40,000 ohms (Edismans).
2. Vacuum anode resistance, 100,000 ohms (Edismans).
4. Transformer, O.T., 1:1 (Ferranti).
5. Anode resistance and holder, 30,000 ohms (R. I. & A. Farley).
6. Milliammeter, 0 to 120 (Ferranti No. 4).
7. Fush holders, white line (Royer-Lourer).
8. Screened valve holder (Bolton).
9. Grid lead holders, ceramic dual mounting (Jas. Christie & Sons, Ltd.).
10. Pair of Bum sector (Carrington).
11. Pair of high bias battery (Ripapole).
12. Pair of bias clips (Hoggin).
13. 12 N.P. Terminals (Holloway).
15. Vacuum anode resistance for screen voltage control.
16. Vacuum anode resistance for conversion to yedkodimeter (Lygonic Tucor).
17. Potentiometers, 400 ohms (Lygonic Tucor).
18. Vacuum anode resistances, 500,000 ohms (Edismans).
19. 50-ohm rheostat for conversion to yedkodimeter (Lygonic Tucor).
21. Transformer, O.T., 1:1 (Ferranti).
22. Condenser, 0.0005 mfd. (Ormond).
23. Condenser, 0.001 mfd. (T.C.C.)
24. Condenser, 0.002 mfd. (T.C.C.)
25. Condenser, 0.005 mfd. (T.C.C.)
26. Condenser, 0.008 mfd. (T.C.C.)
27. Condenser, 0.01 mfd. (T.C.C.)
28. Potentiometers, 400 ohms (Lygonic Tucor).
29. Vacuum anode resistances, 500,000 ohms (Edismans).
30. Vacuum anode resistance for screen voltage control.
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Fig. 1.—Alternative methods of connection of the output stage for either push-pull (a) or parallel connected valves (b).
moving coil, or a standard low-resistance coil with a step-down transformer designed for it, is to be employed in the loud speaker. Since this receiver was designed, however, an article has appeared in these pages giving the correct coil-windings for use with various combinations of paralleled output valves. If the constructor is willing to wind his own moving coil, there at once arises the alternative possibility of obtaining the required output by connecting the two output valves in parallel. Which of these two alternatives is chosen must be left to the decision of each constructor, but those who contemplate the adoption of push-pull are recommended to study carefully the recent articles on this subject, in order that they may be completely au fait with the methods of dealing with the difficulties that they may possibly encounter.

**Push-pull or Parallel Output.**

In Fig. 1, (a) and (b) represent the connections of the last stage when using the push-pull and the parallel output respectively; it will be seen that the differences between the two are but small. In the latter case the Ferranti A.F.5 transformer is retained, but instead of connecting one end to each grid, both grids are connected to the same end, the other being earthed on the filament wiring at the junction between the two valves. The special output transformer necessary when using push-pull may be replaced by a choke such as the Pye \( \frac{1}{2} \)-henry model in conjunction with a 2 mfd. or 4 mfd. feed condenser.

The peculiar use of grid leaks and condensers in the last stage brings us to a consideration of the problems of battery elimination, which, so far, except for the mention of the use of the loud speaker magnet as a filament choke, have been put on one side. Fig. 2 shows the filament and H.T. supply circuits, together with the arrangements for obtaining grid bias from the mains for the high-frequency and output valves; all the purely "wireless" part of the receiver is omitted from this diagram for the sake of rendering the mode of power supply easier to follow.

It will be observed, first of all, that a high-frequency filter is fitted on the mains side of the circuit. This consists of a special type of low-resistance H.F. choke in each supply main, and a centre earthing device consisting of two condensers in series. Without this arrangement there is considerable danger of the mains acting to some extent as an earth, and so introducing hum into the set through the high-frequency circuits. The chokes and condensers shown effectively put a stop to this particular form of "frightfulness," and so are of material assistance in removing an otherwise obscure source of hum.

Immediately on the receiver side of this filter the positive main branches into two parts. That which runs to the H.T. filter need not be discussed at length; it will suffice to remark that the use of a single filter for all valves makes it necessary to insert a separate resistance capacity filter into each plate-supply lead save the last to prevent "motor boating."

The second branch, supplying the filament current, runs first through a small resistance designed to drop the mains voltage to about 200 volts. It should be omitted when the mains have any voltage from 200 to 230, and should have a value of some 250 ohms for 240- or 250-volt mains. About twenty-five yards of 34-gauge Eureka wire, wound on a flat piece of wood, fibre, or slate, and fixed out of the way beneath the eliminator unit, would serve well for this purpose.

**Filament Current Control.**

After the resistance is connected the loud speaker magnet, followed by a variable resistance of 400 ohms and a meter reading up to 150 milliamps. This variable resistance takes care of temporary variations in the supply voltage and removes the need for providing separately for all the possible voltages from 200 to 250 that lighting mains may possess. The presence of the meter ensures that the filaments shall receive their correct current. The filaments of the five valves in series, and a pair of resistances to provide grid bias, complete the path for direct current. There is also

---

D.C. 5.—provided a 4 mfd. condenser shunted across the whole filament system with the object of completing the smoothing effect of the loud speaker magnet. This condenser is of material assistance.

Grid Biasing Difficulties.

The voltages assumed in operation by the various points in the filament circuit are given in Fig. 2. The need for the condensers and leaks in the grid circuits of the two output valves arises from the fact, made clear by these figures, that the filaments of the valves are at potentials differing by 6 volts and must, therefore, also have their grids connected to points 6 volts apart.

The maintenance of the two grids at different D.C. potentials, while supplying them with signal voltage from the same source, can only be achieved in some such manner as that here adopted.

Grid bias for the detector and the L.F. valve may also, thanks to the use of high-value grid leaks, be taken from the filament circuits without introducing any serious increase of hum, but as these two points, and especially the grid circuit of the detector, are the most critical points in the whole receiver from this point of view, use has been made, as a measure of precaution, of a grid battery.

It is interesting in this connection to note that one of the little points of greatest importance in securing freedom from hum is to keep the detector valve, as far as is practicable, from all other components. Further, it was found absolutely necessary to keep the leads connecting the grid of this valve with the grid condenser and the leak as short as possible; the length of the grid lead outside the grid condenser is by comparison of no importance whatever. The substitution of a flat grid condenser, screwed to the baseboard, for the vertical type that has been employed will result in a noticeable increase in the noisiness of the receiver. Attention to these few points is essential if the greatest attainable freedom from hum is required.

(To be concluded.)

AN UNUSUAL FAULT.

Condenser Disconnection that May Merely Impair Efficiency.

One of the most difficult faults to run to earth, though fortunately it is of rare occurrence, is that due to an internal disconnection in a fixed condenser. Should the plates become disconnected from the terminals or soldering tags there is no external indication of the fact, so that the most careful examination of the wiring of the receiver cannot disclose the fault. Though it is easy enough, if proper tests are applied, to detect the short-circuiting of a condenser, there is no possible test that can be made with direct current instruments that can reveal a disconnection of the type described. There are only two ways, in practice, in which such a fault is likely to be detected: one is by reasoning based on the behaviour of the receiver, and the other is by the troublesome process of the substitution of a condenser known to be in good order.

Tracing a Faulty Grid Condenser.

The present writer has encountered this trouble on two occasions; the first was in connection with a portable receiver employing the Hartley circuit. When first built it behaved admirably, but after it had been in use a few weeks it suddenly refused to oscillate or to give any appreciable sign of life. Practically every component in the set was either tested carefully or replaced by one known to be sound, but with no result. After some hours' work in this way the writer drew on paper the circuit of the receiver, and ticked off, one by one, every component that had been shown to be in good working order. At the end of this process the grid condenser alone remained unaccounted for; it had not previously been tested or replaced simply because it was of first-class make and appeared in perfect order, but it was realised that the fault must inevitably lie there. On holding another condenser in parallel with it the receiver made an instant recovery to normal health, so that the presence of the disconnection was immediately proved. The grid of the valve had been completely isolated from the tuning circuit, so that the absence of signals and of reaction effects was very adequately accounted for.

Similar effects, but of less magnitude, would occur in a receiver employing magnetic reaction by swinging coil if the condenser by-passing the telephones or transformer primary should be similarly faulty. In this case reaction effects would no longer be obtainable, for there would be no path for the high-frequency currents in the plate circuit of the valve, but any station for which reaction was not normally used would be received as usual.

A Difficult Fault if Intermittent.

In the other case referred to above, the condenser in which the disconnection occurred was the shunting condenser across the anode resistance in the plate circuit of an anode rectifier. The effect this time was that signal strength dropped to perhaps one-tenth of its normal value, and the quality deteriorated badly. It is difficult to describe the sound of music under these conditions, but in listening to speech the impression was gathered that the speaker was being throttled, as though he were wearing a collar several sizes too small for him.

Once again a good deal of time was consumed before the fault was located. In both cases the difficulty of diagnosis was enhanced by that fact that the disconnection was intermittent, each of the receivers suddenly recovering once or twice during the process of testing, which gave rise to the belief that the last alteration made had cured the fault.

Results different from those described would follow upon a failure of a fixed condenser in other parts of a set, but enough has been said to draw attention to a form of fault which is both difficult to trace and unlikely to be suspected.
An Explanation of an Interesting Inverted Type of Coupling giving Certain Advantages.

BY F. M. COLEBROOK, B.Ec., D.I.C.

In The Wireless World for May 9th there appeared a description of various circuit arrangements for coupling a receiving aerial to the input or grid-filament circuit of a valve. The following is a description of a further arrangement which, though not new in any fundamental sense, is possibly new to many readers of this paper.

The arrangement can be derived, for purposes of explanation, from the very well-known series condenser-coupled system illustrated in Fig. 1 (a).

The diagram shows a condenser and grid leak input connection which is suitable either for rectification or, with a suitable negative potential applied to the end of the grid leak, for high-frequency amplification.

The object of coupling the aerial to the valve through the agency of a tuned inductance-capacity circuit is to convert the comparatively small e.m.f. picked up by the aerial into a relatively large resonant potential difference across the tuned circuit. In the circuit shown in Fig. 1 the resonance condition is established by variation of the parallel tuning condenser C2. At resonance there will be a relatively large p.d. across the aerial series condenser C1, also, comparable in magnitude with that across the tuned circuit, but nearly opposite to it in phase. There is therefore no apparent reason why this latter resonant p.d. should not be utilised for the operation of the receiver, instead of that across the parallel tuned circuit. The arrangement would then be as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

As a further modification the condenser C1 can be omitted altogether, giving the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 (c).

It may even be found in some cases (depending on the valve and on the load in its anode circuit) that an increase in signal strength is obtained by omitting the condenser in this way. How can this be explained, for the two circuits of Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c) appear to be materially different, and one might be excused for thinking that in Fig. 1 (c) a quite new system of tuning and coupling was being used?

The difference is, however, more apparent than real. It must be remembered that at any given frequency of operation the input or grid-filament circuit of a triode valve behaves in effect as though there were a small fixed condenser, in parallel with a fixed resistance connected between the grid and the filament. This fact is now much more generally realised than it used to be, and the important part played by this "input impedance," as it is called, is gradually being appreciated. The actual magnitudes of the shunt capacity and shunt resistance will depend on the valve and on the load in the anode circuit. In general, the shunt...
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capacity will be relatively small, say, 30 \(\mu\)F or so, but under certain conditions it may be as much as 100 \(\mu\)F or more.

If these "effective" elements be included in the picture, shown by dotted lines to distinguish them from the actual elements, the circuit of Fig. 1 (c) becomes as shown in Fig. 2 (a), and in this form it can be seen that the only essential difference between Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 1 (b) is that in Fig. 1 (c) the condenser \(C_1\) is connected to the grid side of the grid coupling condenser, and since the magnitude of the latter is relatively large this fact makes very little difference.

In actual practice it is preferable not to omit the capacity \(C_1\), but instead to use in this position a variable condenser of, say, 500 \(\mu\)F maximum value. The reason for this is the existence of the shunt resistance component of the input impedance. Even if the anode

circuit load is such as to make this large (and correspondingly unimportant, since it is in shunt), it must be remembered that when the valve is being used as a rectifier, with a small positive potential on the grid, there will be an actual grid-filament conductivity due to grid current which is equivalent to a relatively low shunt resistance path (of the order of hundreds of thousands of ohms). Now, whatever type of coupling is used this resistance will tend to increase the effective resistance of the aerial resonant system, reducing both amplitude and selectivity in consequence. But the effective value of this resistance, from the point of view of the aerial resonant system, will depend upon the magnitude of the capacity which is connected across it. As far as amplitude is concerned, an optimum condition can be obtained by variation of \(C_1\) (and of \(C_3\) simultaneously, to restore the tuned condition), and an analysis of the system shows, as might be expected, that in this optimum condition the energy consumed in the input shunt resistance is equal to that consumed in the remainder of the aerial system. The selectivity of the whole system can, however, be

increased beyond this point by still further increasing \(C_1\), and thus reducing in effect the amount of the input shunt resistance which enters into the aerial system.

The use of a variable capacity for \(C_1\) thus enables one to control both the sensitivity and selectivity of the system, the most suitable magnitude being found by trial.

Reaction Without Tapped Coil.

The above discussion has left out of account the possibility of employing reaction with this type of coupling, but it is, in fact, very well adapted for the use of that type of reaction control which is now most generally favoured, namely, capacity control. In both the Reinzart and Hartley receiving systems a point of the receiving circuit, of which the alternating potential is comparable in magnitude but opposite in phase to that of the grid, is coupled through a variable
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Fig. 2—(a) The input impedance of a valve may be considered as a condenser shunted by a resistance in parallel with the grid and filament; these are shown in dotted lines. (b) The general type of circuit described in this article is well adapted to capacity control of reaction. (c) The addition of a variable condenser in series with the aerial will give a stability control with relatively large signal intensities.

The system possesses the advantage that capacity-controlled reaction can be obtained in this way using the simplest type of plug-in coil, without either a centre tapping or any auxiliary winding.

Now, however, one drawback of the system must be pointed out. It is not very suitable for use in a place which is subject to comparatively low frequency interference, e.g., long wave Morse transmission, noise from electric mains, etc. The reason for this is that the grid and filament are connected by a circuit of which the impedance with respect to low-frequency interference is high, whereas an inductive connection between the grid and filament has just the opposite characteristics. This disadvantage applies only to cases in which
A New Aerial Coupling.—

The first valve is a detector, supplying 'phones or a L.F. amplifier. If the first valve is a tuned transformer high-frequency amplifying valve this type of input circuit is quite satisfactory, since low-frequency interference will not get through the H.F. stage.

Stable H.F. Stage.

As the input circuit of a receiver with a tuned H.F. stage, the above system has a further advantage. It is well known that a H.F. stage of this character is inherently unstable, and requires stabilisation by means of a neutralyne or some similar arrangement. This instability arises from the fact that the input shunt resistance referred to above becomes in effect a negative quantity, introducing "negative damping," i.e., a tendency to oscillate, into the input resonant circuit. Now the shunt capacity C is just as effective in limiting the action of the input shunt resistance whether the latter is positive or negative, and can thus be used to control this tendency to instability. In fact, with this type of input circuit neutralyning can be dispensed with if desired, though it is preferable to use C merely as an auxiliary stabilising adjustment, the variation of which becomes in effect a retro-action control.

One further advantage can be claimed in this connection. It is probably a fairly general experience that a receiver with a H.F. stage gives an altogether excessive response to the local station. Now if C be made large (e.g., all in with a 500 µF variable), the signal strength can be greatly reduced, and at the same time complete stability is assured, even for relatively large signal intensities. If C is made larger, however, practically the full aerial capacity is thrown across the coil, so that for such cases a small fixed condenser (100 µF or less), or, better still, a variable one (500 µµF), can with advantage be put in series with the aerial, as in Fig. 2 (c).

The fact that additional variable condensers are required for this arrangement is no great drawback, since these are almost the cheapest of wireless components, and the circuit shown is extremely elastic with regard to sensitivity and selectivity.

As to whether this "inverted" type of coupling is better or worse than those customarily employed, the writer hesitates to be dogmatic. He has certainly found it very satisfactory in connection with a receiver with one tuned transformer stage from the point of view of elasticity of manipulation. The fact that plain two terminal coils only are used, without the need for tappings or auxiliary coupling windings, is also a very good feature. It is, in any case, something new for the experimenter to play with, and is described mainly for that reason.

Winding Coil.

(No. 286,047.)

Application date: January 17th, 1927.

The figure illustrates an unusual method of winding inductances, which is stated to increase their inherent capacity. The formation shown at A is obtained from a single circular loop of wire by twisting it locally at the top and bottom of a diameter. The upper and lower loops are then bent inwards as shown at B, while C is obtained by imposing a figure-of-eight twist on B. The final shape D is derived by folding the two existing loops of C one over the other. It is claimed that this method of winding ensures an external shielding effect because the external field of the finished coil remains approximately the same as that of the original straight winding.

Patent issued to F. Rogers and E. H. Griffiths.

Four-Electrode Valves.

(No. 285,975.)

Application date: November 23rd, 1926.

A four-electrode valve is constructed so that the portion of the grid G which lies between the cathode and the two cylindrical anodes A, A₂ is made of coarser mesh than the remainder thereof. The figure shows such a valve used for introducing reaction with a resistance-coupled circuit, where the magnitude of the coupling resistance is normally too high to permit of this being done.

The main anode A is connected to the high-tension through a resistance R of 5 megohms, and to the grid of the succeeding valve through a coupling condenser C. The reaction coil L is then inserted in series with the second anode A₂, and back-coupled to the aerial input as shown.

Patent issued to Wm. I. H. Smith.

SOME RECENT PATENTS.

The following abstracts are prepared with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationary Office, from Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1s. each.

Reaction Control.

(No. 286,578.)

Application date: November 15th, 1927.

By using a three-plate condenser, C₁, C₂, C₃, as shown, the value of the high-frequency current flowing in the reaction coil R can be controlled without appreciably affecting the tuning of the grid circuit. The vanes C₁, C₃, to which the two ends of the coil R are connected are fixed, whilst the vanes C₂ are movable. Their shape is such that as the capacity coupling between say C₁ and C₂ is increased, that between say C₁ and C₃ is reduced by a corresponding amount, so that the overall shunt capacity of the condenser remains constant for all adjustments. The compound condenser also functions as a constant-capacity path to by-pass high-frequency currents from the low-frequency stages of the set. Patent issued to Igranic Electric Co.
THE self-contained receivers made by Messrs. G. Forster, Carlton House, Lower Regent Street, London, S.W.1, are made in two types—the "Portable," for general use in and out of doors, and the "Transportables," which are more or less restricted to indoor use, but can be easily carried from room to room. The former type is fitted with a leather carrying strap, and the latter with small metal side-handles. There are also minor differences in the cabinet work, but the "works" are essentially the same in both types.

The aim and scope of the series is admirably summed up in the following sentence taken from the illustrated folder issued by the makers: "In designing these 'Advance' 3-valve receivers, we have sought to meet the requirements of those members of the public who require a set which will give pure and undistorted loud-speaker reception from the local station and Daventry SGB without any trouble, particularly those who do not wish or have not the facilities for erecting an aerial."

The circuit chosen is well calculated to fulfil this purpose. It consists of a frame aerial, covering a waveband of approximately 250 to 700 metres, feeding into a detector with capacity-controlling reactance and low-frequency transformers. Reaction was a little difficult to control; in the particular set tested there was just about enough "backlash" to prevent that last ounce of sensitivity from being extracted from the use of the reaction coil. When using the set for the purpose for which it is intended, this fault causes no trouble.

The aerial is also sufficient to give complete separation between the two stations in the London area, and even when within a mile or two of Oxford Street, no trouble is experienced on this score if the position permits advantage to be taken of the directive properties of the frame. It is quite obvious from the maker's literature that the set has been designed primarily for the London district, and in particular for flat-dwellers in that area. This would account for the lack of provision for the reception of S.W.X which usually duplicates the London programme, and is therefore unnecessary to London listeners.

Volume and quality of reproduction are entirely satisfactory, and we were especially impressed with the clear diction of speech. B.T.H. transformers are used to couple the L.F. valves, and the output valve used during the test was a Mullard P.M.2. The loud-speaker is of the cone type with an adjustable movement.

A 108-volt H.T. Grosvenor battery of the A.K.66 type supplies a total current of approximately 8 milliamperes, and should give a service of over 300 working hours. The L.T. supply of 0.35 amp. is drawn from a 2-volt Excite N.S.B. un-spillable cell which gives 74 hours' service on a single charge.

The general layout and construction are deserving of special praise. The mahogany cabinet is strongly built and well finished, and yet the weight is not excessive—28 lb. complete.

The grid bias battery is fitted in an accessible position in a well at the front of the valve compartment. Behind the valves are the main tuning dials, which are actuated from the outside of the set by two small knobs through a slow-motion friction device. It is necessary to open the back and look behind the valves to see the dial settings, but having once familiarised oneself with the "feel" of the controls, reference to the dial settings of the alternative stations is unnecessary.

The price of both the "Portable" and the "Transportable" models is £18 18s., inclusive of royalties, and ready for immediate use. A 6-in. ball-bearing turntable may be fitted as an extra for 8s. 6d., and a waterproof canvas cover for the "Portable" costs 10s. There are two special models, one in figured walnut at 21 guineas, and the other in jap lacquered finish at 23 guineas. Both these models are available in portable or transportable form.

Interior of the "Advance" portable, showing tuning dials and readily accessible grid battery.
CURRENT

Events of the Week

CHANGES AT EIFFEL TOWER.
FL, the famous Eiffel Tower wireless station, will probably undergo extensive alterations in the near future, including a power increase to 100 kilowatts.

MAKE A NOTE OF THE DATE.
Mr. Samuel Zenzstark, described as “the pioneer of wireless manufacture in America,” prophesied last week that television sets will be installed in 14,000,000 homes in America within the next twelve months.

Ozonised Music.
The Daily Mail musical yacht Ceto, equipped with a loud speaker and broadcast receiver, is now touring the south coast resorts. The B.B.C. programmes are reproduced for the benefit of holiday-makers on the beach.

THE BID FOR POWER.
The steady growth in the power of broadcasting stations is not confined to Europe. The General Electric Company of New York has stated that it is hoped to increase the power of WGY, Schenectady, next autumn to 200 kilowatts.

So our next problem will be: "How to cut out America."

PLEA FOR WEEK-END WIRELESS FROM SSW.
A correspondent in British Guiana writes: "I receive SSW regularly except on Saturdays and Sundays, which is a great pity for, on Saturdays, when the workers are given a half-day off, we have no programme to look forward to except that of station WGY, Schenectady."

Our correspondent’s complaint, believing to be the first of its kind from a Britisher overseas, was brought to the notice of the B.B.C. "It is true," said a B.B.C. official, "that SSW transmits only from Monday to Friday, but it must be remembered that the station is purely experimental; it is not a service station, and, after all, Monday to Friday is a working week."

THE LAST WORD.
Among the best people in America the wireless listener is now known as a “dialex.”

MORE LISTENERS IN SWEDEN.
At the end of May the number of licensed listeners in Sweden was 363,863, as compared with 360,059 on April 30th.

A SATISFIED LISTENER.
A new form of compliment paid to the B.B.C. was referred to by Miss M. Aspimall, matron of the Stanley Hospital, Liverpool, at a recent conference on broadcasting. A woman patient had said to her: “We do so like the musical programmes. They send us to sleep.”

Hull Station Director.
Captain C. G. Daley, director of the B.B.C. station at Hull, is leaving this week to take up an appointment at Savoy Hill. Captain Daley succeeded Mr. Leslie Page as station director eighteen months ago, when Mr. Page was appointed director of the Bombay station.

TOPICS

in Brief Review.

NEW H.F. UNIT.
Owners of Cossor “Melody Maker” receivers will be interested to learn that Messrs. Peto-Scott have designed and are ready to supply parts for a screened grid H.F. unit specially applicable to that type of receiver.

B.B.C. AND TELEVISION.
The B.B.C. made its first official announcement on television on Wednesday last. “In order that listeners may not suffer disappointment by anticipating the possibility of seeing as well as hearing performances,” ran the statement, “the B.B.C. announces that it has not so far been possible to produce apparatus of such practical a nature as, in the opinion of the corporation, to make television possible on a service basis.”

The officials at Savoy Hill decline to make further observations on television at the present time.

100 STATIONS ON SINGLE WAVELENGTH.
A rather ambitious plan for solving the problem of mutual interference between broadcasting stations has been placed before the U.S. Federal Radio Commission by Mr. Paul M. Titus, of New York, who suggests the simultaneous operation of a large number of stations on a single wavelength. Possibly Mr. Titus is unaware of the comparative failure which has marked similar schemes in Europe, even when carried out on a small scale, for he considers it feasible to place 100 stations on the same frequency. He would control such a system from a centrally located “frequency manufacturing plant,” having “perfected a means of controlling the frequencies of a plurality of stations in such a manner that it is now possible to hold any given number of them to their assignment within five or six kilocycles.” The writer is naturally reticent at present regarding the means employed.

Mr. Titus is forming an organisation to be known as the Continental Broadcasting Corporation with the object of broadcasting commercial programmes for goodwill or advertising purposes.

THAT FIELD DAY FEELING. Members of the Southend and District Radio Society with their attaché case transmitter and receiver on a recent field day.
CLOCK SYNCHRONISING BY WIRELESS.

The synchronisation of clocks by wireless is a natural development upon the older and widely used method of synchronisation by land line, but up to the present few attempts appear to have been made to use wireless for this purpose. An interesting device is, however, in use at the Leicester residence of Mr. Alfred E. Ball, who is head of the electric clock department of Messrs. Gent and Co., Ltd. Mr. Ball has applied his invention to the "Pul-synetic" system of electric clocks manufactured by that firm.

Eight electric clocks are at present controlled by the device, which operates on the well-known six-dot Greenwich time signal broadcast from Daventry. A four-valve receiver is employed with a small aerial permanently tuned to 5XX. The set is switched on automatically by one of the impulsive clocks some seconds before the 10.30 a.m. time signal. The last dot impulse, in addition to effecting synchronisation, automatically switches off the valves, while an electrical switch automatically earths the aerial except for the brief period when the valves are lit.

The installation has operated without any attention whatever for the last six months, and the maximum error recorded has not exceeded one second fast or slow.

"BROADCASTING" WITH 5 WATTS.

"What is the lowest reasonable power for a broadcasting station?" was a question discussed recently by the Transmitter Section of the American National Electrical Manufacturers' Association Radio Division. It was finally decided that 0.5 kW. represented the limit of practicability.

TIME-KEEPING BY WIRELESS. On the left is the Pul-synetic clock, described on this page, which is daily synchronised with the Daventry time signal. The near view shows the "See-Saw" synchroniser which controls the speed of the pendulum.

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.

From Our Parliamentary Correspondent.

P.M.G. on Broadcasting.

Sir William Mitchell-Thomson, the Postmaster-General, when introducing the Post Office Estimates in the House of Commons last week, made an important statement in regard to broadcasting. He said that, on the whole, the institution of the British Broadcasting Corporation, which he had recommended to the House with a little trepidation, had justified itself. In ordinary matters of detail the governors of the corporation were absolute masters in their own house. He did not interfere with their absolute freedom of conducting their business. All he had to say with regard to programme criticism was that many remarks which members had to make on the subject would be faithfully conveyed by him to the governors of the corporation.

Regional Scheme of Empire Broadcasting.

As regards matters of general policy, for which he was responsible, the most important was the regional scheme. The corporation applied last February for authority to begin this system by working a two-wave high-power station at Brookman's Park, near Potters Bar, in substitution for 2LO. He had authorised them to proceed with the erection of the station. It was expected that it would be completed some time next summer. On June 14th the corporation applied for general permission to proceed with the preliminary steps for twin-wave high-power stations at Manchester, Glasgow, and Cardiff, and for a single-wave high-power station at Belfast. That application was having consideration, which members who had to make on the subject would be faithfully conveyed by him to the governors of the corporation.

Licences.

As to licences, the total number of wireless receiving licences in force on June 30th last was approximately as follows: Paid licences, 2,506,300; free licences for the blind, 12,772; total 2,519,072. The number on the corresponding date last year was 2,367,678. There had thus been an increase of 211,394 during the last 12 months, or over 9 per cent. The receipts from the licences were divisible in the following proportions: Receipts, £1,293,150: to the B.C., £398,804; 12 per cent. to the Post Office for the cost of collection, £156,644; balance retained by the Exchequer, £197,702.

Programmes Criticised.

In the debate which followed, the B.C. programme were severely criticised. Mr. Macpherson said that the public found the programmes intolerably didactic and usually highbrow.
A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.

**PHILIPS LIGHTNING ARRESTER.**

The Philips lightning arrester gives adequate protection to the receiving set without the necessity for switching of any kind. It is fitted outside the house preferably on a bracket attached to the wall, and a direct lead to earth is taken from the lower terminal.

**A FABRIC-COVERED CABINET.**

As a change from the familiar French polish finish, fabric covering is an attractive alternative. Messrs. J. Hyatt and Co., Ltd., have specialised in this type of finish, and now market a wide range of cabinet sizes covered either in black or antique brown leather cloth. The cabinet illustrated is suitable for the Cosmor Melody Maker, and costs 15s. The covering lies perfectly flat and is tastefully grained.

**ORMOND CABINET LOUD SPEAKER.**

The four-pole balanced armature movement of this loud speaker is sensitive and will handle considerable volume—more than sufficient for the average room—without chattering. Quality of reproduction is good, and during the time it has been on test has never failed to provoke favourable comments from chance listeners who happened to hear it in passing.

The cabinet is acoustically open on both sides, and there is no detectable difference either in volume or colouring between the output of each side. The cabinet work is of high quality and finish, and the price is £4 4s. This instrument cannot fail to add to the high reputation of Ormond products.
SURE-A-LITE "SUPRA" BATTERY.

Sure-a-lite batteries are made by The Battery Company, 92, Hurst Street, Birmingham, in three sizes designated respectively "Supra," "Giant" and "Fower." The battery under review is the smallest of the three but even so the cells are larger than is usual in batteries of similar type and price.

The general form of the discharge curve does not differ greatly from normal and a useful life of 300 to 350 working hours is indicated. The curve is, however, remarkably free from minor irregularities and it would appear that the battery could be drained right out if fresh cells are added from time to time to keep the voltage normal.

"Supra" type of Sure-a-lite battery.

BERCLIF" ANODE FEED RESISTANCES.

To meet the requirements of those who wish to experiment with anode feed resistances in existing receivers, Messrs. Simmonds Bros., Shireland Road, Smethwick, Staffs., have produced a special type of resistance in the form of a H.T. wander plug. The wire is wound non-inductively in a slotted ebonite former, and the normal value is 20,000 ohms; other values can be supplied to meet individual requirements. In applying this scheme no structural alterations are necessary in the receiver, provided (1) that each valve is supplied independently from a separate H.T. + terminal, and (2) that each H.T. + terminal is already by-passed to L.T. — by a large-capacity reservoir condenser. Assuming that the receiver is built on these lines, the "Berclif" resistances can be applied externally, and there is ample scope for experiment in testing out various values of resistance in accordance with the information given in previous articles in this journal. The price of each unit is 5s. 6d.

"Berclif" anode feed resistances.

The design of unspillable accumulators for use in attaché-case portables presents a difficult problem in that the set is generally worked in a plane at right angles to that in which it is carried. Unless glass wool is used to hold the electrolyte, the plates will not be always in contact with the acid; but the use of glass wool has disadvantages, otherwise its adoption would be universal.

In the type E.L.2 accumulator made by Messrs. Roland Edwards and Co., Ltd., 317, High Holborn, London, W.C.1, the problem has been successfully solved without resorting to glass wool. By an ingenious arrangement of compartments of carefully adjusted volume, it has been found possible to keep the plates completely covered with acid in two alternative positions at right angles, so that an attaché case set fitted with one of these batteries could be worked equally well either in a horizontal or vertical plane. Further, the battery can be turned completely upside down, or, in fact, in any other position without the slightest trace of leakage. The provision of an unusually large compartment on the top of the cell in addition to the normal acid trap is probably responsible for the perfect freedom of acid at the vent hole. The overall dimensions are 4in. x 2!/2in. x 6!/2in. high.

EDWARDS UNSPILLABLE ACCUMULATOR.

TRADE NOTE.

Mullard Depot in Newcastle.

The Mullard Company announce the opening of a new depot at Newcastle-on-Tyne as from July 2nd. The address to which all future communications should be sent is as follows:—The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., 16, Clayton Street West, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Telephone: City 63. Telegrams: Mullard, Newcastle. Mr. W. J. Maxwell, recently technical representative for the Scottish and Northern Counties area, has been appointed the new depot manager. The depot at Handside Arcade, Percy Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, closed on June 30th.
SUNDAY, JULY 21st.

All Times are reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

HAMBURG, Call HA (in More) (3947.2 metres) ; 4 k.w.-Detour to Garstorp Central Concert. 7.0, Olof Molder, Talk: Old Hamburg. 7.25, Talke, The Dance. 7.5, Detour to the Christmas Markets, relayed from Hanover (297 metres) : First Rolla. Army March No. 7; Army March No. 9, The Duke of Brunswick. Army March No. 240, Prossis's Glory (Piethe), The Old Berne March (1552); Fisch voran (Recking) was des krun-Jisten Reiternacht (Molsle); Kavallerie-Prasentir March (Murch); Hanover March (First); Wedding March from "The Pick Pipe of Hanuel" (Noule); Hoch-hoch, der Germania-March (Erl); Quick March on themes by Johann Strauss; Military March 15; Eim Maneuver (Pollak). 9.15, Programme relayed from Bremen (7172.7 metres)—Cabinet Concert, followed by Weather Report, News, Sport Notes and Concert from the Winterhuder Cafe.

HILVERSUM, (1371 metres) ; 5 k.w.—11.40 a.m., News. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40, Programme relayed from the津贴银行, Amsterdam. 3.10, Dance Music from the Kurhaus, Scheveningen. 4.40, Time, followed by Concert: Overture to Sunrime and Sunshine (Saw). Wiant: 7.15, of the Dutch Landes (Hall): Serenade a Lisette (Callot); Love Meloqet; Ritter's Abend (Kolod); Selection from The Tales of Hoffmann (Orbemach); Serenade from Les Miserables (Drago); De Vogel (Beethoven); Kavallier (Deiuging); Fried. 11.10, Programme arranged by the Workers' Radio Society. 11.10, Programme, Close Down.

HUIZEN, (490 metres) ; 4 k.w.—Transmits from 8.40 to 6.50. 1.70. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40, Programme relayed from the Financial Times, Amsterdam. 3.10, Dance Music from the Kurhaus, Scheveningen. 4.40, Time, followed by Concert: Overture to Sunshine and Sunshine (Saw). Wiant: 7.15, of the Dutch Landes (Hall): Serenade a Lisette (Callot); Love Meloqet; Ritter's Abend (Kolod); Selection from The Tales of Hoffmann (Orbemach); Serenade from Les Miserables (Drago); De Vogel (Beethoven); Kavallier (Deiuging); Fried. 11.10, Programme arranged by the Workers' Radio Society. 11.10, Programme, Close Down.

JAN-LENS-PINS (Radio L.L.) (344.5 metres) ; 1.5 k.w.—1.40 to 6.50. 12.10, Concert of Dance Music. 10.0, Dance Music. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.

KALUNDORP, (1153 metres) ; 7 k.w.—Programme also for Copenhagen (357 metres) ; 7.30 a.m., Morning Greetings; 11.10 a.m., Weather Report; 1.30 p.m., Programme relayed from the Financial Times, Amsterdam. 3.10, Concert: Moment Musical (Schubert); Allegretto from Symphonie No. 6 (Beethoven); Minuet from Symphony E in Flat Major, Op. 1, No. 1; Allegro from Pianoforte Trio in E Flat Major, Op. 1; Hungarian Dance in G Minor, Op. 5 ( Brahms); Recitation by Mr. D. Suma; Suite, Le Trumelle de Conpiuer (Ravel); Selections from Samson and Delilah (Saint-Saens); Vision (Gounod); Meditation (Gounod); Marche Militaire in D Major (Schubert). 8.29, Talk, by Poul Petersen. 6.50, Weather Report (Kalundorpe only). 6.50, Chimes from the Town Hall. 8.2, Radio Summer Hall, followed by News. 9.15, Modern Dance Music. 10.0, Dance Music. 10.30, Programme Announcements. 12.30, Chimes from the Town Hall. Copenhagen. 12.15 a.m., Sunday, Modern Dance Music. 1.0 (approx.), Close Down.

KAINAS (2000 metres) ; 7 k.w.—12.0 Noon. Carillon. 3.30, Chimes Selections. 8.15, Popular Concert and Dance Music.

LAHTI, (1595 metres) ; 6 k.w.—4.55 to 5.57, Programme also for Tampere (567 metres). 6.10, Dance Music. 6.55, Chimes from the Town Hall. 8.2, Radio Summer Hall, followed by News. 9.15, Modern Dance Music. 10.0, Dance Music. 10.30, Programme Announcements. 12.30, Chimes from the Town Hall. 12.15 a.m., Sunday, Modern Dance Music. 1.0 (approx.), Close Down.

BLAUL (226 metres) ; 4 k.w.—6.15, Esther, Lesson 6.30, Talk: Woman in Modern Life. relayed from Glawix (290 metres). 7.35, Art and Literature. 8.30, Concert; Orchestral Selections; March, Over the Rhine (Brahms). 8.30, Jerome. 8.30, Reel, from the Hottest of the week. 8.45, News and Weather Report. 10.0, Selections by the Bern Orchestra. 10.35, Dance Music. 12.00 (approx.), Close Down.

BRUSSELS (385 metres) ; 1 k.w.—8.00, Dance Music. 8.30, Dance Music. 9.00, Castle Park. 9.30, The Belgian State Orchestra.
All Times are rounded to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.
Programmes from Abroad.

BUDAPEST (Radio-Budapest) - Daily weather forecast.

LAUSANNE (Radio-Lausanne) - Daily weather forecast.

KALUNDBORG (Radio-Kalundborg) - Daily weather forecast.

KATARINAGARK (Radio-Katarinakark, Kiel) - Daily weather forecast.

KONTISHOEV (Radio-Kontishoev, Aix-la-Chapelle) - Daily weather forecast.

LAHIT (Radio-Lahit, Nymphenburg) - Daily weather forecast.

LEIPZIG (Radio-Leipzig) - Daily weather forecast.

JAN-LES-PLINS (Radio-Launay, Plins) - Daily weather forecast.

KALUNDBORG (Radio-Kalundborg) - Daily weather forecast.

KONTISHOEV (Radio-Kontishoev, Aix-la-Chapelle) - Daily weather forecast.

LAHIT (Radio-Lahit, Nymphenburg) - Daily weather forecast.

LEIPZIG (Radio-Leipzig) - Daily weather forecast.

JAN-LES-PLINS (Radio-Launay, Plins) - Daily weather forecast.

KALUNDBORG (Radio-Kalundborg) - Daily weather forecast.

KONTISHOEV (Radio-Kontishoev, Aix-la-Chapelle) - Daily weather forecast.

LAHIT (Radio-Lahit, Nymphenburg) - Daily weather forecast.

LEIPZIG (Radio-Leipzig) - Daily weather forecast.

JAN-LES-PLINS (Radio-Launay, Plins) - Daily weather forecast.

KALUNDBORG (Radio-Kalundborg) - Daily weather forecast.

KONTISHOEV (Radio-Kontishoev, Aix-la-Chapelle) - Daily weather forecast.

LAHIT (Radio-Lahit, Nymphenburg) - Daily weather forecast.

LEIPZIG (Radio-Leipzig) - Daily weather forecast.

JAN-LES-PLINS (Radio-Launay, Plins) - Daily weather forecast.

KALUNDBORG (Radio-Kalundborg) - Daily weather forecast.

KONTISHOEV (Radio-Kontishoev, Aix-la-Chapelle) - Daily weather forecast.

LAHIT (Radio-Lahit, Nymphenburg) - Daily weather forecast.

LEIPZIG (Radio-Leipzig) - Daily weather forecast.
Programmes from Abroad.—

LYONS (Radio-Lyon) (281 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—11.15 a.m., Children's Corner, Kiki and his Friends; Selections by Luis Medina and Music by the Artys Orchestra.
8.0 to 8.30, Dance Music Programme. 10.0, Children, and Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Midnight, Dance Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

8.0 to 8.30, Dance Music Programme. 10.0, Children, and Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Midnight, Dance Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

MILAN (Call MI) (553.5 metres) ; 7 kW.—10.20 a.m. Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Religious Music. 12.30, Concert by the E.I.A.R. Quartet. 4.00 (approx.), Children’s Toy orchestra. 6.00, Children’s and Children's Corner, Children's Corner, Kiki and his Friends; Selections of Children’s Music, and Music by the Artys Orchestra.
8.0 to 8.30, Dance Music Programme. 10.0, Children, and Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Midnight, Dance Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

MOSCOW (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.—Programme also for Stockholm (454.5), Bonn (1,190 metres), Belgrade (1,090 metres), Odessa (720 metres), Ustussa (548.6 metres). 7.30 a.m., Children, and Time Signal, followed by a Children’s Show.
12.45, Weather Forecast.
18.15, News Bulletin and Weather Report. 11.00 (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4 kW.—Programme relayed by Angers (584.6 metres), Kiel (504.1 metres), and Kielarnburg (241.9 metres). 11.00 a.m., Chimes relayed from the Munich Town Hall. 11.15 a.m., Weather Forecast. 12.0 Noon, Instrumental Concert. 12.30, (approx.), Weather Report, Programme Announcements. 8.0 to 8.30 (approx.), Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0, Piano Recital by Professor Georges Schumann, of Berlin. 8.0, Musical Programme, followed by Children’s Corner, 9.00, Relay of Dance Music.
11.30 (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

NAPLES, Call 1NA (533.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—10.00 a.m., Concert of Sacred Music. 4.45, Programme for Children, 6.30, Children's Corner, Kiki and his Friends; Selections of Children's Music, and Music by the Artys Orchestra.
8.0, Time Signal. 8.00, Programme of Talks. 8.40, Time Signal. 8.45, Report of the Naples Harbour Authority. 8.50, Concert of Opera Selections. 9.00, Musical Programme.

OSLO (461.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—Programme relayed by Fredrikstad (448.6 metres), Hamar (555.6 metres), Rottem (411 metres), Hamar (555.6 metres), and Religion (766 metres). 11.00 a.m., Children’s Corner, Kiki and his Friends; Selections of Children’s Music, and Music by the Artys Orchestra.
10.00 (approx.), Chimes, followed by Division Service.
7.10, Weather Forecast and Children’s Show.
8.00, Office Bulletin.
11.30 (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

PARIS (Radiodiffusion) (Call FF) (486 metres); 1.5 kW.—6.00 a.m., Programme relayed and followed by the following stations: PTT (276 metres), Radio France Internationale (476 metres), Radiodiffusion (476 metres), Paris (200 metres), Paris (200 metres), Radio France Internationale (476 metres), Paris (200 metres), and Radio France Internationale (276 metres). 11.15, Programme relayed as follows: National Time and Weather Signal and Weather Forecast. 12.30, Programme relayed by the Association Générale des Auditeurs de T.S.F.: Selection from La Belle au Bois Dormant (Tchaikovsky). 6.0, Le Radao, 8.0, Children’s Corner, Kiki and his Friends; Selections of Children’s Music, and Music by the Artys Orchestra.
8.0, Instrumental Concert, followed by Dance Music Programme from the Olympic Park, and the Olympic Park. 12.0 Midnight (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5 kW.—8.00 a.m., Time Signal on 23.5 metres. 10.30 a.m., Time Signal on 5.000 metres. 6.45, Le Journal Paris pour les Enfants, Children’s Programmes, and Race Notes, etc., by Dr. Pierre Vachet, Detective Asbelto, and above, and a Children’s Programme, followed by Classical Music, conducted by M. le General de Goriendo. Chanson Trigane by M. Appoloon Liddine (Baritone) and Mme. Lydie Larina (Mezzo-Soprano).
8.00 a.m., Children, and Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Midnight, Dance Music Programme. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
**The Output Stage and the Pentode**

A Comparison of the Quality of Reproduction with Various Types of Loud Speaker.

**PART II.**

*(Continued from page 33 of previous issue)*

By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.

The next point for discussion is the effect of the high internal resistance. So far as coil-drive loud speakers are concerned, it is ideal provided a high resistance coil or a well-designed transformer of high primary inductance and small leakage inductance is used. The object to be attained is uniform current at all frequencies—this fashionable object may change one of these days! Since the coil impedance is relatively negligible over the working band of audio frequencies, the current is substantially constant. To point a comparison between triode and pentode Fig. 8 has been added. The power triode of the order of 2,700 ohms resistance fails at the higher and at the lower frequencies (owing to its low internal resistance).

So far as reed-drive loud speakers of 2,000 ohms nominal resistance are concerned, it is doubtful whether the pentode will be found an agreeable companion. In present-day reed-drives using low resistance triodes, the current gradually decreases as the frequency increases, owing to the increased resistance and reactance of the winding. The decrease in current partially offsets the increase in response of the reed as its resonance frequency is approached. A valve of high internal resistance will clearly tend to make the current variation from low to high frequency much less than that with a valve of low internal resistance. Thus with the pentode the low and the middle frequencies will be reduced relative to the higher frequencies, unless, of course, the loud speaker is specifically designed to fit the valve.

To illustrate this point concretely, some actual measurements on a reed-drive type of loud speaker have been given in Figs. 9 and 10. From Fig. 9 it will be seen that the effective resistance increases more rapidly than the frequency. This is due to the combined influence of hysteresis and eddy currents in the iron. The inductance falls with rise in frequency again owing to the eddy currents. Thus the top end of the curve of Fig. 10 droops slightly. The impedance of the loud speaker at any frequency is the vector sum of the resistance and reactance as shown in Fig. 11. To get the total circuit impedance of the power valve the internal valve resistance is added as shown in Fig. 12. Two cases have been cited (a) for a power triode, (b) for a pentode. Clearly the pentode increases the circuit impedance to a much greater extent than the triode. Thus as the frequency rises the current with the triode decreases more rapidly than with the pentode, owing to the higher internal resistance of the latter. The curves of Fig. 13 indicate roughly the current variations with a triode of 3,000 ohms and a pentode of 33,000 ohms used in conjunction with a reed-drive loud speaker of 2,000 ohms nominal resistance. It is of interest to state that the amplification of the pentode at \( f = 3,000 \) is 40, an unusually large value for a power valve.

The performance of two reed-drive loud speakers and
The Output Stage and the Pentode.—

The receiver, when used with a power triode, had a uniform frequency characteristic, and the pentode in question was that reported on in the last issue of this journal. The three instruments tested were as follows: (1) "Kone"; (2) the author's cloth cone; (3) coil-drive with coil of 1,500 turns and a magnetic field of 9,300 lines per square cm. The latter instrument was used as a standard of comparison. The results can be divided broadly into two categories (a) Loudness; (b) Quality. Tests were conducted with a pentode on the grand organ, orchestra, and speech. The cloth cone was decidedly the loudest, because its impedance (2,000 ohms nominal resistance) matched the valve most closely. The "Kone" came next, whilst the coil drive just lagged behind. Similar tests with an LS5A valve altered the order to coil-drive, cloth cone, "Kone."

Quality tests with the pentode confirmed the preceding comments, and were disappointing with the "Kone" and the cloth cone. In both cases the music seemed to play round a certain quarter of the frequency register, and there was a lack of definition. Individual instruments did not stand out. Throughout the tests the reproduction from the coil-drive was up to its usual high standard. This must not be regarded as a criticism of either the reed-drive loud speakers or the valves. The punishment simply did not fit the crime, and that is all there is to it. Using an LS5A valve there was a distinct difference. Both speakers exhibited more bass, whilst the musical instruments assumed their customary individuality. Moral! The loud speaker must fit the valve.

Input Impedance an Important Factor.

These experiments with reed-drive loud speakers can be viewed from another standpoint, namely, the effect of the pentode on preceding stages. Owing to the grid to anode capacity the pentode has what is commonly known as an "input impedance." The input impedance is in parallel with the grid leak or transformer secondary, whichever coupling precedes the pentode. The grid to anode capacity includes that of the internal leads, also that in the valve holder and its leads. In our case the load in the anode circuit of the pentode is an inductance in series with a resistance, this being approximately representative of the loud speaker. The inductance causes the input impedance to be a negative resistance, which is in series with a condenser whose magnitude depends upon the degree of amplification exercised by the valve, and upon the grid to anode capacity. The negative resistance means that energy is being fed back from the pentode to previous stages. This, however, does not cause oscillation if precautions are taken. The con-

---

1 British specification 257,317. See Loud Speakers, p. 80, Fig. 46.

---

Fig. 9.—Experimental curve showing effective resistance of reed-drive loud speaker of 2,000 ohms nominal D.C. resistance.

Fig. 10.—Experimental curve showing reactance of loud speaker of 2,000 ohms nominal D.C. resistance. Due to eddy currents in the iron the inductance decreases from 3.6 henries at 100 cycles to 2.2 henries at 5,000 cycles.
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derer being across the grid and filament will attenuate
the higher frequencies. The complete action due to
combination of negative resistance and condenser is
complex and varies with the frequency.

![Diagram showing impedances and reactances](image)

Fig. 11.—Loud speaker impedance is obtained by adding
vectorially the resistance and reactance. The data apply to a
reel drive.

In the present case the valve capacity is unknown, but some comparative tests throw light upon the point
under consideration. Using a coil drive of 2,000 turns
with a pentode of \( m = 60 \), \( p = 33,000 \) ohms fitted in an
ordinary valve holder, a condenser of \( 20 \mu F \) was con-
nected between grid and anode. There was a decided
loss in the upper frequencies, and the pedal organ lost
its upper partials. Another test was made, using two
pentodes in parallel, the wiring being rather extensive
and adding capacity. Here again the upper frequencies
were reduced appreciably.

Input Impedance and High Note Loss.

Now in the above case the magnification due to the
pentode would be from 15 to 20 at 4,000 cycles,
whereas with a reed drive it would be between 40 and
50, i.e., 2.5 times as great. Moreover, the grid to
anode capacity would be 2.5 times as important, so that
a capacity of \( \frac{2 \pi f}{2} = 8 \) cm. would be of considerable
importance, i.e., it would attenuate the higher fre-
cuencies. In practice, however, with the “Kone,” it
was not found that the effect was as marked as these
figures suggest. With both types of speaker the input
impedance effect can be readily demonstrated by put-

1 It is not suggested that the valve under test had an unduly
large capacity.

2 See article in The Wireless World, Jan 5, 1927.

3 It is important to note that battery filters were used.
Disconnection of the pentode screen filter resulted in blasting
and bad quality due to L.F. reaction.

So far as coil-drives are concerned, there is no reason
to limit the number of turns to 1,000 as one must do
when using triodes in order to retain the upper fre-
cuencies (large coil reactance). The high \( p \) value of
the pentode makes it permissible to increase both the
resistance and the reactance of the coil. By using

![Diagram showing current and frequency relationships](image)

Fig. 13.—Diagram showing relative values of current in reed-
drive loud speaker using pentode and triode. Observe the much
greater variation in current with the latter valve.
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48 S.W.G. enamelled wire the numbers of turns can be increased appreciably. With 3,000 turns (if they can be accommodated comfortably in the air gap) the coil reactance at 5,000 cycles would be approximately equal to the internal resistance of the pentode. Provided the input impedance were negligible, the reproduction would be kindled in quality to that obtained to-day with 1,000 turn coils and LS5A valves, but the power output for a given signal voltage on the grid would be nine times as great. For better quality it is advisable to limit the number of turns to 2,000 or 2,500 since the coil current will then be fairly constant throughout the audio-frequency range. With a coil of 3,000 turns the permissible grid swing would be less than that for a coil of 1,000 turns. This is due to the appreciable variation in anode voltage in the former case. Moreover, the anode voltage change must be kept within limits, so that only the linear portion of the pentode characteristics are employed. For example, in Fig. 4 (see page 32 of previous issue) the characteristic becomes curved at a smaller value of grid bias the lower the anode voltage (see curve 4 where the anode voltage is 60). Also the pentode magnification increases with the number of turns on the coil. Suppose the effective magnification were 30, the grid swing 5 volts and the H.T. 150 volts. Then since the change in anode volts = 5 × 30 the positive anode swing would be from 150 to 300 volts, and the negative swing from 150 volts to 0 volts. A swing of this magnitude would probably introduce distortion, whilst a greater swing would be inadmissible because the anode voltage cannot be reduced below zero. In order to determine the permissible swing with 3,000 turns, it would be essential to take a further series of characteristics for anode voltages well above and well below 150 volts and plot a valve-coil impedance diagram. At any rate, although 3,000 turns enhances the sensitivity enormously, the maximum possible output is limited, and the permissible grid swing decreases with increase in the number of turns. Moreover, apart from coil and input impedance, there is an output limit due to the valve characteristic, i.e., when the nonlinear portions are reached. This limit is also present with triodes, but can be raised for both classes of valve by augmenting the H.T. At the moment the H.T. limit for the pentode is 150 volts. As this is likely to be raised it would be premature to compare the maximum permissible output for triode and pentode (unlimited signal voltage).

As the reader may still be wondering how these large output currents are obtained with a valve of high internal resistance, a few additional remarks on the subject may be of interest. From Fig. 14 we see that the anode current for any given value of grid bias and H.T. is much greater than the corresponding current for a triode of similar internal resistance and amplification factor. This is purely a physical effect due to the design of the pentode. Moreover, since the triode and pentode are different in design and in their physical properties and behaviour, we must scrap our old ideas about high magnification factor and high internal resistance being incompatible for power purposes.

(To be concluded.)

---

4 A valve resistance of 25,000 ohms is assumed. With a lower valve resistance the number of turns would have to be reduced accordingly.

---

The input impedance depends, of course, on the character of the apparatus preceding the pentode. The above data relate to an average case. By alteration in design the effect could have been reduced considerably.
Remote Control for Detector=L.F. Sets. By "Radiophare."

Although several devices for controlling both filament switching and volume have been described from time to time in this journal, it is a fact that the more attractive schemes are not applicable to sets without H.F. amplification. Now the detector-L.F. combination, generally without reaction, is deservedly a favourite with those whose main interest lies in reception of the local station, with good quality, and it is just this type of listener who most appreciates facilities for controlling the receiver from his chair, whether the instrument be installed at a distant point or even in a corner of his sitting-room.

For Anode Rectification Only.

The arrangement here put forward can be applied to any circuit with anode bend detection; the rectifier must have a resistance in its anode circuit, or otherwise distortion will be produced, but the coupling between the second and third valve (if there are more than two) may be of any desired type.

To avoid complications, it is practically essential that the detector valve should have a filament rating lower by about two volts than the L.F. amplifiers.

Although the schematic diagram may appear to be complicated, the working of the device is not difficult to understand. It will be seen that the filament circuit of the two L.F. valves remains "open" until the relay contacts are closed; the windings of this relay are in series with detector filament, rheostat R₁, remote control rheostat R₂, and the L.T. battery. When this circuit is completely broken at R₂, the filaments of all valves are extinguished, but when it is "made," both L.F. amplifiers receive full L.T. voltage, while the pressure across the detector filament depends on the resistance values of R₁, R₂, relay winding, and extension leads, all of which are connected in series.

We now come to the question of volume adjustment, and to understand this it is necessary to know how the detector valve receives its negative bias. In this case we use the voltage drop across the total resistance in the negative filament lead of the valve; as already stated, its rating must be about two volts less than that of the others, and so this voltage is available for bias purposes. As it may be slightly in excess of the requirements of the ordinary "R.C." valve which is recommended, arrangements are made to "back off" the surplus by applying a small positive voltage through a potentiometer. However, this refinement is necessary only when the set is working at something approaching the limit of its range, and

![Diagram](image-url)
Armchair Wireless.—
the lead shown as being joined to the slider may sometimes be connected to L.T. negative.

If the resistance of the remote rheostat $R_r$ is increased, volume will be reduced, both by virtue of the fact that the voltage drop across it (and consequently the detector negative grid bias) is increased over and above that required for most sensitive detection, and also because the internal A.C. resistance of the valve is increased, due to dimming of its filament.

When making initial adjustments, it will be convenient to set $R_r$ at minimum resistance, and then, with the help of a voltmeter connected across the detector valve filament terminals, to fix its L.T. voltage at the full rated value by adjusting $R_r$. Finally, the potentiometer slider should be moved to the position giving loudest signals—generally quite near the negative end of its winding.

The volume control must not be expected to deal with altogether excessive signal voltages from the aerial; where such conditions exist it is necessary to reduce the input (by detuning or otherwise) to a reasonable level before putting it into operation.

In other words, the alteration of sensitivity, while sufficient to vary signal strength (in a detector-L.F. set as shown in the diagram) between the limits of full output from a super-power valve and an unintelligible whisper, is insufficient when, say, an H.F. voltage of 5 or 6 volts is developed across the grid-filament circuit. It is recommended that the input from the aerial should be so adjusted that volume on average modulation is slightly excessive when the distant control rheostat is "all out."

Although the control of volume is continuous, it is not in direct proportion to the setting of the rheostat dial; as it is rotated from zero there is at first little change in intensity, as the emission of the modern valve filament is generally so liberal that there is no appreciable reduction in amplification until its heating current falls off very considerably. As the resistance is further increased, however, a point is reached where both decreased emission and increased negative bias come into play.

USEFUL DATA CHARTS. (NO. II.)

Inductance, Capacity, and Frequency: Short-wave Band.

The wavelength to which a tuned system comprising a coil and a condenser responds is given as follows: microhensies × micro-farads = metres$^2$ × 0.281. This is of the form $a \times b = 0.281 \times c^2$, so that three equal logarithmic scales are required. The middle scale is fixed by cutting off a length extending from 10 to 100 metres, which is generally recognised as comprising the short-wave region. The capacity range required is about 7 to 100 micro-farads, and so the right-hand scale is fixed. It now remains to put the left-hand scale in position. A line is drawn joining $40\mu F$ to 30 metres; then microhensies × 40 = 0.281 × $30^2$, which gives 6-32 microhensies as the point where the line should intersect the left-hand scale.

The L/C Ratio.

In considering the values of inductance and capacity to be adopted in short-wave receiving circuits, we must be sure that our choice leads to a really efficient circuit since we are limited in the use of H.F. amplification. For the grid input circuit the use of large L and small C will increase signal strength provided that a loosely-coupled aerial is used and that the detector does not load the circuit unduly. If these two conditions are not fulfilled, then better results will be obtained by designing the circuit to give the greatest output under a definite load.

When working above, say, 5 megacycles, it is desirable that the variable part of $C$ should be fairly small and become smaller as the frequency is increased, since the band traversed by the condenser becomes greater as the frequency increases.

It is convenient to use a variable condenser of maximum capacity 0-000075 $\mu F$ with a parallel fixed condenser so as to bring the total maximum capacity of the circuit up to 0-00034 $\mu F$; this will give, in conjunction with a suitable coil, a tuning range of approximately 5 to 7.5 megacycles. The abac shows that at 5 megacycles with the condenser all in $10_{\mu F}$ will be required, and that at 7.5 megacycles the capacity must be reduced to 0-000045 $\mu F$.

Short Wave Tuning Ranges.

This is as much as we should attempt to cover at this point, and it is preferable to decrease the range of the condenser as the frequency gets higher, as stated above.

A short table of a suggested series of convenient ranges is given, and it should be pointed out here that the ranges mentioned are covered in rather less than the swing of the dial so as to give a certain amount of overlap at the ends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range in Megacycles</th>
<th>Range in Metres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0 7-5</td>
<td>60-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-5 10-0</td>
<td>40-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-0 12-0</td>
<td>30-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-0 13-5</td>
<td>25-22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-5 15-0</td>
<td>22.2-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-0 16-0</td>
<td>20-18.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the maximum value of the variable condenser is decreased as the frequency is increased, it will result in a shortened range as desired, since its ratio to the fixed capacity is decreased. There are several methods of achieving this end, one being to use two similar variable condensers in tandem, connecting them first in parallel, then singly, and finally in series. The calculation of the effective value of two condensers in series can be avoided by the use of an abac which will appear later in this series.

Another method is to put a fixed condenser of suitable value in series with the variable part. It should be borne in mind that the addition of a fixed condenser will alter the law of the tuning scale, and if it was originally "straight-line wavelength" it will approximate to "straight-line capacity" with the series condenser.
Making the Most of Summer.
The "cussedness" of British weather has taught us to partake thankfully and plentifully of anything which resembles sunshine; thus the majority of wireless clubs are now holding their meetings in the open air. One of the most exciting and instructive games ever invented—the D.F. hunt with portable receivers—has been played in various parts of the country, and among the societies which have already carried out instances of this kind are the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society (in collaboration with other London societies), Southend and District Radio Society, North Middlesex Radio Society, Snade Radio (Birmingham), Bradford and District Radio Society, and the Sheffield and District Wireless Society.

ON THE SCENT. One of the parties which took part in the recent concealed transmitter hunt organised by the Sheffield Wireless Society.

Wireless Golf?
The D.F. hunt contains all the elements of competition present in other games with many peculiar qualities possessed by no other pastime. The boundaries of play are only limited by the travelling capacity of the players, and if time did not enter into the question, the whole of the United Kingdom could be brought into the game. A number of hidden transmitters scattered up and down the country could be tracked in turn, and the game would then develop into a sort of wireless golf, the players representing different radio societies in competition. And even if time does not permit of play on such a large scale, there seems to be no reason why several transmitters could not be used on one field day, especially if each tracking party is provided with a car.

Tracking a Moving Transmitter.
Whether the game would benefit by the introduction of complications is a moot question. Tracking a mobile transmitter in the manner attempted by the Golders Green and Hendon Society on Sunday last (July 15th) may involve many exciting situations, but there remains the danger that the hunt for a moving object may develop into a simple chase at speeds considerably above the legal limit.

Concealed Transmitter in Peak District.
Members of the Sheffield and District Wireless Society recently spent an exciting day in tracking a concealed transmitter in the Peak district. Four parties, provided with a portable receiver and frame aerial, proceeded to four points of the compass, relative to the concealed transmitter, each being unaware of course, of the locality of the other three parties. The transmitter worked on a wave-length of 200 metres, and started transmissions at 11 a.m., working with intervals of five minutes till 11.25. Transmission was resumed at 12.15 p.m., the same signals being transmitted in the same sequence until 12.40 p.m. The concluding transmission was begun at 2 p.m. on the same schedule, and observed.

The winning party under the direction of Mr. Haynor had instructions to proceed to Moscar Lodge, a wild moorland spot situated approximately eight miles north of the transmitter. Their receiver was a two-valve Hartley with a split aerial wound round the frame. At Moscar Lodge signals were faint but clear, and a complete cut-out was obtained with the frame at minimum. Bearings having been plotted and a line drawn on the map, the party proceeded to the village of Windmill. Here signals were very much stronger and the bearing so definite that a line was readily plotted on the map, and the party rushed off to Piddlesworth, a village a few miles east where a further set of signals came in strongly.

Caught in the Act.
During the lunch interval it was discovered that the three lines drawn did not give a true intersection but formed a small triangle roughly half a mile square. The party, therefore, proceeded to a point in the centre of this triangle and here, during the final transmission, signals were difficult and faintly heard, and was experienced in detecting the exact minimum position of the frame. In a few minutes the transmitting party was caught in the act of selecting out the last series of signals from an old farmyard concealed behind a copse. At the conclusion of the transmission all parties proceeded to Woodville Hunt, the headquarters of Mr. Lakey. Here, during refreshments, the adventures of each of the parties were discussed. No other party succeeded in locating the transmitting station. One party showed a better set of bearings on their map than the winning party, but transmissions ended before they could again check and reach the point of transmission. Another party, however, known to the wave-length of the transmitter owing, it was disclosed, the party had been on a band of American cloth used to simplify handling the receiver.

The transmitter was a loose-coupled Hartley single-valve at 500 volts 80 milliamperes, i.e., 15 watts with a 0.3 amp radiation. The aerial was 20 feet high, and the counterpoise consisted of a single wire 4 feet above the ground.

Wireless World.

THE END OF A PERFECT DAY. Members of the Sheffield Wireless Society photographed at the conclusion of the recent transmitter hunt, in which only one party was successful. On the left, the transmitter—a loose-coupled single-valve Hartley. The portable used by the winning party can also be seen.
The Relay Stations.
Speculation has been busy recently regarding the future of the relay stations. There can be little doubt that the autumn and winter will see some surprising changes in programme distribution, as a prelude to the regional scheme. I hear that it is very unlikely that the Corporation will wait until the completion of the regional stations before reducing the number of stations now in operation.
Savoy Hill is already making plans for the distribution of the staff of one relay station which will certainly have finished its existence before the end of the year.

The Ideal: Studios Everywhere.
All the present relays will cease to function as wireless stations with the introduction of the regional scheme. In most cases, however, the studio will be retained and there is a probability that new studios will be erected in towns which have never boasted a broadcasting station, either main or relay.
The ideal would be for each city to have its broadcast studio connected to the nearest exchange point. There would then be no complaints that Glasgow had an unfair advantage over Edinburgh or that Blackpool could shout its charms more easily than Brighton.

A Plea for the "Maniacs."
If the B.B.C. refuses, in spite of the lifting of the ban on controversy, to place the microphone at the disposal of vegetarians, spiritualists, anti-vaccinationists, and other ardent propagandists, care should be taken to avoid hurting their susceptibilities. If they could "answer back" it would be a different matter, but the microphone is banned to them.
Yet the Corporation's official organ, commenting on a cookery talk on July 11th, says: "Most of us have known, and suffered from, the diet maniacs—vegetarians, fruitarians, enthusiasts for vegetable marrows and nut croutons and artificial simulations of meat..."
"Maniac" is sometimes a useful word, but its use in the passage referred to has given offence to the vegetarian community. I think that the least Savoy Hill can do now is to allow them a talk in self-defence.

School Wireless Investigated.
There are now two distinct spheres of educational broadcasting, one of which from the pages (there are 24 of them) in a report on "Educational Broadcasting" published by the Carnegie United Kingdom Trustees. The report deals with a special investigation carried out in schools of the county of Kent during 1927, and—a point of paramount importance—gives the opinions of teachers themselves on the value of broadcast lessons.

FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
July 22nd.—Bach Cantata relayed from St. Ann's Church, Manchester.
July 23rd.—An All-Welsh Concert relayed from the New Theatre, Cardiff.
July 25th.—"Improvisations in June," by Max Mohr.
Daventry Experimental (5GB).
July 23rd.—A Norman O'Neill Concert.
July 24th.—"Improvisations in June," by Max Mohr.
July 27th.—Surprise Feature.
Cardiff.
July 27th.—"Superstition," a play in one act by Martin Lane.
Manchester.
July 24th.—"Marjory," a comedy with music in three acts.
July 26th.—"Peter Calling," a wireless mystery in three scenes by West Thynne.
Newcastle.
July 24th.—Concert by the Municipal Orchestra directed by Frank Gane.
Aberdeen.
July 25th.—Scottish Concert.

The Teachers' Verdict.
School teachers are nearly unanimous (I judge by the report) as to the benefits which broadcasting can confer under favourable conditions. Their opinions canvassed by a diligently-prepared set of questionnaires upon each individual course, may be summarised as follows:—The broadcast lessons in 1927 (a) imparted a knowledge of facts; (b) stimulated interest in ways which could be definitely observed; (c) created impressions as durable as those produced by their ordinary lessons; (d) did not encourage inattention; (e) were particularly stimulating to clever children; (f) supplied views and information which the teachers could not have supplied, and (g) gave them fresh ideas for lessons.

Another Report Wanted.
An additional blessing seems to have been the added interest which many parents have displayed in their children's lessons. In some cases Dad has been able to listen to the same lesson that Tommy has heard while in school, and poor Tommy has come home to an unexpected parental catechism.
I should like to hear what Tommy thinks about it. When shall we have the children's report?

The "Prom" Season.
All music lovers will welcome the extension of the B.B.C. Promenade Concert season to eight weeks this year as compared with six weeks in 1927. The season will open at the Queen's Hall on Saturday, August 11th, under the conductorship of Sir Henry Wood.
MOVING-COIL REPRODUCTION.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the letters recently published on moving-coil reproduction, especially the letter of Mr. L. C. Hill.

There seems to be a great difference of opinion as to whether a moving-coil speaker will operate from a single output voltage of the 256 type.

Perhaps my experience will be of assistance to your readers. Following The Wireless World design—it is essential to employ the large pot—for those using a 6- or 8-volt accumulator, a high-resistance winding can be easily accommodated in the narrow gap (5/64). I wound 4,000 turns of 47 wire. This gives excellent results, and seems invariably better than matching the low-resistance coil and transformer.

With regard to the set. For those who can receive intelligible speech on a crystal, they will find that a three-valve set (bottom bend detector, no reaction, resistance and transformer coupled, with 256 output valve) will give ample volume for an average sized room. It is essential to use 150 volts on the last valve, as below this voltage "chattering" is experienced. In this respect one cannot do better than follow Mr. Hill's suggestions. The above combination will give results which, I think, would satisfy the most critical listener.

Malvern.

F. W. SANTLER.

July 4th, 1928.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES.

Sir,—The pronouncement by the Postmaster-General that he has no idea of the final details of the Regional Scheme gives opportunity for suggestions.

The British broadcasting station having the greatest range, suffering the least interference, and listened to by the largest number is very easily 5XX, the long-wave Daventry station. That this station should broadcast almost precisely the same programme as 2LO, over the area where this latter is effective, is highly ridiculous, as it should very obviously supply the alternative, and any different programme for the Midlands, even though it be the same as for London, could come from the "alternative" station, SGB, which ought to be effective in satisfying even Continental listeners if their requirements are to be considered. As it is, 5XX is not of much use to Northern listeners, as their own stations mostly give out London programmes, and such items as they would conceivably like more than others (as, e.g., the local news from London) Daventry does not supply. No doubt a plea for the crystal user will be brought forth in excuse, but many crystal users are able to obtain both 2LO and 5XX, and, in any case, provided the crystal user can get one station, surely the man with sufficient enthusiasm to get or make a valve set (British valves can now be got from 3s. 6d. up) deserves some extra consideration.

Give, therefore, a distinctive programme (with an Empire flavour if you like) to 5XX, and since only one long wave-length is available for the British Isles, erect a precisely similar station in Scotland for that area, giving precisely the same programme as 5XX on exactly the same frequency. Let a howl on the subject of heterodyning go up, let us point out that such synchronising has been tried in America with most excellent results, and to do this here might avoid the expense of aerial shorter wave stations as alternatives.

Manchester.

EX-LONDONER.

GIFT HORSES.

Sir,—Reading through the copies of The Wireless World that have accumulated during a sojourn in the St. John's Hospital, Lewisham, the above-headed topic has appealed to me, as I have experienced disappointment at the inefficiency of the wireless installation.

As inscribed on the headphone bands, the Daily News in 1925 installed the apparatus. It was tuned in permanently to 2LO. The trouble, in my ward, was due to faulty "phone leads, and, in some cases, in the telephones. In one or two cases, by the aid of a penknife, I was able to effect temporary repairs.

If something can be done to bring these faulty installations up to the mark again I can assure you that the sick people in hospitals will be very grateful.

One needs to be hedridden to appreciate broadcasting to the full.

Catford, S.E.6.

June 12th, 1928.

P. JAMES.

A STRAIGHT-LINE INTERVALVE COUPLING.

Sir,—I have read with interest the letters of Messrs. Sowerby and Turner on the most question of rectification, and find myself in agreement with the former gentleman. The all-important factor in all these questions (and one that is almost invariably overlooked) is the time-constant and its effect on grid saturation. The less this the better chance we have of realising our ideal, viz., faithful reproduction. The one great barrier to this realisation is the non-inductive grid leak, which, as everyone knows, is a fruitful source of saturation both in the high- and the low-frequency side of a receiving circuit. The diminution of the time-constant caused by bringing the detector valve off its bottom bend is a factor by the side of which all others pale into insignificance. It is mainly for this reason that people endowed with nature with ultra-sensitive ears, prefer anode to grid rectification. From the standpoint of efficiency in dealing with weak signals anode rectification needs only to be backed by efficient high-frequency amplification to hold its own with any leaky grid arrangement.

The latter method is only of service in cases where it is desired to secure the maximum of efficiency from a "detector-Reimartz" circuit which depends on reaction for the amplification of weak signals. But to quality seekers anode bend is a "five quid non unless diode rectification is tried. The latter method is in reality a somewhat "hair-splitting" proposition, as the tym-
panic membrane of the human ear is asymmetrically loaded, and, therefore, does not possess a straight-line characteristic. But that matter does not end here. However perfect your rectifier, it is equally important to reduce the time-constant to a negligible factor in the audio-frequency amplifier. So far the only serious attempt at solving this problem has been made by Professor Donle. He substituted chokes for grid leaks. This was a step in the right direction, but when it was discovered that a serious low-gain loss resulted unless the chokes were made so large that self-capacity was introduced, people reverted to the old grid leak. It is the same with transformer coupling. Either you get too much capacity, or else you lose your low tones. A transformer in the last stage preceded by some form of resistance-condenser coupling is an excellent thing, but saturation is very marked in loud passages. If the push-pull system is used, we obtain really splendid results provided the overall amplification is kept down to a datum point. Beyond that point a middle hump develops which destroys all the advantages claimed for the system. The problem of the problem is how to preserve a uniform amplification of all audio-frequencies with a really good soaring efficiency curve and free from saturation trouble. Is there no form of coupling that solves the problem? Experiments I am now carrying out show considerable promise. They have already applied for provisional protection for a new coupling which, for the reasons above enumerated and explained, marks a distinct advance on all previous systems.

Hampstead, N.W.6. NOEL BONAVIA-HUNT, M.A.

MAINS CONNECTED RECEIVING SETS.

New I.E.E. Regulations.

The following new sections concerning the use of radio apparatus connected to the supply mains have now been added to the Regulations governing the electrical equipment of buildings.

Where radio apparatus is connected to alternating-current supply mains without the use of a double-wound "mains" transformer, the aerial shall be connected as described above, but the condenser referred to shall have a capacity not greater than 0.001 microfarad.

For either direct-current or alternating-current supply, the insulation-resistance test specified in Regulation 136 A shall be applied to the high-frequency coupling transformer or to the condenser, whichever be employed.

(C) Head Telephones and Loud Speakers.—These shall be connected to the radio apparatus either through a double-wound transformer or, alternatively, through a circuit which includes a condenser in series with each of the outgoing conductors.

Note.—The field circuit of a moving-coil loud speaker having a separately excited field system may be independently connected to the supply mains in accordance with the Regulations which are applicable.

134. Condensers.—The condensers referred to in clauses (A), (B) and (C) of Regulation 133 above shall conform in all respects to British Standard Specification No. 271-1926 and shall be of either the mica-dielectric or the paper-dielectric type mentioned in that Specification for use in circuits in which the pressure does not exceed 300 volts (600 volts direct-current test pressure).

135. "Mains" Transformers.—Every "mains" transformer shall have its core earthed, and shall be of the double-wound type in which the winding that is in direct connection with the supply mains is effectively separated from all other windings either by an earthed metallic screen or by adequate insulation capable of withstandings a test pressure of 1,000 volts (alternating current). The insulation resistance between the above winding and all other windings, when measured after the above pressure test, shall be not less than 20 megohms when tested with a pressure of 500 volts (direct current) or twice the supply pressure, whichever be the greater.

136. Insulation Resistance.

(A) The terminals or points at which the aerial, earth, telephone or loud speaker connections are made to the radio apparatus, or to the transformers or condensers referred to in Regulation 133 where these are external to the apparatus, shall have an insulation resistance from the "mains" input terminals of the apparatus of not less than 2 megohms when tested with a pressure of 500 volts (direct current) or twice the supply pressure, whichever be the greater.

(B) Every battery connected to the radio apparatus and intended to be in metallic connection with the supply mains shall be adequately insulated so as to have an insulated resistance from earth of not less than 2 megohms, when tested as specified in (A) above.
Milliamps on an Ammeter.

Is it possible to convert my moving coil ammeter to read milliamperes by the insertion of resistances in series, or is this not practicable, by any other means?

T. C.

You are in error in supposing that an ammeter can be modified to read currents in the order of milliamperes by inserting series resistance. In any case, without full particulars of your instrument it is not possible to give any definite advice, but in all probability its sensitivity may be increased by either removing the existing shunt resistance entirely, or if necessary, by replacing it by one of a higher value. You could experiment on these lines.

Not According to Plan.

I have added a separate rheostat for the H.F. amplifier of my receiver with the idea of using it as a volume control. Unfortunately, however, this does not work as it should, but in exact opposition to the manner I had expected. On putting in circuit a few ohms of resistance signal become louder instead of weaker; a slight further increase puts the set into oscillation. Can you suggest a reason?

L. T. D.

The effect you describe is unusual, but we think it might be accounted for by the fact that the added resistance is connected in circuit in such a way that it is common to two or more circuits, and it is thus acting as an interstage coupling. Again, it may be that your filament and grid return circuits are so arranged that the insertion of resistance decreases the normal positive bias (possibly applied inadvertently) to the H.F. grid (or grids). If you care to send us a circuit diagram of your set we shall endeavour to offer a more definite opinion.

Throttle Control of Reaction.

Will you please give me a circuit diagram showing how I can modify my present "Harley" detector circuit for throttle control, of which I hear good accounts? I am told that an H.F. choke is not essential; if this applies to my receiver, in which the detector is coupled by a resistance to the first L.F. amplifier, I should prefer to dispense with it.

A. M. S.

The circuit you require is given in Fig. 1, in which C1 is the reaction feed condenser and C2 the throttle control. C1 and C2 are the usual grid condensers for detector and L.F. valves. C1 may be of from 0.0003 or 0.0005 mfd., while a capacity of 0.0001 will be ample for C2; if the valve tends to oscillate too freely, this should be reduced. A fairly low anode resistance (not more than 100,000 ohms) is recommended for a circuit of this type.

RULES.

(1) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be headed "Information Department."

(2) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(4) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.

(5) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc. cannot be supplied.

(6) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional details described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

A Substitute for Litz.

In order to reduce cost I wish to wind my H.F. coils (on the lines of those described in connection with several "Wireless World" receivers) with solid D.C.C. wire instead of Litz. Which gauge do you recommend for best possible results on the normal broadcast wavelengths? N. L. C.

The gauge of wire for lowest H.F. resistance depends on the diameter of the coil; assuming that you are going to use the usual formers of 3/8 diameter, we suggest from 65 to 70 turns of No. 26 D.C.C. solid wire.

Overrunning a Valve.

As I should like to obtain a greater undistorted output from my last valve (a D.E.5a) I am thinking of increasing the H.T. voltage from 120 to 160. Is it necessary to observe any special precautions?

O. I.

In the first place we ought to tell you the proposed voltage is above the maximum specified by the manufacturers, and consequently you should pay attention to several points. The grid circuit must never be broken while the filament is glowing; in other words, the valve should not be operated without a very considerable negative voltage (amounting to at least 30 volts) on its grid. Furthermore, we recommend you to run the filament at the full 6 volts provided by the L.T. battery, and not at the slightly lower voltage customarily recommended for this type of valve.

Short-circuited Grid Bias.

The tuning condensers of my four-valve set (one H.F. stage) are fitted with circular metallic discs for screening purposes. At present they are left unconnected, as they were not shown in the design which I followed. Would it be desirable to connect them to earth?

A. J. B.

It is quite possible that you would obtain greater freedom from hand-ethnic effects by earthing the shield, but before doing so you should ensure that the extra connection will not have the effect of short-circuiting any grid bias batteries which may be used for the H.F. and detector valves.

Consideration of the circuit diagram of a typical receiver will show you that a short-circuit of this kind will be introduced if the discs happen to be in metallic connection with the condenser vanes.

Fig. 1.—A throttle controlled reaction circuit in which the anode resistance acts as an H.F. choke.
SIX-SIXTY
VALVES
POSSESS ALL THE QUALITIES
WHICH REALLY GOOD VALVES
SHOULD POSSESS
Vide Authoritative Press
Ask your Dealer for SIX-SIXTY
The Valve that means the best in Radio

SIX-SIXTY
GLOWLESS VALVES

The Electron Co., Ltd., 122-124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Tel.: Regent 4366.

BUILD YOUR ELIMINATORS
WITH
WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS
WHICH WILL GIVE YOU FULL WAVE
RECTIFICATION WITHOUT VALVES
OR ELECTROLYTE.

Constructed entirely of metal,
rigidly fixed, there are no
moving or wearing parts.

Other types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input Volts A.C.</th>
<th>Max. Output Volts D.C.</th>
<th>Max. Output Amps.</th>
<th>For Incorporation in</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4/2/1</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>6/7.5</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>Trickle Charger</td>
<td>27/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/2/2</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>6/7.5</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>L.T. Charger</td>
<td>45/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price 84'-

Transformers specially designed for use with these rectifiers
are manufactured by:
Messrs. Ferranti Ltd., and Messrs. R.I. & Varley Ltd.
Ask your retailer for full particulars.
Manufactured entirely in England by:
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTICES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is:
12 words or less, 1- and 2-line for every additional word, 1d.; 24 words, 2d.-
Name and address must be counted.

SHERWOOD DENTURES are now ready for use by Trade. Orders must be sent to the
Dealers Agent, 38, Victoria St., London, S.W.I.

SHERWOOD DENTURES are now ready for use by Trade. Orders must be sent to the
Dealers Agent, 38, Victoria St., London, S.W.I.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are subject to the following terms:

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World," Office
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the
advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 600, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number still remains the number of the advertiser. All replies
should be addressed to Box 600, c/o "The Wireless World."

THE DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.

The rules for this system are:
1. The amount to be deposited must be notified to the sender and to the
2. The amount to be deposited must be notified to the sender and to the
3. The amount to be deposited must be notified to the sender and to the

THE SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED RECEPTORS.

A New Service to our Readers.

We have made an arrangement with the Patentees whereby readers will be able to dispose of home-constructed
models used for the purposes of the above mentioned service. The
cost of the set by the means of the Deposit System referred to above.

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for its advertisement will, in every case make use of a Box No.
and should add to the price the amount which the
amount should be calculated at 1½d. per valuer holder.

If the purchaser is satisfied with the purchase, the sum paid will be forwarded to the sender less the amount due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World." All proceeds of the patentors and publishers of the patentors shall receive a certificate and be handed on to the purchaser of the set.

SPECIAL NOTE.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the silence as no indication that the goods advertised have not already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many inquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each one by post.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.


the little cells that
satisfy.

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. P. Fort Pot Cells No. 51 and 92 Sav Cells. All complete.

Skeet 1c, Cell 6-c. 12-cell 30-cell

Send 14d. stamp for book giving full particulars to—

THE ETON BATTERY CO.,
14, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

Traders Catalogue.

Cabinets, Ebonite, Components, Speakers.

Keen prices, quick service. Send for illustrated list.

Bona-Fide Traders only. Dept. W.W.

Persey Radio, Burton-on-Trent.

COILS

for all circuits

GAMBRELL BROS. LTD.,
26, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.T. Transformer, Loudspeaker or loudspeaker repaired and dispatched in 48 Hours.

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE with each repair. Free Postage.

Send to TRADE.

TRADEMARK REPAIR CO.,
The Wireless World

Advancements.

The One Chosen

by Messrs. A.W. GAMAGE for their window display in their Moving Coil Loud Speaker Department when they recently held it. It would, without a doubt be your choice too.

If you saw it, may we send you an illustrated and detailed price list?

Complete Sets of Parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>£4 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200/250</td>
<td>£4 16 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Porter Engineer, Wellowgate, Grimsby

Telephone: 2011.

Everybody's Portable Electric Power Generator.

Porter Engineering Co., Ltd., Grimsby.

Complete Sets of Parts.

For coal, or all electric power.

Send for estimates.

MAYBE THEY'LL BE THE LAST TO KNOW.

EASY PAYMENTS

Baker's Moving Coil Speaker Parts.

New Permanent Magnet Type. (Cash £3 6 0) Delivered for 1/12 and 6 monthly payments.

ELECTRO MAGNET TYPE.

(£7 8 0) Delivered for 6 weekly or 11 monthly payments. All wireless sets accommodates any component on 10% and 11 monthly payments. No onerous terms required. Prompt service.

Send for requirements to

London Radio Supply Co., Ltd.

11, Old Lane, London E.C.2.

Telephone: Clay 957.
COILS, TRANSFORMERS, Etc.—Contd.

EVE MY Coil, Four Three, "W.W. Five, 15: $, each; wired or wound with D.C.C. wire instead of 14, 10:1, J—Jennings.

2 H.F. Everyman, 3 with bases, 31/6; high wave, 245: S—Jennings.

EVE MY Coil, Selection Four, 2 with bases, 27: high wave, 150: S—Jennings.

EVE MY Coils, Fenobie Bases, 16 each; screen, 41; spiral, grooved, with screws, aerial or acoo, 3/1—Jennings Radio, 50, Chapel St., Birmingham.

NEW All-Wave Coils, complete set of 8, with bases: 65/. guaranteed to specification; other coils for W.W. sets at moderate prices—Lamm, 76, Victoria Grove, East End Park, Leeds.

B and J—All "Wireless World" coils from stock.

B and J—Everyman Four coils, 20: pair.

B and J—Everyman Four, plug-in type, H.F., 56/6, 56/; S.R., 56/; bases, 5/6 pair; your coils converted for 21/6.

B and J—Everyman Four, plug-in type on Sheffield telephone bases, as described in "Wireless World," May 30th, page 578, complete set with bases: 4/.

B and J—Regional and Standard Four, 716 set; for 21/6 set; 311 Everyman, 60: set.


B and J—Carry our usual Money Back Guarantee; see also displayed advertisement in back of magazine.


BER CLIF Coils for all "Wireless World" Receivers, dozens of types in regular production; any type quoted.

BER CLIF Coils for A.C. Valve Receiver, as specified, 26: pair; interchangeable long and short wave, 37/7 set.

BER CLIF Coils for D.C. Mains Three, as specified, 87/6 set.


BER CLIF Coils for Everyman Four, still the standard of excellence; 35: pair.

BER CLIF Coils for Casio H.F. Amplifier, 10: each.

BER CLIF Coils for Screened Valve Everyman; 51/ pair.

BER CLIF Coils for Standard Four; 77/9 set of 4.

BER CLIF Coils for All-Wave Four; 42/6 pair.

BER CLIF Coils for 2 H.F. Everyman; 79/ of set.

BER CLIF Coils for Selection Four; 51/6 set of 4.

BER CLIF Coils for all Modern Circuits.

BER CLIF Coils for all Special Purposes; above list is only a selection, we quote to your requirements.

BER CLIF, the six year old trade mark of the makers of the best coils, the people who know you down; send for our free list before you decide, trade supplied anywhere—Simmonds Bros, Shirland Rd., Smethwick TEL: 1, Smethwick 721.

Mention of "The Wireless World" when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
“LAKER” STEEL MAST
for 10’

For this very small outlay you can install a most efficient and handsome LAKER STEEL MAST in preference to an untyd wooden bough.

This mast is complete with all fittings as illustrated.

There are no extra taxes to buy nor holes to dig as the mast rests in a solid metal foot plate in the ground.

“LAKER” Masts are made from best British Tubular Steel and they are distinct ornament in your garden.

Steel masts are a protection against lightning and reduce static and other atmospheric disturbances.

We manufacture several types of steel masts, which are sent out pointed with rust proof paint, ready for erection.

“Laker” Junior Masts, 25 ft., 15/-; 30 ft., 18/6 (carriage 1/- extra).


“Laker” Standard Masts (2” tubing), 35 ft., 42/6; 40 ft., 50/- (carriage 1/- extra).

We use varying thicknesses of tubing according to the height of the mast, the thicker the tubing the Masts above 30 ft. require to be made from tubing at least 2 in. diameter. Tall masts of thinner tubing are very difficult to raise and are unstable when erected. Before purchasing a 35 ft. or 40 ft. steel mast the manufacturer can tell you the diameter of the tubing.

Masts have a reputation extending over several years, and we are supplied to the Government, the British Broadcasting Corporation, The Ministry of War, and to Colonial stations throughout the Empire.

Send your order to-day to JOHN & JAMES LAKER Co., Ltd., ENGINEERS, KENT HOUSE RD., BECCENHAM, KENT.

Manufacturers of Steel Masts and everything outdoor for wireless, such as Aerial Insulators, Shock Absorbers, Pullies, Halyards, Earth Tubes, Lead-ins, Wire Stirrup, Masts, Sheets, Shackles, Hold-offs, etc. Write for list.

Summer time is when you should overhaul your aerial and wire work.

Loud-speakers.—Contd.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—One of numerous varieties is the L3960, 3/4” Moving coil speaker. A real bargain for only 29/6. Test any of our large stock of Electrically Tested Moving Coils; you will find them both reliable and greatly superior to the cheap, unsatisfactory coils sold by tinsellers at 9/6 for 

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.

EPIC MOVING COIL PARTS.—Guaranteed to give the Best Performance. Any tests you choose to make will show the great advantage of Moving Coils. Beware of cheap imitations.
**“Zampa”**

MOVING-COIL LOUDSPEAKER

The “Zampa” is an entirely British instrument scientifically and soundly constructed, unequalled in its quality of reproduction.

Most economical to use as it only consumes 3.5 amperes at 6 volts. The moving coil is wound to 1,500 ohms. Overall measurements are: Height 9", Width 8", Depth 9".

Remember the “Zampa” is a complete assembled unit. It gives absolutely natural, clean and crisp reproduction and yet is sold at the following low price:

To work off 6 volts accumulator or

Trolley Charger from A.C. Mains £ 10 0 0

To work off D.C. Mains £ 7 0 0

Obtainable from all dealers.

If any difficulty locally, write to Salesman Manufacturers:

MIC WIRELESS CO.
White Horse Place, Market Street
WELLINGBOROUGH

London Trade Sale Office:
52 CRAVEN HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2

---

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

**COMPONENTS ETC. FOR SALE**

**BELLOWS** Panel Fittings are designed to give an expert finish to any home-constructed set; catalogues pool best offer. [Details at Headquarters, Ltd., Queensway, W.1.]

**EVERYMAN** Four Coils, complete with base, serial, 15/-; transformer, 15/-; set below.

**J.W.** Four Coils complete with base, B.B.C. set of three, 50/-; S.N., set of three, 21/-; set of Green Shop B.B.C., copper valve boxes, highly finished.

**COSSET** Mica Magnetic Coils, 7½ each; all above stock available only at dealers or direct Manufacturers Co., London, E.9. (0268)

**SCOTT SESSIONS** and Co. (See under Magnets and Reels) — Any British set of components, see return, c/o— Hullbridge, Essex, Seabrook Hill, E.73 (0268)

**LAKEB** 30th, Hardwood Steel Must; 2/6d. See descriptive advertisement, page 13, Early (0021)

**ASK** Your Dealer for Gothic Anti-magnetic Valve Holders, complete at 4/6, or postmarked at 1 ½. All Gothic Anti-magnetic Supplies, Ltd. 5, S, Severn Street, BIRMINGHAM (0749)

**BURNSTEIN** New Goods (selected from catalogue): Micromet crystal condensers, 1/6; hot wire anemometers, 0.15 amps., 9/11; Rudorf condenser, in isolation 7, 9/11; Burnstein telephone transformers, 5/10, 10/6; loudness compensator, 10/-, 2/5; B.C. condenser, 2/5, 1/10; fuse (set of three), 5/6; separate coils: S.1, N.2, 1/6, 1/3, 1/5, 1/8, 2/5, 1/5; complete set, 5/-, enters—Bridgway, 14, Railway Approach, London, E.15 (0218)

**MAKING** Complete job of your set by fitting a Duralumin station box to the cabinet or panel, call sign, wave length, name and serial setting all readily located, make tutti and dial in at the right spot; sound distributed by seconds; supplied in three finishes, nickeled, plated, oxidised copper, and oxidised silver, all three sets in a size suitable for 1 dial, 2 dials, and 3 or 4 dial receivers, 6d. per dozen, smaller models in above three finishes, 2½ d.; coil, (set of four), 5/6; separate coils: B.1, N.2, 1/6, 1/3, 1/5, 1/8, 2/5, 1/5, complete set, 5/-, enters—Bridgway, 14, Railway Approach, London, E.15 (0218)

**RIPPAULTS** Lead in life, efficiency and value. Weight for “Life Chart” and “Eight Choicest” tables W.W.29 with full range of voltages and prices, also copies of technical Data and “Test” reports.

Obtainable from all dealers. If any difficulty locally write.

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

**TRANSMITTERS.**

**SURTHER** Transmitting Gear, etc.—Morley 1,200 watt voltage or watt transformer, 12 volts input; 48 T. Transformer, 100 watt 200 volt to 1,000 volts, tapping at 700, 800 and 900 volts, 20/-.

**MICHEL** T. Transformer, 1600 watt 200 volt input, output 2 seconds each 13 volts 6 amperes, 30/-.

**G.O.** Volt Meter, 900 microwatt, 2,000 volt 22/-; C.G.B. milliammeter 0-100 moving coil, 20/-.

**MULMARD** Transmitting Valve, 150 watt, 22/-; Brewster microphone, various, 10/-.

**D.C.** Solid Block Microphone, on special spring suspending stand; 10/-.

**P.O.** Volt Transformer, 11/-; McMichael super-sensitive 3/-.

**BURNSIDE** Wave Transformer, direct coupling, 30/-; royal and Burnside 2½ F. transformers, 6/- each.

**ALL** Above Goods are Guaranteed Absolutely as New, 4/-., Oregon, 10/-, Laurit Av., Blackpool. (937L)

---

**TRANSMITTER NEW ORT.**

**OYING** to J. E. Cosser going to South Africa and dismantling transmitters, the following are put up for sale at bargain prices and is performed by the usual means:

White Microphone Amplifiers, 15/-; tapped transformer, 4/-; deliverable, 150-1,000 volts, 7½; R.A. aerial tuner, new, 10/-; adjustable tuning, 15/-; short wave tuning, 10/-; tuning, 5/-; Clapp and Edwards, new, 25/-; Weston transformer, 9/-; 25/-; Brown headphoners, 4,000, 4,500, 6,000, 7,500, 9,000, 12,000, 15,000, 18,000, 24,000, 30,000.

**D.C.** Type 100 Standard Wittington Microphone, on special spring suspending stand; 10/-.

**BURNSIDE** Wave Transformer, direct coupling, 30/-; royal and Burnside 2½ F. transformers, 6/- each.

**ALL** Above Goods are Guaranteed Absolutely as New, 4/-., Oregon, 10/-, Laurit Av., Blackpool. (937L)

---

**THE NEW ADDRESS:**

**STANDARD BATTERY CO.**
(The New H.T. Battery Co.)
Head Offices, Showrooms and Works; 184—186, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.1.

**INDEPENDENT CHARGER**

WITH POLARITY INDICATOR

For charging High and Low Tension Accumulators from DIRECT MAINS CURRENT.

Thousands in use giving every satisfaction.

From all first-class Radio Stores.

Price complete 6/- each.

---

**R & B HEAVY DUTY CHOKES**

Model E154
Effective Inductance on 50mA
D.C. Load 22/23 Hents
D.C. Resistance 90 Ohms
Weight 3/1 lbs.
Price 25/-

Model E166
Effective Inductance on 100mA
D.C. Load 30/32 Hents
D.C. Resistance 150 Ohms
Weight 11/2 lbs.
Manufactured by RICH & BUNDY

---

**EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS**

**THE WIRELESS ENGINEER**

**Special Offer**

Ulimate Quality Cabinet, No. 1 size, Coll. 90/-.- Cash F: 25 35.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will prompt express attention.
"OF PROVED EFFICIENCY" MOVING-COIL LOUDSPEAKERS

Permanent Magnet Models.

Require no accumulator.

£6-5-0

WRITE FOR NEW LISTS

"Electro Magnet Models to suit requirements."

£3-10-0

and £4-7-0

The Wireless Press and Public agree that components manufactured by BAKER'S "SELhurst" RADIO

GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVICE Immediate Delivery.
QUALITY Acknowledged to be the best obtainable.

If you require advice, write to the Query Department.

Free Advice

BAKER'S "SELhurst" RADIO


Works (always open):

42 Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.

2 minutes from Victoria or London Bridge.

Telephone: CROYDON 606.

All parts can be obtained on Deferred Terms from the London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, Noble Street, E.C.2.

INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS MADE BY BAKER'S "SELhurst" RADIO.
EPOCH MOVING COIL PARTS

WHY has the Epoch so quickly taken first rank in the speaker market?

WHY glowing testimonials by every past?

Do all who have seen and heard them agree that if they were priced at double or treble the figure they would still represent the best buy in the market? Why?

BECAUSE they are unmatched for quality, excellence and reliability and, being only 12/6, the price is only

£3·10·0

ALMOST COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED (Final assembly is a simple half an hour's job.) Send for literature explaining points of superiority over all other makes.

FROM ALL DEALERS AND FROM

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,


MISCELLANEOUS.

E.G.R. PATENTS.—We supply, by easy payment,

components, accessories and sets, any trade; 10/6, 2 1/2, etc.

Ann stress, to mor. Electric power amplifier, $26; Edison moving coil speaker, 48/.; magnatone unit, 5/6; Wireless pick-up, 35s.; W.R. and W.J. type Ritz batteries, various valves, amplifiers, etc.

—A. P. H. Southcott Rd., Cheltenham.

[Page 3411]

1. Spark coil, Mareoni, excellent condition, £5/5; moving coil voltmeter, Ferranti, new, £5/510; G.E. amplifier, new, £6/18; Ferranti electric power amplifier, £2, £2; W.E. moving coil speaker, 48/.; magnatone unit, 5/6; Wireless pick-up, 35s.; W.R. and W.J. type Ritz batteries, various valves, amplifiers, etc.

—A. P. H. Southcott Rd., Cheltenham.

[Page 3411]

PATENT AGENTS.


A SMALL Hobby.—Retracting string Ruggiero mechanism. Tools and instructions, £1, £1, 14, Loudale St., Bradford.

[Page 3413]

SCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Road Doctors.—Staff of experts at your service! Send your set, quotation by return for expert repair and modifications of every description; visits arranged. London area.—Phone: Monmouth 4211.—Halliford Parade, Muswell Hill, N.10.

[Page 3432]

BEFORE Erecting Your Vehicular ask your dealer for pamphlet of Laker special outdoor accessories. See advertisement page 12.

STEEL, Wireless Supply 9, 869, 11/6; 36f., ready to put up with full instructions, either full, or local supply.—Maine, 29, Battersea Post Off. E.C.4 City 3112.


ENGINEERS.—Do you realise that the A.M.I., M.Inst., A.I.E.E., etc., can obtain a certain passport to a well-paid post? We can quickly prepare you for these examinations in your own home. In 12 free 70 page book, Prof. A. M. Lea tells of the opportunities you are missing; this book gives details of all 20 Exams. £3 3 0.

No Pre-n.—Write now, state subject or exam., British Institute of Engineering Technologists, 87, Shakespeare St., Leicester Sq., London. [Page 3912]

BEFORE Erecting Your Vehicular ask your dealer for pamphlet of Laker special outdoor accessories. See advertisement page 12.

INVENTIONS and Ideas.—Clearkin, 1923, Ltd., are always ready to investigate and develop and promote ideas having any sound invention or idea connected with wireless: strictest confidence.—Write for booklet. Wireless and Radio Consultants, Ltd., 21, Cumberland St., Birmingham. [Page 1929]


INO. Spark Coils, massive build, complete with in—

f. interrupter and points, 12/6; ditto, sound windings, no interrupter, £5. sound conductor included. 7/-6·5. Below.

HIGH Class Pulsated Relays, new, complete with in—

f. interrupter and points, glass top case class, 45/-in.45/-in. mounted on polished base, with terminal, 30/-5·5. Below.

MICROPHONES for Speech and Music Transmission, microphone, large/small; telephone transformers, small/large; telephone, 1 1/2, large; telephone transformers, large/large; hand telephone, complete with plug and telephone, 4/-; 42 gauge wire 1,000, 100 coke, 1/-; 7 gauge wire, 100 coke, 1/-;困难; 1/-;困难;困难;困难;

LARGE Desk Type Fan Motors, no fans, 110 volts D.C., very suitable for driving 100-volt mains, £6 6/-; 12, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8;困难;困难;困难;


qin. Spark Coils, massive build, complete with in—

f. interrupter and points, glass top case class, 45/-in.45/-in. mounted on polished base, with terminal. 30/-5·5. Below.

MICROPHONES for Speech and Music Transmission, microphone, large/small; telephone transformers, small/large; telephone, 1 1/2, large; telephone transformers, large/large; hand telephone, complete with plug and telephone, 4/-; 42 gauge wire 1,000, 100 coke, 1/-; 7 gauge wire, 100 coke, 1/-;困难; 1/-;困难;困难;困难;

LARGE Desk Type Fan Motors, no fans, 110 volts D.C., very suitable for driving 100-volt mains, £6 6/-; 12, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8;困难;困难;困难;

B.J. Motor Blowers, 110 volts D.C. direct coupled, 10 new, £3; second-hand blowers, 50/-1/-; £5, 6/-; acylophone magnetos, no blowers, £2; second-hand magnets, £1;困难;困难;困难;


CHARGING DYNAMO, 14 volts 12 amperes, ball bearing, carbon brush, new, complete, new, build, magnetic, 35/-;困难;

LARGE Desk Type Fan Motors, no fans, 110 volts D.C., very suitable for driving 100-volt mains, £6 6/-; 12, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8;困难;困难;困难;

B.J. Motor Blowers, 110 volts D.C. direct coupled, 10 new, £3; second-hand blowers, 50/-1/-; £5, 6/-; acylophone magnetos, no blowers, £2; second-hand magnets, £1;困难;困难;困难;


CHARGING DYNAMO, 14 volts 12 amperes, ball bearing, carbon brush, new, complete, new, build, magnetic, 35/-;困难;

—A. P. H. Southcott Rd., Cheltenham.

[Page 3413]
BUILD THIS YOURSELF!

From "ETA"

Making Call
Load Stepper
Components and get—

HIGH SENSITIVITY, LOW CONSUMPTION.
EASE OF ASSEMBLY AND CONTROL.
DESIGN AND FINISH IN KEEPING WITH
drawing ROOM SURROUNDINGS.

Made by TOOLMAKER.

eta tool co.,
asyllum street, leicester.

ACUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL.

H.T. ACCUMULATORS 60 volts 22/6
3 amp. hour type, 62, Semi-oil Sub-
merged Complete as Illustrated.

Price

DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE. 60 volts, 6 amp.
20 hours...

30/-

The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and Oil British
Manufacture, The Unique Semi-oil Submerged feature of the
ACCUMULATORS ELITE, BEDFORD ST., HALIFAX.

THE VALVE HOLDER THAT IS PERFECT!!

WORLD PATENT INTERRUPTED MESH SUSPENSION.

We GUARANTEE these holders to be a revelation both in regard to performance and quality, and ask you to test them against any other. If you are not satisfied we will refund your money, less postage.

OUR DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC POLICY enables us to sell at 2/3 each POST FREE with P.O. resistance or C.O.D. charge extra.

THE PERFECT EBONITE

Four Qualities: Matt, Semi-Polished, Mahogany, Hand-Polished.

In Manufacturers:

B. POTTER & CO. LTD., Station Buildings, Rochdale. Phone: 1483.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

A Small Condenser—with a Great Reputation

THE CYLDON "BEBE"
condensers were primarily designed for use as reaction condensers—but the larger capacities are ideal as tuning condensers where space is limited. Made in five capacities: 10001 7 1/2, 10001 7 1/2, 10001 8 1/2, 10001 9 1/2, 10001 11 1/2. Complete with knob and dial. Full particulars of all CYLDON condensers post free on request.

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD., CYLDON WORKS, ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX.

SILENT ELIMINATORS-
The secret of obtaining power ful, silent, and enduring results from the Eliminator you are about to build depends entirely on the right selection of its component parts.

There are no "ils" and "butts" about SUPRESSION Indestructible Power Transformers and Chokes. Success with them is a guaranteed certainty. Specify them and you follow the lead of thousands of satisfied customers.


A Wonderful Surprise Awaits You!!!

You have no idea what your "MELODY MAKER" can do—unless you try it.

'THE NEW IMPROVED MELODY MAKER COIL'
Over 30 Stations on Loud Speaker. (Patt. Appl'd.)

It's a revolution in Selectivity, Power, and Range. It overcomes Three Alternative Forms of Reaction. It is Fully Guaranteed, and has been tested and thoroughly approved by Messrs. A. & J. Coaker Ltd. Fit this NEW COIL in your MELODY MAKER and you have "THE PERFECT SET." Price 8/6 GOOD CAN'T OF ANY IMITATIONS...

Look for our Name on Every Coil—It's your GUARANTEE!

GOODCHILD, CHAPMAN & CO.
373 HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON.

MOVING-COIL CABINETS, BAFFLE-BOARDS, TABLE MODELS, &c.

Post this coupon now for full details and list of Camco Cabinets.

Post this coupon now for full details and list of Camco Cabinets.

MOVING-COIL CABINETS, BAFFLE-BOARDS, TABLE MODELS, &c.

CAMCO BARRIE CO., LTD.

CAMCO BARRIE CO., LTD.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________

Alfred Leather Co., 3 Southward Street, S.E.1.

Phone: Hop 4448. Special Terms to the Trade.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
COMPROMISE IN RECEIVER DESIGN

The Wireless World
AND RADIO REVIEW
The Paper for Every Wireless Amateur

Gone—Costly short-life H.T. BATTERIES
"ATLAS" BATTERY ELIMINATOR
puts NO before all battery troubles. Model D.C.10
(as illustrated)
£3 - 15.6 - G.1.0
Write for Model No.
CLAIRE & CO. (M/C) LTD.,
Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
MANCHESTER.

Dubilier Mansbridge Condensers
0.5 mfd. . . . 2/6
1.0 " . . . . . 2/6
2.0 " . . . . . 3/6

-30" to £15.15s

- the loud Speaker that tells the truth
Many types

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Duscq Works, N. Acton, W.3
T.C.103


Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper for transmission to the United Kingdom
Bring back those distant stations with this big capacity OLDHAM H.T.

The first vital necessity to good long distance reception is an adequate and steady flow of H.T. current. Faulty H.T. is responsible for loss of range, distortion, "woolliness" and innumerable other radio maladies.

This big capacity Oldham 10 Volt Block gives that smooth, uninterrupted supply of H.T. which is the life-blood of a healthy Set. Neat, compact, and with plates made under the Oldham Special Activation Process, the blocks enable you to build up your H.T. to any desired voltage.

Start using an Oldham H.T. now. The all round improvement it brings in range, tone, and volume will delight you. And all the attention it needs is a recharge four or five times a year.

OLDHAM 10 volt H.T. Block.
Capacity 5500 m'A. Complete with flex and two wander plugs.
PRICE 8'-

INTERFERENCE?
here's the remedy!

If you have difficulty in getting alternative programmes without interference from the local station we recommend the LEWCOS Wavetrap. The results are astounding. Full particulars with each unit.

The London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths Ltd.,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
The whole success of my radio

Putting it briefly, my success is undoubtedly due to the introduction of the Mullard P.M. Filament Radio Valves into my receiver.

Since the first Mullard P.M. Valve came out many different types have been designed to meet the demands of modern radio receivers to the fullest measure of efficiency and at the same time satisfy the needs of the more discriminating user, but the fundamental basis of each and every type of Mullard P.M. Valve remains the same potential feature—the wonderful Mullard P.M. Filament!

I appreciated this endeavour on the part of its manufacturers to bring me better radio. The outstanding features about this wonderful Filament were put clearly before me, in terms I could understand — greater length, greater thickness, huge emission, immense toughness and mechanical strength, and from the first moment I tried a Mullard P.M. Valve the improvement in reception was apparent.

The publication of the National Physical Laboratory test report on Mullard P.M. Valves proved conclusively their real value, and gave every radio user, who had hitherto been groping in the dark, a light and a sound lead.

Every radio dealer sells Mullard P.M. Radio Valves, and it will pay you to ask about any new Mullard products whenever you’re in a radio shop.

Mullard
THE · MASTER · VALVE

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
A Supreme Transformer

The massiveness of the Igranic Type "G" Transformer suggests something out of the ordinary in performance, but only a trial can show how really natural reproduction with this supreme instrument can be, for no other is designed to give such absolutely even amplification under working conditions.

Igranic L.F. Transformer, Type "G"

Made in two ratios:—3:1 and 7:2:1.

Write for List No. U362. It gives curves and full particulars. A free copy of "Selected Circuits" by H. J. Barton Chappie, B. Sc., will also be sent you.

Price

30/-

YOUR CHANCE!

As the result of a favourable purchase, we are in a position to supply a limited number of these superb cabinets.

Made in Mahogany, with a brilliant piano finish, and being non-resonant, they make ideal cabinets for Moving Coil Loud Speakers and their Amplifiers. Easily worth £10 - 10 - 0.

This offer can on no account be repeated, and orders are accepted subject to cabinet; being unsold.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex. Phone: Edgware 3223.

different in every way

That's because they are sealed in a vacuum, free from any disturbing influences.

Loewe Radio Resistances never vary. They eliminate cracking noises and "false fading." Current up to 10 watts carried without appreciable heating or change of resistance value. Elements independent of applied voltage.

Loewe Radio Condensers safeguard against loss. Dielectric value 20,000 megohms. Tested under potential of 500 volts A.C. Values available from 0.0002 M.F. to 0.005 M.F. Retail Price, 1/6.

better LOEWE RADIO in every respect

HIGH VACUUM RESISTANCES & CONDENSERS.

THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY LIMITED,
6, Fournier Road, Tottenham, London. N.11.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
4 pole efficiency

for your Cone Speaker

The well-known cone speakers embodying this unit are notable for purity of reproduction—particularly at the extremes of the tonal scale. This well-distributed reproduction results from an evenly balanced flow of current regulated by the special four-pole construction.

The use of the four-pole unit as a basis enables you to build at home a speaker with a tonal effectiveness actually superior to that of many highly priced models.

The magnet steel used in the Ideal unit is of a special kind, enabling a powerful flux and making the unit very sensitive. The armature is damped to obviate resonances produced by conflicting frequencies.

The IDEAL 4 POLE ARMATURE UNIT

The Ideal unit is supplied complete with two padded washers on threaded spindle. Complete instructions are given with each unit for building a cone speaker at home. Price 25/-. 

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LTD. (Dept.)
204-6, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1
MANCHESTER: 185, PRINCESS STREET.

Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
I'm only a muggins!

"I Built it Myself!"

"I've got the appearance and results of any 30 guinea portable and it didn't cost me HALF that. You only need a W.B. ALL-WOOD PORTABLE CABINET complete with blue prints and detailed instructions at £4 4/-; buy a few components at a time and you've soon got this wonderful set built up for outdoor or indoor use. From Foreign and British stations the results are marvellous."

GO AND ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION NOW

or write to

Walker Bros. (Guildford) Ltd.,
St. Joseph's Works, Bramley, Guildford.

Sole Manufacturers of the W.B. ALL-WOOD PORTABLE CABINET.

FOR EFFICIENCY!!

FIT

SIMPLICON

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

THAT IS WHY SET MANUFACTURERS SPECIFY SIMPLICONS

IT PAYS TO HAVE THE BEST.

Prices from 1 1/6 post free.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT LTD.
LARDPOOL ROAD.
SPARKBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

A.C. DYNIC
D.C.

REGULATORS
S.P. (Small-Power)

FREE
FROM
11 A.M.

MINIMUM
VOLTAGE
DROP.

PRICES

A.C. Any Voltage—25 to 100 cycles—£13 — 13 — 0

D.C. 200 to 250 volts—£9 — 10 — 0

Full particulars from Manufacturers.

JONES & STEWART,
247a, St. Vincent St., GLASGOW, C.2.

A.C. & D.C.

IMPROVED

COIL DRIVEN

LOUD SPEAKER

Purchases delighted at magnificent real life
Amplification and reproduction. A

very well built speaker containing many

improvements and refinements, e.g., the

improved contouring device and screw adjust-

ment of the magnet, which makes assembly

extremely simple.

Sold with all parts ready in assembled, including moving

shock cushion, and & ft. Bottle NK. Loud or

short stand assembled.

Demonstrations daily after 4 p.m.

Full particulars from the manufacturers:

CUTTERS & TOOLS Ltd., 43/45, Pembroke Place, LIVERPOOL.

Phone: Royal 9394. Sales: "Corporal Liverpool." Post Free.

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS
& The WIRELESS ENGINEER

The Journal for Professional Engineers and Advanced
Wireless Experimenters

Monthly: 2/6 net.
Annual Subscription 3/2—post free.


Mention of "The Wireless World" when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
SUPPLY YOUR SET FROM THE MAINS THROUGH WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS

THESE RECTIFIERS ARE CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY OF RIGIDLY FIXED METAL. THERE ARE NO COSTLY VALVES REQUIRING PERIODICAL REPLACEMENT, NOR ELECTROLYTE TO BE RENEWED.

Entirely British made by:

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd. 82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

Ask your dealer about them.

Transformers specially designed for use with these units are manufactured by Ferranti Ltd. and R.I. & Varley Ltd.

WEARITE COMPONENTS
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17
Phone: TOTTENHAM 3132.

"WEARITE" coils, for all Wireless World receivers, have established so great a reputation that no further comment is needed.

EVERY COIL carries our GUARANTEE of EFFICIENCY.

We have for a considerable time successfully produced interchangeable coils with plug-in bases for the F.M.4 Circuit.

Pair of Coils BBC (Aerial & H.F. Transformer) - - - - - - - - - - 37/6
Pair of Coils 5XX (Aerial & H.F. Transformer) - - - - - - - - - - 31/6
Aerial Coil Base - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1/3
H.F. Transformer Base- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2/9
Cost of converting Original Everyman Four Coils to 6-Pin Base Type, 8/- per pair.

Bases for same as above.

Pair of BBC Coils for "New All Wave 4" 32/6
Pair of 5XX Coils for "New All Wave 4" 40/-
Pair of Bases for same - - - - - - 4/-
2-way Change over Switch - - - - - 6/-
3-way Change over Switch - - - - - 7/-
Paxolin Tubes 3" x 3½" - - - each 1/2

Here is the transformer that marks an epoch! There have been transformers before that have been good; they have been expensive. There have been transformers before that have been cheap; they have not always been good. There has never before been a transformer so good and yet so inexpensive as the D.X.; it is one which we can thoroughly recommend if you want reproduction of really high quality. We do not wish to worry you with curves and scientific data, we want you to listen to a D.X. transformer in action; that's all we ask.

Write to us also for literature on the famous D.X. Coils.

Phone: Chiswell 3509.
Send for this free Book

"Well! I never knew that!"

"That's a fine idea"

"Hm! I must try that"

All owners of the famous Cossor "Melody Maker" should have a copy of this 48 page book. It shows how to get maximum results from this Receiver—how to bring in distant stations, how to get greater volume—it is full of invaluable information. From cover to cover it is packed with useful hints and tips that apply also to any type of Receiver. Whatever Set you own you will find this book of enormous value—it will help you to improve your reception enormously. Get a copy from your dealer or fill in the coupon below—it's free either way.

"That's alright eh?"

Post this Coupon to-day!

Please send me free of charge a copy of your 48 page Book "How to get the best from your Cossor Melody Maker."

Name:
Address:

W. R. EVANS


Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
PICTURE BROADCASTING SOON.

Being such a fruitful field of remarkable achievement, wireless has long been the subject of exaggerated claims, so that each advancement must necessarily be viewed from an angle which will reveal its technical soundness. From this aspect one claim may be set aside, ignored, or adversely commented upon in the pages of this journal, while another is hailed as a mark of progress and its technicality described. This precautionary observation is, perhaps, not out of place when making the statement that picture broadcasting, as well as reaching the stage of successful demonstration in the hands of the experimenter, has recently been so perfected as to take its place as a parallel service to the broadcasting of speech and music.

Readers will remember the publication of articles describing in detail each of the picture transmitting systems of to-day, some particularly suited for newspaper work while others have been especially directed towards the perfecting of apparatus for home picture reception. Time has proved that of the many methods of picture sending which have been worked upon, that devised by Mr. Thorne-Baker has ultimately been found most suitable as the basis for developing for wireless broadcasting. The perfected apparatus of to-day is fundamentally similar to his early apparatus, in that the image to be transmitted is carried on a cylinder, is traversed by means of a guide screw, and recording is produced by a chemical stain created by an electric current. Synchronising the transmitting and receiving gear so that the cylinders run in step within extremely small limits has been the problem from the start.

Simpler Synchronising.

It is for a satisfactory solution of this apparently simple problem that picture broadcasting has waited, and it is upon this question, also, though rendered many thousand times more difficult, that the achievement of television depends. Pendulums, valve oscillators, phonic motors, and astronomical clocks have all been tried, giving success in many instances though suffering from the serious defects of complication and difficulty of operation. The apparatus which has now been evolved does not suffer from these difficulties and solves the problem of the subsidiary synchronising apparatus in a simple manner—it has none.

It is due to Capt. Otto Fulton that the necessary refinements of design have resulted. His system, briefly, is that the screw traverse cylinder rotated by clockwork, and the electrolytic image as used by Thorne-Baker, to which have been added a magnetic clutch with lock, cams, and switching contacts. Just as a sewing machine depends for its performance upon perfection of detailed design and refinements in workmanship, so has Capt. Fulton's apparatus succeeded where earlier instruments were defective. Transmitting and receiving cylinders are held in step by a wave train transmitted once each revolution which, through the switching contacts and cams and a very simple little relay adjusts the position of the cylinder at the receiver, so that it runs relatively with that at the transmitter. A moment's thought discloses that the cylinder on which the picture is to be received is both started and stopped by the signals of the transmitting station, and to see the apparatus in operation, working in an unfailing fashion on a comparatively weak signal, is fascinating. Experimental readers realising the difficulties involved, may view successful relay actuation with indifference, yet a controlled current of 3 mA is readily delivered by a rectifying valve connected to the output terminals of a receiving set, and relays of modest resistance are available which will work on this current. The actual relay used is little bigger than the magnetic system of a loud speaker, and that it is robust is revealed by the fact that it is housed behind
the metal panel of the set without access for adjustment. Picture broadcasting experiments are already being conducted by the courtesy of several of the European broadcasting stations. Transmissions first commenced last November from the Budapest station, Czepel (555.5 metres). Later transmissions from the Rosenhügel station at Vienna were successfully received at Budapest. Berlin (Witzleben, 483.9 on 4 kW.), Geneva (760 m.), and Radio Paris (1,765 m.) have also undertaken transmissions giving good reception up to the reasonable limits of long-distance broadcasting. Short-wave tests, although of no great interest, have been carried out between Vienna (EATH, well known to short-wave enthusiasts) and London, while during the past week picture transmissions have been made from either on a semi-experimental basis through our broadcasting stations, or from an experimental broadcasting station licensed to conduct picture transmissions. Now that an apparatus of proved performance is available, it is to be hoped that we shall not have long to wait before we can switch over from our loudspeaker terminals to a simple machine which will start and stop by the control of the broadcasting station, and reveal to us an illustration of topical interest and from a distance, perhaps, beyond that which can be reached by illustrated daily newspapers. Herein the amateur and the listener have something new.
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A New Technical Data Series on Set Design and Performance.

One of the commonest problems of wireless, and one which confronts every enthusiast at irregularly recurring intervals, is that expressed in the question "What set shall I build?" If the question refers only to the difficulty of making a choice among the various published designs, the task of finding an answer to it is comparatively simple, because there are only a few hundred different designs from which to select, and it should not be very difficult for each prospective builder to pick out the one which most nearly satisfies his aspirations.

But if the question implies that the receiver is to be designed, as well as built, by the seeker after inspiration, then the number of possible variations becomes almost infinite, and the difficulty of selection is really acute.

It would seem that the obvious way of setting about the design of a receiver for any given purpose would be to begin by setting down on paper the circuit of a perfect set and then, having evolved that, to simplify it down until its construction is neither so difficult nor so expensive as to place its practical realisation out of reach. If only it were possible to design the perfect receiver, this mode of procedure would be quite a good one, but if one attempts to design a set with no shortcomings whatever, even if constructional difficulty, complication, and expense are not regarded as serious barriers, it will be found that the task is quite impossible.

The reason for this will be appreciated by anyone who, like the writer, has often been asked by friends to act as designer for them, or to choose a set from among the many commercial models now available. Even with the enormous simplifications that are introduced into the task of designing by an exact knowledge of the conditions under which a receiver is to be used, of the results that will be expected of it, and of the operating skill, the psychology, and the musical taste of the prospective users, it is found possible to produce nothing better than a compromise, in which every desirable quality is sacrificed, to some small extent at least, in the effort to attain a reasonable degree of excellence in some other respect.

If, with all the advantages just enumerated to help in the design of a set that shall fulfil perfectly only certain limited requirements, only an approximate compromise can be attained, what hope is there of producing a set that shall be perfect in the abstract, and that shall be suitable for every user, and for every possible set of conditions?

Range, Simplicity and Cost.

In order to bring into prominence some of the little obstacles that beset the way of the too-optimistic designer, let us set down and discuss some of the qualities that a perfect set must possess.

It must be sensitive, selective, easy and cheap to build and use, and must give reproduction of the irreproachable quality at considerable volume. It should, if possible, be run entirely from the public supply mains and not from batteries, and it should be as simple, and employ as few valves, as possible. In addition, many users would prefer, and a few would insist, that it should work with a frame aerial enclosed within its cabinet, or at most with a few feet of wire round the picture rail. Distant transmitters, even those closest in wavelength to the local station, must be heard at full strength without interference from the latter, and it should be possible to receive transmissions on any wavelength, preferably without the need for changing coils.

The difficulty about this specification is that each of
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The qualities we have taken as desirable cannot be attained in full measure at the expense of other features that we would wish to retain. It must be sensitive, we have decided, and must bring in distant stations with only a small aerial; then it certainly cannot be either easy or cheap to build, and can only be made easy to handle at the expense of a very great deal of difficult extra work in the making. It will certainly not be simple, and it will employ many valves rather than few. Again, we have said that the perfect set must be selective enough to cut out the local station and receive distant stations on closely adjacent wavelengths; then once more simplicity, cheapness and ease of handling must be thrown overboard, for we shall require for this purpose a multiplicity of tuned circuits in cascade. Quality, too, will suffer to a very appreciable extent through the cutting of side-bands that is an almost inevitable corollary of high selectivity. And finally, as a third example of the difficulties that beset the designer, the stipulation that quality must be irreproachable implies that all attempts to obtain high amplification per stage, either on the high- or low-frequency side of the receiver, must be abandoned; and neither sensitivity nor selectivity can be high unless a very large number of valves are to be used. Cheapness, too, must be regarded as impossible where the highest quality, with adequate volume, is essential—unless, of course, we exclude the cost of the valves and the necessary installation for supplying the energy required by the set.

The reader who has not previously been brought into contact with the details of receiver design, but has been content to accept published designs without going into them very deeply, will now begin to see that every set that has ever been built must of necessity embody a whole series of compromises between conflicting claims.

What is Your Ideal Receiver?

One of the reasons for the multiplicity of designs is to be found in the fact that no two designers value alike the various features of a receiver. The present writer, for example, demands from any receiver that he uses a standard of quality, and a generosity of volume, considerably in excess of the requirements of most of his friends, and is willing to sacrifice sensitivity to attain these qualities, which are to him very much more important. If asked to design a receiver, and restricted to the use of three valves, he would probably produce an instrument which would give first-class results on the local station but would be quite incapable of receiving any other programmes whatever. Another designer, who might not be willing to go to such lengths in the interests of quality and volume, would design for higher amplification per stage, and so would have sensitivity enough in hand, with his three valves, to enable him to produce a machine that would receive, at least on telephones, a large number of distant stations. Which of these two would be accounted the better receiver would depend entirely on the personal taste of the user; there is not, nor can there be, any absolute standard in these matters.

An Analysis of Detail.

The complexity of receiver design, and the need of compromise at nearly every stage from the aerial to the loud speaker, will by now be evident; it may be of assistance to those who are choosing a set, or thinking of designing one, to go a little more fully into the various parts of the complete receiver, in order to show in some detail the way in which the various factors are balanced against one another.

It is proposed to take the various sections of the receiver in a rather peculiar order, beginning with the output stage, following with a consideration of the detector and the low-frequency amplifier, and putting the high-frequency amplifier last. This order, eccentric as it may appear, is in the writer’s opinion the easiest to use in working out the details of design.

It is necessary, first of all, to determine the output required from the receiver, as this fixes the type of valve required in the last stage and also, in all probability, the high-tension voltage that will have to be used at that point. It will not normally be economical to employ a higher anode voltage than this on any earlier valve, so that all other stages must be designed with this anode voltage as the highest available. To simplify connections, the same voltage should be used throughout if it can be made possible to do so.

The detector is the next consideration, because the whole design of the amplifiers, whether for high- or low-frequencies, will depend on whether our choice falls on an anode bend or a leaky grid rectifier. Having made this choice, the design of the low-frequency amplifier necessary to magnify up the output of the rectifier...
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chosen so that it will operate the output stage that we have decided upon can then be undertaken. This done, it only remains to consider the aerial arrangements to be used, and the number of stations required, in order to decide upon the amount of amplification at high frequency necessary to feed the detector with the signal voltages that it requires. In doing this the aerial size and the high-frequency amplifier must be balanced against one another in such a way as to provide the selectivity that the local conditions make necessary, keeping in mind the possible addition of a loose-coupler as a kind of fine adjustment in this process.

Complicated as all this may appear, the writer has found less need for revising decisions already made when designing a receiver in this order than when going through it straightforwardly from aerial to loud speaker, or from loud speaker to aerial.

THE OUTPUT STAGE.

Although there is no need for compromise, in the sense in which we have been considering it, in the output stage alone, it is so vital a part of the receiver that no discussion of receiver design would be complete without some mention of it. In addition, the output stage is the controlling factor, if not in the cost of the set itself, at least in the cost of the equipment as a whole; so that there is real need in many cases for a compromise between the ideal that we should like and the attainable which we can afford. In this connection, some idea of the relative costs of various types of output stages will be given.

[Horn Loud Speaker and Modest Output.

The power-handling capacity of the last valve, and the high-tension voltage required, are to a large extent determined by the type of loud speaker to be used. If this is of the horn type, it will not be of any advantage to try to obtain loud signals, on account of the lack of bass notes in such models. If a band or orchestra is heard in the open air, and the listener retreats slowly from the neighbourhood of the performers, it will be found that as the sound grows fainter the prominence of the lower tones will diminish, until at a considerable distance, when the music as a whole is heard only faintly, the bass will appear to have vanished altogether. If we work a loud speaker which does not reproduce the bass notes at a volume such that the music is quite faint, the lack of bass will not be very noticeable, for the sounds that reach the ear will correspond reasonably closely with those that are heard on listening to a real orchestra at a considerable distance. But if the same loud speaker is fed with considerably more power, it will be found that its reproduction sounds intolerably false, for we shall be listening to a volume that corresponds in overall magnitude with an orchestra at fairly close range, but from which the bass notes that we are accustomed to hear under such circumstances are entirely missing. The writer is of opinion that where a horn type of speaker is in use no advantage is to be gained by employing a larger output than can be obtained from a "power" valve of some 7,000 ohms impedance with a plate voltage of about 140 volts, or a "super-power" valve of some 3,000 ohms impedance with about 90 volts.

Where a cone type of speaker is to be worked, larger outputs can usefully be employed. It is difficult here to make any really definite suggestion, as there are such very wide variations, both in ability to reproduce bass notes and in sensitivity, between loud speakers of this class. The writer has in mind two in particular, which represent roughly the extremes between which the bulk of such instruments lie. One of these is very highly sensitive, and reproduces the bass notes decidedly poorly; it is very adequately served by a single "super-power" valve run at the maximum voltage that the makers recommend. A greater input than this, owing to the sensitivity and the lack of bass notes, does not give the best impression on the listener of which the speaker is capable—it lies, in fact, in its general characteristics, very close to the best of the horn loud speakers. At the other end of the scale is an instrument which is very insensitive, but which is capable of giving a reproduction of bass notes that is only noticeably inadequate when comparison is made with a moving-coil speaker. The insensitiveness of the instrument means that a good deal of power is required to operate it loudly, and in addition to this its bass response implies that it can deliver a large volume of sound before its imperfections become obtrusive. These two factors, working together, make it possible to feed this particular speaker with the output from at least two "super-power" valves, with a plate voltage of 200 volts or over. Even with the large volume that such a supply of power can produce, the music remains satisfactorily realistic, and can be made to correspond closely enough to deceive the ear with what is heard when sitting in the back seats of a concert hall. There are cone speakers of all intermediate types between these two extremes.

Moving-coil Comment.

If we wish to sit in the stalls, however, there is no speaker possible save the moving-coil type, but it must not be forgotten that one cannot sit in the stalls for the price of a gallery ticket; this type of speaker is not cheap to install or use, though most people who have not gone into the matter have an exaggerated idea of its cost. A moving-coil speaker can very satisfactorily be worked at such a volume that it is quite impossible to carry on a conversation through the music, and, even at this strength, there need be no falsity that the ear can detect without direct comparison with a real orchestra. A volume of sound such as this can be obtained, if it is wanted, with two LS5a-type valves, using a plate voltage of about 350 volts.

It must not for a moment be thought that the moving-coil speaker will not perform satisfactorily on a far less ambitious equipment than the one that has just been suggested, for two "super-power" valves, with about 160 volts on their plates, will make a very pleasing noise indeed. The figures given in discussing the other types of speaker were intended to indicate not the minimum
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power that could be used to operate them, but the maximum above which their defects become unduly prominent, while in the case of the moving-coil speaker the LS5a equipment indicates a maximum too, but a maximum beyond which the volume of sound produced becomes utterly intolerable in any room smaller than a concert-hall.

While on the subject of the power required to operate satisfactorily a moving-coil speaker, there is one common misconception that it is a pleasure to contradict. It is widely believed that this speaker is extremely insensitive, and that it will only work properly with a high-power equipment. The real truth of the matter is that it is not nearly so insensitive as many of the cone-type speakers working on the reed or balanced armature principle, and that the replacement of one of these by a moving-coil instrument will in very many cases result in an unexpected and very considerable increase in signal strength as well as the improvement in quality that one would naturally anticipate. The fact that this speaker will stand an input that would show up with merciless clearness the shortcomings of other instruments appears to have led to the general acceptance of the myth that such an input is essential for proper working, whereas in fact it is only necessary where it is desired to reproduce music at or near its original level of loudness.

In the case of the output stage the necessity for compromise arises largely on account of the cost of the installation necessary to run a moving-coil speaker at full power, and, to a limited extent, on account of the fact that the higher voltages used are definitely dangerous. Taking the second point first, the writer would suggest that plate potentials higher than about 200 volts should not be employed unless all danger of shocks is carefully guarded against, or unless all persons likely to come into contact with the apparatus are warned that serious harm my result from meddling with the interior of the apparatus while the power is switched on. This danger is especially great where rectified A.C. is used, as a transformer supplying a full-wave rectifier delivers an overall voltage which is some two-and-a-half times as great as the working voltage. Thus if 350 volts are used on the output valves, there will be some eight or nine hundred volts across the extremities of the centre-tapped secondary.

Those who are not at home in handling high voltages might be well advised to refrain from using an installation of this magnitude, while in any case precaution is needed to prevent accidents to uninstructed members of the household.

Running Cost of the Moving-Coil Loud Speaker.

Reverting to the question of cost, it may be of interest to those who are considering the possibility of a moving-coil speaker to learn that an entire equipment for A.C. mains, using LS5a valves at their maximum useful voltage, can be obtained for about £25. The outfit includes the speaker itself, a first-class commercial battery eliminator giving 350 volts, a battery-charger for feeding the field-winding of the speaker and small accumulators for smoothing the output of the charger, a pair of LS5a or B12 valves, and a small transformer for lighting their filaments so that their heater filament current shall not be drawn from the usual L.T. battery, but can be taken from the mains. It is intended here that everything, save the speaker itself, should be bought complete as a finished commercial article, but if it is decided to undertake the assembly and construction of a larger proportion of the apparatus, the cost can be reduced by some five or six pounds.

The consumption of the whole will run into about 180 watts, or about three times the consumption of the ordinary electric lamp; say about a penny per hour. The battery eliminator will, in addition, supply high-tension current for the rest of the set without any appreciable increase in the consumption of current, so that this figure represents the entire cost of maintenance other than that of the filament accumulator for the earlier valves of the set.

It will at once be noticed that although the initial cost of a powerful installation such as this is high, once the plunge has been taken and the equipment purchased, the running costs are about the same as the usual expenditure on the dry batteries or accumulators necessary to work quite a modest set, and there is, of course, complete freedom from the many troubles that run-down batteries bring in their train.

If a less ambitious output stage is required, a moving-coil or good commercial cone speaker, fed by two "super-power" valves with about 160 volts H.T., will perhaps be looked upon with favour. This is, as a matter of fact, almost exactly the equipment that the average listener requires to provide entertainment of first-class quality, and moderate but pleasant strength, suitable for the ordinary living-room.

The cost of an outfit of this type is not very easy
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To specify exactly, because there are speakers of many types at varying prices, in addition to the moving-coil type; and further, the high-tension current may be taken from either A.C. or D.C. mains, or from H.T. accumulators, so that there are wide variations both in first cost and in upkeep.

Comparative Running Costs.

Approximate figures are, therefore, given in the accompanying table, in which first cost and running expenses in pence per hour are given for each separate item of the outfit. Any who are interested can add up the cost of the various items that make up the equipment that they have in mind, and so arrive at the total cost that applies to the particular installation to which their taste inclines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Type</th>
<th>First Cost</th>
<th>Running Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cone-type speaker (commercial pattern)</td>
<td>£4 10 0</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving-coil speaker</td>
<td>£6 15 0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Supply for m.c. speaker</td>
<td>£2 0 0</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From A.C. mains</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From D.C. mains</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From accumulators (6-v. 1 amp.)</td>
<td>£1 0 0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From A.C. mains</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From D.C. mains</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From accumulators</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From accumulators (6-v. 1 amp., each)</td>
<td>£1 0 0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several assumptions have been made in working out the figures given, and it is felt that it is desirable to make them clear. It is presumed that the moving-coil speaker will be assembled by the user from parts bought ready machined, so that all that has to be done at home is the making and fitting of the paper cone. The cost of electrical energy from the mains is taken as 5d. per unit of one kilowatt-hour, which is thought to be a fair average among the many different rates in use. For other rates the necessary correction can easily be applied. No depreciation costs are allowed for except in the case of accumulators, for which a life of three years at full efficiency is assumed. In practice, they will probably last longer, but this extra life will be made up for to a great extent by the fact that decreased efficiency will result, as they grow older, in a shorter period of service from each charge. It is further assumed that the accumulators will be charged by a garage or wireless dealer, and the cost of each charge is reckoned on the basis of the rates in vogue in London. In estimating the expenses incurred in connection with the installing and running of the output valves themselves, half the cost of the filament accumulator is included in the first cost, and half the depreciation in the running costs. The remainder, both of first cost and depreciation, may fairly be charged to the rest of the set, with which we are not here concerned.

It is possible to sum up the first cost and running costs of three typical installations on the lines suggested, using a moving-coil speaker; where a commercial speaker is used, variations in price make the first cost a matter depending very much on personal choice. The figures for the three installations are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Type</th>
<th>First Cost</th>
<th>Upkeep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.C. Equipment</td>
<td>£19 5 0</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Equipment (with accumulator for filaments of valves)</td>
<td>£11 5 0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Equipment</td>
<td>£13 5 0</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The very high cost entailed in running a big receiver from accumulators is very striking, and provides, perhaps, the strongest possible argument for using electric mains if they are available. The use of dry batteries is not considered, as the running costs would then rise to a prohibitive figure.

The Popular Need.

The figures for the particular output stage that we have just been discussing have been gone into at some length because the writer feels that an installation of about this power is exactly what is required to give music of really high quality at a strength suited to an ordinary drawing-room, and is therefore that which, in time, every listener will wish to acquire. A larger output of sound is not necessary except in a very large room indeed, while a smaller output fails to give any impression of reality.

If we drop to a smaller output, suitable for a horn speaker or a sensitive example of the cone type, using a single "super-power" valve with not more than 120 volts on its plate, we arrive at the following figures for installation and running:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Type</th>
<th>First Cost</th>
<th>Upkeep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.C. Equipment</td>
<td>£10 0 0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. Equipment</td>
<td>£7 0 0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator Equipment</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In obtaining these figures an outlay of £3 on the speaker is assumed.

From these three main classes the listener must choose, trying to select an equipment that will satisfy his musical taste without making too big a hole in his pocket. He must, further, take into consideration, if electric mains are available, whether he will make the extra outlay on smoothing, and, if necessary, rectifying, apparatus to enable him to use them, or whether, for the sake of the lower first cost, he will accept the greater liability to trouble and the higher running cost involved in continuing to use the battery supply that, in all probability, he already possesses.

The choice must not be made hastily, for upon it will depend not only the design of the rest of the receiver, but the degree of pleasure that his outfit as a whole will give him.

Next Week: When it is better to use a crystal—Leaky Grid v. Amode Bend Detection.

If you are in doubt as to the precise constructional details of a receiver described in the pages of this journal then call at 116, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4, and examine the actual set.

Now on view—the New All-wave Four, the Switch-over Three and the D.C.5, together with the Mains Unit.
Anode Bend Detection.

REGARDED from whatever standpoint this is an exceptionally good valve. The mutual conductance under amplifying conditions is 1.85, a figure hitherto associated only with indirectly-heated cathode receiving valves. It could be used as an output valve for moderate loud speaker volume, but would be more usefully employed as a first-stage L.F. amplifier or H.F. valve. In the latter position a coupling transformer with few turns on the primary would have to be used having regard to the low A.C. resistance of the valve. The following table shows the correct grid bias for amplification:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.T.</th>
<th>Grid Bias</th>
<th>Anode current (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>-1½</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>-4½</td>
<td>4-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Useful as the P.M.4D. is as an amplifier it is of even greater value as a detector, and in particular as an anode bend detector followed by transformer coupling. Even for small inputs when the grid swing is confined to the bottom bend of the characteristic curve, the A.C. resistance is not more than 50,000 ohms, which is not really excessive if followed by a good modern L.F. transformer. In point of fact, the valve has been designed to precede the P.M. low-frequency transformer recently described in this journal.

The valve can also be used with success as a leaky grid detector, and it will be observed that the base of the grid curve characteristic is sharply curved. There is no reverse grid current up to -2 volts showing the valve to be hard.

The filament consumption is remark-

Transformer Coupling.

ably low having regard to the excellent characteristics, and in the particular valve tested was below the makers' rating. The makers deprecate the use of 6-volt accumulators, but it is probable that the majority of those who purchase this valve will be so equipped. Where a 6-volt supply is used for the filament current to other valves in the set, a 20-ohm resistance in series with the P.M.4D. filament is essential.
Constructional Details and Operating Notes.

By A. L. M. Sowerby, M.Sc.

(Continued from page 64 of the previous issue.)

The schematic diagrams given in the previous installment of this article have taken tangible form in the receiver of which the full theoretical and wiring diagrams accompany the present part. As will be seen, the installation has been built in two parts, one of which comprises the receiver, and the other the smoothing circuits. This is done in order to minimise the danger of hum, which might easily arise if receiver and smoothing circuits were built into one compact instrument. This separation into two parts undoubtedly adds to the total space occupied, and fails to make use of the opportunity afforded to get rid of the perpetual nuisance of battery leads or their equivalent. On the other hand, the incorporation of the smoothing circuits into the set would mean that unsmoothed current would necessarily be flowing in perilously close juxtaposition to grid circuits and other danger spots, so that elaborate screening of wires and components would be required. Even then, owing to the very different idiosyncrasies of individual mains systems, the precautions might not be adequate. So, on balance, it was deemed wisest to build the eliminator separately from the rest of the receiver.

Stray Couplings Avoided.

The eliminator unit, designed specially for this receiver, is of the simplest. The theoretical circuit on which it is based is shown in Fig. 3, and has already been given in Fig. 2, with the exception of the series resistance in the high-tension supply to the third valve. This is primarily intended to restrict the voltage supplied to this valve, which has in its plate circuit only the primary of a transformer, to a value low enough to ensure a good life for the valve. Since this valve has only to deal with a signal input of the order of one volt, there is no particular point in running it with a greater plate voltage than suffices to enable it to be given a minimum grid-bias of about 1½ volts. The following values for this resistance will be found suitable for mains of various voltages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mains voltage</th>
<th>Series resistance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>... 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 to 225</td>
<td>... 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225 to 250</td>
<td>... 30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, this resistance, with its associated condenser C11 (Fig. 6), acts as a resistance-capacity filter to check "motor-boatings."

Similar filters are used in the plate circuits of V1 and V2; these, as their primary purpose is not that of controlling the working plate voltage, are incorporated in the set itself and not in the eliminator unit. The introduction of these filters, although in a sense an extravagance, has rendered possible an economy in
smoothing chokes and condensers. For the entire H.T. supply to the set, one single choke and one condenser have been found sufficient. In the absence of these precautions against instability, it would have been necessary to use at least two entirely separate smoothing systems in order to eliminate coupling between the various stages, and to ensure freedom from "motorboating" and kindred troubles.

From the point of view of smoothing, too, the single Marconiphone "Power" choke, in combination with a 4 mfd. condenser, is found to be adequate. Tests were made with a second choke, and a second 4 mfd. condenser in series with the first, making a two-stage filter, but the improvement in performance that resulted from the addition was so very slight that it was felt that the extra expense of these additional components was not justified. The second 4 mfd. condenser on the eliminator unit is shunted across the filament supply terminals, and is not part of the high-tension smoothing scheme.

The choice of high-frequency chokes for the eliminator proved a difficult one, for these components have to carry a steady current slightly in excess of a tenth of an ampere, and even at this heavy current must not produce too great a drop in the voltage available for the high-tension supply. None of the commercial chokes with which the writer was acquainted could comply with these extremely exacting conditions, which is hardly surprising when it is remembered that a high-frequency choke usually has to carry only a few milli-
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amperes. The chokes used, and shown in the photograph, are advance models of a special heavy-duty choke designed for this set and for similar installations by Messrs. Wright and Weaire. They are wound with comparatively heavy-gauge enamelled wire on a wooden former, and are, as would be expected, considerably larger and more robust than chokes intended to carry anode currents only. Their resistance amounts to some 50 ohms, so that little more than 5 volts is dropped across each of them even when carrying the whole current consumed by the receiver.

The only remaining point in connection with the eliminator unit that is worthy of special mention is in connection with the general problem of ensuring safety when the receiver is connected to the mains. With this aim in view, a double switch and two fuses have been introduced between the mains and the H.F. chokes. When the switch is in the "off" position, the whole apparatus is completely dead, being entirely isolated from the mains. It is therefore impossible for the user to receive a shock with the switch off, no matter which of his mains is earthed. Similarly, the presence of a fuse in each lead acts as a complete safeguard against fire or other damage that might be caused by the earth connection being inadvertently allowed to come into contact with a part of the receiver from which it is supposed to be completely isolated. It is recommended that the finest tin fuse wire obtainable should be used, so that in the event of a short circuit the other fuses in the house may, if possible, remain intact.

Coming to the purely constructional side of the set, it is suggested that the drilling of the panel and the fitting of the components that it bears should be the

Fig. 6.—Complete theoretical circuit of receiver. $C_1, C_2 = 0.00035 \text{ mfd.}$; $C_3, C_4 = 0.1 \text{ mfd.}$; $C_5, C_6, C_7, C_8 = 1 \text{ mfd.}$; $C_9 = 0.0003 \text{ mfd.}; C_{10} = 0.0001 \text{ mfd.}; C_{11}, C_{12}, C_{13} = 0.005 \text{ mfd.}$; $R_1 = 400 \text{ ohms}; R_2 = 50 \text{ ohms}; R_3 = 50 \text{ ohms}; R_4 = 2 \text{ megohms}; R_5 = 50,000 \text{ ohms}; R_6 = 50,000 \text{ ohms}; R_7, R_8, R_9, R_{10}, R_{11} = 5 \text{ megohms}; R_{12}, R_{13} = 0.25 \text{ megohm}; R_{14} = 150,000 \text{ ohms}; R_{15} = 60,000 \text{ ohms.}$
first part of the work undertaken. This done, the components that are to go on the baseboard should be placed in position according to the diagrams given, and the panel should be propped up temporarily in the position it is to occupy when the receiver is finished. If components of other sizes and makes than those specified have been chosen, it will then be seen whether it is going to be necessary to vary the layout in any way to allow for differences in size or shape. It is considerably more satisfactory to make any such alterations at this stage before any components are screwed down and before any wiring is soldered in position.

Precautions in Wiring.

The advice to adhere strictly to the layout given for the high-frequency stage is no more and no less applicable to this receiver than to any other. In addition, as peculiar to this set, attention is once more drawn to the necessity for keeping the detector valve as far as possible from all other components save its grid condenser and leak, and for keeping down the length of the leads from these to the grid of the valve to the very lowest limit possible. If these precautions are neglected, hum, which is extraordinarily difficult to eliminate completely in a receiver of this type, will be more in evidence than it need be.

When any rearrangement that may be necessary has been made, the positions of the components should be marked on the baseboard, and the panel removed and set on one side. The components can now be fixed in their final positions, and the process of wiring-up begun. It is not sufficient, where filaments are in series, to connect them to the nearest convenient point on the filament circuits, but they must in all cases run to the points indicated on the diagrams.

The wires to the panel will, of course, be left until all the other connections have been made, in order that the panel need not be attached to the baseboard until the latest possible moment. By this means the work of wiring-up, at best rather a tedious job, can be done with the maximum of comfort.

Since the magnet winding of the loud speaker is so essential a part of this receiver, there will probably be some who would like to satisfy themselves by actual experiment that the winding really has the resistance attributed to it before trusting it as the sole protection between the mains and the filaments of some four guineas' worth of valves. Fortunately, this measure-
ment is easily made, within the wide limits of error that may be permitted, with the aid of the meter, which is part of the set. The meter should be temporarily connected in series with the loud speaker magnet and a 15-volt battery known to be in good condition; if the meter reads no more than 10 milliamps. the magnet has a resistance high enough for safety. If the reading is greater than this, a resistance of about 400 ohms, such as the winding of an ordinary potentiometer, should be connected in series with the magnet winding for the preliminary test.

The next step is to insert the valves into their sockets. Owing to the necessity for using valves which take a filament current of 0.1 amp., the choice in this direction is very strictly limited. Those for which the receiver was designed are as follows:

- H.F. ........ Cossor 210 screened valve.
- Detector ........ Marconi-Oram D.E.H. 610.
- Output ........ Cossor 610 F (“Stentor Six”).

Other valves may be substituted for those recommended as detector and L.F. valves, provided that valves of closely similar characteristics are chosen. In selecting substitutes it must be borne in mind that either 2-, 4-, or 6-volt valves may be used, provided that the 0.1 amp. filament current is rigidly adhered to. It must be pointed out, too, that there are now on the market valves—notably the latest valves of the Mullard P.M. series—taking only 0.075 amp., and that if these are employed in the present receiver they will be overrun. If it is desired to use P.M. valves that are already to hand, it is suggested, if there is any possibility of doubt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIST OF PARTS (continued) — ELIMINATOR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Baseboard (23in. x 9in.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Power choke (Marconiphone).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Lampholder (G.E.C.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Double-pole mains switch (G.E.C.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Wall plug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Fixed condensers, 4 mfd., 400 volt D.C. test (T.C.C.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Fixed condensers, 0.01 mfd. (T.C.C.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Resistance, 10,000 ohms and holder (Ferranti).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Peerless resistor, 6 v., 0.25 amps. (Bedford Electric Co.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 N.P. terminal (Belling Lee).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Ebonite shrouded terminals (Igranic).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Special H.F. chokes, low resistance (Wright &amp; Weight).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Neon lamp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as to the current that they require, that the filament current passed when connected to an accumulator of the appropriate voltage should be measured with the aid of the meter in the receiver.

If it is found that the valve it is desired to use consumes only 0.075 amp. at its rated voltage, it may still be used provided that a small resistance is placed in the receiver in parallel with its filament to side-track the balance of the 0.1 amp. By this means the valve is run at its correct current, while the full 0.1 amp. still passes through the filaments of the remaining valves and the magnet of the loud speaker. The resistance values required are 160 ohms for 4-volt valves and 240 ohms for 6-volt valves; they may be wound

of 38 gauge Eureka wire, the lengths needed to give these resistances being 6½ yards and 10 yards respectively.

So far as H.F. and output valves are concerned, the writer does not know of any alternatives to the Cossor valves already mentioned. In buying the output valves it will be well, if possible, to arrange to have a pair specially matched for use together in a push-pull stage.

When the valves are in position, the set can be connected up for its trial run. With the exception of the terminals marked “Loud speaker,” it is only necessary to join together the pairs of similarly titled terminals on receiver and eliminator.

The flex from the eliminator may now be connected to the mains, and the switch turned to the “On” position. The variable resistance below the meter is turned until the arm just engages with the winding, the meter being watched the while. If the needle of the
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meter flies back below the zero mark, the current is flowing in the wrong direction, and the wall plug must be reversed in its socket. When this matter is rectified, the variable resistance is adjusted until the meter reads 90 or 100 milliamps.—no more, or the valves may be harmed. The filament current should not at any time be increased above the minimum value necessary to provide adequate signal strength on the nearest station, though this does not imply that this resistance should be used as a volume control.

Other on the eliminator. In the other case the earth lead was left connected to the terminal on the set, but was disconnected from that on the eliminator, and joined through a condenser of 2 mfd. capacity to the "L.T.—" terminal.

Owing to the variations in the behaviour of different mains systems, it is suggested that the earthing in this way (through a condenser) of other points may be tried in cases where hum is obstinate.

In conclusion, the writer would like to draw attention to the exceptionally low running costs of this receiver,

The only trouble likely to be met with, apart from any arising through wrong connections, is the inevitable hum. The receiver, while in course of development, was tested on two separate mains systems, and in one case the positive pole, and in the other the negative, was earthed. These different conditions did not necessitate any variation in the design of the receiver or eliminator in order to accommodate them, but it was found essential to make the earth connection to different points in the two cases. This done, the two mains systems gave identical results.

When using the mains with the negative pole earthed, the earth lead was taken to the two terminals provided for that purpose, one of which is on the set, and the other on the eliminator. In the other case the earth lead was left connected to the terminal on the set, but was disconnected from that on the eliminator, and joined through a condenser of 2 mfd. capacity to the "L.T.—" terminal.

Owing to the variations in the behaviour of different mains systems, it is suggested that the earthing in this way (through a condenser) of other points may be tried in cases where hum is obstinate.

In conclusion, the writer would like to draw attention to the exceptionally low running costs of this receiver,

which may be set off against the comparatively high cost of construction. From 250-volt mains, with which the consumption will be at its highest, 25 watts will be consumed in lighting the filaments of the valves and energising the magnet of the loud speaker, with an additional 5 watts or thereabouts for the high-tension current.

This means that the whole demands of the receiver are less than that of the smallest electric lamp that is likely to be in use for ordinary room lighting, or, to put it in terms of actual money, a ten-shilling note would just about cover the cost of a year's running at the average rate of two hours daily.

Six hours a penny!
How Faults in a Reader's Set were Traced.

Of all the different queries with which the Information Department staff have to deal, the most difficult to answer helpfully are those relating to the tracing of faults in receivers; in many cases it is quite impossible for the querist adequately to describe the symptoms, with the result that very often—far more often than we would wish—no more can be done than to make one or two suggestions and to recommend careful stage-by-stage and point-to-point tests. Experience goes to show that there is almost always a simple explanation for the apparently mysterious fault, but as there are literally dozens of points at which failure may occur, a mere guess without substantial foundation is almost certain to be wide of the mark. The real trouble appears to be that the home constructor who is sufficiently experienced to describe those symptoms which are likely to lead to a correct diagnosis, and to ignore non-essentials, will naturally be able to trace a fault himself, and therefore will not write to us at all.

There is no real short cut to the location of faults, and unless one is fortunate enough to hit upon the trouble after a few minutes, it is best to abandon haphazard methods, and to go over the set systematically. Although it is an instance of the natural perversity of inanimate objects that the defect is so often found to exist in the last component to be tested, this need not deter us, as the complete operation may be carried out in a surprisingly short time, always provided that one knows how to set about it.

Elaborate Testing Equipment Unnecessary.

In order to suggest a suitable method of procedure, the writer (a member of the Information Department staff) will describe in detail how he cleared faults in a reader's version of the "Standard Four," which came into his hands, in the hope that the information will be of use to those in difficulties. No apparatus other than a two-range voltmeter and a pair of phones with a dry cell was used. The set is representative of several popular Wireless World receivers, to which the methods to be discussed are applicable without modification, or, at any rate, with such modifications as will be sufficiently obvious. The actual instrument tested is illustrated on this and the succeeding page.

With one exception, to be discussed later, the set did not deviate seriously from the published design.

---

1 The Wireless World, November 30th, 1927.

---

**Fig. 1**—The circuit diagram of the receiver. Contact points for carrying out the various tests described are shown.
Testing a Standard Four.—

although the optional tuned aerial circuit had been omitted and a conventional method of construction had been adopted in place of a baseboard layout. It was complained that both selectivity and sensitivity were poor, and that there was "some distortion"; from this meagre information it will be admitted that it was impossible to form any definite opinion as to the causes of its shortcomings.

Batteries were connected, and the set was switched on; a few moments' listening proved that the complaints were justified. The first step was to test the voltage existing directly across the filament terminals of each valve while they were actually taking current. The H.F. amplifier, detector, and first L.F. amplifier were in order, but a pressure of slightly under five volts was indicated in the output stage. Examination showed that the semi-fixed resistor in series with the filament of this valve (a P.M.256) was of about 30 ohms maximum—an altogether excessive value for a valve consuming a quarter of an ampere. Moreover, it had no "zero" position; with the slider at the end of its travel some five ohms remained in circuit. This might conceivably account for poor quality, as it would be responsible for a reduced emission. The fault was partially remedied by bending the slider.

The next task was to check the continuity of the anode circuits and, as far as possible, the anode voltages, by connecting one side of the meter to the negative L.T. bus-bar (point a in Fig. 1) and the other side, in turn, to points b, c, d, and e. So far as the H.F. valve V<sub>1</sub> is concerned, the test can be made conclusively, as the ohmic resistance of the transformer primary is negligible, but in the other circuits it must be completed between the points mentioned and the actual anode terminals by using phones and dry cell, which will show at least that there is no "open circuit." The receiver came through these tests without any trouble.

In order to find out if there was a break in any of the grid circuits, and also to measure the bias voltages applied, the positive meter terminal was joined to point a, its negative lead being connected successively to points f, g, h, and j. Connected in this way, the instrument should give a true indication of grid voltage impressed on V<sub>1</sub>, and an approximately true indication of that of the detector V<sub>2</sub>; in the case of the latter, this will only be so if the meter is of high resistance, or if the potentiometer slider is set near the negative end of its winding. Tests of the grid circuits of V<sub>1</sub> and V<sub>2</sub> must be completed with phones and dry cell, due to the high resistance of the grid leak and transformer secondary.

These tests brought to light the real cause of the con-}

structor's difficulty; as no voltage was shown between the H.F. valve grid and filament, a disconnection in L<sub>1</sub>, G.B.<sub>1</sub>, or the associated leads was clearly indicated. This was finally traced to the socket for the low-potential pin fitted to L<sub>1</sub>; its ebonite sleeve was of an excessive length, with the result that the soldering tag was not in contact with the metal, and the grid circuit was completed only through the stray capacities.

After this matter had been remedied, the set was again tested; its performance was more normal, but sensitivity was practically nil. Naturally enough, it was assumed that the remaining coil-base socket might well be at fault, and a test showed that this suspicion was justified; again, a complete lack of continuity was found, due to exactly the same cause as before. After the ebonite sleeve had been shortened, contact was restored, and the performance of the receiver left very little to be desired.

It was observed, however, that the spacing between the grid end of L<sub>1</sub> and the screen was appreciably less than in the original model as described. This gave rise to an uneasy feeling that perhaps the set was capable of improvement, and, to clear up the matter, valve voltmeter measurements were made against a standard. This proved, as expected, that there was sufficient loss to be detectable, but hardly enough to be audible.

A careful consideration of the circuit diagram will show that simple tests as described are likely to reveal the kind of fault which is responsible for the majority of the amateur's difficulties, which, it should be emphasised, are generally due to defects very similar to those met with in the set actually tested. In cases where these methods fail, we must go further, and carry out point-to-point and stage-by-stage tests, in the manner advocated from time to time in this journal.

Although the defects which came to light were so simple, they were sufficiently obscure to baffle the builder of the set; therefore it seems probable that other readers are, or will be, in similar difficulties, in which case these notes may be of some assistance to them. Even if one's receiver is at present functioning in an unexceptionable manner, it is a good plan to prepare for trouble by memorising the details of a method of procedure which will generally yield the desired results.
SUNDAY, JULY 28th.

All Times are reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

Elementary English Lesson. 6.05. Advanced English Lesson. 6.25. Orchestral Concert: Marche Russe (Glinka); Fugue Me (Agar); Persia Rosebud (Nicholls); Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture (Mills); Mendelssohn, Konzert aus Mitten (Benayet); Dohna (Valdete); Flight Solo (Sousa); dance (from Mozart); 7.00. Concert la Flute (Puccini); Suite (Smallstout); 7.30. Radio-Chronique; 8.15. Cigarette Selections; 8.30. Literary Program; 8.50. Advent and Remembrance Day; 9.00. Symphony Concert, relayed from the Kursaal, D.C. 11.15. Concert of Tizane Music, relayed from the Sporlars Café. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

BUDAPEST (555.5 miles) : 5.45. -6.00. Concert of Military Music, from the Angel Palace; 6.45. Talk: "Ginginkyri" Operetta (Nagygiy). In the interval: Time, News and Racing Prices. 7.00. 10.50. Concert of Tizane Music, relayed from the Sporlars Café. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

COLOGNE (283 miles) : 4.45. -10.55. a.m. Programme from Lanzerather; 2.30. Talk: Hints for the Housewife. 3.30 to 4.30, see Langesberg. 4.30. Talk from Königswinter; 5.0 to 7.20, see Langesberg. 7.30. Dr. Hans Stein, Talk for Workers: Eastern and Western Social Leaders of the Past. 7.45. See Langesberg. 8.15. Five Minutes Talk on the German Atlantic Festival. 8.15. Programme from Dartmouth, followed by News, Sports, News, Concert and Dance Music. 1.0. (approx.), Sunday, Close Down.

CRACOW (568 miles) : 1.45. -6.00. Programme from Krakow; 2.00. Talk: Review of the past week's Foreign Royal Visit. 7.00. Agricultural Report. 8.5. News and Announcements. 8.15. Talk: "Iberian National Day." 8.25. Talk: "The Blue Danube (Jos. Strauss)." Selection from Madame Butterfly (Puccini); Gavotte in B Flat Major (Corelli); Slavonic Dance (Dvorak); "Cello Solo, Allegro appassionata (Saint-Saens); Humoresque (Livanoff);Recitation; March, The Happy Wanderer (Koeps); Waltz, Barcarole (Valdete); Tango, The Spanish Girl (Pluta); Waltz, Alone to (Rydhalm); Selection from Les Coches de Cornville (Plana); Marche Russe (Mendelssohn);borrel; Frott. Det vil kader (kari) (Jos. Strauss); El canto del gallo (Jos. Strauss); Dance, Select, Trippailles (Nielson); Mazurka (Kohout); Polka, Ihr gutes Glück (Friedrich); Waltz, Donnale (Dvorak); Talk in German (Mishap). 3.00. Midnight, Chimes from the Town Hall, Copenhagen. 12.15 a.m. (approx.), Sunday, Close Down.

GIBRALTAR (210 miles) : 1.45. -6.00. Programme of Old Dance Music: March, Kongovene (Jespersen); Waltz, Torero (Translauter); Polka, Angelo, end, tata (Supple); Tyrolian Waltz and Dance, Sebastian, Tripplaes (Nielson); Mazurka (Kohout); Polka, Ihr gutes Glück (Friedrich); Waltz, Donnale (Dvorak); Talk in German (Mishap). 3.00. Midnight, Chimes from the Town Hall, Copenhagen. 12.15 a.m. (approx.), Sunday, Close Down.

All Times are related to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

OSLO (461.5 metres): 1.5 km — Programme, relayed from the Tocadero. 10.55, Calendar and Announcements. 11.00, (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Superieure), Call RTP (458 metres): 0.5 km — Programme, relayed at Intervals by the following stations: Bordeaux FT (375 metres), Eiffel Tower (2,650 metres), Grenoble (410 metres), and RJukan (448 metres). 7.45, Weather Report, News and Announcements. 8.45, Topical Talk. 10.0, Dance Music, relayed from the Grand Hotel. 12.00 Midnight, (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Café du Commerce), Call FT (456 metres): 0.5 km — Programme, relayed at Intervals by the following stations: Bordeaux FT (375 metres), Eiffel Tower (2,650 metres), Grenoble (410 metres), and RJukan (448 metres). 7.45, Weather Report, News and Announcements. 8.45, Topical Talk. 10.0, Dance Music, relayed from the Grand Hotel. 12.00 Midnight, (approx.), Close Down.

LOS ANGELES (456.5 metres): 1.5 km — Programme also for Alumni Chapel (607 metres) and Minstrel (500 metres). 11.15, a.m. Programme for Schools. 12.10, Music. 12.50, Weather Report, News and Sports. 1.15, Orchestral Programme: Melodies from the Peter Pears (Blisset), Skizzen (Petro); Sonnenuntergang (Olsen); Berceuse de Jocelyn (Godard). 4.30, (approx.), Close Down.

MARCH 29TH.

THURSDAY, JUNE 28TH.

Buenaventura Celina (Berlin); Songs and Choruses; Andante from the Seventh Symphony (Beethoven). 10.0, News and Announcement.

STUTTGART (370.7 metres): 4.0 km — 8.00, Time Signal and Weather Report. 8.15, Talk from Freiburg (577 metres). 8.45, Report of the South African Labour Court, Time Signal and Sports Notes. 8.15, Quotations, (approx.). 8.45, Programme for the Grafenwoehr (1,500 metres); Sonata for Violin in G Major (Tartini), followed by Cabaret Concert, including “Senden zu Haune,” (Sheff.)


VIENNA (577 and 577.2 metres): 1.5 km — 8.5, Concert: Aria from Der Waffenstillstand (Lortzing); Bird Song from ‘Paganini’ (Leoncavallo); Violin Solos, (a) Chaconne (Vitali); (b) Minuet (Haydn); (c) Manurik (Wienstein); Selections (Schubert), (a) Nachtschneiden, (b) Auf dem Wasser zu singen, (c) ‘Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring’ Bach. 8.30, Sonatas for Flute and Harp (Debussy). 9.00, Recital of Trios; Elgar’s Serenade, from the Works of Ortolan Kernstok. 9.30, “Schwarz Gott” from the Three Acts (Neidhart), followed by Dance Music.

WARSAW (111.0 metres): 10.0 km — 2.0, Miscellaneous (approx.). 5.0 km — 8.5, Debutante from Elbington. 6.0, Programme of Toccatas. 7.0, Concert: Symphony No. 3 (Mendelssohn); “Serenade” for Solo; Sonata in G Major; Gavotte; Recitations; Ballet Suite (Lalo); (approx.), Close Down.
SUNDAY, JULY 29th.

All Times are reduced to British Summer Time and are p.m. except where otherwise stated.

COLOGNE (993 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Amsterdam

CRACOW (568 metres) — 1.5 k.w.

DUBLIN (391.1 metres) — 1.5 k.w. — 3.30 to 4.30 p.m., Volley and Instrumental Concert by the No. 7 Army Band, conducted by Lieut. Arthur Digby, M.B., and Solodets, 11.0, National Anthem. 11.5 (approx.), Close Down.

DUSSELDORF (438.6 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Copenhagen and Kiel.

FRANKFURT (490.8 metres) — 4 k.w. — Musical Morning Recital. 11.00 a.m., Talk to Parents on the Upbringing of Children, arranged by Dr. Flesch and Herr. R. W. Shams. 11.30 a.m. to 12.00 Noon, Programme of Talks and Music. 12.00, Talk, arranged by the Rhein-Musik Association for Popular Education. 12.30 (approx.) , Musical Programme, followed by Dance Music relayed from Hamburg. 12.30 a.m. (approx.)(Monday), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme relayed by Bremers (727.1 metres).

HANNOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Talk by M. Francois, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG (372.7 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 8.30 a.m., Choir, Music, and Programme Announcements from Hamburg. 8.30, Lunch, 9.0, Choral Society, 9.45, Notes and Programme Announcements from Hamburg.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme relayed by Bremers (727.1 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call H.A (in Morse) (534.7 metres) — 4 k.w. — Programme also for Dresden (372.7 metres).

HANOVER (397 metres) — 0.7 k.w. — 3.30 p.m., Talk, arranged by the Oldenburg Volkskomitee, 3.30, Lunch, 3.45, Chorus of the Gourmet. 3.50 (approx.), Close Down.
Programmes from Abroad.—

LEIPZIG (586.8 metres) ; 4 kW.—9.80 a.m., Organ Recital and Mass from Lutbeck, l.e.d. by Professor Law; Organist, Professor Ernst Muller. 11.0 a.m., Relay of an Organ Concert: Bouz's, 9th Symphony. 2.00, Noon, to 1.00 p.m., Two Talks arranged by the Hanns Bredow School. 1.0 to 5.0, Agricultural Talks. 7.0, Talk by the Editor of the "Deutscher Verlag". 11.30 a.m., Report of the First Session of the Leipzig Music Festival. 8.60, Talk relayed from the Jehovahs in Dresden. 8.30, Talk relayed from Berlin. 7.0, Talk relayed from Berlin. 7.30, Musical and Literary Greetings to the New Year. Among other things, a few Danse Dinan programmes in the programmes of the past week, followed by Organ Recital and Mass from Lutbeck, l.e.d. by Professor Law; Organist, Professor Ernst Muller.

LYONS (Radio-Lyon) (291 metres) ; 1.6 kW.—11.00 a.m., Instrumental Concert, followed by Recital of Sacred Music. 9.00, "Le Journal Paris", Weather Report, News Bulletin and topical Talk, followed by Talk: Sunday in thought, by M. Paul Garein and Association of Protestant Jouralists, 9.00 a.m., Instrumental Concert. 9.30, Recital of Ancient and Modern Dance Music. 10.30 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.

MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ (757 metres) ; 3.00 a.m. — 8.30 a.m., Military and Civilian News. 8.30, Informativo, 9.00 a.m., Instrumental Concert. 9.15, World News. 9.30, "Le Monde des Arts", 10.00 a.m., Time Signal, followed by Concert of the Municipal Band, conducted by M. Ofeli. 10.30 a.m., "Concierto" of the Orquesta de la Telechron, Programme of Varieties. 12.30 a.m. (approx.), Monday, Close Down.

MILAN, Call 1MI (606.3 metres) ; 7 kW.—10.50 to 11.30 a.m., Recital of Sacred Music. 12.50, Time Signal, followed by Selections from the E.U.R. Quartet. 1.30, Concert of Quintet of Wind Instruments. 2.00, Time Signal, followed by Programme of Talks. 6.30, Time Signal, followed by History Talks by A. Blancere. 8.30, "La Canzone Italiana in Asia", Opera (Russe), Talk and Sports Notes during the Intervals. 11.45 (approx.), Close Down.

MUTALA (3.080 metres) ; 30 kW.—Programme also for Stockholm (404.5 metres), Boden (119.0 metres), G"oteborg (416.5 metres), Malmo (290.0 metres), Ostersund (546.6 metres), Uppsala (312.0 metres), 11.0 a.m., Divise Service. 1.30, Relay of the changing of the guard in Stockholm. 2.45, Opening Signal, followed by Programme of Talks. 6.35, Time Signal, followed by History Talk by A. Blancere. 8.00, "The Italian in Asia", Opera (Russe), talk and Sports Notes during the Intervals. 11.45 (approx.), Close Down.

MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4 kW.—Programme relayed by Augsburg (866 metres), Kaiserslauten (204.1 metres) and Mainz (465 metres). 1.0 a.m., Time Signal, followed by a Programme of Chimes from the Town Hall, Munich. 11.15 a.m., Weather Forecast, followed by Musical Programmes. 1.5 a.m., Weather Forecast, Programme Announcements and Agricultural Talk. 3.0 (approx.) to 8.0, Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0, Instrumental Concert. 8.0, "Ever Myself", a Mystery Play revived and arranged by Hugo von Hofmannsthal, relayed from Augsburg, followed by last News Bulletin and Relay of Musical Selections. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

NAPLES, Call INA (323.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—10.00 a.m., Recital of Sacred Music. 4.50, Programme for Children. 6.00, Concert of Instrumental Music. 8.30, Talk, Weather Forecast, Programme Announcements and Agricultural Talk. 9.0 (approx.) to 8.0, Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0, Instrumental Concert. 8.0, "Every Myself", a Mystery Play revived and arranged by Hugo von Hofmannsthal, relayed from Augsburg, followed by last News Bulletin and Relay of Musical Selections. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

OSLO (461.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.—Programme relayed by Fredrikstad (434.8 metres), Hamar (395.6 metres), Gjovik (204.1 metres) and Kristiania (443 metres). 10.30 a.m., Time Signal, followed by Report of the Naples Harbour Authorities. 8.30, Concert of Orchestral and Vocal Selections from Opera; Selections from The Force of Destiny (Verdi) by Raff Aulissino (Baritone). 10.0, Sports Notes, 11.0, Talk relayed from the Hotel Bristol, Oslo. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Ecole Superieure), Call FFPT (456 metres) ; 5 kW.—5.00 a.m., Relay of a Programme from the following Stations: Bordeaux, PT2 (275 metres), Marseille, PT1 (405 metres), Lille, PT1 (264 metres), Limoges (210 metres), Lyon, PT1 (476 metres), Marseille (393 metres), Rouen (629 metres), Nancy (426 metres), 9.0 a.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal. 10.25 a.m., International军事 Concert, 1:30, International Concert, including Haydn's Eleventh Symphony. 6.00, "Le Radio-Journal de France". 8.00, International Programme of Varieties. 12.00 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

PARIS (Edif Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5 kW.—5.00 a.m., Time Signal on 9.22 metres. 10.00, Time Signal on 2,500 metres. 6.45, "Le Journal Paris" by T.S.F., Talks on Health, Public Assistance, by M. Julien Maigret, Marc Fraymcer, Jean Vovely, Mme. de Circourt, Mme. de la Font, 9.10, Weather Forecast. 8.30, Concert by Mario Cazes and his Orchestra. 9.50, Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 11.00, Time Signal on 9.25 metres. 3.45, "Le Soir". 5.45, "La France Libre". 6.00 "L'Herault", 8.30, "La Meuse Libre". 9.30, "Le Journal de Paris". 7.15, "L'Est". 11.00, News Bulletin and Time Signal. 3.00, "L'Est". 3.45, "Le Soir". 5.00, "La Meuse Libre".
CURRENT TOPICS

Events of the Week in Brief Review.

SPANISH HONOUR FOR MARCONI.

The Spanish Government has bestowed on Signor Marconi the Reus Ultra gold medal, a high order of civil merit.

ROYAL LISTENERS.

A new multi-valve broadcast receiver has been installed at Balmoral Castle in preparation for the approaching visit of the King and Queen.

AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY.

Owing to August Bank Holiday, the August 6th issue of The Wireless World will be closed for press earlier than usual. Miscellaneous advertisements for insertion in that issue can be accepted up to first post on Wednesday, August 1st.

B.B.C. AND INDIAN BROADCASTING.

Technical co-operation with the Indian Broadcasting Company has been agreed to by the B.B.C. As a preliminary step it has been decided to relay the London programme from 5SW once a fortnight at a time specially suited to the needs of Indian listeners.

SHORT WAVES FROM AFRICAN WILDS.

Listeners on the short waves will soon have an opportunity of picking up signals on 30 metres from a small camp pitched in the wilds of Africa. Major and Mrs. Court-Treant, already well known for their pioneer motor trip from the Cape to Cairo, have gone out to one of the least known parts of the Western Sudan, where they are making two films for British Instructional Films, Ltd. News has just been received from the party that they have now arrived at their "location," a tract of 60,000 square miles of practically uninhabited country.

Amongst their camp equipment is a specially designed Marconi transmitting set, the power for which is supplied by a hand generator. Starting in about a week's time, Major Court-Treant will transmit every Sunday evening between the hours of 6 p.m. and 8.30 p.m. (Greenwich Mean Time). His call will be FXCT, and the wavelength 30 metres (approximately).

TAKING BEARINGS. Members of the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society photographed at King's Langley on Sunday, July 15th, while tracking a concealed transmitter.

LOUD SPEAKER POINTS ON NEW STEAMER.

Broadcast receiving equipment for the entertainment of passengers will be one of the luxuries on board the Lady Nelson, the twin-screw steamer launched at Birkenhead last week for the Canadian National Steamships' service between Canada and the West Indies. Leads will be provided in all public rooms on the ship, so that loud speakers can be plugged in as desired.

WIRELESS LECTURE IN ESPERANTO.

At the twentieth Universal Esperanto Congress, to be held in Antwerp from August 3rd to 11th next, Professor R. Mamly, Director of the National Laboratory of Radio Electricity in Paris, will deliver a lecture in Esperanto on "The Applications of Wireless in Navigation."

WIRELESS "LIGHTHOUSES."

Seven coastal beacon transmitters are now under construction by the Marconi Company. They will be installed at Start Point, Lundy Island, Salé Skerry, Dungeness, South Bishop, Kinnaird Head, and Cromer. Beacons are also projected for Tory Island and Mizen Head.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS WIRELESS.

A committee appointed by the League of Nations has recommended the acceptance of a proposal by Radio-Suisse to construct a wireless telegraphic station in the Cauton of Geneva for the exclusive use of the League in times of crisis. Radio-Suisse is a commercial organisation in which the Swiss Government is largely interested.

DO BROADCAST ADVERTISEMENTS PAY?

A somewhat startling discovery, striking at the foundations of the present system of broadcasting in America, has been made by the John Wanamaker store, who were the pioneer broadcasters in Philadelphia. "Investigations made by a special inquiry among radio listeners during the past two years," runs a statement by that firm, "have revealed that broadcasting is not helping the store in general or in an advertising way." The Corporation has accordingly closed down broadcasting station WOO, Philadelphia, which has been "on the air" ever since 1922, and it is extremely unlikely that WOO will ever be heard again.

The opinion appears to be growing that many other broadcasting interests would reach similar conclusions if they carried out investigations. The American public may well hope that the question will be allowed to drop, for practically all their broadcast entertainment is provided by firms seeking advertisement.
AN AMALGAMATION.

Those of our readers who are photographers will be interested to learn that, commencing with the issue of August 1st, our sister journal, The Amateur Photographer, and its contemporary, The New Photographer, will be merged into one publication. The combined journal, which will be known as The Amateur Photographer incorporating The New Photographer, will continue to be published from these offices every Wednesday, price 3d., and obtainable from newsagents, bookstalls, and leading photographic dealers. All the features of the two journals which have proved most attractive to readers in the past will be embodied in the combined paper, and every effort will be made to make the one weekly journal more and more interesting and valuable to amateur photographers in the practice of their hobby.

SUBSTANTIAL MARCONI PROFITS.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., have declared a profit of £450,471 for the year 1927, as compared with £198,948 in 1926. The directors are making an interim distribution of 10 per cent. less tax, while a final dividend is to be considered later.

POLITICAL BROADCASTING SCRAMBLE IN U.S.

The steady rise in the political temperature of the United States as the Presidential election draws nearer is finding expression in the growing use of broadcasting by both the Democratic and Republican parties. It cost 104,000 dollars to broadcast the recent Democratic Convention, according to the National Broadcasting Company, or 27,000 dollars in excess of the amount spent on the Republican Convention.

No doubt the Republicans will soon adjust matters to their advantage. The Democrats will then reply, and before the election date in November there will probably be a battle royal between the parties to secure the maximum amount of microphone publicity.

IRISH TRANSMITTERS.

The Irish Radio Transmitters’ Society early last month held a “Conference on the Air” to test the suitability of the various transmitting circuits used by their members. The result of these tests was so encouraging that the I.R.T.S. is now making arrangements for a similar general test at an early date, but this time it is to be confined to telephony only and to experimenters living in or near Dublin; we also understand that non-members are asked to participate. Full particulars have not yet reached us, but those wishing to take part should communicate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. G. Kennedy (GW14C), 21, Morehamp son Road, Dublin.

USEFUL DATA CHARTS. (No. 3.) Inductance, Capacity, and Frequency: Medium-waves Band.

Advantages of Logarithmic Scales.

When we use a linear scale such as a foot rule the seriousness of any error in estimating a length depends very much on what part of the scale is being used. If we are liable to be in error by 1 in. we shall be wrong by 10 per cent. in measuring one inch, but the same inaccuracy in measuring 10 inches will give rise to a percentage error of only 1 per cent.; accordingly we cannot measure small distances with the same confidence as large ones.

Now, a remarkable property of the logarithmic scale is that the percentage error is the same all along the scale. Reference to the abac will show the distances between 10 and 11, 20 and 22, 50 and 55, 100 and 110, are all equal, and accordingly the error amounting to 10 per cent. involved in going wrong by this distance is equally likely to occur at any part of the scale. [It is understood, of course, that anyone who does go wrong by such a large amount is in need of an immediate holiday.]

Thus the logarithmic scale gives a large range of numbers in a small compass. This week we have a scale of metres ranging from 60 to 1,000, and we should be able to read any wavelength to a half of 1 per cent. If the same range had been marked out on a linear scale the lower third of the scale would have been almost useless. In a future abac we shall be obliged to use linear scales for finding the resultant of two resistances in parallel or of two condensers in series, but in that case we have to bow to necessity; there is no other simple way of constructing the abac.
A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers.

**GRAHAM-FARISH GRID LEAK BASE.**

The brown bakelite base of this grid leak holder is reinforced with ribs extending from the central screw hole and is of exceptional strength. The nickelled spring clips are slotted and fitted with large terminals, and will accommodate all standard grid leaks, as well as those types which are fitted with terminal end caps. The price of this component, which is made by The Graham-Farish Co., 17, Mosons Hill, Bromley, Kent, is 6d.

**BURDENT WANDER PLUGS.**

These plugs are of the rigid type and reliance is placed on spiral fluting for obtaining a grip on the walls of the battery sockets. The overall length has been kept small and the size of the battery compartment can be correspondingly reduced where these plugs are used. Each plug is fitted with an insulating ring of distinctive colour. There are seven colours to choose from and the plugs cost 2s. 6d. per dozen. The hole for fixing the wire is readily accessible and a steel set screw fitting vertical in the top of the plug is used to clamp the wire.

---

**THE LORIODAPTER.**

Made by A. W. Stapleton, 19a, Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimore Street, London, S.E.17, this component is designed to fit the standard electric light socket for the purpose of charging accumulators from the lighting circuit. When charging L.T. batteries the diminution in light is negligible and if charging is undertaken at night time when the lamp would be used in any case, the cost of charging can be regarded as nil. With H.T.

---

**CLIX ACCUMULATOR KNOBS.**

Trouble from acid corrosion is minimised in this terminal knob by an annular grease-retaining groove surrounding the metal insert. The brass insert is tapped to fit the standard accumulator thread and is keyed on the outside to prevent it turning in the outer moulding. The moulded bakelite shroud is fluted and may be had in black or red material. Each knob is drilled laterally to take the "CLIX-Lox" plug described on page 65 of the June 27th issue thus ensuring a firm and yet easily detachable connection for the L.T. leads. The moulded knob is recessed to fit the CLIX-Lox sleeve to prevent the ingress of acid spray. Costs 50 and is well up to the standard of the products of Lectro Linx, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1.

---

**"ACONICAB" CABINETS.**

Cabinets are made under this trade name by A. Clarke, 22, Ol Montague Street, London, E.1. The various types cost 25s. in mahogany and are suitable for the "Everyman Four," the dimensions being 26in. x 8½in. x 8½in. T, and quality and finish are excellent.
THE OUTPUT STAGE AND THE PENTODE.

Operating Conditions and Circuit Systems.

PART III.

(Concluded from page 80 of previous issue.)

By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.

In dealing with triodes we are familiar with the "equivalent" diagram shown in Fig. 15. Here is replaced the triode by a fictitious alternator whose voltage is \( m \times \text{volts on grid} = mV_g \). A resistance \( p \) equal to the valve resistance is connected in series with the alternator, and to this is added the impedance or load, e.g., a loud speaker. Now this diagram can be applied to the pentode. In Fig. 15 we have a case in point. The value of \( m = 60 \), signal volts 7.5, \( p = 33,000 \) ohms, and the loud speaker impedance is substantially negligible. The maximum value of the current in the anode circuit of the valve is by Ohms Law \( i = \frac{V}{\rho} = \frac{60 \times 7.5}{33,000} = 0.013 \) ampere = 0.13 milliamperes (see Fig. 16). Although the internal valve resistance is high, so also is the voltage of our fictitious alternator by virtue of the high magnification factor. Writing the above result symbolically for a signal voltage of unity [1] we get the current \( i = \frac{m \times 1}{p} \), which we know to be the conductance \( g \). Thus we see that, provided there is a large anode current and a relatively long grid swing available, the variation in the former depends on the conductance. For meritorious performance the conductance should be high, and this is precisely where the pentode scores over the triode.

It may be useful to compare the relative possibilities of the pentode with the triode. First of all, let us use our 1,000-turn coil. Then from the circuit of Fig. 15 we have current \( i = \frac{mV_g}{Z + p} \), where \( Z \) is the total impedance of circuit \( mV_g \) or \( 1 \) the vector sum of \( p \) and \( Z \).

For the triode the internal resistance is low (2,700 ohms for LS5A), so that the coil impedance must be taken into account. \( Z \) is therefore the vector sum of 2,700 and the coil impedance. At 4,000 cycles \( Z \) is about 5,500 ohms. Consequently current \( i = \frac{mV_g}{Z} = \frac{2.2 \times V_g}{5,500} = V_g \times 4 \times 10^{-4} \). The ratio of the currents with pentode and triode is, therefore, \( 1.8 \times 10^{-3} = \frac{18}{4} = 4.5/1 \). Put in another way, for equal output with the two valves, the signal voltage to the pentode is \( 1/4.5 \) that to the triode. By using a coil of 2,500 turns with the pentode and 1,000 turns with the triode, this ratio becomes approximately \( 1/9 \). If an intermediate stage is used between detector and pentode, it is only required to amplify \( 1/4.5 \) or \( 1/9 \) of the extent required for a triode. In this respect care should be taken to avoid underloading an anode-bend detector, since there is likelihood of distortion. It is preferable, therefore, for quality to raise the H.F. amplification and place the pentode next to the detector. The comparatively low value of H.T. required is a good feature, but there is, of course, a large anode feed current to which must be added 20 per cent. for the screen. If push-pull is employed with valves biased half way along the curved portion, the consumption can be curtailed considerably. For those who use

\[ 1 \text{ It is not } 4.5 \times 2.5, \text{ since the coil impedance reduces the current.} \]

\[ 2 \text{ See Wireless World, June 13th 1928.} \]
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the electric light mains the large current supply is immaterial. I feel sure the average person will be able to make enough noise with 150 volts H.T. and a 2,500-turn coil \(^3\) to satisfy his aural cravings in a room of average size. Finally, if we have a pentode capable of withstanding 350 volts H.T., and if we use two of these valves back-to-back with a suitable moving coil, the output should be adequate to administer to the most dile- 

bolical taste, e.g., those who like to simulate a full-blown orchestra in 1,000 cubic feet of space.

Although the pentode is primarily a loud speaker valve, there seems to be no reason why it should not function as a grid leak detector. The next stage cannot be resistance-coupled owing to the large anode feed. To

\(^a\) In making this statement I assume the flux in the air gap to be not less than 8,000 lines per square cm. This requires a soft steel casting.

obtain the correct feed through a resistance of, say, 200,000 ohms would require something of the order of 1,000 volts. If a transformer is used, care must be exercised to avoid saturation of the core. In any case, for proper amplification of high and low frequencies the internal valve resistance is too large for use with a transformer. Thus for high quality the pentode must be relegated to the output stage.

No reliable information regarding the electrostatic anode to grid capacity of the tetrode is available, but data—even if 30 per cent. in error—on this point will be welcome. Perhaps the manufacturers will be so good as to make a statement concerning the order of the capacity of the pentode per se. It is realised that leads, etc., will modify the result, but that is the experimenter's funeral.

A good deal more could be said about this new valve, but I hope that its salient features have been presented in such a manner that the reader will handle it skilfully when it appears in the flesh. I trust that the manufacturers will see their way to adding an additional terminal for the low-potential grid. Access to this electrode opens up other possibilities. Also it would be useful, in view of the connection of the auxiliary grid to the cathode, to know which end of the filament should be made negative.

Battery Coupling.

In any type of receiver it is imperative to reduce any form of stray coupling to a minimum. During the development of broadcast apparatus in the past five years, various forms of unwanted coupling have forced themselves to our notice. There is magnetic and electrostatic coupling between coils and wiring, electrostatic coupling between valve grid and anode, and also battery or H.T. supply coupling. The first type is rendered hors de combat by a metallic screen and by scientific wiring. The second has been reduced very materially by placing an internal screen between grid and anode. The third has just come into the limelight in view of increased amplifi-

---

\(1\) In making this statement I assume the flux in the air gap to be not less than 8,000 lines per square cm. This requires a soft steel casting.

---

\(\text{Fig. 17.—Battery "auto-coupling" circuits for the pentode.} \ C_1, C_2, C_3 = 2 \text{ to } 4 \text{ mfd.} \ R_2, R_3 = \text{resistance to give correct value of anode voltage.} \ L_1, L_2, L_3 = \text{choices of } 20 \text{ henrys or more. The use of } L_2 \text{ is perhaps a refinement, but is advisable where there is an intermediate audio frequency stage between detector and pentode.}\)
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cation, more critical requirements for loud speaker reproduction, and the use of so-called battery eliminators. The elimination of battery coupling is quite ancient, and has been in vogue for land-line repeater work for some eight or ten years. In a repeater system the valves are worked from a common battery supply. Moreover, with, say, a dozen different repeaters at a single station, some artifice is required to prevent intercoupling due to the resistance of the battery. The golden rule is that no alternating current shall be allowed to pass through the battery.

Now the A.C. is greatest in the power stage if a receiver, so that particular care must be exercised here in the choice of battery-anticoUpling devices. With a power triode the usual procedure is to employ a choke and condenser filter circuit so that the bulk of the A.C. passes through the loud speaker to earth, thereby dodging the battery. In the pentode we have to cope with two sets of A.C.: (a) that to the anode, (b) that to the screen. Case (a) is treated à la triode, whilst case (b) can be treated as illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 17. Where the pentode is run from the mains, and it is desired to reduce the voltage from 240 to 150, suitable resistances $R_s, R_x$, can be joined in series with the chokes. Appropriate values can be calculated, using the pentode characteristics which show the valve currents for various values of H.T. and grid bias. Alternatively, a milliammeter can be used to measure the feed and the volts drop on the resistance calculated immediately, thus allowing the correct value for the valve to be found experimentally.

THE PENTODE QUALITY THREE.

Practical Details of Receiver Design with Screened Grid H.F. Valve and Pentode.

The tests on the pentode cited in Part II refer deliberately to a case which is likely to occur in practice. Every experimenter's receiver has one stage of low-frequency amplification. The receiver employed during the tests in question has four valves, namely, S625 (H.F.), DEH.650 (detector), LS5, followed by a transformer of high primary inductance, and finally a power triode (LS5A). All the valves are supplied by means of a filter system from a 200-volt battery. The quality from a coil drive with 1,000-turn 2in. diameter coil is highly satisfactory (so far as loud speakers go). The LS5A was replaced by a pentode, and additional resistances added to reduce the H.T. to 250 volts, whilst by-pass condensers were connected from the outer ends of the resistance to earth. The results with the pentode and coil drive were good, but I felt that it was desirable to reduce capacity effects and feed-back effects to a minimum. Accordingly I have designed a high-quality receiver to work on the local station (aLO) or 5GB and 5XX up to distances of 60 to 100 miles or more, according to conditions and requirements.

A diagram of the receiver is given in Fig. 18, whilst the real thing, made in a few hours, is also shown. In Fig. 18 the receiver can be divided into two main sections: (a) the part which works, (b) the part which supplies the energy. An open aerial with coil and condenser is connected via grid leak and coupling condenser to the filament and control grid of an S625 valve. The leak and condenser make it possible to get a nice fit between the earth connection and the bias battery. The latter is a 1.5-volt Siemens "T" cell, and is common to the first two valves. To be able to fully load a pentode an additional bias cell must be used on the detector, i.e., a grid bias of +3 volts. The S625 is operated as an
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H.F. amplifier with tuned anode. Both aerial and anode coils are short-wave Dubilier toroids (red, for 5XX blues), spaced gin, apart and separated by condenser $C_2$ with an earthed cover which screens the coils from each other and also screens $C_2$. The coils have a resistance adequate to prevent spurious oscillation due to feed-back in the $S_25$. If oscillation should occur, it is a simple matter to reduce the values of the grid leaks, thereby enhancing the damping. In fact, where signal strength is ample, the grid leaks should be reduced to flatten the tuning, thereby enhancing the upper register. The tuned anode is connected via the usual condenser and grid leak to a DEH 610 anode-bend detector. The anode circuit of the rectifier contains a 0-0002 mfd. by-pass condenser, a radio-frequency choke of low self-capacity, and a resistance of 100,000 ohms. The coupling between the detector and the pentode power valve is resistance-capacity. The grid leak consists of $6 \times 0.5$ megohm units and this can be tapped to vary the intensity. Care should be exercised in wiring these leaks to avoid capacity.

The output from the pentode is taken via the usual condenser-inductance filter circuit to a coil-drive loud speaker of the type I described previously in this journal. The moving coil has 2,500 turns, and the magnet is of good soft dynamo steel, which on 200 volts gives a flux-density of over 9,000 lines per square centimetre in the air gap. I mention this because I have found by measurement that the output with a cast-iron pot is only one-quarter of this value, and is liable to create an erroneous impression, because experimenters will be prone to over-drive the pentode in order to get adequate intensity. The result is “prickly” reproduction, due to blasting and grid current. Battery filter arrangements were incorporated for each valve, as will be evident from the lower part of the diagram of connections (Fig. 18). Care was exercised with the wiring and disposition of the apparatus to avoid unwanted coupling of any form. Anti-capacity holders were used, and external capacity between the anode and control grid leaks of the pentode reduced to the least practicable amount. Arrangements were made for connecting two pentodes in parallel with a minimum of capacity external to the valves.

Using a battery of 200 volts and series resistances to the pentode, thereby obtaining 150 volts on its anode, the quality was as good as anything I have heard from any loud speaker, whilst the intensity by comparison with the same input to a triode was somewhat staggering. On 2LO at 5 miles’ range it was only possible to use $1/4$ of the maximum voltage input to $V_1$. This, however, depends on the aerial. Of course, we shall get used to this loudness in time, and again clamour for Australia or Mars (!) on a peanut valve.

With two pentodes in parallel there was a distinct reduction in the upper frequencies, but the reproduction was by no means poor. The attenuation of the higher frequencies (noticeable in words ending with the letter “-s”) may have been due in part to feed-back, as explained in Part II. Another reason is the decrease in valve resistance. With two valves in parallel, this resistance would be about 15,000 ohms, which is equal to the inductive reactance of the moving coil at 6,000 cycles. This means a reduction in coil current relative to that obtained at 300 cycles or thereabouts, where the coil reactance is negligible. The reed-drive speakers were also tested. They seemed a little happier in the top register than before, but apart from this there was little difference in performance as compared with the previous tests. On the other hand, by connecting the screen and anode together and using the valve as a triode, the results were comparable in quality with those obtained with a triode of the D.E. 5A class. Owing to the higher $"m"$ value, a smaller signal was required for the pentode used as a triode. In using the pentode in the orthodox manner the reed type might be matched with the aid of a transformer.

THE FACTS ABOUT THE PENTODE.

1. The pentode is a power valve of high magnification factor, large internal resistance, and high conductance.
2. For equal input voltages the output from a pentode far exceeds that from a power triode.
3. With a coil-drive loud speaker using 1,000 turns on a 2-inch former, the current with the pentode for constant input volts, is substantially constant throughout the acoustic range.
4. A coil having been matched with a pentode without sacrificing quality to any serious extent. The power output is then about 6 times that with a coil of 1,000 turns.

Getting the Most from Accumulators.

If all listeners were to follow the advice given by Mr. L. F. Summers, A.M.I.E.E., in a recent lecture before the North Midlands Radio Society, they could depend upon an adequately large output for the cost of their accumulators. Mr. Summers addressed his remarks specially to those who do not get the maximum amount of service from their accumulators before they qualify for the dustbin. After describing the process whereby an accumulator discharges, the lecturer emphasised the importance of reducing the battery directly. It is 80 per cent. run down. With regard to accidental short-circuits, there are not harmful provided that (a) the temperature does not rise above 100-110 deg. F.; and (b) the battery is put on charge at once. When

---

*This has been kept low to minimize feedback and the shunting effect of capacity on the higher frequencies. However, if two 0.25 megohm grid leaks are handy they can be tried separately in series or in parallel.

* One 0.25 megohm leak will do, but this means intensity control on the aerial tuning which is not good practice, although often used even in the best circles.

April 13th, 1927.

Errata.—The ordinates in Fig. 7 and “anode + screen” current. The explanatory matter beneath Figs. 9 and 10 should be interchanged.

---

CLUB NEWS.

Moving Coil Theory and Practice.

The theory and operation of the moving coil loud speaker was the subject of a lecture given recently by Mr. E. F. Hindley before Slade Radio (Birmingham). The points dealt with included: Motion of Coil in Radial Field, Theory of the Diaphragm, The Use of the Huffle, Transmission Losses, and The Advantages of a Recentric Cone. Mr. Hindley received considerable attention, and the lecturer dealt with the various types of output stage. The lecture was accompanied by a convincing demonstration with a moving coil loud speaker designed and constructed by Mr. Hindley.

H.F. Coupling.

At tomorrow’s meeting, at 8.15 p.m., of Slade Radio (Birmingham), Mr. J. W. Walker will lecture on “Coupling: High Frequency Valves.”
A New Listeners’ Organisation.

As a sequel to the recent criticisms of B.B.C. programme policy, it is, I hear, highly probable that one of our biggest national “dailies” will shortly launch a listeners’ league to champion the rights of licence holders.

Is the Public Really Desperate?

Members of Parliament started the latest craze for criticism, but I am not persuaded that the public is nearly as desperate as many newspapers and journals would have us believe. Few of us are completely satisfied with “the common round, the trivial task” (or talk), but we are growing more tolerant, possibly because, at the back of our minds, there dwells the thought of that beneficent regional scheme with its promise of three or four programmes to grumble at instead of two.

Trying it on Friends.

An excellent plan for teaching the art of talking into the microphone will be experimented with at the British Association meeting in Glasgow on September 11th. The B.B.C. will erect a model studio in the University to enable members of the Association to demonstrate to their friends how to hold the listener’s attention. The friends will listen to the performance during the morning session on loud speakers. I hope, however, that the learned professors will remember that it is easier to hold the attention of experts (who also happen to be friends) in the bright morning hours, than of ordinary laymen who have to listen to similar talks after a day’s work.

Wireless Display at B.A. Meeting.

A new feature at the B.A. meeting will be a demonstration, staged by the B.B.C., of wireless receiving apparatus designed for the use of schools and adult study groups.

Sir John Reith will open a discussion entitled “Wireless in the Service of Education.”

Family Pastimes: Then and Now.

Ideas for the National Radio Exhibition are already under discussion at Savoy Hill. One rather interesting scheme, which will probably materialise in the B.B.C. section, is a panorama of family entertainment through the ages, beginning with the paleolithic man crack-

FUTURE FEATURES.

London and Devanty

AUGUST 1ST.—“Good Breeding,” a play by C. A. Lewis.
AUGUST 4TH.—The Southern Command Tattoo, relayed from Tidworth Hants.
Daventry Experimental 5GB.
AUGUST 2ND—Symphony Concert from Bournemoutn.
AUGUST 3RD.—“Handley’s Mansions,” produced by Tommy Handley.

Cardiff.

JULY 31ST.—“Much Marole,” a Musical Comedy by Miriam Pritchett.
AUGUST 4TH.—“Wait for It,” a Revue by Donald Davies.

Manchester.

JULY 31ST.—The Kingsley Prize Concert Party.
AUGUST 2ND—Orchestral Concert from Buxton.

Glasgow.

AUGUST 4TH.—The Powdered Players Concert Party.

AUGUST 3RD.—Popular Opera.

A “Surprise” Success.

Davy Burnaby and his fellow artists hit the bull’s-eye with their “surprise” turn the other Friday, to judge from the correspondence received at Savoy Hill, there being more letters regarding this item than for any other for several months past.

It is not unlikely that the jovial Optimist leader will be a prominent figure in the autumn programmes.

Amateur Transmitter Does His Best.

“Peter Calling” is the title of a play, described in the programme as “A Wireless Mystery in Three Scenes,” which is to be broadcast from Manchester tomorrow evening (Thursday). One of the chief characters in this enigmatical drama is one called “Peter,” who is set down on the programme to be played by ???

Without giving the game away, it may be said that the action is amusingly concerned with the complications that may follow when an amateur transmitter tries his hand. The play will be presented by the Station Repertory Players.

Next: A Talk on Black Beetles?

“People do not—” says the vice-chairman of the Wireless Retailers’ Association, “—people do not want to hear about the black beetles of North Africa.”

This is a dangerous remark, and I hope it never reaches Savoy Hill. It reminds one of the poor persecuted saint who, addressing his torturers, said: “In the name of Charity, spare me the eleven-pronged rib tickler.” Whereupon they said: “Splendid: we hadn’t thought of that. Just hold our ribs.”

Listening to Work.

A journalist has been suggesting several “stunts” which the B.B.C. might try during the next few weeks. The best idea—and this is where a touch of genius comes in—is that listeners should be enabled to hear a Lancashire town going to work. This certainly ought to wake us up; indeed, we should miss it if we failed to rise early. But the idea need not be confined to the activities of Lancashire.

To hear anybody, anywhere, having to work during our own moments of leisure would be very satisfying. The bricklayer condemned to work during the lunch-hour, the all-night train-driver dreaming...
A B.B.C. Emigrant.

Not everybody agreed with the Postmaster-General's recent description of the B.B.C. as the envy of other nations, but there is no doubt that a high valuation is placed on individual members of the staff by organisations overseas.

Mr. Arthur Burrows ('Uncle Arthur') was one of the first of the Savoy Hill family to receive international recognition, and he still holds the onerous post—to which he was appointed years ago—of Secretary to the Bureau Internationale de Radiophonie at Geneva. The next was Mr. Eric Dunstan, who is now managing the affairs of the Indian Broadcasting Company, and the latest emigrant is Mr. R. D. Green ('Uncle Bob'), of the Leeds-Bradford station. Mr. Green left Southampton on Thursday last for South Africa, having been appointed director of the Johannesburg broadcasting station.

Why Not a Month’s Holiday?

"Sir,—There can be little doubt left now as to the cause of the present atrocious weather. Would not the broadcasting companies give themselves a holiday for, say, a month, and so give the farmers a chance to get in their hay? This would mean a sacrifice on their part, but even the most optimistic of us can only hope for a very fair harvest as it is.

—Yours, etc.,
A. E. Madoc Jones.
3, Victoria Terrace, Beamish,
July 5th, 1928."

A letter to the Editor of the "Liverpool Post"

Things we Should Like to Know.

What has become of "Uncle Joey," the Savoy Hill character?

When he intends to take part in the Children’s Hour?

Whether he still spends his days in the Talks department.

Whether he has been literally bored to death.

A Profane Bird.

Better a silent parrot, however, than a profane cockatoo of the sort that created a panic in Melbourne a few weeks ago. According to the "New Zealand Herald," Mr. Rupert Cooke, a Melbourne hotel proprietor, lent his cockatoo to a local wireless amateur for a test transmission. The bird, which was 28 years old, was considered old enough to possess a sense of propriety, but the microphone revealed some unexpected traits in his character.

Oaths with Splendid Clarity.

The amateur describes the attempt thus:

"We commenced about 2.15 o’clock. With his first oath Mr. Cooke grabbed the bird by the throat. He became quiet and we started again, hoping that the first expletive was only a slip. He offended again twice, and finally it became necessary for me to make a very loud noise into the microphone, while Mr. Cooke closed down the cockatoo by force. Unfortunately the test was too good. The clarity was such that I have already received reports from more than 50 people saying that they heard distinctly every word the bird uttered. That is unfortunate."

Bank Holiday Fare.

The true bank holiday spirit is to be propagated by 2LO and 5XX on the evening of August 6th. The revels will begin offensively again twice, and finally it became necessary for me to make a very loud noise into the microphone, while Mr. Cooke closed down the cockatoo by force. Unfortunately the test was too good. The clarity was such that I have already received reports from more than 50 people saying that they heard distinctly every word the bird uttered. That is unfortunate."

A First Appearance.

A broadcast by Harry Weldon is now definitely fixed, and he will appear in the 2LO programme on July 31st. This will be his first broadcast.

In the same programme are Julian Rose and Nick Adams, who are probably the funniest comedians at present appearing in public in Jewish cross-talk.

Porridge or Haggis?

Listeners generally took a keen interest in the first of the B.B.C. controversial debates recently when Sir Ernest Benn and Mr. Maxton met in argument before the microphone. Of quite a different type, but if anything more controversial in character, is the debate which Aberdeen promises its listeners on July 27th. On that evening the momentous national question, "Do Scotsmen thrive best on porridge or haggis?" will be thoroughly thrashed out in the studio with "George," of Aberdeen, and Willie McCalluch, of Paisley, as the protagonists. These are two of the most amusing broadcasters in Scotland.

Tearless Motoring.

Frank Dowling and Phyllis Manting will broadcast a sketch from 2LO on July 30th, entitled, "Motoring Without Tears."

Wireless in a Leper Colony.

If there is one place where broadcasting is thoroughly appreciated it is surely the leper island of Makolga, one of the most beautiful but lonely of the Pacific Islands. The island is nine miles from Levuka, Fiji, but until the installation of a wireless set a few months ago it was practically cut off from the outside world, only being visited at rare intervals by boats from Fiji or New Zealand.

Last August, writes a correspondent, a five-valve set costing nearly £70 was presented to the island by the Combined Retail Soft Goods Charity Club of New Zealand, and this set has since done much to brighten the lives of the 450 leprous patients, which include Fijians, Samoans, Tongans, Indians, Chinese, Solomon Islanders, Cook Islanders, New Zealand Moris, and some Europeans. The set has been named the Ria Tawhiti, meaning "Voice from a distance." Of four valves it can easily pick up all Australian and New Zealand stations, while the fifth gives clear reception of man American ones.
SPARK INTERFERENCE.

Sir,—With reference to the letters of “Unsatisfied,” Mr. Ernest Freedley, and others, in regard to spark interference, there is one or two points which they all seem to overlook.

First, that Morse transmissions of whatever nature have priority over any other wireless service. The broadcast service is a very junior and unimportant service compared with the exchange of messages in Morse from ship to ship, to shore, etc. By this I do not wish to under-rate the value of broadcasting.

Secondly, the amount of money involved in suddenly modernising all the spark sets fitted on ships trading into European waters would be simply stupendous. In this connection Mr. Ernest Freedley’s suggestion of proportioning part of the licence fees is certainly a good one, but it fails in so far as it would be applicable to British ships only, and my own personal experience is that 65 per cent. of the interference on the broadcast band is from a foreign source.

Mr. Ernest Freedley is evidently under the impression that the various shipping companies actually own the wireless apparatus on their vessels. While this is true in a few cases, the majority enter into an agreement whereby apparatus is supplied on a rental and maintenance basis. Therefore it stands to reason that it would be impossible for a wireless company to make any sudden alteration of apparatus without involving considerable expenditure. It must be taken into account that the art of wireless has advanced so rapidly in the last few years that it would not be possible for any big company to suddenly scrap apparatus which must be considered an asset for some time to come. The process of substituting up-to-date apparatus must, therefore, be extended over a considerable period.

As an ex-operator of considerable experience, I should like to make the suggestion of stricter supervision over existing spark sets, as many operators, to my own personal knowledge, are inclined to tighten their aerial coupling under the mistaken impression of greater radiation efficiency. This is the very worst thing they could do from the point of view of the broadcast listener.

In conclusion, may I express the hope, that seeing both points of view the spirit of co-operation will, perhaps, go a long way towards decreasing this bugbear of Morse interference.

ARTHUR C. WEBB (G 5WQ).
June 26th, 1928.

STEEL PANELS.

Sir,—It has often occurred, while studying the pages of your very interesting and instructing paper, that it is strange in this time, when everyone is using metal panels, that no one seems to use the cheaper metals.

I have constructed a receiver in which I use a panel made of planished steel. In use I find that it is in every way equal to a copper or aluminium one, and it cost a few pence. The bluish grey of the metal makes a very pleasing combination with most woods, and the ebonite fittings, such as dials, etc., look far better than they do when mounted on the rather cold-looking aluminium. The metal is sold in sheets of about 3/4in. thickness, so it is necessary to place some backing behind in order to give sufficient support to the components. A piece of three-ply wood which, after baking in an oven to expel all moisture, was well shellacked and cut the same size as the panel, and the components and angle brackets screwed through metal and wood secured the two together.

I am sure that your readers would be glad to know of this tip, and would be delighted at the appearance of the finished job. Wishing you every success with your paper, and looking forward to the next issue.

Westcliff-on-Sea.

July 12th, 1928.

KENNETH A. DAVIS (BM/ZHPP).

RECEPTION OF SSW.

Sir,—The letter from your correspondent in Lahore dated June 9th raises a point on this subject which interests a very large number of listeners in the Empire overseas. He reports good reception in the Punjab—about equal to that of PCJII. I understand that reception is also reported as good as from S.E. Europe, S. Africa, India generally, and Australia. It is most certainly extremely poor in a S.W. direction.

My own short-wave receiver is situated on longitude 69° W., about 3,000 miles S. of New York, i.e., about 700 miles only N. of the Equator. There PCJII is received on the loud speaker, whereas SSW is never intelligible on the loud speaker, and only very rarely on headphones. That this is not the fault of the set is evident from the fact that PCJII is received on the loud speaker at satisfactory volume, and that KDII (all three wavelengths), WGY (both wavelengths), and WLII are all received at a volume equal to that of 2LO on good 1-2 sets with which I am familiar at various points on the 40-50-mile band round London—S.E., S., and W.

If SSW really is an efficient station, one is forced to the conclusion that its aerial is at least first cousin to a beam aerial. I understand that the B.B.C. have denied that it has a directional aerial in this sense. If this is true, it is quite useless to pretend that it is an efficient station, since the conditions that apply to reception of it at 4,000 miles S.W. apply equally to PCJII.

60° WEST.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY RAMP.

Sir,—I was very interested to read your editorial comments on this matter in to-day’s issue.

I recently took the matter up with the local Corporation Electricity Department, and was informed that they had decided absolutely to refuse to replace any radio apparatus rendered obsolete on account of a change over from D.C. to A.C. The only exception they make is when the apparatus is used in connection with the consumer’s business (battery charging, etc., I assume).

This situation seemed very unsatisfactory and extremely unfair, since I have never asked for A.C., being, in fact, fairly happy with the D.C. supply. The Corporation advices that “Electricity Saves More than it Costs,” and in many ways tries to get one to use current. Then, for its own purposes, it puts one to considerable needless expense.

In fairness to the local Corporation, I must add that they have agreed to bear the cost of adapting certain other apparatus, which I have in use, to A.C. On radio apparatus, however, they will not move.

C. S.
Wolverhampton.
July 11th, 1928.
A Misleading Voltage Reading.

My receiver has a choke filter output, and I find that when a voltmeter is connected across the accumulator H.T. battery it shows a full reading of 160 volts, but if I join it between the anode terminal of the valve and negative H.T. the indicated voltage falls to 70, so I am losing 90 volts in the choke. Does this indicate that this component is unsuitable for the circuit?

M. R. L.

You have fallen into one of the common errors of neglecting the fact that when carrying out measurements in this way a large proportion of the voltage may be absorbed in the choke, and you are probably getting a misleading indication, particularly if your meter is of low resistance; a reading taken in this way would show the actual voltage on the anode only if the meter passed exactly the same current as the valve. For further information on this subject we would refer you to an article, "The Eliminator Output," in our issue of May 2nd, 1928.

S. L.

An Improvised Megger.

I am told that it is possible to make comparative tests of insulation resistance (of many megohms) with the help of a voltmeter. Can you give me any information on this subject, bearing in mind the fact that my measuring equipment is limited to a voltmeter and a milliammeter? I do not expect highly accurate quantitative results, but merely an indication.

A. B.

There are several ways of using valves in testing for insulation, but we suggest that the simplest way of obtaining a rough and ready indication is to use the circuit shown in Fig. 1. In setting it up, due precaution should be taken to ensure that the insulation resistance of the apparatus is above suspicion.

The operation is not difficult to understand. Assuming the "test" terminals to be perfectly insulated, it will be understood that the valve grid is at zero potential. Now if these terminals are joined together, a negative grid bias from the battery will be applied, with the result that anode current (as indicated by the milliammeter) will decrease. The same effect will be noticed if the circuit is completed through a resistance, but the falling-off in current will be noticeably less when this becomes comparable in value to the incidental resistance across the valve. An adequate discussion of this point cannot be entered into here, but, generally speaking, you may take it that an insulation resistance of many megohms is indicated when there is no perceptible change in anode current when the test is applied.

Fig. 1.—Testing for insulation; leakage in the external circuit is indicated by change in anode current.

RULES.

(1.) Only one question (which must deal with a single specific point) can be answered. Letters must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department.

(2.) Queries must be written on one side of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.

(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under present-day conditions justice cannot be done to questions of this kind in the course of a letter.

(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied or considered.

(5.) Designs for components such as L.F. chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be supplied.

(6.) Queries arising from the construction or operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in "The Wireless World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.

Readers desiring information on matters beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or paragraphs.

A Double Fault.

My "Everyman-Four" receiver will not quite tune up to the wavelength of 5011, although this station is just heard when both condensers are set at maximum. It is noticed that signals become weaker when I withdraw my hands from the dials. The coils are commercially made to "Wireless World" specification, and the condensers are of 0.0005 mfd. or greater. An "untuned" stubbing the capacity could be still further reduced without any noticeable alteration.

V. S.

We think that two separate faults are indicated by your description. In the first place it is certain either that the secondaries of the coils have an insufficient number of turns or that the condensers are below their rated capacities. As far as the coils are concerned, you can check this by counting turns. Secondly, it appears that you are increasing the capacity across the windings by placing your hand in proximity to the dials, and this suggests that the moving plates and framework of the condensers are not connected to the earth side of the circuit, as they should be.
NOT JUST THE ‘CARRIER WAVE’ . . .

30 stations 3 valves!

Station after station in the U.K. and abroad come in with clarity and volume on the Loud Speaker, whether on short or long wavebands, whilst many others are obtainable on the ultra-short waveband by simply changing 2 plug-in Dimic Coils.

Cash Price
£21 - 16 - 0

Royalties 37/6 Extra.

We confidently recommend either of these Receivers with the full knowledge that your confidence will not be misplaced. The results will justify your purchase.

THE McMICHAEL SCREENED DIMIC THREE

Clear-cut reception, true-to-life reproduction of every sound broadcast and a reserve of power ensuring full and unforced volume.

The McMichael “Screened Dimic Three” is a year in advance of any set in all the qualities which go to make the perfect receiver.

THE McMICHAEL FIVE VALVE PORTABLE

Not only is every set constructed of the most reliable components in the world, but is thoroughly tested, and in addition the three special valves used when testing are included in the set when sold.

Advertisements for “The Wireless World” are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE

The Wireless World
MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER
(as described in "The Wireless World")

Complete
Constructional Details
and Dimensional
Drawings

By F. H. Haynes
Assistant Editor: "THE WIRELESS WORLD"

With the moving coil type of loudspeaker
the most faithful reproduction can be obtained. This booklet gives complete
instructions for building an instrument, at a
moderate cost, whose output is suited to
home conditions. The design has been
developed to form a standard for amateur
workers, as, when once adopted, the dimen-
sions cannot easily be modified.

Price 1/8 post free.

From the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD,"

SPECIAL STUDENTS' LIBRARY EDITION

FIFTY YEARS
of ELECTRICITY
THE MEMORIES of an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

By J. A. Fleming,
M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S

IN THIS volume the author places before
the general reader a review of the chief
triumphs of applied electricity during the
last half-century.

Dr. Fleming has a word to say upon every
phase of applied electricity: he indicates the
trend of present research and suggests the
course of future progress and development.

Every student should make a point of
obtaining a copy of this special edition of
what may be regarded as a classic of
technical literature.

Price 15/-
net

From leading
booksellers
or direct from the
Publishers:


Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTICES.
The CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns is:
12 words or less, 1/- and 1d. for every additional word, 2d.; 24 words, 3/-.
Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers as follows on orders for consecutive interval, provided a contract is placed. The space required for each of these instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the previous issue. 5% 20 consecutive, 10% 50 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up to 12.00 P.M. on FIRST FRIDAY of each month (post to date of issue) at the Head Office of "THE WIRELESS World", Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices, 13, Hertford Street, Covent; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham; 560, Deansgate, Manchester.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular issue will automatically be memorandum unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Postal Orders and Cheque Payments for advertisements should be made payable to 
L.L. F. LLEWELLYN & Co., c/o TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO., Ltd., and crossed & Co. payable to L.H.F. LLEWELLYN & Co., Ltd., or the order as directed above. Cheques must be in order within 30 days of despatch.

All notices relating to advertisements should quote the number which appears at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

NUMERED ADDRESS:

The correspondence of private advertisers, letters may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office. Where this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies must be added to the advertisement rates which must include the words Box 500, 0/- "The Wireless World". Only the number will appear in the advertisement. All replies to advertisements must be addressed either to "The Wireless World", Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4., or to Box 500, 0/- "The Wireless World", through our London Office. The proprietor cannot interfere with the use of the received envelopes, will not enter into the use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

DEPOSIT SYSTEM:

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons are advised to attend in person for the deposit, to the extent of the amount of the order. The deposit order must include the words "Box 500, 0/- "The Wireless World". Only the number will appear in the advertisement. All replies to advertisements must be addressed either to "The Wireless World", Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4., or to Box 500, 0/- "The Wireless World" through our London Office. The proprietor cannot interfere with the use of the received envelopes, will not enter into the use of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

SALE OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED APPARATUS.

A New Service to our Readers.

We have made arrangements with the Patentees of various sets and apparatus to have a limited number of sets and apparatus that may be sold by the apparatus set under the name of the Wireless World. The sets and apparatus are guaranteed to be of the best quality and are sold at a reasonable price. The apparatus is available for sale at the following dealers:


TANNOY

A.C. and D.C.

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS.

Cheaper than a dry battery!

PROOFREADED TO

R. R. C. S.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Owing to the August Bank Holiday, the issue of THE WIRELESS WORLD for August 8th must be closed for press earlier than usual.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in that issue can be accepted up to

FIRST POST WEDNESDAY, Aug. 1st.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

BURNDEPT Telephone Forde Lane, with values, E12, plus Royalty (used for demonstration only). MARCHAND Straight Eight, 5 H., in perfect order, with valves and extra anted, £25, including Royalty or offer for the same. - James Scott and Co., Radio Engineers, London, E.12.

READ and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and components, the makers pioneers in 1924; 28 London hospitals are equipped with sets and other mains sets, using no balancing; some of these sets have not even received their doors until over the years-just a switch on the wall used, nothing else touched. Sets are supplied over 500 pairs 'phones' and loudspeakers. Non-mains sets functions in a government hospital 600 miles from the last broadcasting station.

READ and MORRIS, Ltd., 2 valve set for D.C. mains from £414, A.C. mains set from £414.


READ and MORRIS, Ltd.-Why use accumulators if A.C. mains are available? The London M.T. Unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always ready, valve, could be addressed to Mr. E. Baker, Tube Receiver, Vic. 5. Vic. 12. Vic. 13.


READ and MORRIS, Ltd., undertake the design and construction of any type of radio apparatus. We make for the individual and guaranteed results. It will pay you well to consult us before buying elsewhere.

READ and MORRIS, Ltd., for second-hand sets, best makers only. Burndept., Marchon, etc., at junk prices.

READ and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St., facing back of Waring and Gillows', Oxford St., W.1.

PORTABLE Tris, 4 valve, a few sold and demonstrations models, in perfect condition; usually £2 8/- each, including delivery. Also a few 2 valve at £1 6/- each. Box 7386, c/o The Wireless World, Manchester, 4.

FOR Sale, 2-valve Western Electric receiver, also 2-valve amplifier, complete with valves.—Taylor, etc.

OFFERS Wanted for Fada Neutroline, slope panel model, with new transformers, etc.; also for English made neutroline, in walnut cabinet, with best British components; Ampiton A.R.19, 5/86, Godfrey, 9, New End, Hampstead, 3.

GOODWINX Portable V, new, cost £30, sold £28 10/-, Warmley, 40, Alnsworth St., Blackburn, 457.

SECOND-HAND Receivers, 1 4 valves, perfect order, cheap. - Coville, Engineers, Horley, 429.

EMERSON Four list of patents, selling; life; May offer what others don't have—41, Mount Pleasant Rd., Tottenham, 4.

RECEIVERS Constructed to any Published Design, best materials and guaranteed workmanship.—Simmonds Bros., Shrewsbury Rd., Smethwick, 4623.


EVERYTHING Four, built to specification, best components, £5 5/-, 24, Finsbury Park, N.1, complete, £7 10/- model, 120V. H. Exide, 6v. 150 amp. battery; vas; others.—Box 7394, c/o The Wireless World.

EVERYTHING Three, first class components, 2 Marconi, 1 Cumbria, 90, Holborn Vi., C.A.V. circuits, complete with cabinet, £7, or best offer.—Parkes, 65, Hambledon Rd., Fulham, 4.

SAFETY CHARGING COSTS BY USING A "BRAYTON OUTFIT" of H.T. TRICKLE CHARGERS (rated at 100 volts) 30/- Brassstarl, Blackist, Backst, complete, in one pack, send for price list, post free.
The finest Gift

As a gift “Celestion,” most excellent of Loudspeakers, is without a peer, for all who hear it can share the great pleasure that it brings. Get your dealer to demonstrate “Celestion” for you. You will be amazed at its realism.

Embodied in “Celestion” are the six essentials of an excellent Loudspeaker.

They are—

**EVEN RESPONSE**

**EXTREME SENSITIVITY**

**ONE ADJUSTMENT**

**IMPERVIOUS TO CLIMATE IMPROVEMENT WITH AGE**

**DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE**

Moreover, “Celestion” is British made throughout.

There are four “Celestion” models in oak or mahogany ranging from £6 10s. to £25. We shall be glad to forward to you our free illustrated literature giving full particulars, and of our “Woodrobe” Type Gramophone Pick-up. When ordering the Pick-up please state whether adaptor is for H.M.V. or 1/4 inch size.

**CELESTION**

The Very Soul of Music

Write to Dept. C

THE CELESTION RADIO CO.

Hampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames.

Associated Company: CONSTABLE-CELESTION CO., PARIS.

---

**Components of That Matter!**

New patented S.L.F. condenser tried and found perfect by the Technical Press.

C.F. & H. Burton.

Progress Works, Walsall.

---

**THE WIRELESS WORLD**

**ADVERTISEMENTS.**

**BATTERIES.**

Wet H.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen: Jars, 26/-. 1/2 square, 1s.; nickel, 11d.; zinc, 1/2d.; cells, 6d.; cell with brush and electrolyte, 4/-. post free; high efficiency, long life, self-charging, upkeep small; send 1/ for sample unit; illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 10/-; write for free battery literature; trade supplies, W. Taylor, 57, Strudy St., Stockwell, London. [0479]

C.D.E.B. Accumulator Charging Service.—Collection in 5 and delivery of Croxley. Advertised for particulars to Croxley and District Electric Service, 98 Cherry Orchard Road, East Croydon. [1918]

**CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.**

Tantalum and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make your own accumulators, blue print for H.T. and L.T. Lionium electrodes fitted with terminals, 24 amp. and 810 amp.—Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool. [0428]

**POWER.**

Transformers with large cores and low resistance; 20 m.amp. 180v. D.C. output, from 200-250v. A.C. mains, 20/-; 50 m.amp. 250v. D.C. output, ditto, 25/-; diagram free; 1.5 amp. 6v., for trickle charge, 2/-. 3 amp. 6v., £5.

**COMPONENTS**

For smoothing and output, large cores, low resistance, 30 henries. 17/6; ditto, double output, 20/-; output chokes for public authority use, Resistor, 10.3.4. Omission, Resistor, 20.3.4. Output transformers, 100.3.4. With separate battery compartment, from 50/- to £12.

**CABINETS.**

BELLING-LEE Terminals are the finishing touch to any Receiver. They are a combination of Beautiful Finish and First Class Workmanship.

Belling-Lee Terminals are Bakelite insulated and made with 30 different engravings.

**PRICES.**

Type “B” illustrated, sold in an attractive carry case, carrying a year’s guarantee.

Price £3 each.

Type “M” as type “B” but non-insulated.

Price 3d. each.

Type “R” Cheap competitive insulated terminal with return name.

Price 3d. each.

Illustrated catalogue free on request.

BELLING & LEE, Ltd. Croydon Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
COILS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

B and J.—All “Wireless World” coils from stock.
B and J.—Everyman Four coils, 50/- pair.
B and J.—Everyman Four coils, plug-in type, H.B.C. 36/6, S.N.A. 50/-; bases, 5/6 pair; your coils ordered for 7/6.
B and J.—Everyman Four, plug-in type on Selhurst form, as described in “Wireless World” May 30th, page 578, complete set with bases: £4 4s.
B and J.—Regional and Standard Four, 77/6 set; selection Four, 45/6 set; D.I. Everyman, 50/-.
B and J.—F. C. Mains Thirte, 72/- set; A.C. valve receiver, 26/- pair.
B and J.—Colls Carry our Usual Money Back Guarantee; see also displayed advertisement at head of Miscellaneous columns.


ERCLIF—Colls for All “Wireless World” Receivers.\[9493\]

deed of types in regular production.\[9494\]

SPEECH—Colls for A.C. Valve Receiver, as specified, 26/- pair; interchangeable long and short wave, 73/- 3 set.
ERCLIF—Colls for B.C. Mains Three, as specified, interchangeable, 85/- 6 set.
ERCLIF—Colls for Super Seven, 3 L.F. transformers, complete, 50/-; copper box, 17/- 6.
ERCLIF—Colls for Everyman Four, still the standard of excellence, 55/- pair.
ERCLIF—Colls for Cascade H.F. Amplifier, 10/- each.
ERCLIF—Colls for Screened Valve Everyman, 53/- each.
ERCLIF—Colls for Standard Four, 77/- 9 set of 4.
ERCLIF—Colls for All-Wave Four, 42/- pair.
ERCLIF—Colls for Selection Four, 51/- 7 set of 4.
ERCLIF—Colls for All Modern Circuits.
ERCLIF—Colls for Unapproached Quality and Reputation, and selected for all special purposes.
ERCLIF, the six spanner trade mark of the makers of the best coils, the people who never lie down; send for our free lists before you decide supplied anywhere.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland, Sheffield. Tel.: Shireland 751. [18870]

Advertisements for “The Wireless World” are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
Range, Selectivity, Volume, Purity.

In all those qualities the "Lindley" 5-valve portable is far ahead of all others. Its efficient range on High Powered Stations such as 2XX, 5GB, etc., is 400 miles, and on normal powered stations, 100 miles. It will receive several Continental stations at loudspeaker strength.

All-in Price £30 Royalties paid

All components see British. The set is in a polished mahogany cabinet embodying an Amplitude Conal Loudspeaker. Nickel-Plated bullet bushes, turntable and canvas slip-over cover supplied free.

A few shop-casted Portable Sets at Bargain Prices. Send for List W.

LINDLEY & C

Telephone: Holborn 3052

14 Great Queen Street, King'sway, LONDON, W.C.2

THE WIRELESS WORLD

JULY 25TH, 1928.

TUNING COILS and METHODS of TUNING.

By W. JAMES

A VERY useful manual giving the maximum of information on the subject. Following a simple explanation of the principles of wireless, the author discusses the many methods of tuning circuits, with explanations of spade, condenser and variometer tuning. Other chapters treat in detail the choice, construction and design of coils, and give particulars as to size of coil required, the best shape, size of wire, type of insulation, and special uses of the various coils.

Price 2½ net.
By Post 2/10.

From leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILiffe & Sons Limited
Dorset House, Tudor Street, LONDON, W.W. 3.
**EPOCH MOVING COIL PARTS**

**WHY** has the Epoch so quickly taken first rank in the speaker market.

**WHAT** glows testimonials by every post?

**WHERE** do all who have seen and heard them find that they were priced astounding or even treble the figure they should have and the saving? They are unmatched for quality, efficiency, reliability, accuracy, tone and finish, and the price is only

**£3-10-0**

ALMOST COMPLETE ASSEMBLED
*(Final assembly is a simple half an hour's job)*

**From ALL DEALERS and FROM EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD., 53, Gracechurch St., London, E.C.3**
**Advertisements**

**Testing Your Valves adds Power & Range to your Set. The DIX-ONE-OMETER is the only meter that will show all tests on one dial.**

**The DIX-ONE-OMETER.** The 50 Range "Roll-Royce" of valve testers. An instrument of exact precision reading milliamperes, micromhos, and millivolts to 0.005 milliamperes, 0.005 millimhos, and 0.005 millivolts. A truly unique instrument in 10 years of intensive research and development. A member of the DIX-ONE family of apparatus, it is an essential accessory for any owner of an "A. C., D.C., and D.C. RECEIVER." The DIX-ONE-OMETER-Large receiver and small are exactly the same. One, however, the best bargain ever offered to Radio users. £10 worth of precision, multi-range, mirror scale, sealed knife-edge instrument for £5.50.


**WANTED.**
- **TUNED** L.S.A. valve speaker, complete unit, grade B.; phone card, complete set. [£1.11.5d.]
- **TUNED** handset, complete set. [£1.11.5d.]
- **PORTABLE Receiving Set, must be in perfect condition.** [Items 3 & 4 required in full details to BM 606 B.]

**EXCHANGE.** Art Exchange, best offers; anything reasonable entertained. [G. A. R. 182, Kennington, S.E.11.]

**VALVE Power Amplifier for 220v. C. A. Mains, complete and used. [£15.15.0d.]**

**ADDS Exchange Co. specialists in parts exchange, who will order and also return for you at cost F.O.B. only.**

**SITUATIONS VACANT.** Paid Physicist Laboratory Assistant Wanted, must have good class experience. [Box 189, Knights, 55, Chaucer Lane, W.C.2.]


**GOLDEN OPALSTEEL**

**UNBREAKABLE**

**UNBREAKABLE**

**UNBREAKABLE**

**UNBREAKABLE**

**UNBREAKABLE**

**Situations Vacant.**

**Representatives:** first-class men required, London and provincial, for well-known camera firm, with excellent salary. [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

**Situations Wanted.**

- **ADVERTISER (23)**, thorough technical knowledge, mechanical and electronic, in chemicals, toys, and plastics, to undertake any design, test, or repair work, sales, and administrative work. [£80 a year.]

- **KERR Young Man (32)**, full, expert knowledge of sound and television for electrical trade for 10 years with leading firm as salesman, designer, 15 years with technical sales of radio and television sets. Good salary plus commission. [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

**Businesses & Property for Sale.** To be let, or wanted. [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

**BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.** Step by step, Wireless complete course, the theory of apparatus. [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

**WANTED.** DIX-ONE-OMETER-Large receiver and small are exactly the same. For Radio users. £10 worth of precision, multi-range, mirror scale, sealed knife-edge instrument for £5.50.


**FERTILUX PANELS**

**Super Bakeite Board**

**Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nat. Col.</th>
<th>7x14</th>
<th>4x4</th>
<th>7x14</th>
<th>1x14</th>
<th>7x14</th>
<th>6x7</th>
<th>7x14</th>
<th>6x7</th>
<th>7x14</th>
<th>6x7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>7x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>7x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>7x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
<td>1x14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The W.E.M. Davy Eliminator.** A neat wave trap specially adapted for 55X and 55B. [Advertisement for 'The Wireless World.']

**The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and Brian.** [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

**The Unique Semi-oil Submerged feature of the Elite absolute precision surface contacts.** [Advertisements for 'The Wireless World.']

*Advertisements for "The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.*
A LONG FILAMENT

A long filament with a long life—that's the Mullard P.M.
This wonderful Mullard filament is found only in Mullard P.M. Valves.
It consumes only 0.75 amps. and is easy on your batteries.
Mullard P.M. Valves will improve any radio set—ask your dealer, he stocks them.

Mullard
THE MASTER VALVE
**WIRELESS ATTIC**

ROOM IN EVERY ROOM!

Easily, instantly — Merely push in the plug, and the wireless comes on in any room you desire. The Lotus Remote Control provides you with independent control in any room without interference from other rooms also using the set. It is impossible to leave the set "on" because the last plug withdrawn automatically turns it off. Any amateur can install this latest radio convenience — any set can use it. Try it and treble the value of your set.

You can wire two rooms yourself in half an hour at a cost of from 30/- to 47/6 according to your set. There is a Remote Control for every type of set.

From all Radio dealers.

**LOTUS REMOTE CONTROLS**

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Bouyancy Valve Holders, Lotus Ferrier Coil Holders, and the Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works,
Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

**LOEWE RADIO**

**GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP**

Hear your gramophone records through your loudspeaker at any strength you like. . . clearer, more lifelike, without a trace of distortion.

Buy a Large Pick-up. No alterations to gramophone or set. Your dealer will gladly demonstrate.

**PARMEKO**

Special CHOSES for all purposes.

We manufacture special Chokes for all purposes. Here is an illustration of a 40 henry 30 milliamp Modulation Choke for a small Transmitter. This Choke is section wound and mounted on a cast aluminium frame. High degree of insulation between windings and frame.

Send us your special requirements.

**Large Output Eliminators** for moving coil speakers.

These Eliminators provide high and low tension current for the last stage of an Amplifier for Moving Coil Speakers.

H.T. Current is also available from two variable tappings each capable of giving from 0 to 180 volts for operating the other valves in the set.

Model A.C.2. Employing a U5 Valve. One fixed tapping giving 400 volts at 50 milliamps. Two variable tappings giving 0-180 volts. A.C. Filament Current for two LS5A Valves in parallel, 5 volts 3 amps Price, complete £13.10.0 with valve

Model A.C.3. Employing two RHI Rectifying Valves. One fixed tapping giving 500 volts at 100 milliamps. Two variable tappings giving 0-180 volts. A.C. Filament Current for two LS5A Valves in parallel, 5 volts 3 amps Price, complete £16.10.0 with valve

**PARTRIDGE & MEE, LTD.,**
12, Belvoir Street, LEICESTER.

**NO STALE ELECTRICALS **

No electrical goods of any description are carried in this shop.

**WE ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY**

Every Sunday morning, for the benefit of our customers.

**THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.**
4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.15.
Telephone: 2049

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
BUILD YOUR ELIMINATORS

WITH

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS

WHICH WILL GIVE YOU FULL WAVE RECTIFICATION WITHOUT VALVES OR ELECTROLYTE.

Constructed entirely of metal, rigidly fixed, there are no moving or wearing parts.

Other types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Input Volts A.C.</th>
<th>Max. Output Volts D.C.</th>
<th>Max. Output Amps</th>
<th>For incorporation in</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4/2/1</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>6/7 3</td>
<td>0 3</td>
<td>Trickle Charger</td>
<td>27 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/2/2</td>
<td>8/9</td>
<td>6/7 3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>L.T. Charger</td>
<td>45 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Style R.4.55.1
Rectifier for incorporation in H.T. Eliminator or H.T. Charger.

Input Volts 200-250
Max. Output
Volt D.C 160-200
Max. Output Current
R.M.S. Milliamps 100

PRICE 84 6

Transformers specially designed for use with these rectifiers are manufactured by:
Mears Ferranti Ltd. and Mears R.L. & Varley Ltd

Ask your retailer for full particulars.

Manufactured entirely in England by:
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1

Specially wound for use with screened grid valves

Encouraged by the success of LEWCOS Binocular Coils (ordinary type), we have now produced a specially wound astatic coil for use with screened grid valves. Together they form an ideal combination. Try this new LEWCOS success in your set.

We are now making coils for the "MASTER THREE."
Details upon request.

LEWCOS
Binocular Coils

Obtainable through all radio dealers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuned Anode with Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.B.C. Coil 250-550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daventry Coil 1000-2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuned Anode without Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.B.C. Coil 250-550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daventry Coil 1000-2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths Ltd.
Church Road, Leyton
London, E.10
**NEW DOUBLE RANGE TUNER**

A scientifically designed tuner which when shunted with a variable condenser of 0'005 mfd. max. capacity covers wavelength ranges of 250 to 600 metres and 1000 to 2000 metres change over being effected by push-pull switch supplied. Reaction controlled by variable condenser also of 0'005 mfd. This instrument comprises a complete tuning unit which does away with all coil changing.

An illustrated catalogue giving full particulars of this and other Watmel Products will gladly be sent to you on request at a p.c.

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.

**FOR EFFICIENCY!! FIT SIMPLICON VARIABLE CONDENSERS**

Special Model for "EVERYMAN PORTABLE" with long control handle.

Price 1/6 post free.

Full particulars of other models on application.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT LTD., SPARKBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

**Cossor, made no mistake!**

and Specified the W.B. Anti-Phonic Valve-Holder

Yes, and not only Cossor, but every other discriminating expert. The W.B. Anti-Phonic Valve-Holder has been specified by the leading Wireless men of the day time and time again.

This speaks for itself, and when you fit W.B. Valve Holders in your own receiver you will find that their reputation is thoroughly deserved.

Price 1s. 6d. each.

Send or call for particulars and the name of Whitby-Howard System Ltd., 66 to 88, Middlesex.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO. LTD., Noti—Ike Road, Manfield, Noti.

**HARBROS EASYFIX SILK FLEX**

Will not kink, snap, nor short.

When you are making "room to room" extensions for your set, do you want a twin flex that is neat and tidy, harmonious to its surroundings, easily fixed, and when alterations are necessary, easily unfixed? Do you want a twin flex that does not damage walls or panels by use of nails and staples, and do you want a twin flex of the LOWEST SELF-CAPACITY? Then you must use "HARBROS" Patent Easyfix Silk Flex, the only flex that embodies all your wants, and "HARBROS" Pins.

4d. per yd; 3/9 per doz. yds. Pins 2d. per doz.

If your dealer is out of stock, send direct to us.


Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
BRITAIN’S finest Eliminator Condensers are reduced in price. There’s no excuse for using untried condensers now that T.C.C. 800v. D.C. Test Condensers cost less.

T.C.C. Eliminator Condensers are unquestionably safe. Every one is rigorously tested and guaranteed in capacity and insulation.

For nearly a quarter of a century T.C.C. have been famous for their sheer dependability.

You can’t go wrong if you use them in your Eliminator.

NEW PRICES OF 800V. D.C. TEST TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'1</td>
<td>2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPER POWER with PERFECT PURITY

Power valves that are eminently suitable for Horn Speakers are not good enough for modern Cone or Coil driven Speakers that are extremely critical to imperfections in the set, particularly to overloading of the last valve.

Conditions differ!

With a Cone or Coil driven Speaker an OSRAM Super Power valve gives far better results than ever were possible with a Horn Speaker working from an ordinary power valve.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Write for booklet on the use of Osram Super Power Valves.
Cossor Valves give you enormous volume. Strong, clear melody from many distant lands or full toned music from your local station. You get the pick of the programmes with Cossor Valves, they bring in radio from seven countries on the famous Cossor "Melody Maker." Cossor Valves will definitely improve reception. Use them in your Set.

Get this Book FREE!
Please send me a copy of your 48-page Book "How to get the best from your Cossor "Melody Maker.""

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

W.W. Ltd.
A.G. Cossor Ltd., Melody Department, Highbury Grove, London, N.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.